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ABSTRACT

Results are presented of a systems failure analysis of the PIUS plant systems that are used during normal
reactor operation and postulated accidents. This study was performed to provide the NRC with an understanding
of the behavior of the plant. The study applied two diverse failure identification methods, Failure Modes Effects
& Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and Hazards & Operability (HAZOP) to the plant systems, supported by several
deterministic analyses. Conventional PRA methods were also used along with a scheme for classifying events by

initiator frequency and combinations of failures. Principal results of this study are: (a) an extensive listing of
potential event sequences, grouped in categories that can be used by the NRC, (b) identification of support systerns

that are important to safety, and (c) identification of key operator actions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The PlUS (Process Inherent Ultimate Safety) r,_ctor is an advanced design nuclear power plant that uses
passive safety features and basic physical processes to perform safety functions. The PIUS reactor was designed
by ABB-Atom over the past decade. ABB has submitted a Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) to the
NRC to provide the basic information necessary tbr a preapplication review of the conceptual design of PIUS.
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) performed a detailed analysis of the PlUS reactor, a_, documented in this
report, to assist the NRC in their preapplication review of PLUS.

The study of PlUS consists of basically two mare portions, a component level analysis and an integrated
systems analysis. These two portions were performed by multi-disciplinary teams and were also completed using
several methods, in order to obtain more complete results. Also, some scoping level thermal-hydraulic analyses
were performed in support of these efforts. For the component level analyses, a Failure Modes, Effects, and
Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and a number of deterministic analyses (e.g. structural, and corrosion-related) were
completed. For the integrated analyses, BNL performed a Hazards & Operability (HAZOP) Analysis and an event
tree analysis. HAZOP is a method often used in the chemical industry for analyzing system performance. The
event tree analysis was performed using probabilistic safety assessment techniques. The resulting accident sequences
were analyzed using the NRC Event Category (EC) method, which is based on initiator frequency and combinations
of failures. In a simplified fashton, EC-1 sequences are Abnormal Operational Occurrences (AOOs), EC-2
sequences are Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), EC-3 sequences are Severe Accidents, and EC-4 sequences are
Residual Risk related sequences. Accident sequences were also placed into broad consequence categories based on
the amount of radioactive material that could be released, using engineering judgement. The final results of the
various analyses were of a qualitative rather than a quantitative nature. The large majority o._' the sequences were
in the Residual Risk (EC-4) category.

Principal results of this study are:

(a) An extensive listing of potential event sequences, grouped in categories that can be used by the i
NRC for selecting AOOs, DBAs, and Severe Accidents that must be analyzed for design
certification.

(b) Identification of systems that are important to safety in the mitigation of a,_.Adent initiators.

(c) Identification of key operator actions that pertain to mitigation of accident initiators or accident
management strategies.

One noteworthy observation to emerge from the various analyses is the importance (and the apparent
reliability) of the passive scram function of PLUS. Also, however, the study identified a lack of diversity and

redundancy in the scram function. During the time of the BNL review, ABB continued to develop the PlUS design
and in fact has (subsequent to the PSID) modified and improved the scram features. Other important observations
are contained in the various Tables of the results section of the report.
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TABLE OF DEFINITIONS

BETA Brookhaven Event Tree Analyzer

Consequence Categories:

CC-I No fuel damage. Cladding does not leak and fuel can be reused. I
Radioactivity in coolant may be released.

CC-2 Fuel damage occurs such that fission gases in the fuel escape; the fuel
element cannot be reused because of cladding degradation or
perforation. Coolable geometry is maintained and no melting occurs.

CC-3 Fuel damage occurs involving relocation, fragmentation or melting.

FMECA Failure Modes. Effects, and Criticality Analysis

FREQUENCY CATEGORIES:

These categories are used in a number of places and sometimes are failures or occurrences per year while at other
times they are failures per demand.

I Frequent: 10 to 1

II Anticipated: 1 to 0.1

III Rare: 0.1 to 0.01

IV Very Rare: 0.01 to 1E-4

V Extremely Rare: IE-4 to 1E-7

VI Incredible: Less than 1E-7

HAZOP Hazards and Operability Analysis

NRC Event Category
(EC) Methodology: This is a method of classifying accident sequences based on the

frequency of the initiator and the number of failures that occur. See
Section 7.3 for the detailed definitions of each Event Category (EC-
1,2,3 & 4.)

PCRV Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel

PIPA PlUS Interactive Plant Analyzer

PIT PlUS Interim Table

PlUS Process Inherent Ultimate Safety Reactor
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) preapplicatlon review of the Process Inherent Ultimate
Safety (PLUS) reactor is being supported by an integrated systems analysis of the reactor design by Brookhaven
National Laboratory.

The overall purpose of this study was to perform a systems failure analysis of the PlUS plant systems that
are used during normal reactor operation and postulated accidents to provide the NRC with an understanding of the
behavior of the plant.

Principal results of this study are:

(a) An extensive listing of potential event sequences, grouped in categories that can be used by the
NRC for selecting Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOOs). Design-Basis Accidents (DBAs),
and Severe Accidents that must be analyzed for design certification.

(b) Identification of systems that are important to safety in the mitigation of accident initiators.

(c) Identification of key operator actions that pertain to mitigation of accident initiators or accident
management strategies.

A multi-disciplinary team of experts in the diverse fields of reliability analysis, human factors, reactor
operation, the material sciences, thermal hydraulics modeling, reactor physics modeling and structural analysis
conducted the PlUS integrated analysis. Two failure analysis methods were used, supported by several deterministic
analyses.

At the completion of the study, the major results were presented to ABB-CE in a public meeting at NRC
headquarters. Comments were received from ABB-CE as a result of this meeting, which included information not
in the PSID, as well as information about design changes in PlUS made after the PSID was written. The study was
not completely redone to account for these design changes, however Section 4 was revised extensively, considering
the new information from ABB-CE. Additionally, Sections 8 and Appendix C were revised based on the vendor's
comments.

The report is organized as follows. After a brief overview of the PlUS reactor in Section 2, the
methodology is described in detail in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 summarize the two failure analyses, Failure
Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and Hazards and Operability Analysis (HAZOP). Supporting
deterministic modeling of reactor transients, material evaluations, and evaluations of external events are given in
Section 6. In Section 7, the interim results from FMECA, HAZOP and the deterministic analyses are integrated,
and event trees are developed. The results of the application of the NRC event category methodology are presented.
In Section 8, the system dependency analysis is completed and the PlUS safety classification scheme is discussed

and background information for various of the working chapters are given in several Appendices.

The results of the study are summarized in Section 9, together with its limitations.
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2.0 REACTOR OVERVIEW

2.1 General Description,

Figure 2-1 is an overview of the design teatures of PLUS. The reactor core and other primary system
components that direct the coolant flow to the four primary coolant loops are located inside a pre-stressed concrete
reactor vessel (PCRV), that contains reactor pool water borated to a concentration of 2200 ppm. The walls of the
PCRV are approximately seven meters thick and contain pre-stressed steel cables (or tendons) that provide tensile
strength for the vessel. The walls are lined with stainless steel and have an imbedded steel membrane to prevent
the loss of the pool water. The reactor core is located in the lower region of the PCRV to provide a mechanism
for natural circulation flow between the reactor pool and the heated core region, when required to remove residual
decay heat,

A density lock, located below the core region, prevents the flow of borated pool water into the primary
system during normal operation. This lower density lock is a vertical grid of cells approximately one meter in
length that acts as an interface between the cold pool water and the hot primary coolant. During normal operation,
this interface is maintained in the density lock by controlling the main coolant pump speed, An additional density
lock is located above the core region. The hot/cold water interface in this upper density lock is controlled by
varying the water level in the pressurizer via the reactivity control system. Any transient pressure imbalances
between the reactor pool and the core will cause borated pool water to enter the core region through the upper and
lower density locks, and shutdown the reactor. In addition, automatic and manual trip of the primary pumps will
similarly shutdown the plant. Since the PlUS design does not include control rods, trip of the primary pumps
represents the active scram of the plant.

An important feature of the PIUS design is a siphon breaker located downstream of the nozzles in the cold
leg piping. This siphon breaker prevents the excessive loss of reactor pool inventory following the rupture of the
cold-leg main coolant piping.

The reactor pool is prevented from overheating by active and passive cooling of the pool water. The active
pool cooling system is non-safety grade and is similar to a typical Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System in a
current light water reactor The passive pool cooling system transfers pool heat to passive water-air heat exchangers
located on the roof of the containment. In addition, the pool has been sized to remove residual decay heat for seven
days without either active or passive cooling while maintaining a water level above the top of the core.

2.2 Key PIUS 600 Characteristics

The overall design for the Process Inherent Ultimate Safety reactor (PIUS 600) is characterized by the
following features:

• Four-loop pressurized water reactor,

• A PCRV that contains approximately one million gallons of borated water,

• Moderate Power Output (640 MWe),

• A primary system that is partitioned into a heavily borated (2200 ppm) low temperature, large
volume, reactor water pool and a four-loop coolant system that includes the steam generators,
pumps, and associated piping systems,
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Figure 2-1 Principal Features of PIUS 600
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• No control or shutdown rods,

* Power control that is provided by controlling the boration of the primary coolant, the flow of
water in the steam generator loops, and the temperature of the feedwater to the secondary steam
system.

s The reactor pool water is prevented from entering the core by balancing the pressure in the pool
and the pressure in the core region by controlling of the speed of the main coolant pumps.

• Pressure imbalances between the pool and the primary system will result in borated water entering
the core, resulting in shutdown of the reactor.

• A reactor pool that can absorb the residual core decay heat for one week without pool cooling or
:dition of water.

2.3 Simplified PIUS Operati0ns

The following sections briefly describe the various modes of operation of the PIUS design.

2,3.1 Hot/Cold Shutdown

Figure 2-2 shows a simplified representation of the operation of PIUS in a hot or cold shutdown condition.
The reactor pool is part of the primary loop and operates in parallel with the path through the reactor, if the core
is fresh, it will generate negligible heat, and there will be no appreciable natural circulation flow through the core
or any other path. However, after the reactor has operated, the primary coolant is heated by residual heat reducing
the density and resulting in natural circulation flow through the core. Since the primary pumps are idle, there is
little flow through the steam generators; hence, this natural flow passes out of the upper density lock into the reactor
pool where it is cooled and returns through the lower density lock. In this mode, the PIUS reactor is passively
cooled. The decay heat is transferred to the reactor pool and removed either actively or passively through the air-
cooled heat exchangers.

2.3.2 Startup

Startup of the reactor is begun t,y injecting nitrogen into the gas lock to accumulate gas in the region above
the lower density lock. As shown functionally in Figure 2-3, this accumulation prevents flow through the lower

density lock since the natural circulation flow is insufficient to force the gas bubble out. With the lower density
lock blocked, the natural circulation flow due to the core residual heat will pass through the steam generators and
pumps at a flow rate determined by the thermal driving head and the flow resistances.

The primary pumps are run at a low speed as the reactivity control system is used to deborate the primary
system and bring the reactor to a critical condition. The reactor is now critical at a very low power level and does

not generate any significant heat. The temperature of the primary system is approximately 100*C and the nitrogen
accumulation in the gas lock is removed to prepare for the power ascent.

2.3.3 power Ascent

Schematically, the power ascent is similar to the hot/cold shutdown process (Figure 2-3). The reactivity
control system processes the primary flow, re'ducing the boron content of the water. This reduction causes the core
reactivity to increase, increasing the power level and the thermal driving head through the reactor. This increase
in the reactor flow rate must be balanced I_v an increase in pumping rate through the steam generators. If these

flows are imbalanced in either direction, the difle,ence in the flow rates will be matched by flow through the reactor
pool. This flow from the pool is borated and would shutdown the reactor.
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2.3.4 Cont(o]!ed Shutdown

A controlled shutdown (Figure 2-4) is essentially the reverse of the ascent to power. Initially, the [low is

through the steam generator primary, as shown by dotted lines. The reactivity control system adds boron to the
primary coolant and reduces the reactivity. The resulting power decrease reduces tl'_ethermal driving head across
the core and the pump flow rate must be reduced. This process of adding boron and reducing flow rate continues
until the reactor becomes subcritical and the primary pumps are stopped. Stopping the pumps upsets the flow
balance and additional borated water enters through the lower density lock making the reactor further subcritical.
Core cooling is maintained by natural circulation flow through the core and the reactor pool, with the heat being
removed by the active or passive pool cooling systems.

2.3.5 Pressurization of the PIUS Primary Loop

During normal operation, the operating temperature in the primary loop must be raised while maintaining
flow through the reactor and directing flow to the steam generators. The temperature rise depends on the power
level at which the core is operating. Boiling the coolant is prevented by maintaining system pressure sufficiently
high. (PIUS operates about 28°C subcooled.) Because the reactor pool is part of the primary loop, the pool,
reactor, steam generator, primary pumps, and primary piping are pressurized to 9 MPa. An electrically heated
system located inside the reactor containment performs the pressurization.

2.3.6 Reactivity Control of PIUS

The reactivity control of PlUS 600 is provided by controlling the concentration of boric acid in the primary
coolant. There are no control rods. The concentration of boron in the primary loop can be changed rapidly by the
reactivity control system and by admitting borated water from the reacter pool.

With the proper pressure balance between the pool and the flow loop, the primary loop remains insulated
from the pool wa.'er, allowing the primary loop to operate at high temperature for thermodynamic efficiency. Any
increase or decrease in primary watcr flow through the steam generators can upset this balance, causing highly
borated pool water to enter the core and shutdown the reactor.

2.3.7 Active Scram of PlUS

The active method of scramming PIUS is to stop one of the primary pumps. Flow through the steam
generators drops, and the flow through the core is balanced by flow out of the upper density lock, down through

the borated reactor pool, into the lower density lock, and to the core to scram the reactor. The PIUS protection
system has several automatic signals that will trip the primary pumps. In addition, there is a manual trip.

2.3.8 Passive Scram of PIUS

An increase in primary pump speed will cause a pressure imbalance at the density locks and highly borated
i water from the pool will be drawn into the primary loop and scram the reactor. In addition to the speed of shutdown

that may be achieved by forced flow of borated water into the reactor, the effect is regenerative. The more boron
that is added, the more the power level is reduced thereby increasing the flow of water through the upper density
lock.

2.4 PlUS Upset Scenarios

This section briefly discusses seven scenarios that will result in either an active or passive scram of the
reactor.
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2.4.1 Upset Scenario 1: Overpower

Overpower can occur when the power from the reactor core ts greater than that being removed by the steam
generators. This event is an underflow type of flow imbalance. The primary inventory in the riser is heated,
increasing loop buoyancy and causing a pressure imbalance at the density locks. Borated water from the pool enters
the primary loop, scramming the reactor.

2,4.2 Upset Scenario 2: Excess Heat Removal

If the heat removal at the steam generator increases, the temperature of the cold leg and of the core inlet
decrease, resulting m reduced riser temperatures, causing a reduction in buoyancy. This, again, results in ingress
of borated water into the primary loop, scramming the reactor.

2.4.3 Upset Scenario 3: Hot Leg LOCA

If a large pipe break occurs m the hot leg. the rapid depressurization results m void formation in the core.
Th_s void tormation greatly tncreases the buoyancy in the riser, creating a pressure imbalance'at the density locks,
causing the ingress of borated water, described previously as passive scramming.

The rapid depressurization may result in exceeding the critical heat flux, at least briefly, and must be
examined in detail.

2.4.4 Upset Scenano 4: Cold Leg LOCA

If a large pipe break in the cold leg occurs, the rapid depressurization results in void formation in the core
and increases the core flow rate. As in the hot-leg LOCA scenario, borated water enters the core region from the
reactor pool. The siphon breaker prevents a large loss of inventory from the vessel due to siphoning through the

cold-leg break.

2.4.5 Upset Scenano 5: Station Blackout

Loss of power to the primary pumps results in a pressure imbalance between reactor pool and the core
region that forces borat't_l pool water to enter the core region and shutdown the reactor.

2.4.6 Up_t Scenano 6: Anticipated Transient Without Active Scram

Assuming a loss of electrical load as the anticipated transient, power will be lost to the primary pumps;
this loss of pumping results in a pressure imbalance, causing ingress of the reactor pool water to the core region
and scram of the reactor.

2.4.7 Upset Scenano 7: Lt_ss of Heat Sink

Loss of the heat sink results in heatup of the primary flow through the steam generators mad heatup of the
reactor. This event leads to void formation in the primary system, causing changes in core flow not balanced by
the steam generator pnmary flow. The resulting pressure imbalance causes ingress of reactor pool water and
shutdown of the reactor.

2.5 Fuel Handlin_ Equipment

For this study, BNL assumed that the reactor can be sufficiently opened that System 2311 has access to
the core. System 2311 is a track-mounted bridge with a trolley consisting of two working platforms, a control desk,

two hoists, and a telescope. A grapple for handling fuel assemblies is attached to the bottom end of the telescope.
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Coarse positioning of the grapple is accomplished by means of coordinate scales and a level meter. Fine positioning
of the reactor core level is accomplished by tilting the telescope. All handling is supervised visually or by means
of underwater television equipment. Trolley and bridge motion is by thyristor control of electrical motors.

The telescope consists of one fixed tube and four telescoping tubes capable only of transverse motion. The
fixed tube may be rotated manually through 360 °. The bottom of the inner tube is equipped with a pneumatic grab,
TV camera, and floodlights. The grab cannot be opened when loaded.

When the telescope is fully withdrawn, the grapple is at the height of the bottom edge of the core grid.
The four positions of the grapple, and the fact that it is unloaded, are sensed by microswitches and indicated at the
control desk. The load on the elevator cable is monitored by a cable load weighing machine, which provides

overload protection.

2.6 Reactor Parameters

.The major design parameters of the PIUS 600 reactor were summarized and compared with a Swedish
PWR and a BWR of comparable power in Table 1.3.A of the PSID. This information is reproduced and included
here as Table 2-1 below. This comparison shows that the PIUS 600 parameters are conservative in many regards.
For example, the primary coolant flow rate is higher |br PIUS 600 and the core inlet and outlet temperatures are
lower than for the PWR. The average core power density is 69% of the PWR value, and the system pressure is
58% of the PWR value. The maximum fuel temperature is about 1000°C lower than that for a PWR or BWR. The
flux distribution across the core is about the same as tbr the PWR or BWR. The moderator temperature coefficient
is more negative than is the coefficient for the BWR, and the maximum boric acid concentration is generally less
than for a PWR.

The fuel enrichment is essentially the same as for an LWR, and the burnup is high, although in the

projected upper range for a PWR. The number of fuel assemblies per core is more than in a PWR. A noticeable
difference between the PIUS 600 and LWRs is the shortened fuel element length: it is 2.6 m compared with about
4 m. Safety implications of this difference are not obvious; the shortened length may afford greater uniformity in

fuel burnup. The weight of a fuel assembly is slightly more than in a PWR and considerably less than in a BWR.

There are four primary coolant loops for PIUS 600, the same as a large PWR; the steam pressure is about

2/3 of that of a PWR and comparable to a BWR. The coolant temperature range is that of an LWR to obtain
comparable thermodynamic efficiency. The number of steam lines is the same as in an LWR (4). The rated
thermal and electric power is about the same as in a mid-sized LWR. PlUS 600 has two steam-driven feedwater
pumps, as do many LWRs.

A major difference between PlUS 600 and the LWRs in the comparison is the reactor pool. PIUS 600
operates submerged in a borated pool of water to essentially eliminate the possibility of core uncovery. This pool
is very large being sized to remove the decay heat from a core that had been operating at full power. It would take
one week before sufficient pool water had boiled off to cause core uncovery (assuming no return of the boil off
condensate or make-up feed).

2.7 System Identifications and Relationships

PlUS has several innovative design features. The reactor must contain nuclear fuel in a moderating and
cooling environment to produce a nuclear reaction and remove the heat produced. The heat that is produced is
converted to steam to drive a turbine and generate electricity. A heat sink must be provided, as required for any
thermodynamic cycle. An electrical distribution network is required with other support services. Systems that
protect against upset conditions, including a containment, must be provided, as well as the automatic and human
interface controls and indicators. This section _ives an outline of the identifiable systems in the plant.
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Table 2-1: PIUS 600 Parameters with PWR and BWR Comparisons !

BWR

PWR (Oskarsh-
Parameter PIUS (Ringals) am3)

Thermal and Hydraulic Design

Rated power MWt 2000 2775 3020
Core coolant flow rate, kg/s 13,000 12,865 11,400
Core coolant temperatures,

Core inlet °C 260 284 278
Core outlet °C 290 322.6 286

System pressure MPa (psi) 9.0 (1305) 15.5(2248) 7.0(1015)
Average power density, kW/l 72 104.5 49
Maximum fuel rod thermal output, kW/m 29.8 41.4 41.5

Average fuel rod thermal output, kW/m 11.9 17.86 18.1
Maximum heat flux, kW/m 2 1000 1390 1080

Average heat flux, kW/m _ 400 598 473
Maximum fuel temperature °C 700 1870 < 1800
Core inlet coolant enthalpy, kJ/kg 1135 1224
Feedwater temperature, °C 210 221 215

Design Power Peaking Factor

Radial peaking factor (hot channel) 1.55 1.68
Axial peaking factor 1.4 < 1.6 1.38
Total peaking factor 2.17 < 2.22 2.32

Nuclear Design

Moderator void coef. 1E-5/% > -200 > -120

Moderator temperature coef. at power IE-5/°C, BOC2 -36 >-26
Moderator temperature coef. at power 1E-5/°C, EOC3 -46
Fuel temp. Doppler coef., hot,/°C -3. lOE-5
Equilibrium enrichment, % 3.5 3.27 3.1
Average discharge exposure, MWd/kg U 45 22/32
Equilibrium fuel cycle 12 mo.
Maximum boron concentration in primary ppm 375

Core Mechanical Design/Fuel Assembly

Number per core 213 157 700
Rod array 18x 18 17x 17 8x8
Array form square square square
Overall width, m 2.26 2.14 1.36

Length, m 2.6 4.06 4.13
Uranium/assembly, kg 377.8 523 178
Assembly weight, kg 546.7 297
Fuel channels no no square

i Parameters were obtained from the Preliminary Safety Information Document
2 Beginning of Cycle
3 End of Cycle
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Table 2-1: PIUS 600 Parameters with PWR and BWR Comparisons (cont.)

BWR

PWR (Oskarsh-

Parameter PIUS (Ringais) am3)
i,, , , ,,, ,,

Core Mechanical Design/Fuel Rods
,i i i ,, ,, ,,,, ,, ,,,, ,,,,,, ,

Number per assembly 316 264 63
Outside diameter, m 9.5 9.5 12.25/11,75

Cladding Zirc-4 Zirc-4 Zirc-2
Rod length, m 2.625 3.993
Fuel pellet material UO z UO2 UO 2

,, , , ,,,

Core Assembly
,,,,, , , , ,, ,,, J, ,u,,

Fuel weight as U in IE3 kg 80.5 72.4 124.4
Equivalent core diameter, m 3,75 3.035 4.6
Active core height, m 2.5 3.658 3.68

, ,,,,

Steam Generation
, ,.,,

Number of steam generators 4 3 4
Steam outlet pressure, MPa 4.0 6.0 4.7
Steam outlet temperature, *C 270 276 260
Feedwater inlet temperature, *C 210 221 187
Main steam lines 4 4 4

,, ,,,.,

Turbine Plant

Rated power, MWt 2000 2x 1390 2060
Rated power, MWe 700 2x490 680
Turbine speed, rpm 3000 3000 1800
Rated steam flow, kg/s 1012 2x760 1047

Admi_ion pressure, MPa 3.87 5.9 4.6

Feedwater System

Number of feedwater pumps 2 2x3 3

Feedwater pump drive turbine electric electric

Reactor Pool

Water in reactor pool, m3 (gal) 3.3E3
(8.7E5)

Pool dimensions height, width, depth, m(ft) 43(I41)
12(40)

38(115)
Pool wall thickness, m(ft) 7(23)
Pool liner 1
Pool membrane 1 -

Boron concentration, ppm 2200

! _ _ i i ]l i,
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The BNL analysis of the PlUS design used the nomenclature given in the PlUS Preliminary Safety
lnfornmtion Document (PSID). Table 2-2 shows the top-levd identifications.

Not all of the systems are equally important to safety; thus, the review of the total system requires using
judgement as well as experience gamed from reviewing the current generation nuclear power plants to select the
systems of most significance to safety, and to prioritize the review effort. Using these considerations, BNL selected
the major categories 200, 300, 500, and 600 for the investigations described in this report. Table 2-3 shows the
system identification to the first three digits. This system identification is very useful to:

(1) assure against overlooking systems having an impact on safety (completeness),
(2) to provide a map to the plant organization,
(3) aid in locating systems whose description and FMECA are presented in Appendix A.

The system identification ts given in this section for use as a reference for the remaining .sections of this report.

, , u ,w,_,_,L_ i, ,,,,,, i ' '"'It

Table 2-2: Top-Level PIUS Structures and Systems

Number Identification Entity Identified

100 Buildings and External Systems

200 Reactor and Reactor Auxiliary Equipment

300 Reactor Plant Process Systems

400 Steam and Power Conversion Systems

500 Central Equipment

600 Electrical Equipment

700 Service Systems

800 Other Plant Equipment
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110 General Civil Engineering Structures 210 Reactor systems 310 Primary loop systems

111 Plant site 211 Upper parts of pressure vessel 312 Reactivity control systems
113 Cooling water channels 213 Reactor internals 313 Recirculation system
114 Culverts and dikes 215 Reactor assembly supports and restraints 314 Pressure relief system

115 Roads and parking areas 216 Vessel internal instr, support systems 316 Condensation system
217 Startup neutron sources
218 Reactor materials test specimens sup-

port equipment

120 Central building compound 230 Handling equipment 320 Pool loop systems

121 Reactor building 231 Refueling systems 321 Reactor pool
122 Turbine building 233 Reactor internals handling equipment 322 Pool loop reactivations systems
123 Aux. cooling systems building 235 Vessel instr, replacement equipment 323 Reactor pool cooling system
124 Chemical systems building 237 Tools for vessel internals 324 Fuel pool cooling and cleanup system
125 Control systems buildings 239 Handling equipment for reactor internals 325 Reactor pool water replacement system"

126 Electrical system building 328 Pressurizer systems
127 Diesel building
129 Active workshop building

130 Separate buildings and structures 240 Storage equipment 330 External systems

134 Transformer buildings 241 Fresh fuel storage equipment 331 Reactor water cleanup systems

135 Water treatment building 242 Fuel service pool equipment 333 Chemical additives system
136 Cooling water rinsing systems building 243 Spent fuel storage pool equipment 336 Sampling system

138 Cooling tower pump building 244 Reactor service pool equipment 338 Controlled drains system
139 Security building



Table 2-3 PlUS System Identification (Cont'd.)

140 Secondary buildings and structures 250 Service equipment 340 Waste systems

141 Meteorological tower 253 Fuel service equipment 341 Offgas delay system

142 High voltage switchyard structures 254 Failed fuel locating equipment 342 Liquid waste system
144 Main plant stack 257 Loose parts monitoring system 343 Solid waste system
146 Permanent personnel building 258 Plant in-service inslx_tion equipment 344 Decontamination systems
147 Raw water treatment buildings 345 Monitored floor drain systems

148 Storage and workshop area 349 Offgas filter system
149 Other permanent structures

150 Concrete vessel 260 Reactor fuel 350 Other reactor process systems

151 Conciete vessel monolith 261 Fuel assemblies 355 Containment pool cooling system

152 Containment 263 Spare fuel, replacement fuel
157 Concrete vessel liner cooling system
159 Concrete vessel liner venting system

160 Cooling towers 290 Thermal insulation systems

291 Wet thermal insulation for reactor
primary system

293 Other wet thermal insulation inside of

the reactor pressure vessel
295 Thermal insulation system outside of the

reactor pressure vessel

410 Steam line systems 510 Common central equipment 610 Grid voltage system

411 Steam line _ ,stem 511 Main central room 611 Grid voltage system

413 Steam bypa._ ystem 515 Central cables
415 Turbine sealing system 516 Trip and interlock systems
419 Live steam feedwater heating system 517 Alarm and display systems

518 Emergency control room
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Table 2-3 PIUS System Idmti_ (Cont'd.)

42O Steam turbine systems 52O Computer _ 62O High _otttge swighy_d

421 Main steam turbine 521 Main prcx:emmngama, 621 High voltage _-wighyant equipmmt

422 Steam admission system 523 Control room maa-nmchine interface
423 Moisture separator and steam reheat system

system 524 Control pttg:emaws
425 Lubrication and jacking system 525 Core mamgemem couqmter system
426 Control and trip oil system 527 Safety Imranmterdisplay system
427 Steam extraction system
428 Other turbine auxiliary systems
429 Turbine protection devices

430 Turbine generator systems 530 Reactor and pool control and monitoring 630 Goatee.tot bus system
systems

431 Main plant generator 531 Neutron flux monitoring systems 631 C_mtmtmorbus sycJ_n
432 Exciter and voltage cotltrol system 533 Water chemistry control system
433 Seal oil system 534 Main coolant pump control system
435 Generator cooling water system 535 Reactor power control system

437 Hydrogen and carbon dioxide systems 536 Reactor, reactor pool and _ vessel
nmmtoring systems

537 Reactor pool level control system
538 Rea,_tor pressure control system

440 Turbine condenser systems 540 Process control and tneasuremeaat system 640 Regular auxiliary AC lxmaea"supply sys-
tems

441 Turbine condenser 541 Process measurements principles 642 6.0 kV amtilhh-y AC system

442 Condenser gas removal system 542 Process control principles 643 660 V _ AC system
446 Condenser makeup water system 543 Process olmratkm _ples 648 Pressurizer. heater power supply system
447 Seal water system 545 Leak detection principles 649 Main coolant pm_ power mt_y system



Table 2-3 PlUS System Identifteation (Cont'd.)

450 Circulating water systems 540 Process control and measuremeat system

451 CondensercoolingpJmp system 546 Pipempun_moniumngsystems
453 Cooling tower pump system 547 Othex process n_3nitoring systems
456 Circulation water systems makeup water

system
457 Circulation water systems water quality

control system

460 Feedwater system 550 Radiation nmmtoring systems 650 Diesel plant

461 Condensate system 551 Ex_ delay offgas system inlet 651 Diesel plant
463 Feedwater system radiation m0mt_
467 Condensate cleanup system 552 Half-hour delay offgas system inlet

_on monitor
553 Stack n:dimkm momtot-s

554 Steam geaerat_ tube rupture umaitormg
t

--" syste_n
555 Room radiation nmmtors
556 Portable _ nmailofs
557 Envirmnnmtal _ monitors

470 Turbine plant service systems 580 Other n_tsttte_ne_s and monitoring sys- 660 Diesel-backed AC power supply systems
terns

472 Turbine plant leakage and drain systems 581 Containment nmaitoPa_gsystem 661 Diesel-bad_ed 660 VAC power supply
474 Turbine plant drying system 584 Earthquake moaitoxing ia_fftmmeats system
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Table 2-3 PIUS System lde__ (Com'd.)

590 Plato and turbine comr_ sys_ms 670 ll_e__ _ supply

59 ! Plant power comrot s_ 672 Regular I l0 VDC __ power supply
592 Turb_ _oa system
593 Turbine plant processcontrol systems 673 Safety-grade 1I0 VlX" auxiliary power
594 Turbine _ superv=si_ systems supply system
595 Turbine automatic opera(ms system 67' 400 V Izu_-b_ked auxiliary power AC
597 Turbine conu-oi system system
598 Feedwatef ccmtrol system

710 Service water systems 810 Transport equipment

711 Cooling water intake rinsing systems 811 Overhead cranes
712 Diesel-backed _rvice water system 812 Elevators
713 Non-diesel-backed service water system 815 Vehicles
714 Cooling towers for cooling the reactor

pool

720 Closed cooling system 820 Tools and furnishings
t_
t

721 Diesel_ked closed cooling system for 821 laboratory equiptm_.t
the reactor pool 822 _g equipment

722 Diesel-ba_ed closed cootmg system for 823 Mechanical workstu3p and store eqmp
cotr_.,_nents and pools merit

723 Non-diesel-b_ked closed cooling system 824 shielded transport containersi

724 Passive closed cooling system for the 825 Special tools
reactor pool 826 Furmtm'e etc.

726 Chilled water system 827 Electrical workshopequipnamt
727 Local air coolers system 828 Instrument woAstmp eqmpugnt



Table 2-3 PlUS Systemidemi_ (Cam'dL)

730Water_ md d_mbettm_ S30Lightiag_ and_ power

731Rxw wa_ tr___mem system 831 lndo_mmnl _ systems
732 Water _ s'_ 832 Omdo_ ligbtiq systems
733 Demmer-_ized water _butiou system 835 emergatcy lightiq system
734 _sh pressure_ws_r sys_ 837 Load power

740 Ventilmkm systems 840 On-sde " " _, mid almm systems

745 Other comroUedarea vemilation 841 Plant internal - - " _ _ systems

systems 842 Extenml _ exchm_
746 Commt _ vemilab_ system 843 Alarm systems
747 Elec_:al a_d diesel buila____ 844 _

vemilatim systems 845 Public _ system
748 Ventilation sy_._emsfor other non- 846 Clock system

controlledarea_ 847Area_s_
749Emergencyve__ system 848 _ md exit seperv_.-_ system

849 Plant opermioa televisum _g
systems

750Compnssedgas_ 850Off.e_- " "

751 Bottle air system 851 Crater huttta_ system

753 _ tit system 852 _tesml radio : " system
754 Co_ aitrogm system 853 _ center" " "

eadmqe
8.S6PI_ Jmmff ,_ter

760 _ md dma _,stem

761 Tap w8_ systems
763 Ptm be.t/rigsystem
765 Noa-comrolled area floor dram systems
767 Gr(mmJwater dram system
768 Smfa_ wau_ _ system
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3,0 METHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology used for the PlUS analysis. The description of each of the parts will
receive additional coverage in subsequent sections.

3. l Methodololv Overview

Designs of advanced reactors u submitted to NRC often present systems that are significantly different
from conventional nuclear power plants, and sometimes lack the design details needed for construction. Moreover,
there is little or no operational experience with portions of these designs, and with some of the equipment.

In inve_ttgating a methodology suitable tot analyzing PIUS-600, BNL drew on experience in applying PRA
methods to the design of the Advanced Neutron Source reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This work began
with conventional PRA methods but encountered difficulties due to lack of detail and operating experience, that are
associated with the analysis of the advanced nuclear power plants. Over the course of the more than five years of
work on ANS, Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) I has been demonstrated to be an effective

methodology for overcoming the noted limitations, for discovering design weakness, and for working with the
designers to a_hieve improved designs. Based on this experience, FMECA was adopted u one of the primary tools
of the BNL methodology for advanced reactor design analysts.

To further enhance the ability to discover potential accidents, the BNL methodology supplements the
inductive 2 FMECA with the deductive Hazards and Operability Analysts (HAZOP) (Lees, 1980). Whereas

FMECA examines the effects of coml_,alent failure on systems, and systems failure on the plant, HAZOP begins
by considering the effects at the plant level of perturbations of the process variables on system safety. HAZOP then
goes on to determine the system failures that could cause the perturbations.

Both the FMECA and HAZOP are supported and guided by a multi-disciplinary team of specialists
performing deterministic 3 analyses in reactor physics, thermal hydraulics, materials, stress analysis, chemical
effects, and reactor systems. The determinist analysts provide consultation to the system analysts, u well u the
independent analyses that are included in this report.

Figure 3-1 shows the overall BNL methodology for analyzing the safety of advanced reactors. The

methodology begins with deterministic and probabilistic analyses by the multi-disciplinary PLUS-600 team. The

FMECA and HAZOP probabilistic analyses are performed independently of each other to achieve a more thorough
screening process than either alone. The team, using PlUS information4, with an understanding of regulatory
objectives, performs their analyses to produce FMECA tables, HAZOP records, and deterministic studies.

These tables, records, and studies are merged in the PlUS Interim Table (PIT), which classifies each PIT

I A FMECA provides a tabular listing of the effects of components, subsystem and/or system failure in a plant.

2 Inductive logic is reasoning from cause to effect; deductive logic is reasoning from effect to cause.

3 The distinction between deterministic and probabilistic processes is sometimes not self-evident. Here, we
call probabilistic the methods used to model reliability: FMECA and HAZOP, and call deterministic the
conventional engineering methods used to analyze: heat, flow, stress, vibration and corrosion.

4 The PlUS information is primarily from the Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) with additional

information in the form of test loop information, technical articles and ABB responses to questions.
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Figure 3-1 Diagram of BNL Methodology Applied to PIUS-600

entry according to whether it is an accident initiator or an accident mitigator. These are the information classes used
to prepare accident sequences that are displayed as event trees.

The PIT is principally based on considerations of single failures, but multiple failures of safety-grade and
nor.-safety grade systems _re possible and must be considered. Such is done through the development of Event
Trees and a System Depet:dency Analysis.

The next step uses the information contained in the PIT, in the event trees and the system dependency
analysis to prepare the following tables for use in guiding and prioritizing the regulation of PIUS-600:

. Summary of the most significant findings from the various analyses performed, i.e., FMECA, HAZOP,
and other various supporting deterministic analyses.

• Various table of accident sequences that include the initiator, the failures that contribute to the initiator,

the systems important to mitigating the initiator (systems important to safety). Some tables include qualitative
estimates of the initiator frequency, mitigating system failure, estimates of sequence frequency, and sequence end

state severity.

• Several tables of initiators and systems, important to safety including frequency class and prioritized and
sorted in difference ways.

• Key operator response actions, including related event sequence and mitigation function affected.
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* A list of test, maintenance, and inservice inspection concerns.

Also provided is a critique of the methodology used to analyze PIUS-600, and a list of information areas
that were lacking in the PSID.

With this overview, we will now discuss the parts of the methodology.

3.2 Descrintion of Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

3.2.1 Oualifi¢/ttions and Information Needs

Preparing a FMECA requires a timdamental understanding of the physical processes involved in the i

equipment being analyzed - how things work and how they fail. In addition to knowing how the parts work, it also
is necessary to understand how the parts and humans work together to forni subsystems, systems, and the plant.
Moreover, the analyses must be performed for the normal modes (power, start,up, hot and cold shutdown, refueling)
and upset conditions. Furthermore, the analyst must estimate the likelihood of the off-normal situation and the
consequences to the public and worker safety. When this estimate is done, the postulated events may be ranked by
their risk significance.

A FMECA may be prepared by a team or the initial FMECA may be prepared an individual to be reviewed
by team members who require explanations and justifications for the analyses and conclusions. The former method
may be the best way for very complex systems because it requires the knowledge of several people for understand-
ing the system. The latter method, after reviews and response to the reviews, is believed to be more efficient and
robust than the former, and is the method used in this analysis of PIUS-600.

3.2.2 Conten_ of a FMI_CA

A plant design is reviewed to identify the forces that would start and propagate an accident, locations of
hazardous material, and the levels of protection that are afforded. Eventually, all parts of a plant that appear to
have accident potential will be studied, but there must be a starting place, which may be a system perceived to have
the greatest potential risk to the public and workers. For a reactor, this is the core, composed of fuel, neutron
absorbers, coolant, flow channels, and the pressure boundary envelope. Because all important elements of the
reactor will be analyzed, the starting component and the order in which the components are analyzed, makes little
difference, although completing one system analysis before starting another is advisable for reasons of logic and
grouping of information.

Each component of the design is identified and its purpose is explained. A failure mode is identified along
with the causes of failure. The effect of this failure on the system and plant is stated, followed by a qual:tative risk
estimate called criticality, and a qualitative frequency estimate for this failure mode. This frequency estimate may
be based on actuarial data, part count, or reliability class. Mitigative factors are stated, followed by observations
that are made in performing the analysis.

This process is repeated until all parts of the plant, deemed to be important for public and worker safety,
have been analyzed.

3.2.3 Depth of a FMECA

The depth of analysis should be limited to those items needed to envelope the risk. This depth depends
on the plant being analyzed, its complexity, and operating experience with the type of component. PIUS-600 uses
unique design principles and components. Thus, some components and systems are explored in detail to determine
failure modes that are not obvious or that have not been experienced. The depth of analysis must reach a reasonable

postulated cause of failure through the assistance of the deterministic analysts. System dependencies also must be
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identified.

3.2.4 FMECA P_tion

The failure mode, and effects analysis (FMtSA) or its extension, the failure mode, effects and criticality
analysis (FMECA), is a systematic, standard (IEEE, 1975) method for reliability analysis with established
proceduP_. After the analyst becomes familiar with the plant and its operation, a FMECA is prepared by selecting
a system that is lmportalat to operiboll or safety, selecting a subsystem of the system and a comIx)nent in the
subsystem for analysis. Bec.mu_ there will be a large number of analyses, they must be prepared systematically in
a table such as that shown m Figure 3-2. This table is prepared with a personal computer using a word processor 5

The FMECA table consists of • major title followed by a line that identifies the system and the subsystem

being investigated. The table has nine columns. The left column contains numbers that identify each of the

f uel_eeem.etk_n

...... _ ...................................... "]

: ', : b': _/ / / : i ' 1

i: / "-Typeolfailure _Effecllolfailure--(_e / (Mltlgatlng"Analy_s
! "Pail _l:_m _ _ ) on_ of_ / Items oommonts on
P_ r_ / _, _ l_ I e.xte_ua_

\W•ys off_Jlure L.Occurence circumstances
including frequency
multiplefailures dm

Figure 3-2 Tabular Form of the FMECA

snalyses. In some cases, a number and a letter are used to identify analyses in which different failure modes are
analyzed e.g., a valve failing open and the valve failing closed. This column is followed by a description of the
item and its function. The third column contains the postulated failure'mode e.g., fail open. The fourth column
lists the causes for the failure mode, e.g. binding, distortion, corrosion or power failure. This column may contain

5 For the PIUS FMECA, the word processor was WordPerfect 5.1 with the table feature.
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multiple failures that may be necessary for the failure of this component. The fifth column explains the effect on
the system and plant. Criticality, listed in column six, is a qualitative risk estimate, a combination of consequences
and frequency of occurrence. The criticality categories used in this work are:

• _ - further consideration Is recommended

• Medium - possibly significant

• Low - not believed to be risk significant.

The estimated frequency of occurrence of a failure used in column 7 is based on the following categories
provided in the PIUS PSID6:

• I - frequent: 10/year to I/year

• II - anticipated: I/year to 0. l/year

• III - rare: O.l/year to 0.Ol/year

• IV - very rare: 0.01/year to 1E-4/year

• V -extremely rare: IE-4/year to l E-7/year

• VI - incredible: less than IE-7/year.

The mitigative factors are presented in the next column. These factors could include equipment providing
redundancy, human actions, or considerations mitigating the effects of the failure. The last column shows
observations made by the analyst regarding assumed conditions for the analysis, or suggestions for improving the
design. In preparing the FMECAs for PlUS that are contained in Appendix A of this report, we found it necessary,
in some cases, to give additional de._riptions of the assumed conditions than is practical in the space provided in
the table. Thus, notes are attached; these may be applicable for more than one item.

When a FMECA on a component of a system is completed, another component is selected until the system
is completely analyzed. This process is repeated until all systems important to the plant have been analyzed.

3.2.5 Practical Completeness

Practical completeness means that all significant ways in which a plant may fail and affect the public or
workers have been identified, including a very large number of ways, some of which involve highly improbable
combinations. Low probability events are small risk contributors, and analysis of the more probable events will
encompass most of the risk. Completeness is approached in this study by:

I) System cla.ssification,
2) Experience,
3) Peer review,
4) Preparing an initiator matrix, and

5) Identifying multiple failures

1) System Classification

6 Category I is changed from the ABB nomenclature from "normal plant operation" to that shown.
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The system classification scheme used by PlUS and given in Section 2, is an inventory of the equipment
in the plant organized by system, subsystem, and component. By stepping through the system classification, all
plant components are considered. For practical reasons, FMECAs are not prepared for all components of the
system classification; the analyst reviews all components and analyzes those considered to be important to _fety.

2) Experience

Several hundred years of power reactor operating experience have been amassed in the United States and
much more in the world. This experience is valuable for analyzing advanced reactors and it is used in preparing
the FMECAs.

3) Peer Review

An experienced analyst, working alone, attains a high level of concentration that leads to indepth FMECAs.
Nevertheless, one or more peer analysts working at a similar depth may identify items not in the first FMECA.

They may question items for reasons overlooked by the first analyst or overlooked by the peer analysts. Thus, peer
review contributes significantly to the FMECA process.

4) Initiator Matrix

An initiator matrix aids completeness by providing a _tl_laa_ f"b'_tem "_written list of things that might cause failure. Figure " |$_bl_t_,_,d
lib

3-3 shows this as a conceptual matrix equation in
_. ,.,vmVv,lmLV

which failure causes operate sequentially on the item /*..S -..F
under FMECA analysis. If a thing may cause an item _._,.._ Failure
to fail, the analyst includes this as one of the failure _'_'"
causes in the FMECA. For example, a thing may be MoralFati_StressCorroslonCrackln
stress-corrosion cracking, the item under consideration Clumdc,al R_ctlon

Loose Parts
may be pipe, and, stress corrosion may cause pipe I - EleclfloJ Failurefailure; hence, it would be included in the FMECA. PmmmatlcFailure
The initiator matrix is a systematic way to consider the HumanError
various causes of failure. PoorMJnten_RadlalitmEmbdttiotmmt

5) Identification of Multiple Failures Figure 3-3 Initiator Matrix

The FMECA considers the independent failure

of components; a component may also fail as the result of a support system failure, or from multiple independent
failures. While multiple independent failures can be addressed in a FMECA, there are limits to the number of

considerations that can be addressed at one time by an analyst. Thus, as explained in Section 3.1, analyses of major
multiple failures are deferred, primarily, until the interim results have been assembled. They are then addressed
via event tree analysis in Section 7.

3.3 Description of Hazards and Operability Analysis (HAZOP)

3.3.1 Overview of HAZOP

Ha_._._rdsand O£erability (HAZOP) analysis is an accident detection and prevention technique used by the
Chemical Process Industry (CPI) (Lees, 1980). Even though the CPI operates in a different regulatory environment
from the commercial nuclear power industry, the goals of risk reduction while maintaining productivity are similar.
BNL uses HAZOP for analyzing PIUS-600 to provide a deductive method, which is different from, and
complementary to the FMECA. Using both methods leads to more complete accident identification than either
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alone.

HAZOP isa formaltechniqueforelicitinginsightsaboutsystembehaviorfromamulti-disciplinaryteam

thatcollectivelyhasthoroughknowledgeoftheplantand thephysicalphenomenainvolvedintheplant.

The HAZOP teamevaluatesthePIUS-600plantthroughaprocessthatinvolvesselectingasystem,applying

guidewordstotheselectedsystem,andidentifyingcauses,andconsequencesofthepostulatedevent.Occasionally,
itisnotpossibletoquicklyresolveapostulatedoccurrenceon thebasisoftheavailableinformationandexpertise.
Inthiscase,theHAZOP leadermay assignthebestqualifiedteammember(s),tofurtherinvestigateand reportthe

resultsbacktotheteam. The team reviewstheitemand theproposedresolution.When theteamagrees,the

analysisisrecordedandtheitemisclosedout.

3.3.2 Compositionof_heHAZOP Team

A key member of the HAZOP is the HAZOP leader whose duties areto:

• Assure that all necessary dtsciplines are represented by the team and that the team members are familiar
with the system being analyzed,

• Select the system to be analyzed,
• Provide supporting documents and diagrams for the system being investigated and the systems with which

it interacts

• Assure that all systems and operating modes deemed to be important to safety are eventually addressed,
• Guide the team in addressing multiple failures,
• Resolve misunderstandings,

• Identify the resolution of technical problems, and
• Assure each HAZOP session is documented.

Responsibilities of the HAZOP team members are to:

• l_rovide expertise in the discipline that they represent on the team,
• Be familiar with the system being analyzed and other systems with which it may interact, and
• Resolve issues which are assigned.

The expertise represented by a HAZOP team depends on the system being analyzed. A typical HAZOP
team should have expertise for the PlUS study in the following areas:

• Instrumentation,

• Control,

• Electrical power,
• Reactor physics,
• Reactor systems,
• Accident phenomenology,
• Chemistry,
• Stress analysis,
• Material properties,
• Reliability specialists,
• lfuman factors, and

• Reactor and plant operations.

Individuals may provide expertise in several of the above disciplines. The size of the team should be large

enough to achieve diversity of points of view, but small enough to function as a team focussed on the analysis at
hand. The leader must assure that all members contribute and avoid any intimidating influences.
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3.3.3 Recordin2 the Session

The recorder records the HAZOP session on a personal computer, which may be a laptop. The program
that is used is HAZSEC available from Technica 7. This record is not a verbatim transcript; it is a recording of
intermediate or final results as directed by the team leader.

Appendix B gives the records of typical HAZOP sessions as recorded using HAZSEC.

HAZSEC generates two types of records. The first page is the log sheet with the time, date, revision
number, team leader, and team members. This page also contains a section that describes the part of the plant
design under investigation, as well as a statement of the design intent, that is, what the equipment is intended to do
under both normal and accident conditions. The pages that follow repeat the design intent with dates and page
numbers. For each guide word8, there are one or more causes of the postulated condition with associated
statements of the consequences of this guide word operating on the equipment.

If the item is not resolved, an individual is assigned responsibility for resolving it after the session.
Requests may be made for additional infornuttion.

3.3.4 |dentification of the Operatm2 Mode

Figure 3-4 shows the HAZOP process as consisting of three looping proc.esse_. PlUS has several operating
mode_ (normal power, startup, scram, hot shutdown, cold shutdown, refueling) in which the design's systems may
operate differently. The first loop sets the operating mode to be considered in the subsequent analyses. The mode
selection is performed by the HAZOP team leader.

7 Tech_-.ica Inc., Software Products Division, 40925 County Center Dr., Suite 200, Temecula CA 92591.

8 A guide word (or phrase) is a perturbation on a process variable, component or system.
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'_MuiUdisciplinaryPlUS HAZOP Team l
HAZOPLeader 1

IPIU$ DesignInformationI

{__O_atlngModese!e=lon=.--
.......... ......................... 1

-_, ProcessVariableSelection .: _ -_--__-_,
........................... j

System(node)Selection
Design Intent "_:_
GuideWords Jr i:m-_-_=_-__
CauseIdentification . _
ConsequenceIdentifl_it_
Resolution
Review _ ....
Record

] I I IIII

"_[J yes _ =Finished

Figure 3-4 The HAZOP Process

3.3.5 Process Variable Selec!i0n

Having selected the operating mode, the HAZOP leader selects the process variable to be considered for
the selected mode.

3.3.6 System (Node) Selection

The HAZOP leader selects an appropriate location within the plant's process systems (a process node) and
the associated systems of the design of the plant, that affect the selected process variable for the selected mode of
plant operation. The selection may be made from the plant system classification, or it may be from the nodal
analysis for the thermal hydraulics analysis of the plant.

3.3.7 Desi_a Intent

The information assembled for the selected node includes descriptions of the hardware and physical

parameters of the operating mode. For example, the information for a fluid system must include physical
parameters, such as flow, pressure, temperature, temperature gradients, density, and chemical composition for every
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node9 at which the description has meaning. This characterization of the system is called the "design intent'.

The first step in analyzing a node is to achieve team consensus on the design intent.

3.3.8 Guide Words and Causes

For each system node the HAZOP discussion proceeds by considering the effect of a set of appropriately
selected "guide words" on the design and operating parameters of that node. A typical example of a guide word
could be "less flow'. These guide words come from standard HAZOP practice, but can be customized to a
particular design analysis. Durinll the first phase of the discussion the objective is to identify all potential "causes"
of the guide word, i.e. all potential functions which could result in a flow reduction.

As an aid to assure completeness, a general set of guide words is maintained in the computer files of the
HAZOP effort sad ate considered, one by one, for each node.

Guide words used in the HAZOP analysis of PlUS are:

Abnormal Operations - prompts the teem to investigate whether off-normal conditions would modify analyses

performed under the usumption of normal operations,

Contamination - prompts the team to investigate possible causes and quantities of contamination, namely any of the
following: radioactive contamination, improper water chemistry, non-condensible gases. There is a reminder at each
system (node) to search for compositional anomalies other than boron concentration.

Corrosion / Erosion - prompts the team to examine the system (node)'s susceptibility to chemical action or erosion.

External Events - causes the team to consider external events (seismic, tornado/high wind, flooding) on a system

(node).

Flow Tilt - prompts the team to investigate flow imbalances within systems (nodes) e.g., more cooling on one part
of the core than another.

Geometry - refers to relative motion of structures that change their spatial relationships.

Circulation - prompts the team to examine circulating flow patterns within systems (nodes) e.g. possible convection
flow within the reactor pool. As another example, applying the guide word to the pressurizer suggests spillover
from the riser funnel into the pool.

Ignition = fire and/or explosion.

Instrumentation / Control - reminds the team to direct attention from the process variables to the sensor locations,
whether there are sufficient sensors, and whether the right parameters are being monitored and controlled (see al_
sampling).

Lower / Higher Reactivity - applicable to the core channel system (node)s.

Maintenance - suggests that the team investigate maintenance or improper maintenance on equipment operability.

9 The term "node" means a location at which something different occurs. It may be a location at which streams

converge e.g. an orifice, or a tank. However, at a region along which the physical parameters are constant, only
one node would be used to represent the region.
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More / Less / OscillatingPressure- these guide words are self-explanatory.

More / Less ! Oscillating Temperature- some PIUS systems(nodes) are large enough that they encompass static
temperaturegradients. For these, localized temperaturevariablesare used.

More / Less Boron - applicableto the boron concentrationin manysystems (not just the core channel nodes).

More / Less / Oscillating Level - applicableto nodes in which the coolant is two-phaa_ (liquid and gas) hence
relativelycompressible.

No / Reverse / More / Less / OscillatingFlow - not all systems (nodes) have flow, and for some thathave, they
may have flow in more than one region.

Power Tilt - suggests that the team investigatespower imbalancewithin the core region.

Radiation- promptsthe teamtoexaminea system (node) forradiationhardeningor otherradiation-inducedmaterials
effects. Radioactivecontaminationis identifiedundera differentguideword,

Relief - promptstheteam to determinewhetheror not the subjectsystem(node) has access to pressurerelief under
all relevantconditions.

Safety - suggests that the team consideroperational accidentswith regard for the operatingpersonnel e.g., injury
or radiationexposure during refuelling.

Sampling - is related to the Instrumentation / Control guide words; it prompts the team to examine sampling
regardingextensiveness and informationyield.

Service Failure - failureof a support system, such as control power.

Spare Equipment - queries the availabilityof spares.

Stratification- refers to thermal and boron stratification.

Structural Integrity- refersto maintaining the design strengthand leak-tightness.

In listing the causes that led to a guide word, engineering judgement must be imposed, to exclude clearly
incrediblecauses. However, it is not prudent to restrict the list to items of very high probabilityor of obviously
significant effects only. The objectiveremains to obtain insight into the characteristicsof the system under various
deviations fromnormaloperation. It mustalso be noted, that the causes can originate anywhere in the system, no'.
just in the specific node, currentlyunder consideration.

3.3.9 Consequence Identification

Upon completion of the list of causes, the team will address the potential consequences from each of the
listed causes to any node in the system. That is, the evaluation will consider conseque,_cesarising anywhere in tht_
system, due to system-widecauses, which can effect the subjectdeviation in the subjecinode. These con,,wxlucnc_,_
include potential operatingproblems and safety concerns.
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3.3.1o

Complex or particularly significant problenw regarding a system may not be resolved immediately, and
require further action. In such a case, a team member,whose expertise is most closely related to the subject, is
auigned the task of obtaining the information and reporting back to the HAZOP team for clme-out.

3.3.11 Review

Several systems (nodes) at a time may be in the proeem of review and resolution. In wine cases, the
causes and consequences for a given section, system, node, and guide word can be readily u_tigned and that item
closed out. In other cases, clme-out may be deferred until the amigned remlution is complete. Even leu
frequently, items that were closed-out may be reopened in the light of new information.

These are the steps in the review that, in the end, lead to a thorough investigation of safety and operability
of PLUS.

3.3.12 Record Keepin!

As described, each session of the HAZOP team is recorded using a computer and special software. These
records are revised whenever open items are remlved to produce the final record,

Upon recording the information for one process variable, another process variable is selected, as shown
in Figure 4-2, and the process repeats until all important process variables have been considered for an operating
mode. When this occurs, another operating mode is selected and the whole process repeats.

3.4 Ove_i_w of Deterministic Analyse8

3.4.1 Reactor PhysicstThermai Hvdranlics

The FMECA and HAZOP analyses identify possible effects of failure which only can be resolved by
detailed thermal-hydraulic calculations. These calculations are performed by the PlUS Interactive Plant Analyzer
(PlPA) code operated interactiveiy in a personal computer. PlPA is a versatile analytical tool that can model many
PlUS scenarios. Section 6.1 describes the PlPA code. The following is a summary of the code features that are

important to the application of this methodology:

1. PIPA includes models of the reactor core, the primary coolant system with the pressurizer, the coolant
pumps and steam generator, and the upper and lower density locks. In addition, the large borated pool
is modelled to calculate natural circulation flow between the primary system and the pool.

2. PlUS thermal-hydraulics are modelled with a non-homogeneous, two-phase drift flux model, and an
integrated loop-momentum equation. Two-phase conditions are important in the PIUS model because
the plant is designed to operate with a system pressure only slightly (2 MPa or 290 psi) higher than
the pressure at which bulk boiling occurs.

3. Neutron kinetics are modelled with the point kinetics equations to account for the reactivity effects of
boron, fuel temperature, primary coolant temperature, and steam voids.

4. Boron transport modelling is particularly important in the PlUS analysis, therefore a convective model
with a flow dependent mixing efficiency has been incorporated in PIPA.

5. Heat transfer between the fuel and the coolant is modelled with both single- and two-phase heat transfer
correlations. Fuel temperatures are calculated with a one-dimensional transient heat conduction model.
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Information from the PIPA muflystsis useful for evaluating the con_quencesof the event tree scenarion,
includingpeaksystempMure, peak fuel/cladtemperature,r_tor power, anddeparturefrom nucleateboiling ratio
(DNBR). As di_tmad in Section6. I, suchcalculationsaugmentmore lpproximate calculations, and engineering
judgementsfor determiningtheconsequencesof failureor upnet. In w_iition, priontizedlists of scenariosrequiring
further deuuiedanalysisare compiled.

In the application of this methodology, certain event sequences may be identified that are beyond the
capabilities of the code. These extreme events could occur as a result of multiple failures. However, the flexibility
of the PlPA method is used to provide s facile, approximate calculation of the plant condition if such extreme evente
were to occur. These calculations may be supplemented by other calculations sad engineering judgemt. The
extensive experience of the BNL team in current LWR plant transient and Nvere accident analyses provides further
insights into the PlUS sequence mudyses.

3.4.2 Materials Pronerties andChemistr_

In evaluating the degradation and potential failure of PlUS components, we reviewed information in the
literature for analogous situations in typical PWR systems. However, there are many PLUS design features sad

material v_loctions for the primary system that are quite unique. In the_ caw.s, it was necessary to draw upon
experience with non-nuclear systems if such information was available.

Within the scope of this work, it was not possible to give a detailed evaluation of every component that
affected safety. Therefore, we decided to only review the integrity of those whose in-service failure could
contribute to a severe accident. Additional analyses will be carried out in the future u required.

The following components have been assessed with respect to their function, and the consrxluences of their
failure for the listed failure modes:

• Failure of the stainless steel pool liner from stress corrosion cracking,

• Failure of the carbon steel membrane (in the PCRV) from boric acid attack,

• Failure of the gas lock cover system from stress corrosion cracking or neutron irradiation,

• Failure of the core internals failure (excluding fuel) from neutron irradiation,

• Failure of the PCRV from tendon and rebar degradation, i

• Failure of the secondary side carbon steel piping from erosion-corrosion or thernud fatigue, and

• Failure of certain primary circuit, carbon steel components from boric acid attack.

A detailed description of the failure modes, and the effects of the chemical and irradiation environments
that are anticipated during service, are given in Section 6.3 together with supporting literature.

3.4.3 Structural Analysis

The review of PIUS for structural adequacy focused on external events, with primary emphasis on seismic
events. Section 6.2 documents the results of this assessment.

In addition to the data contained in the PSID, ABB Atom also provided several technical reports
documenting preliminary seismic analyses of the Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) and the Reactor

Internals; a preliminary stress analysis report for the Steel Vessel Extension Anchor Flange; and written responses
to structural-related questions posed by BNL. This supplementary information was reviewed and incorporated in
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the final _mt,

To gain # better _ing of h dynamicc_teMnticn of the PCRV. I simplified computer model
was develop_ andmad to mudytimeffects of basesupportflexibility on the naturalvibration frequenciesand,tale
shapes. The level of _1 d_ail for tim PCRV i, the _ as that u_d by ABB Atom in its preliminary analyNa.
The results of thimstudy _ h co_mn to ABB Atom', predictionsfor a "soft" ,Ite and a "hard" miteare
prmmted in _tion 6.2.

Technical input on structund-related issuesassociatedwith PlUS operation was provided to both the
FMECA and HAZOP audim. In tim first cam, pertinent FMECA Tables were reviewed and comanenlaand
reco_iom wum provided. In the m¢oodcase, there was direct participati(m in the HAZOP exerciu.

3.$ /____ro_h to Ammmbly of Results

At this pomt, the record ofthu PlUS study consists of: FMECA. contained m Appendix A, HAZOP seamon
records m Aplmndix B, md specific deterministic studies consisting of reactor physics/themml hydraulics, seismic
_, missilepm_tion, flooding, fire, material problemsand chemicaleffects containedm Section6. The
• mmbly proceu coemsta of coercing them three infommtion streams mto a single, comlmnite information stream,
u shown in Figure 3-5.

The PlUS lnun'mediatmTable (PIT) contains items teken from the FMECA, HAZOP sad decn'ministic

analyses. Each numbered item briefly describes the item. its location in the FMECA.s. HAZOP records, or
deterministic Jutmly0ee.An item includes criticadlty and frequency estiml_,.,e, u well u the safety class of equipment
involvedinthefailureand intherapport systenmassociatedwiththe item.

An item is classed as m imtiator if it can start m accident sequence, or u a mitigator if it mitigatN m
accident sequence. The PIT identifies plant accident initiators and the accident mitigating systems. These, md a
knowledgeof the plant, provide the reformation for constructingthe event treee, u shownin Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-6 is In illuetrutivefunctionalevent tree for an accidentinitiator; such eventtJ_es are preperedfor
each accident initiator. An event tree depicts, in a quasi-time sequence,the events following the initiator. An
upward branch at a nodeasmuz_ succeu of the .yatem identified at the column head;a downward branch assumes
failure; no branchmeausthat the system has no effect. The con_quencea of an accidentaeClUen_am estimated
on the basis of the amount of radioactive material that may be released in the three classes identified in Table 3-I.

Each branch of the event tree is associated with a particular consequence category, determined by the
initialing event and the mitigator failures that occur on that branch. However, it should be realized that assignment
of sequences of events into theseconseqtam_ categories was somewhat subjective and was not based on quantitative
calculations of the amount of damage or the amount of radioactive material released.

, ,,,, ,,,_ Illlll I!11 I I IIIIIIIII III III IBIJll I I..................... ] ,, ,,,,, ,, ,

Table 3-1 Com_luence Categnnea

Consequence Category Explanation
,,,ll , i , ,,,, , , ,,,. , ,,,,u, ,,,, ,, , ,,, i,,i, ,, ,i

CC-I No fuel damage. Cladding d(x_snol leak and fuel can he reused. Radioactivity

in coolant may be released,

CC-2 Fuel damage occurssuch that fission gas_ in the fuel escape;the fuel element
cannot be reusedbecauseof claddingdegradationor perforation. C_xflable
geometry is maintained andno melting occurs.

CC-3 Fuel damage occursrevolving relocation, fragmentationor melting.
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Figure3-5 As_mblmg intermediateR_palts

frequencyand consequence is • measure of risk usocm_xl with the accident sequence which can be used for
determiningsystems importantto safety, and to help m the prioritizationof reformation.

3.6 Aoorosch to System _dancv Analysis

For each mitigator, in investigationis conductedto determinethose systems upon which it dei_nds.

The summaryinformationis prem)ted in Section 8 •long with the various safety classificationinfos'mati(,n
for each major system. The more detailed information on system dependency and safety clasmficat,on is
documentedin AppendixC.
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3.7 iqRCEvent ConditionAnalysis

In additionto this conventionalqualitativeapplic_on of PRA to PLUS0we aim applythe new NRC Event
ConditionMethodology(NRCEC) to PIUS. The NRCEC _lolly identifim accidentmquenceaaccordingto
the frequencyof theaccident initiatorandvariouscombinatiomof failurmaubeequentto the initiator. The NRCEC
is a valuable methodfor rapidlyidentifyingsy_uu that maybe importantto safety. By applying the methodto
PIUS and comparingthe reaultswith the conv_tional (althoughqualitative)PRA rmulta,greaterinsight into the
mfety of PlUS is achievedandthe applicabilityof thenew NRCEC methodolollyis explored. Section7.3 dmcribm
the NRCEC methodolollYin more detail, and the renminderof Section 7 shows ira applicability to the event
_ltaUgea thatare analyzed.

3.8 Referencea

IEEEGuide forGeneralPrinciplesof ReliabilityAnalysisof NuclearPowerGeneratingStationProtectionSystems,"
ANSI/IEEE Std 352-1975.

F. P. Lees, editor, Loss Preventionm the Prtgeu Industrim,Butterwortlu,London, 1980.
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4.0 FAILURE MODES EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS

4.1 Proqcduros for the PlUS FMECA

Section 3.2 provides an overview of the FMECA methodology that was applied to PLUS-600. Plant
familiarization and the development of FMECA were done, to a large extent, in parallel. The major source of PlUS
Information is the PSID (Preliminary Safety information Document). This document is s,milar to an FSAR (Final

Safety Analysis Report) that is r_quirM for licensing nuclear power plants in the US, the form of which is specified
in USNRC Regulatory Guide I. 70. The PSID contains a very large amount of information that is diffused through
five volumes. This information was condem_.d to a safety-edited system description (SESD) 1, needed for the
FMECA. The result is given m Appendix A tn ten parts, witb the SESD preceding the FMECA in each of these

parts.

The FMECA was performed for each important subsystem, selected from the SESD (in the system
classification order). Ob_rvations were made regarding _fety aspects. The results are .contained in a table
prepared with 9 columns and about 15 rows filled in similarly to the form shown in Figure 3-2, with the correct
identification regarding the table number, analyst's name, date, system, and source of information.

Referring to Figure 3-2, a number is assigned to the left column to identify the analysts of the item
described in column 2. AIM included in the column is a d¢_ription of the purpose. This description serves two

functions: it provides the rewewer with an understanding of the purpose of the item, and, it reflects the analyst's
understanding of the item, thereby aiding in detecting and correcting errors. The failure mode is described in
column 3 with suggested cau._,s of failing in this mode in column 4. To fill out column 5, the analyst must
determine what would happen to the system and the plant if this subsystem fails in the postulated manner. Having
done this, it is appropriate to assign a frequency category for this failure mode (column 7). Column 6 is an
as_'Jment of the combination of the failure effect and the frequency, hence, the risk posed to the public and
workers by this failure; this is called the "criticality." Column 8 is used to describe mitigating factors for this
failure mode, and column 9 is used to record comments and observations made by the analyst in performing the
FMECA. It may also be used for describing the scenario related to the failure. In several case.s, notes are given

to provide more _enario details that can be shown practically as a table.

This process was used for preparing FMECAs for !0 major PLUS-600 systems - from the core through

containment. Two hundrM and eighty separate analyses were prepared from which 37 potentially significant items
were identified fi,r possible further review at a later time, using more advanced analytical methods or additional

design information.

4.2 Major Ob_rvations fro_ the PlUS FM._ECA

The following major observations have been identified. It may be that with additional di_ussion with, and
information from ABB-Atom, these items are due to misunderstanding. ABB Atom has reviewed this chapter and

has provided Mine comments about the major FMECA findings described in this section (ABB Atom, 1993). They
are referrM to in the remainder of this chapter as "ABB Atom's comments'. These comments have been taken into
account and the major FMECA ob_rvations have been re-reviewed under their light. Please note, however, that
the detailed FMECA study contained in Appendix A has remained unchanged.

The following list of 37 items is not exhaustive; the FMECAs in Appendix A provide other items that were
not included, bocause they are considered to be gen_mc to nuclear Ix_wer plants and are already being addressed
by the NRC, or because of their small impact on salety.

! A _fety-edited system de,_ription is an edited PSID to include only _fety-significant information.
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1. Computer Malfunction due to Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)

(A.9-11 items 6&7, A.9-15 item 20) The speed of the main PlUS coolant recirculation pumps is vaned
from 20% to 105 % by thyristor control of the motors. Thyristors are a back-to-back silicon controlled rectifier that

goes from non-conducting to conducting very rapidly (of the order of microseconds). This transient from switching
multi-megawatts of power results in considerable power in high frequency electromagnetic waves that can propagate
throughout the plant and cause EMI in sensitive equipment. PlUS is a computer-controlled plant - the operators
do not have hard-wired control over the plant. However, it should be noted that this could result in unexpected
problems in one or more of the plant computers.

ABB Atom has more than a decade of experience with BWR plants with internal recirculation pumps and

thynstor controlled power supplies. They state that they have eliminated EMl-caused problems by means of proper
shielding in the apparatus cubicles, an efficient plant earthing system, and installation with proper separation from
the control room and other ss_ts with sensitive and important equipment. ABB ,atom does not intend to introduce
special electrical noise suppression circuits as primary means of suppressing the EMI problem.

Lightning is another possible cause of EMI, but, again, ABB Atom states that they use, as a standard

design, a type of lightning protection such that a lightning strike would not be capable of causing a total loss or
malfunction of the computer systems throughout the plant.

Another possible cause of a total malfunctioning of the computer systems is a large electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) such as may be _ by a nearby nuclear explosion. However, this scenario is not part of the design of
the plant and is not addressed in this study. A separate study would be necessary for this scenario.

De.._ite the design measures and experience of ABB Atom with the elimination of EMI, since the

consequences of computer malfunctions can be serious and since PIUS-600 is a new plant with no previous
experience, control measures for EMI may be appropriate to consider.

2. Lack of Redundancy in Scram

(A.7-29 items 1-5, A.7-30 items 6-8) In several places, the PSID suggests that PIUS is scrammed by
dropping power to on__eepump. Apparently there is a designated pump used for scram purposes. The reason that

multiple pumps are not tripped is believed to be, to limit the primary flow decre,ase, thereby limiting the thermal
shock from the pool activation. However, one pump scramming may not provide adequate redundancy.

From the current ABB Supplemental Information package to the PSID, and oral presentations, PlUS has
now been provided with a "scram valve system" that replaces the "trip of one pump scram" described in the PSID.
This new system appears to provide improved redundancy.

3. Seismic Collapse of the Flow Structure

(A.2-21 item 4) The flow structure of PlUS is not a pressure boundary, and therefore, does not have the
strength that it would have if it were a pressure boundary. The flow structure is essentially a long cylinder,
constrained at each end with the concentrated mass of the core at the lower extremity. No intermediate constraints
are shown on the flow structure.

There are two observations with regard to the behavior of the flow structure under the conditions of a
sessmic event. The first arises from a seismic occurrence of such magnitude that the inertia of the core will tend

to displace it from the central axis of the PCRV, which in turn will also displace the flow structure and displace
water from one side to the other side. On the opposite phase, the structures are displaced in the other direction to

displace the water back to the other side. The effect is similar to two coupled oscillator. If the phasing is such
that the hydraulic motion is in phase with the mechanical motion, it might be possible to break the flow structure.
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The comments from ABB indicate that "In the event of an earthquake, the reactor core inertia will tend

to displace it horizontally relative to the core envelope structure and the supporting skirt, but the fret'dom of
movement is very limited and the skirt and envelope structure compound so stiff that any major difference in
oscillation is improbable'. Furthermore, at the defined SSE level, ABB states that, according to some analyses.
there is no need for any intermediate constraints for the riser/downcomer structure to accommodate the movemenls
and stresses. In the event of an earthquake beyond the SSE level, the long structure may start to oscillate, as
indicated, possibly with rupture of the structure, at the bellows "-onnection.

The second observation is dependent on the outcome of the first; it is possible that the resulting debris could
block the flow path to inhibit core cooling to the point of overheating and failing the core support structure.

In its comments, ABB Atom views the outcome of oscillation and rupture of the flow structure as a mild
event, resulting in the lower structure breaking loose and tilting, or at worst a decrease of the inflow through the
density lock due to some blockage of the surrounding structures. In all cases, the core will be exposed directly tc_
the pool water, with shutdown and ensured decay heat removal as a result.

However. the worst case outcome of oscillation and rupture of the flow structure may be core melt. "l'ht-
core would fall to the bottom of the PCRV and continue to overheat, weakening the concrete with possible collap_
of the core and water in the PCRV into the open space below the PCRV. This would constitute a release inside
of containment, but may cause problems in maintaining the containment integrity.

ABB Atom's comments state, as a conclusion, that a worse scenario could be the postulated failure of ttw
lower core support structure. These comments, however, state that, "in most of the cases', the core would end ur,
in a coolable configuration with water all around it. Thns sentence implies that in "some cases" the core may end
up in a non-coolable configuration, suggesting that the seismic-related scenarios may be important.

4. Procedures tor Determining the Release of Non-Condensibles

(A. 1-10, item 13) Radiolysis of water produces hydrogen and oxygen. Such radiolysis gases collt_<:tm
the pressurizer dome and are bled periodically as a manual operation. There is the remote possibility of the buddup
of an explosive gas mixture in the pressurizer, which forms part of the pressure boundary of the pressure vessel.
ABB states that the risk of building up an explosive gas mixture in the pressurizer is small and does not require
immediate attention.

5. Failure of Plant Status Information

(A.7-41 items 41-45) The PSID is not clear regarding the independence and redundancy of the plant _t:tt',t_
indications in the control room. An observation is that a common cause failure could result in the loss of slg:_ ti,::_nt
indication of important parameters that are needed to know the plant status in a degraded condition and t_r takir_
corrective actions.

PlUS does have status information available on different levels: on systems and components level ','i_ :h__

process communication equipment and associated man-machine communication equipment, on system _:_,i l,i._7_t
function levels via the supervisory computer system and associated man-machine communication extuipmci_t, and
on safety equipment, systems and functions via the safety parameter display system.

However, there still exists the possibility that a common cause failure such as fire, loss of pow,,.f _,; an
inhabitable control room, could make several or all of the.se levels of status information unavailable or ina_two;strait:

An argument may be made that because of the inherent safety of PLUS-600, it is not necessary l_r fhe
operators to know its status or take corrective actions.
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6. Location of the Emergency Control Room (ECR)

(A.7-39 items 33-36) The purpose of an emergency control room is to be able to shutdown and monitor
the status of a plant when the main control room is uninhabitable. The ECR serves the same function as the remote

shutdown panel in current reactor plants. The design of PlUS places the emergency control room in the lower part
of the reactor building. It is thus physically well protected against external tmpacts, and it is al._ earthquake proof.

However. the habitability of th_s room must be ensured at all times. Given that the mare moving force of
flooding is gravity, placing this room almost at the bottom of the reactor building seems to make it particularly
susceptible to flooding. Important areas for consideration include the access to the emergency control room, as well
as all the factors which make this room habitable for relatively long periods of time. such as its temperature.

7. Failure of Emergency Control Room Reactor Status Display/Controls

(A.7-39 items 33-36) PlUS does not appear to have any hard-wired instrumentation and control circuits.
This is a major difference from current plant designs. This absence of hard-wired instrumentation and control in

PlUS may impact the operability of the status indicators and may effect the ability to control the plant and/or scram
the reactor actively both from the MCR and from the emergency control room, under conditions of an unlikely
multiple computer inoperability.

8. Gas-Lock Blockage

(A.2-21 item 2) Because the main cooling pumps can only be reduced to 20% of full flow, it is necessary
to block the flow of the pool loop. This Is done just above the lower density lock by an inverted cap (dome) that
can be filled with nitrogen gas. The pressure required to eject the gas is greater than the differential pressure across
the blockage. Gas is injected into the cap to cause the flow blockage and removed by a bleed line. When the
reactor power has increased to a level that allows the removal of gas cap, the gas supply is stopped and all gas
bleeds off.

An observation with regard to the Gas Lock system (3225) is the possibility of a gas accumulation
exceeding the gas release rate, due to one or more of the following factors: foreign and loose material blocking
the gas release holes, boron accumulation in the holes, failure of the gas injection control (presumably, in power

operation, there is no bleed from the gas cap). The gas accumulation could prevent activation of the pool loop,
which constitutes the emergency cooling system for the reactor. The gas accumulation may also be due to a
nitrogen gas bubble which has not been bled.

This accumulation can also be due to the radiolytic gases that are produced, and under degraded core
situations, or to other gases that are released. However, as mentioned in ABB Atom's comments and in Appendix
A of this report, it will probably be difficult for these gases to migrate under the cap and be trapped there

Also, according to ABB Atom's comments, the gas lock would not be capable of preventing the pool water
ingress in the event of transient during startup, because an activated gas lock represents a total pressure difference
of about 3 kPa.

Since unobstructed pool loop flow is imperative for PLUS-600, potential questions are:

a) What is the maximum pressure difference that can exist in the gas lock that cannot prevent the
pool flow from entering into the core?

b) How was the value of 3 kPa obtained?
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c) Is there a chance for a (nitrogen) gas bubble to produce a larger pressure difference than the
quoted 3 kPa?

Furthermore, if the reactor is normally operatmg under pressure, but a gas bubble ha,s remained trapped
in the gas lock cover after startup, the pool flow required to _ram the reactor may be jeopardized by the obstruction
presented by the trapped gas bubble.

Due to there ob_rvations, the functioning of the gas lock system may need to be studied under various
circumstances to make sure it does not represent an obstacle to the pool flow when this flow is required.

9. Upper Density Lock Blockage

(A.2-23 item 6) Blocking a flow path in any part of the circuit will bl(xzk the fow. Loose material may
enter the fow structure of the reactor above the lower density lock during refueling; material from core degradation
may be released. In either ca.q, material entrained by the upward coolant flow may be deposited at the entrance
to the upper density lock and either restrict or block the pool loop flow. If such were to result from core
degradation, the effect would be especially bad, because at this time, the pool loop is needed the most. (The
primary coolant communicates with the p(×)l water in the pressurizer. However, this is not a replacement for the
upper density lock, because the density gradients are not correct for natural circulation fow.)

PlUS has Ioo_ parts monitors, which should be helpful in detecting fi)reign objects that may enter at
refueling. Furthermore, objects entering at this time will tend to be entrained in the primary loop flow and will be
removed from the flow structure. (They may be deposited in the region where the primary exits to the core, but
they would not be blocking the lower density lock.)

The design of the current upper density lock presents a fat entry to the density lock tubes on which
blocking materials may collect. ABB Atom's comments state that the area at the top of the upper density lock is
enormous compared with what is really needed, and for this reason they conclude that the flow path is not very
important.

However, the observation is related to the en_.qff_to the upper density lock tubes, and not to their top.

10. Core Flow-Distribution Balance

(A.2-24 item 2) The PIUS core has less flow impedance than conventional LWRs; the flux fattening must
be done by design and construction; it cannot be modified in operation, since PIUS has no control rods.

Preferential deposition on the fuel elements, fuel swelling or bowing may result in variations in temperature
across the core that are regenerative, i.e. heat imbalance causes more variation in local impedance, which causes
more heat imbalance. ABB Atom's comments state it is not likely that the PlUS core would be more susceptible
to this than the cores in current plants.

However, since the PIUS core has less flow impedance than conventional LWRs, then deposition on fuel
elements, fuel swelling or bowing, would have a greater impact on the case of PlUS than on the case of
conventional LWRs.

11. Failure of Piping in the Reactivity Control System

(A.3-14 item 2) Check valves V102, V202, and V204 prevent reverse flow in case of breaks in lines in

the borated water, filtered water, or distilled water systems. The check valves are needed because the pipes are
penetrating the containment. These check valves represent the second isolation valve for the three penetrating lines.
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If additional check valves were placed closer to the reactor, they could protect against small breaks in
system 312 piping as well. A check valve cannot be located in the letdown line to system 3125.

12. Failure of Letdown Water Heat Exchanger

ABB Atom's co_ts clarified this item such that it is no longer of interest.

13. Valve Failure and Discharge through the Upper Density Lock

(A.3-17 item 2) Failure of the motor-operated valve in system 3126 will result in transient-caused coolant
expansion and discharge through the upper density lock, which is apt to be followed by a scram when the water
volume contracts. The effect of this scenario would be to contaminate the pool with primary water and an

operational upset.

However, in the modified design described by ABB in the current PSID Supplemental Information package,

the need for the temporary letdown system has been much reduced, since the expansion volume for the primary loop
water has increased considerably. According to ABB Atom's comments, the letdown system may be found to be

totally unnecessary.

14. Large Pipe Break

(A. 3-7 item 1) A Large Loss of Coolant Accident (LLOCA) resulting from a guillotine break of the largest
primary pipe is a design basis for conventional LWRs. A LLOCA in PlUS would result in coolant being discharged
into the containnm_t for collection in the wet and dry wells, the pressure would rapidly depressurize, voids would
form in the core, increasing the thermal pumping action, further disrupting the flow balance, and activating the pool
loop for core cooling by natural convection.

One possible observation is possible fuel damage from exceeding the critical heat flux (CHF) from the rapid
depressurization. The PlUS linear heat flux is half that of conventional PWRs, but its pressure is half of PWR
pressures, which places it within about 2 MPa above the critical heat flux. The PSID (page 15.9-12) describes
RELAP5 code calculations that were performed by ANSALDO Spa of Genova Italy, suggesting that cladding
temperatures in a LLOCA do not exceed normal operating temperatures. However, the comments by ABB Atom
state that "As stated during the meetings in Vgster_s and Washington, D.C., the more recent LOCA calculations
show that there will be temporary dryout following a double--ended cold leg break, but the duration of the

overtemperature (with a maximum value of about 700°C) will only be in the order of 5-10 seconds. ABB Atom,
therefore, claims that there will not be any fuel damage due to the exceeding of the critical heat flux".

The event trees of Section 7 have included the possibility of exceeding CHF and thus causing core damage.

15. Failure of Safety Valves

(A.5-6 items 1 and 2) Overpressure protection of PlUS is provid_ by four relief valves, four _fcty
valves, and ultimately tendon stretching. An observation was made based on the PSID that the relief and _fety
valves are similar and the complex servo system is controlled.

Common practice u_,essafety valves operating on diverse principles from the relief valves.

With regard to diversity, ABB Atom's comments state that the safety valves are pressure-actuated and the
relief valves are electrically actuated.
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With regard to reliability, ABB Atom's comments state that they selected the servo-controlled safety and
relief valve design because they have a proven reliability record supl_)rted by its successful use in ABB Atom
nuclear power plants.

Therefore, according to the last two paragraph_, this area appears to be appropriately addressed.

16. Failure of Relief Valves in Long-Term Cooling

(A.5-6 item 2) Given a total failure of all pool ccmling systerrLs,a week is required for the decay heat t_
boil away the water in the reactor pool. After this time, additional water may be provided by means of a fire ho._:
connection external to the containment A manually operated valve located inside of containment must be opened
to supply water to the reactor pool, BNL observed that if the reactor is under pressure, this valve should not be
opened because the pressure would rupture any hose connection, and primary steam/water would blow into the
environment. Before this can be done, the relief valves must be opened _ the pressure will discharge to the
drywell. Under highly disrupted conditions, the operation of the relief valves cannot be assured.

However, ABB stated that in case the normal depre.ssurization procedure with the relief valves fail, the

manually operated emergency blowdown valves, with actuation from outside the containment, provide a diverse
backup for depressurizing the system. Therefore, the failure of relief valves in long-term cooling is not a particular
concern.

17. Containment Pressure Relief

(A.6-7 item I) The PIUS primary contains 870,000 gallons of water. If this volume were converted t_

vapor, depending on the containment leak rate, the pressure would likely rupture the containment. PIUS, hke
conventional LWRs, has no means for relieving the containment pressure before rupture.

Relieving the pressure is better than rupturing the containment even though there would be an atmospht._vi_
release, unless some off-gas processing or filtering is used for the release.

i 8. Seismic-Caused Failure of Reactor Service and Spent Fuel Storage Pools

(A.6-7 item 3) The reactor service and spent fuel storage pools (belonging to system 152, "Containm_'r,t"_
are in the upper part of the reactor building. In a .seismic event, the accelerations tend to be the highest in the Upl_'r E
part of a structure. There is fuel handling and transport equipment in this area, which may move about untl,:_
seismic accelerations and damage structure. Lastly, the thickness of the_ basin walls is considerably less than tt_

PCRV (but it is under pressure). Should the spent fuel storage pool drain, the fuel would overheat - depending ,,_
the time since the fuel was removed from the reactor.

Table 3.A of the PSID states that the seismic classification of system 152 is "I". Seismic Category I _,_
the highest class with the highest demands. However, the classification given in Table 3.A of the PSID t_
"tentative" and a final judgment cannot be made following this preliminary information. On the other hand, sin_:_

the containment serves very important safety functions it is expected that it will definitely comply with Sclsm_,
Category I.

19. Failure of Reactor Trips and Containment Isolation

(A.7-29-36 items 1-26) PIUS is designed to actively scram from power and hot shutdown, and isolatt_"i,w
containme_ There are many possible causes of failure: human error, miscalibration, set point drift, clt.'(,lr_,,l,.
failure and welded contacts. According to ABB Atom's comments, PlUS is designed with scram and containl_a,._t_t
isolation functions like any other LWR plant. However, ABB Atom's comments of this item do not address _h,'
following points:
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a) All scram modes (active, manual and passive) depend on the borated pool water entering into the
core. The suggestions for improving the scram function reliability are redundancy and diversity.
In fact, as a comment to another point (item 30), ABB Atom's comments recognize the need for
another dedicated scram system, letting borated reactor pool water into the primary loop on the
suction side of the RCPs.

b) With regard to the containment isolation, tt Is necessary to make sure that thss function has the
reqmred redundancy and diversity. In particular, current LWR plants do not have the strong
dependence PIUS has on the computer systems. Therefore, a hard-wired, manually initiated,
containment isolation independent of the computer systems is suggested

20. Failure of Visual Display Units (VDU)

(A.7-38 items 29_32) There are VDUs for the reactor operators, shift supervisors, plant operator, and for

indicating the plant status (SPDS). The VDUs operate by the same principles, hence, they may be subject to
common cause failure. Multiple VDU failure might be such a psychological shock to per_nnel, trained on the
advanced PIUS control room, that errors may be committed. Additionally, there is some status information on the
display panels, but the information in the absence of the VDUs seems insufficient for plant status monitoring, and
perhaps, even for plant shutdown.

ABB Atom's comments have made clear, however, that a common cause failure of the dozens of VDUs

in the main control loom is highly unlikely. In addition, even in the highly unlikely event of a multiple VDU failure
situation, the PSID states that the reactor can manage for many days without supervision because of the large water
inventory in the reactor pool and the passive pool cooling system, thereby allowing ample time for the operators
and maintenance personnel to get the man-machine communication system back to normal again.

However, even though there is ample time for recovery of the man-machine communication system, it is
neces_ry to monitor at least the _fety-criticai parameters of the reactor and of the plant, so that their status is
known while the recovery actions are performed. Knowledge of the status of the reactor and plant would also
decrease the stress on the people performing the recovery actions.

Operator training typically includes procedures to be used in the absence of the VDUs. Diverse (hard-
wired) indications of critical plant parameters would be very beneficial to assure safe shutdown and monitoring.

21. Operation on One Central Computer

(A.7-40 item 37) PIUS has redundant central computers, as well as redundant process computers. The
PSID is mute regarding operation without one member of a redundant computer pair. Considering the large
num_r of computers, it might be highly restrictive to require that all computers must be operating for the plant to
be operable. However, they serve critical functions which is the reason they are redundant.

Since the plant and iL,;processes control, and the gathering and interpretation of information are functions
performed by computer-related equipment, failure of one or both of a redundant pair of computer-related equipment
must be fully managed from a _fety point of view. If a single unit of a pair of computer-related equipment fails,
adequate redundancy may be provided by:

a) bringing the redundant unit into operation to cover the functions of the failed unit,

b) not interfering with the operation of the "good" unit

c) annunciating for the plant staff to acknowledge the failure and take corrective actions.
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A more clear presentation of failure ¢)t_various computers in PlUS may be usetul.

22. Criteria on Computer Errors that Cause a Swntchover to Backup

(A.7-40 item 38) PlUS has redundant central computers, as well as redundant process computers. In this
redundant arrangement, the active computer perf,,rms calculatmons, display, and c,,ntrol; the standby computer
F,erform._ computations, but does not perform display or control functions. If an error is detected in the active
computer, the standby computer switche._ over to providing the display and control functions. Information on the
method for detecting errors, and switch,,ver to the standby computer, was not available for this review. Some
errors could go undetected and operation could continue on a nudfunctioning computer that provides erroneous
infi,rmation or control.

Hard-wired control of critical functions and hard-wired information display, In addition, to computer control

and display, would provide valuable diversity to the monitoring and the control of critical functions.

23. Susceptibility of Display Panels and Data Links to Cable Failure

(A.7-41 item 42, A.7-42 item 47) PLUS, like other nuclear power plants, displays status information by
display panels. Multiple-conductor cables, which also are used as data links to process computers, _nd inf¢,rmation
to these panels. Severance of a cable or connector will fail many display panels and/or disrupt a whole data link.

However, ABB Atom's comments have clarified that inter-computer communications are using serial links

(multiplexing) based on the ttLDC (High Level Data Control) standard and multiple-conductor cables are use,d only
for a few applications. They regard the ttLDC serial links to provide a fully acceptable technical solution.

Nevertheless, diverse methods for transmitting infornaation, such as fiber-optics in conjunction with
electrical cables, would provide added diversity and/or redundancy.

24. Operator Control via Computer

(A.7-41 item 44) In PIUS, the operator only indirectly controls the reactor; the operator controls the
computer which, in turn, controls the reactor. Indeed, the operator does not have a hard-wired connection that will

cause the power to be dropped on a primary pump to cause a scram.

ABB Atom's comments state essentially three arguments against the implementation of a hard-wired .scram:

1) the operator will be provided with an advanced data display system to monitor plant operation and he will always
be in a position where he can assume control of the operation, 2_ the passive nature of PlUS does not require much
in the way of operator intervention, and 3) the _me type of computer-based systems are presently operating in the
waste handling systems of several of their facilities.

Areas to consider are: that the reactor operator be able to control the reactivity independently of the

computer and be able to shutdown the reactor by reactivity control rather than thermal shock accompanying a scram;
and to provide a hard-wired connection to a breaker that can interrupt the power on a primary pump and produce
a manual scram independently of the computer system.

25. Software Error in Functional Processor (FP) or Central Computer

(A.7-42 item 49) PIUS is controlled and operated by computers; computers are controlled by _fftware.
It is possible to have an error in software that will go undetected until some combination of operating mode, perhaps
associated with high data rates, causes an error. The validation and verification of software is difticult. It is
probably not possible to absolutely assure against software problems.
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ABB Atom's commentsare in agreementwith the difficulty to detecterrors in a large, complexcomputer
structure. They describetheir approachto minimize the softwarevalidation and verification problem: the use of
simple, standardizedmicro-processorunits for which a reliablevalidation andverification is lmssible, in addition
they say that,essentially, establishedtechnologywill be usedandthat the real new feature is the signalcompacting
technology.

Furthermore, ABB Atom's comments state that the addition of diversity through analog equipment, in
advance to computers, will improve the functional reliability of the control equipment. However, they also state
that quite probably this addition would result in diverging control room information on process measurements and
status, may place the operator in a difficult position.

However, ABB Atom's comments do not address the following points:

a) The main concern is the failure of software. The use of several micro-processor units may
increase the reliability mainly from a hardware point of view, but has little effect to improve the
software reliability.

b) If several computers or micro-p_r units use the same software, and the software experiences
a failure, it will very likely affect all the computers or micro-proc_r units running it. This is
a serious problem, since it is a common cause failure. However, it also depends on the severity
of the failure, and it is minimized for the case of the micro-processors using ABB Atom's

approach, but a strict QA process needs to be followed.

c) The traditional L_.,s do not have such a strong dependency on digital equipment as PlUS doe,.
Since PIUS is, to a large extent, a computer-controlled plant, a formal review of software
validation and verification is important.

d) It is true that the addition of analog equipment could result in diverging control room information
on process measurements and status. However, a significant deviation from the indications
provided by digital (computer) equipment and analog (hard-wired) equipment would be indicative
of problems in any one of this equipments or in both. This discrepancy may place the operator
in a difficult position, but it will also make him aware of the situation, and he can take proper
action, like running some tests and dispatching a troubleshooting crew. Best of all, the operator
will not have to have complete faith on a system (computers) that might apparently be functioning

properly, but that in reality is functioning incorrectly. Furthermore, if the operator is properly
trained to expect this kind of situations, the discrepancy between digital and analog equipment is
not likely to place the operator in a difficult position, but on the contrary, it can be used to
troubleshoot these equipments.

Therefore, diversity through hard-wired connections, in addition to computer control, will protect against
software failures in the computers. This protection is not in the sense of making the software more reliable (it will
not d_rease the number of errors in a piece of software), but it will give some diversity and redundancy to the

digital equipment of PIUS, which has a central role in the operation and safety of the plant.

26. Error in Boron Concentration Monitor

(A.7-45 items 52-55) The boron concentration in the pool water and in the primary c¢x)iant is measured

by the neutron attenuation in samples of the solutions. An error in the/neasurement could result in under-boration
of the pool or primary coolant. If the primary coolant is being under-borated, the power level will be increasing
and higher than expected. If the pool were significantly under-borated, it would not perform its passive _ram
function.
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ABB Atom's commenL,4statethat thereis anotherdwer_, automatictxJron-n'R_,_urlngsystemoperatfng at
interval_ using chemical mean.q, in addition, it states that _mpling and laboratory analy_s repre_nt a backup
meansfor controlling the automatic measurement systems. The_ systems may address the above concern.

27. Function Prep'ester Computers Control the Reactor Power

(A.7-50 item 70) Reactivity control tn PIES is performed by doubly-redundant computers. These are
,_u_eptible to _ftware and hardware failures (see 21, 24 and 25 above). A computer problem in reactivity control
could cau._ a reactivity excursion before causing a _ram. Furthernmre, it is not clear that a failed function
pr(x:es.,_)r(FP) would place the reactivity control in the .safest configuration.

ABB Atom's comments essentially state that the worst po_qible outcome of this situation would be a normal
_cram. in addition, the rnonitorinll of reactor ix_wer, riser temperature and pressurizer pressure is handled in an
entirely different function proce,ttsor, and they state that it cannot be "reasonably" tssurned to have failed
simultaneously with the other one.

Nevertheless, we suggest the following ob_rvations be addres_d:

a) Even though the situation postulated in the first paragraph of this item ends with a normal scram,
we still suggest examining the design to assure that FP failure will: l) be announced and not
remain hidden until it causes an ._ram, which could be confusing to the operators, 2) not result
in boron dilution during operation, 3) at least not interfere with the scram signal to isolate the
injection line for deborated water, and 4) not allow reactivity excursions to occur due to the failure
of the FP.

b) As stated in item 25 above, a ._fftware failure can fail several pr¢x_es_rs, even if they are
separated.

28. Mode Error

(A.7-50 item 71) Specifying the operating m{_le of PlUS determine.,_many of the computer-controlle_d

operations that follow. The mode is specified by operator input to the computer. Hence, human error is a possible
cause of wrong mode specification; computer error is another cau_,

According to ABB Atom's comments, the mode, and more importantly, the change of mode, does not have
an important _fety significance. If a mode is _lected incorrectly, the worst outcome would be a reactor _ram,
and the most likely result would have no significant effects at all.

I

Nevertheless, display in the control room, of the m(gle spectred by the operator, and the mode that the
computer is specifying to the various algorithms, could be helpful msadditional intbrmation to the operator.

?q. Turbine-Trip Reactivity Excursion

(A.8-5 item 2) Approximately one-third of the heat from the reactor is removed by the turbine to pr_lu_:e

electricity. A turbine trip abruptly removes this heat load, and the temperature of the reactor primary cex)lant tl:,;e,s.
Fhc vr.ry strong negative reactivity temperature coefticlent of PlUS results in a negative reactivity excursion, whi_:h
ts followed by either an active or a passive .scram.

ABB Atom's comments es_ntially state that the negative temperature c(_fficient of reactivity makes pl_Jts,
including both PlUS and traditional LWRs, more "stable"
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BNI.'s oh_rvatlon doe_not quution the "stabihty"dueu) thenegativetemperaturecoefficientof reactivity.
Be_ides,the reactivity excursionpostulatedis a negauve reactivityexcursion,which is followed by either an active

or a passive_ram. BNL's obmervationts relatedto the implementationof an active scram following turbinetrip, i
if the turbine steam bypaz_systemcould rmqx)ndqutckly enough, and were effective enough so that the ri_e in
temperaturedid not result in a stgnlficantnegative react,vltv excursion.

30. Scram-CausedThermal Sh(_k

(A.7-29,30 iterrm 18) According to the PSID, PtIIS _cran_ u a result of a mJa.matchbetween the
primary flow and the buoyancyflow from heating the _._mlantm the reactor, the rots-match,s madeup hy pool flow.
Pool water ingre_ yields a reactivity reductiondue to the boron the cold pool water yields a reactivttyinsertion.
The cold water c(mlsdown the core coolant, decr_ the "buoyancyflow', and decream_the inflow rate of pool
water. Then, "old" warm, low-borated priman/coolant is pumped to the core; power and temperature increase,
andmore ixml water enter, in about one minute, the temperatureof the reactor andcomponentschangeby about
400°F.

tlowever, as noted in reformation to the NRC, there,s now a re-de.,_ignedactive scram system in PLUS,
where valves open to let borated reactorpool water into the primary I(mp on the suction sideof the RCPs. Th,s
modified designavoids the thermal shockdescribedin the previous paragraph.

31. System630 Breaker Failure PreventsEmergencyPower l_l_

(A.9-10 item 4) When there is a Io_ of the high voltage grid, the main circuit breaker should open,
thereby allowing the generator bus system (system 631 ) to feed power to the 6,0 auxiliary power AC system (system
642) in hou,_ load operation, if this feature is included in the plant design. This transfer is backed up by the plant
staztup transformer (642 T2). if the main circuit breaker does not open, then the transfer to the back up _urce
(translbnner 642 T2) may also be affected due to the interlocking logic of the relays. System 642 would remain
deenergized until this situation is fixed. According to the original design of PIUS described in the PSID, the RCPs
would be deenergized and the reactor _rammed, but it is very important that the plant recover AC energy as soon
as IX_ssible.

However, the kind of transfers described in the previous paragraph are standard in the electrical industry
and ABB Atom for sure will take into account these kind of events. Manual disconnection of the main circuit

breaker or other measure to enhance continuity of electrical supply to the 6.0 kV auxiliary power AC system could
be beneficial.

32. Surge Capacitors in System 630

(A,9-11 item 6) System 631 uses surge capacitors on th_ generator busbars as protection against volta'_e
surges, e.g. due to lightning currents, if the,_ capacitors short, power cannot be supplied from system 631.

If the ¢apa_'itors were fu,_,d then, even if they short, the fuse can be blown and the power supplied from
system 631.

33. l_oss of DC and Uninterruptable AC

(A.9-18 item 29) System 670, "Battery-Backed Power Supply System_', is comprised of two subsystems:
673, "Saft_ty-g,rade I IOV DC auxiliary power supply system" and 677, "440V battery-backed auxiliary power AC
system". Each of these subsystems consist of two identical trains.
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a) Subsystem 673, "Safety-grade110V DC auxiliary power supply system"

in the case of the loss of a train of system 673. the plant can still be monitored and controlled by means

of the normal instrun_ntation, fed with power from system 677, and by the channel_ fed from the other
673 train. This system is considered a safety .grade system and each train is located in separate safety-
glade equipmentrooms.

Naturally, an issue for Subsystem 673 is a p_x)r maintenance performed on both trains, increasing the
possibility of simultaneous failure of both trains. We respect the good maintenance procedures executed
at ABB Atom facilities, but given the serious consequences of the loss of both trains of subsystem 673
(control and monitoring of the plant would be at least partially lost), we note the need for good training
of the maintenance crew and for an effective program of quality assurance (QA) for maintenance activities.

b) Subsystem 677, "440V battery-backed auxihary power AC system"

Loss of a 677 bus will trip the turbine and scram the reactor. The reactor can be kept at regular cold
shutdown by the other 677 bus. Total loss of system 677 will activate the inherent self-protective safety
features of the reactor which ensure a reliable reactor shutdown and decay heat removal. The plant may
suffer capital investment losses, however.

Again, an issue is the loss of both trains of this subsystem. In addition, since, according to the PSID, the
loads for this subsystem have not been completely determined yet, it is not possible to assess the extent of
the consequences in case of total failure of this subsystem.

This subsystem is not a safety-grade system and the PSID does not mention the location of each train, so
the susceptibility to common hazards cannot be evaluated at this point. However, general observations can
be elaborated: the same as those for subsystem 673: good training of the maintenance crew and an
effective program of quality assurance (QA) for maintenance activities, a risk analysis of susceptibility to
common cause failures and a risk analysis of susceptibility to external events, such as fire and explosion.

34. Fire in the Cable System

(A.9-21 item 43) The cabling system is passive, but may be susceptible to common causes of failure, such
as fire.

No specific fire vulnerability has been identified for PIUS, but it is an aspect that deserves attention.

35. Refueling

(Insufficient detail in the PSID precludes a FMECA of refueling) The refueling of PIUS requires
disassembly of the pressurizer and the upper three flow structures. The fuel is removed by grappling under about
20 m of water for each spent element; the fuel is inserted by reversing the process. This process will require some
time thus, it is possible that a foreign object may enter the primary system, which could produce local flow
disturbances or even large disturbances, depending on the size of the objects.

Therefore, there are two observations regarding refueling:

a) More detail is needed in the PSID.

b) Refueling operations for traditional LWRs do not have to be carried out through 20 m of water,

as is the case of PIUS. Therefore, the time tot refueling in the case of PlUS might be longer.
Consequently, assuming the risk of dropping foreign objects into the pool is mainly a function of
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time, thenthisriskwouldbehigherfor thecaseof PIUS. In addition,theworkerexposureto
radiation could also be higher.

ABB Atom statesthat,giventhatthepoolof PIUS is largerthanthatof current PWR plants,theriskof
foreignobjectsshouldbesmeller. However,giventhatthe workof refuelingis doneexactlyabovethecore,then
therisk of a foreignobjectfallinginto thecoreis notsignificantlydifferentthanthatfor currentPWR plants.

Therefore,themainobmrvationin thiscaseis theneedfordetailedinformationaboutrefuelingfor further
studyand, Ixulicularly,detailedinformationaboutthe refuelingtimeandworkerexposureto radiationduring
refueling.

36. Primary Pump Startupand Shutdown

(A.4-9,10 item 3) The key PlUS safety principle is that a balance between the buoyant flow and the
pumpedprimary flow prevmts flow from the boratedreactorpool. The PSlD does notdiscuss degradedoperation
on less thanfour pumpsber,J.use the loss of one pumpat normalpower operationimplies a reactorscram.

Itappearsthatprimarypumpscannotbebroughton line or removedfromservicewithoutscrammingPIUS,
or shuttingPlUS down by boration. The inabilityto operate degraded,does not appearto be an issue with PIUS,
but it may result in less availability thancurrentLWRs.

37. Blockage of the LowerDensity Lock

(A.22-1 Item 3) An importantfailuremode toconsideris if the lowerdensity lock is blockedforwhatever
rtMIson.

ABB Atom's commentsfirst state thatthe blockageof the lower densitylock is an extremelyunlikely event
due to sizing of support skirt holes and total inlet area. As long as 10% of skirt hole area is unblocked,
functionalityis notaffected. Further,ABB statesthat "Simulationsof sequenceswithtotally blocked lowerdensity
lock have been run,and the results indicatethat the reactorshutsdown and thata naturalcore cooling loop will be
established throughthe upper density lock (down the riser, throughthe core, up the downcomer, also)'.

In addition, ABB Atom's commentsstate, as a comment to another item (No. 30) that now there is a
dedicatedscramsystem, letting boratedreactorpool water into the primaryloop on the suction side of the RCPs.
This new scramsystem seems to be an effective way to cope with a Postulatedblockageof the lowerdensity lock.

References
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5.0 DESCRIPTION OF TIlE tlAZOP APPLICATION

The I_IAZOP method is given in general terms in Section 3. This sextion describe, first, how HAZOP

was applied to search for physl_.'al states of the plant which would constitute a hazard, and second, how HAZOP
was applie.d to .,_arch fi_rhazardous potential _.'rmrsin the startup pr:_:e,dure. For present purpo._s, it wL_ n_'_s._ry
to adapt the method in certain respects. Them"adaptations are described here.

The main reason to consider HAZOP h_r review of PlUS is that it G_zuses on physical variables. The

physical state of the PiUS plant is considerably undcrspexified by a listing of its component stat_,, because FM[;.CA
t'c_u_s on component states, while HAZOP tocu.ses on physical variables, the two metht_ds are complementary.

5. I Adaptations of HAZOP M_thodologv to the Study of Ill_PlUS System

5.1.1 Te.chn!cal Adaptalions

The present application is not typical of chemical process industry applications.

Most process systems can be portrayed reasonably well by line diagrams. Flow in a giv©n segment of pil_
is a well-defined concept. However, in the PlUS design, there are patterns of circulation which cannot bc
characterized as simple flow or no flow. In the core region, for example, flow ani_tropy may be sisnificant.
Therefore, some thought was given to the structure of the guide words to consider physical process variables whi_zh

are less simple than flow. These are summarized in Section 3.

A closely related decision was made to ba.,_ the HAZOP of the primary loops and the pool on a
thermal-hydrauli,.:ist's nodalization scheme, supplemented by detailed enlargements of selected tesioas, rather than
basing the discussion on a p_udo-one-dimensional line diagram repr_ntation. This decision h_l an interesting
and very favorable effect. Becau_ the thermal hydlraulicists were part of the HAZOP team, the re,at of the team
was immediately updated on modelling issues, and the thermal-hydraulic modelling was changed significantly and

repeatedly as a result of those interactions. These modifications include not only enhancements to deal with efl_ts
which were initially left out, but appear to be imi_ortant; they also include changes to the model created by an

improved understanding obtained during the team's discussions. Section 6 presents the nodalizatioa diagram
_merging from the interaction between the HAZOP methodology and the thermal-hydraulic modelling.

5.1.2 Pro_rammati_ Adaptations

According to the description given in Section 3 of HAZOP, as practiced in the chemical process industry.
(CPI), the team members are supposed to be plant workers who are very knowledgeable. In the present ca_, theft,•

is no PIUS plant, and the prospective vendors are (a) not available and (b) not neces_rily appropriate choices f,,w
inclusion in a _fety study sponsored by a regulatory body.

Therefore, this HAZOP study had to be conducted by a team whos_ knowledge of the system is based _n

reading conceptual design documents. The team had to be briefed by other analysts whose knowledge is also ha,.._
largely on reading.

The program plan was based on an in-houso team, who had already been involved in reviewing the Pit_.;
design report, and who had especially been involved in the in-house development of a simple, but u_tL_l
thermal-hydraulic mod_l. This latter development was to ensure that when the team was discussing whethe, m{m.
flow in segment "x" could result from less temperature in segment "y," there would be a body of in-hou_ w_.k
intbrming the team's judgment.

It was initially proposed to study tbu_r operating modes: normal power operation, shutdown, stalluT*
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(transition from shutdown to full power), and the transition from full power to shutdown. Additionally, the team I
hoped to find tittle to analyze selected transients: that is, to refer deviations to a state which was initially off-normal,
rather th_n to impose deviations onto a state which is otherwise normal. These analy_s would begin to address
multiple-failure scenarios.

Based on analyzing one PSID operating mode per day. and on a solid foundation of knowledge of the PIUS
design, this exert_ __ was expected to take about one week. However, more effort was necessary, because the

presumed solid foundation of knowledge was not initially available. In our application, the HAZOP has been a
means to the end of a collective partial understanding _f system operation, rather than the other way around; this
has considerably sl(,wed down the team's effort to generate tables of HAZOP results. It would be misleading to
say that lack of re_)urces constrained the HAZOP; rather, the effort was stopped, because we found that it is not
cost-effective to continue the HAZOP until more detailed information becomes available. The need for a validated

plant dynamic model to support discussions of system phenomenology was clearly identified as necessary.
Therefore, the HAZOP only covered selected portions of the system, and only for full-power operation and a trial
HAZOP of the startup procedure.

The:-;e limitations should not be considered as an indictment of the HAZOP method, but rather of the

lirmtations of proceeding with the program on the basis of limited information. The present methods appear to be
capable of fulfilling the original obJectives, at a level of effort commensurable with that originally allocated, given
a suitable information base, a plant analyzer, and a team which is conver_nt with both.

5.2 HAZOP of PlUS Plant During Power Operation

The guide words were described in Section 3; the PIPA nodalization is described in Section 6. Referring
to the PIPA nodalization, the portions of the PlUS design which were analyzed include the following:

Upper and Lower Downcomers,
Core Entrance Plena,

Core Region,
Pressurizer (pool level, riser funnel, siphon breaker),
Pressurization System (boiler, feed pumps .... ).

HAZOP log sheets from these sessions are included in Appendix B. Deviations having high or medium
criticality are carried over into the PIT, and comments on these also are summarized in Section 5.4.

5.3 HAZOP of Startup Procedure

As discussed below, HAZOP can be applied to analyze procedures as well as systems. The start-up
procedure was chosen as an example, partly because the analyst knew the French scenario, (see Section 5.4.6) and
partly bex'ause few proccdur, _ are described, even at a high level in the PSID.

5.3.1 Application ¢,f HAZOP to Analysis of Procedures

Although somewhat less standard than the application of HAZOP to straight systems analysis, HAZOP of
operational procedt_res is becoming increasingly popular. The idea is that a procedure can be flowcharted, which
resembles a system in an abstract sense. The procedure has a design intent at each node, and deviations from this

design intent for a procedural step can be postulated by analogy with HAZOP for systems. The design intent of
a procedural s',ep is typically to accomplish a particular system state at a particular time, based on particular cues,
and the corresponding deviation will be to overshoot, undershoot, not perform the step at all, do something else
instead, perform the step too soon, or perform the step too late.

Some instances in the above list correspond to errors of commission, identification is widely believed to
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be beyond the state-of-the-art.

In the present application, the start-up process (based on the description in Section 34.4 of the PSID) was
analyzed. Numerous potential operator errors were identified, most of which either constitute operational delays
or inconveniences, or pose challenges which the safety systems should easily meet. Possible exceptions comprise
instances in which unborated water could be injected without forced loop flow; this circumstance creates the
possibility of a reactivity anomaly, and is discussed further below.

HAZOP log sheets from this exercise are also included in Appendix B.

5.4 Overview of Results

Major design and procedural results are sulnmarized below. A key result of a different type is the
significant input provided by the HAZOP team to the phenomenological modelling effort. This result is discussed
further in Section 6.

5.4.1 The Q-List Observation

The Q-list observation relates to the problem of deciding what design attributes must be Q-listed (i.e.,

designated safety-grade) to achieve the level of safety performance which is claimed. The conclusion that plant
response is satisfactory in all cases may rest on the assumption of initial conditions, whose realization is
accomplished by systems which are presently non-safety. If the plant's response is found to be sensitive to those
initial conditions, one would need to consider taking credit for pre-accident performance by the systems which
maintain those conditions. However, changing the designation of tho_ systems might have a profound effect on
the licensing review. Further, the actual designation of all PlUS systems is not completely clear, as is discussed
in Section 8. A detailed evauation of this issue would need clarification of precisely what is safety grade and also
a validated plant model to systematically explore this area.

5.4.2 D_pressurization Transients

The question has been raised whether it is possible to achieve a condition wherein the core cannot be wetted

because the heat flux is too great to allow wetting at the prevailing system pressure. This question can be broken
down into two parts: (1) whether there is a point in state-space at which this is true, (2) if such a point exists,

whether it is mechanistically reachable from any normal operational condition. The first of these questions is
beyond the scope of HAZOP; it is our job merely to remark its significance, and recommend code runs. HAZOP

can begin to address the second question if we know the coordinates of this phase-space point. Presumably, low
pressure ("low" depends on context) is part of the scenario. These considerations suggest that depressurization
transients be viewed as a group, with this question in mind.

The preceding discussion is not meant to imply that global depressurization would alter the logic of density
lock operation. Rather, the question is whether there is any particular mechanism of depressurizing that might
invalidate the existing claims for plant response. Modelling the reactivity following a density lock challenge is not
trivial; the reactivity does not decrease monotonically after a scram. Thus, great care is necessary to reach
conclusions about this area. No conclusion is reached here, because a debugged plant analyzer was not available.

The causes of rapid depressurization are the following:

Primary Break,

Break in the Pressurizer Steam Space,
Break in the Steam System Piping,
Inadvertent Open Relief Valve (IORV),
Break in the Steam Dome Bolts,
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Smart Break of the Siphon Breaker Injecting Cold Leg Water Into Steam Space,
Rupture of the Steam Generator Tube.

These are Category III in frequency, and have "high" criticality in the sense that they should be further
examined.

5.4.3 Behavior of Boron Concentration

There will be a slug of unborated water in the riser funnel, as a result of the continuous condensation of
steam. There appears to be break locations, which would transport this slug through the core on its way out from
the break. Unless this slug were well-mixed with properly borated water before it reached the core, the possibility
of a reactivity anomaly would be present. This event warrants modelling. We did not make a conclusion about
the possible significance of this event, because a validated plant model was not available.

5.4.4 _;t_¢turai Excitations

Because of its size, the pressure vessel needs to be analyzed for its susceptibility to excitation by pressure
oscillations at frequencies which might be realized in transient situations. A chugging relief valve is one way to
achieve pressure oscillations. A drop of pool level below the steam injection point may be another way.

5.4.5 Communication Between Control Volumes

There are break locations which couple nominally ,._lated control volumes in ways which may go
undetected until an accident occurs. Examples appear in the log sheets in Appendix B. Leakage through the siphon

breaker standpipe has this characteristic. This failure mode may not have catastrophic consequences, but it should
be modelled. No conclusion about this failure mode is reached here, because a validated plant model was not
available.

5.4.6 French Scenario At Start-Up

In the HAZOP of the start-up procedure, attention was paid to the French scenario, which emerged from
a French study of the shutdown of a PWR (Diamond, et al., 1992).

The essential elements of the French scenario are (1) the accumulation of unborated water in a stagnant

loop during the process of removing boron from the RCS for start-up, and (2) the transport of this slug to the core,

leading to a reactivity excursion. In the PlUS design, it is physically possible to inject unborated water without
forced primary flow. However, the PlUS design includes a "balcony', whose configuration is difficult to
understand from the figures in our possession, but whose purpose is to ensure that unborated water does not

accumulate in a stagnant loop. This balcony is a passive structure (located near the hot legs), which accumulates
the unborated water in a place from which it will be transported into the primary loops if there is forced flow, but

will be transported into the pool if there is no forced flow. This balcony has the specific purpose of ameliorating
concerns of the French scenario.

This structure is not the only layer of defense against this type of scenario. However, it is a potentially

important layer. Not understanding its structure, we cannot speculate on whether there are passive failures which
would compromise its function. However, the balcony deserves a close look, and perhaps should be modelled.
Once the structure is understood better, some scoping calculations of the mixing properties could be undertaken.

5.5 Referenc._q_=_

D. Diamond, et al., "Probability and Consequences of Rapid Boron Dilution in a PWR, NUREG/CR-5819, March
1992.
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6.0 SUPPOR'FING ANALYSES

6 ! Thermal-Fired Flow Analyses

During the preparations for the FMECA and HAZOP analyses, it was determined that a better
understanding of the thermal-fluid fl_w characteristics of the PIUS reactor was necessary. As a result, a simplified
thermal-fluid flow model of the primary loop of the reactor was set up, using the PC-based PIPA-COde.
Additionally, ont.e these studies began, further questions arose that necessitated the use of this code. In fact, some
of the questions raised .:ould not be answered by such a simplified model as was produced. A brief description of
the code and results from the simulations performed are given in Appendix E. The model was applied to the

following basic transtents and accident scenarios:

Full Scram - One Pump Trip

Loss of Heat Sink

Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

Inadvertent Opening of Safety/Relief Valves (IORV)

In summary, the following observations can be made, based on these simulations:

Full Scram - One Pump Trip:

In accordance with the sequence of events described in PSID, the transient analysis was initiated by tripping

one coolant pump, followed by a feed-water trip 18 seconds later. As the hot leg flow decreases, the pressure
balance in the pool loop is broken and natural circulation inflow of highly borated pool water, through the lower
density lock into the primary loop, begins. Due to the mixing of highly borated pool water with lightly borated
primary loop water an oscillatory response is observed, with a period of about 20 seconds. The oscillations are
supported by the strongly negative moderator temperature coefficient, calling for power increase with decreasing
core coolant temperatures. Many key parameters, like the pump mertia and the efficiency of boron mixing, had
to be estimated. Thus, the exact timing and size of the observed oscillations are not certain, but the simulation
results are in reasonably good agreement with the vendor's PSID analyses. In all cases analyzed. Hot shutdown
was reached within two minutes or less, thus indicating successful operation of the passive shutdown feature.

l,oss of Heat Sink

A feed-water trip was simulated, by specifying a rapid linear ramp-down of the secondary side heat removal
as boundary condition. The simulated results indicate that the response of the primary system to such an event is
an increase in primary loop pressure with a downward movement of the hot/cold interface at the lower density lock.
The control system reduces the pump speed and highly borated pool water begins to enter the core through the lower
density lock. The reactor was nearly in hot shutdown at the end of 100 seconds.

Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

As a multiple failure scenario, uncontrolled boron dilution was simulated with an additional assumption _f
scram failure, due to a total blockage of the lower density lock. Boron dilution was modelled as continuous
injection of distilled water at the rate of 60 kg/s into the hot leg. As a result of the decreasing boron concentration
in the core, the reactor power increased. The power increase was limited by the negative moderator temperature
feedback and Doppler feedback. With the postulated scram failure, the pump speed remained essentially constant.
The increase in reactor power would be expected to continue until the scram set-point of 120% is reached, leading
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to a pump trip, thereby reducing the core flow and limiting the power increase. No serious consequences are
expected from this multiple failure event.

Inadvertent Opening of Safety/Relief Valves (IORV)

To simulate a moderate depressurization transient, such as an IORV, flow discharge through a stuck open
SRV of the largest flow area was modelled. This is equivalent to a small break LOCA. The decrease in system

pressure, due to loss of mass creates a pressure Imbalance at the density locks, causing a reduction in pump speed
and a consequent natural circulation inflow of highly borated pool water mto the primary loop. The reactor power
decreased rapidly after the boron ingress begins, and the reactor is in hot shutdown after 125 seconds, with no I
serious consequences for this event.

The above evaluations of some of the transient characteristics ot the PlUS reactor, even though they are
preliminary, were of invaluable aid in supporting the probabilistic analyses of this system study. In particular, these
evaluations significantly enhanced our understanding of the reactor thermal and fluid flow behavior, as required for
productive HAZOP sesstons.

6.2 Evaluation of Design Basis External Events

External events typically considered in the design basis of a NPP are fires, earthquakes, high winds, floods,
and external missiles. Some preliminary observations of these events are di_ussed in this section.

The specification of Design Basis external events for PLUS, to be considered as part of the structural
loading on buildings, plant systems, and components, depends on the climatic, topographic and geologic conditions
which exist at the selected plant site and also on the plant's proximity to potential sources of major industrial or
transportation ac,_idents.

The major threats to structural integrity from these external events are typically categorized as follows:

• Seismic Event

• High Wind/Tornado
• Flooding
• External Missiles

The data currently available from ABB Atom focus primarily on the PIUS concept and systems
performance. Site-specific considerations, such as external events, have, apparently, not received a great deal of
attention.

A generic seismic analysis of the Reactor Building Compound, including a simplified stick model of the
Prestressed Concrete Reactor Pressure Vessel, has been conducted by ABB for a zero period acceleration (ZPA)
of 0.3g, Reg Guide 1.60 spectra, and a range of site subsurface conditions. A summary of results for a "soft site"
is given in the PSID, and technical reports for both a "soft site" and a "hard site" were available for this analysis.

qhe evaluation of PIUS to maintain structural integrity, when subjected to external events, is primarily
qualitative at this time. In the tblh_ing subsections, each of the four categories, listed above, is discussed from
the perspective of unique design features which could affect the severity of consequences.

6.2.1. Site Characteristics

In comparing PIUS to conventional LWRs, the PIUS reactor includes a very large and heavy Prestressed
Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV). While this has safety advantages, for siting considerations it means that the
weight of the PlUS Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) will result in higher foundation pressures. Ground
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water conditions also become more important, because the PlUS concrete vessel foundations are sunk relatively
deep.

Ground water conditions and load bearing capacity would appear to be significant considerations in selecting
a site for PLUS. With respect to load beanng capacity of the media supporting the PCRV, a preliminary calculation
based on data contained in the PSID suggests that the foundation pressure will be approximately 19,000 pounds per
square foot.

6.2,2 Seis_c Event

A very significant, low-probability external event affecting the design of a nuclear power plant is an
earthquake. A primary design objective is to protect the public from radioactive release, for all credibly possible
scenarios of severe external loading, operational malfunction, and combinations of both. All structures and systems
which are absolutely necessary to achieve this design objective, are designated as safety-related.

Safety-related structures and systems must maintain structural integrity at a minimum, and in many cases,
must also maintain functionality, when subjected to the maximum postulated earthquake for the plant site, referred
to as the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). These structures and systems are designated as Seismic Category I.

In addition, all non-safety structures and systems must be located and supported, as required, to preclude
unacceptable seismic interaction with safety-related structures and systems. Non-safety structures and systems are
designated as Seismic Category N.

ABB Atom defines a third seismic category. Quoting from the PSID, Chapter 3.2.1:

"The seismic classification principles for current design LWR plants are outlined in the US NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.29. This guide defines the seismic classes, Seismic Class I or N (non-seismic).

"In ABB Atom practice the two classes of Reg. Guide 1.29 is supplemented with a Seismic Class P.

Seismic Class P (Passive) corresponds to Seismic Class I regarding the passive function, implying that the
structural integrity of the equipment must be maintained, but there is no requirement on its active function.

As an example, if a pump is assigned to Seismic Class P this implies that the pump house shall remain
intact after an earthquake (no external leakage from the pump), but that there is no requirement on its
pumping capability.

"Generally, it can be said that buildings, systems and components which belong to Safety Class 1, 2 or 3
belong to Seismic class I or P.

"The equipment which belongs to Seismic Class N will be designed so that it will not jeopardize the
function or integrity of equipment in Seismic Class I or P during or after an earthquake. N

Based on additional input from ABB, the designation of seismic Category P is apparently an administrative
convenience and does not imply any relaxation of the structural acceptance criteria.

PlUS relies on the passive concept of the ever-present, large volume of borated pool water to shut down
the reactor and remove residual heat in the event of total failure of all active systems. There are four basic

prerequisites to accomplish shutdown:

1) Availability of a sufficient volume of borated pool water.

2) Proper functioning of the density locks and the natural circulation pool loop.
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3) Sufficient concentration of boron in the pool water.

4) Abdity to relieve overpressure m the Reactor Pressure Vessel caused by pool evaporation (if the
passive pool heat removal system al_ fails)

The conceptual ability to stabilize the core and remove residual heat w|thout operator intervention and
activation of special emergency systems significantly reduces, in ABB Atom's evaluation, the number of safety-
related structures and systems. Consequently, the number of designated Seismic Class I or P structures and systems
is less for PlUS than in present-day LWR plants. Table 3.A in Chapter 3 of the PSID provides ABB Atom's
tentative Safety/Selstmc classification of all structures and systems. This information is summarized in Section 8
and in Appendix C.

6.2.2.1 S.eismic Considerations for PIUS Systems

Major System |00- Buildin2s, E_temal Pi .ant Systems.

System 1:_1 - ]ReactorBuildin_

ABB Atom classifies the .section of the reactor building "containing safety-related parts" as Safety Class
3/Seismic Class I. The generic seistmc analysis of the reactor building compound reported in Chapter 3.7 includes
the entire reactor building structure. It is noted that the building responds as a single structural entity. Seismic
Class I might be designated for the building as a whole.

System 125 - Control System Buildina

The central control room of the Control Systems Building is designated Safety Class 3/Seismic Class I m
Table 3.A. However, in Volume 3 of the PSID, the description of System 125 does not mention any safety-related
function or seismic design requirements. To the contrary, quoting from page 125-2 of Volume 3:

"Major accidents are postulated to destroy the building or force the o_rators to abandon the building. If
the building is completely lost, the conditions in the concrete vessel and the reactor containment can be
monitored from the emergency control room (system 518)."

This is an example of classification inconsistencies discussed further in Section 8.

$_vstem 151 - Concrete Vessel Monolith

This is the Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV), which is a unique design feature of PIUS. It is
the only designated Safety Class 1 structure or system. See Section 6.2.2.2 for further discussion of the PCRV.

System 152 - Concrete Containment

The Concrete Containment is partly integrated with the Reactor Building and shares a common basemat
with it. It is designated Safety Class 2/Seismic Class I. The structural delineation between the Reactor Building
and the Concrete Containment subsection is virtually non-existent, with one exception. The concrete containment

has a steel liner to insure leak tightness, just as in LWRs. Seismically, it must be analyzed as an integral part of
the Reactor Building.

System 159 - Concrete Vest! Liner Ventin_ System

This system is excluded from Table 3.A; however, in Volume 3 it is identified as a "safety-grade system".
It is a unique design feature of PLUS. Two sets of channels are embedded in the PCRV to monitor and vent any
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pool leakage through the pool liner and through the embedded liner. Because of the importance of maintamirtg the
pool level, significant leakage must be avoided. This system might have to be designated Seismic Class I; structural
adequacy of the channels and the monitoring instrumentation to resist seismic loading may need to be addressed
during design certification.

S.ystem 180 -Hangers and Restrain_

Per Table 3.A, the Safety/Seismic Classification of hangers and restraints throughout the plant will be
consistent with the classification of the systems and components which they support or restrain. No further data

are presented by ABB Atom at this time Methodology and criteria tot seismic analysis will be essentially the same
as for LWR plant designs.

Major System 200 - Reactor and Auxiliary Equipment

Syst.em 2 ! ! - Pressure Vesse! Upper Parts

This system provides closure of the Reactor Pressure Vessel above the PCRV. It consists of a steel anchor
flange, a steel cylindrical section, and a steel hemispherical closure head. It is designated Safety Class 2/Seismic
Class I in Table 3.A. This is a complex structure, unique to PIUS. The anchor flange which mates the steel upper

pressure vessel to the PCRV is an important feature of the seismic loading design.

There are many penetrations in this vessel, including the primary coolant inlet and outlet nozzles for the
four loops. In ,aseismic analysis, the steel upper pressure vessel should be coupled to the primary coolant loops
(System 313). The steam generator seismic and deadweight supports are fixed to the outer wall of the PCRV.
Therefore, there are multiple load paths between the steel upper pressure vessel and the PCRV in a seismic event.

System 213 - Reactor Internals

This system includes the reactor core, the upper and lower density locks, the downcomer primary coolant
flow channel from the cold legs to the core entrance, the riser primary coolant flow channel from the core exit to
the hot legs, the riser funnel which communicates with the pressurizer steam volume, and the siphon breaker. In
Table 3.A, "parts required for reactor shutdown and core cooling" are designated Safety Class 2/Seismic Class I.
This is a complex system of components; they are described in some detail in Volume 3 of the PSID.

This entire system, except for the top of the riser funnel, is immersed in the large pool of borated water,
which is pressurized to essentially the same pressure as the primary coolant inside the reactor internals. Flow
communication between the pool and the primary coolant is possible through the upper and lower density locks.
During normal operation, these fluid boundaries are stabilized so that no flow occurs; under upset conditions, flow
from the pool to the reactor core is established to ensure that core power is reduced and residual heat is removed.

The fundamental safety concept of PlUS relies on the establishment of a natural circulation pool loop through the
core, in which the pool water enters through the lower density lock and exits through the upper density lock.

The lower support for the reactor internals is designated System 215; it consists of a lower support skirt,
which ties back to the PCRV liner at the elevation of the reactor core. Also considered, but currently not plann_xl,
is a spoke-type seismic restraint at approximately mid-height. ABB Atom's analysis presently indicates that this
seismic restraint is not needed.

At the upper end, the reactor internals are supported by System 211, just below the primary coolat_t
nozzles. The source of seismic input motion to the reactor internals is the PCRV. However, the seismic input at

the lower and upper support points may be significantly different. Also, the interaction of the PCRV and the reactor
internals through the pool water might have to be be considered.
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This system will require very detailed and extensive evaluation Becau_ thepressure differentials across
the shell walls are very small, the s,_ismic loads may play a significant role m the tletaded design of reactor internal
structures. During design certification, the seismic analysis of the reactor internals might be reviewed in detail.

System_2!5_- Reactor__Assemb!y Supports and Restra_

in Table 3.A, the "parts required h_r reactor shutdown and core coohnl_ _'are designated Safety Class
2/Seismic Class I. This system is discussed under System 213.

System 216 - Vessel Internal tnst_mentatlon Support Equipment

in Table 3.A, the "parts required for reactor shutdown and core coohng" are designated Safety Class
2/Seismic Class I. The only _fety-related reference in Volume 3 of the PSID for this system is that "ruptures of
pipes in System 216 outside the reactor pressure vessel shall not be able to drain the reactor pool even over long
periods of time'. The information provided to date is preliminary and incomplete

System 23! - Refueling Systems, and System 233 - Handlina Equipment fop Reactor Internals

In Table 3.A, these systems are designated Safety Class 3/Seismic Class P for parts necessary to prevent
fuel elements and internals from being dropped. These systems have the same functions as in present-day LWR

plants. The PIUS 'tesign, however, requires that the fuel and internals must be raised and lowered through a much
greater height.

System 261 - Fuel Assemblies

In Table 3.A, this system is designated Safety Class 2/Seismic Class 1. According to ABB Atom in
Volume 3 of the PSID, the PlUS fuel assembly "closely resembles a standard present-day PWR fuel assembly
except for the shorter length (2.8m)". There is no specific discussion of seismic considerations.

System 291 - Wet Thermal Insulatig.n for the Reactgr Primary System
.System 293 - Other Wet Thermal Insulation Systems Inside the Reactor Pressure Vessel

These are unique features of PLUS. Wet thermal insulation is not a conventional concept and may require

additional development before the design is finalized. Neither Table 3. A nor the description in Volume 3 identifies
these systen_,_as safety-related. Based on the stated functions of these systems, they would appear to be safety-
related, and which may imply Seismic Class I.

System 291 is mounted to the outer wall of System 213 to minimize heat loss from the primary coolant to
the pool. Maintenance of the pool temperature at approximately 50°C (compared to 260-290°C for the primary
coolant) is essential tot residual heat removal by the pool. The importance of the insulation in maintaining the

required pool temperature is unclear. It may be achieved solely by the pool cooling system (323), but this seems
tmlikely.

System 293 insulates the upper conical part of the PCRV and the anchor flange for the steel upper pressure
vessel. It protracts the pressure vessel from thermal transients caused by heat up of the upper part of the pool
foll(_,ving a main coolant pump trip.

Even if tht_se systems can be demonstrated to be non-safety, they most likely should be designated as
Seismk: Class P. Loss of structural integrity in a seismic event could potentially defeat the natural circulation pool
loop by obstructing the flow holes in the lower support skirt (System 215). Further evaluation of this issue, during
design certification, appears to be necessary.
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Maio_rS_stem_00 _,,¢ess Systems

in Table 3.A, ABB Atom c!,..ssifiesthnssystemas Safety Class 2tSeJsmicClass I only with respextto the
structural integrity of "RCPB (Reactor Coolant PressureBoundary)part up to andincludingcontainmentisolation
valve(s)', Chapter3i2.1.2 statesthat "System312 is not a safety-gradesystem",

System 312 is a collection of subsystemsconnected through varnousflow paths to the Primary Coolant
Loop, The basic functionsare:

• Reactor Startup
• Adjustment/Maintenanceof Power Ixvd
• R_ctor Normal Shutdt_vn

• Control of Primary I.,tx)pWater Chemistry
• Filtered.!Water Make-up
• Control of hot water/cold water interface level in the upper density lock during normal operation

ABB Atom does not require these functions to achieve safe shutdt_xn following postulated Design Basis
Accidents and External Events.

A demonstration of the structural integrity of the pnmary coolant pressure boundary, by detailed piping
and component structural analy._s, for load combinations, load classifications (Level A through D), and allowable
stress criteria applicable to Seismic Category i piping and components is important.

Systerq 313- Recirculation_Sys!em

In Table 3.A, ABB Atom classifies this system as Safety Class 2/Seismic Class I for "Integrity". The
system includes the four primary coolant loops: hot legs, steam generators, pumps, and cold legs. The system has
no safety-related function, according to ABB Atom. To ensure integrity of the primary coolant pressure boundary,
the analysis di_ussed for System 312 also applies here.

For seismic analysis, the Primary Coolant Loops and the Steel Pressure Vessel Upper Parts (System 211)
could be included in the _me model. Seismic input motion is through the PCRV at the steel anchor flange and at

the steam generator supports.

The structural details for the Steam Generator, particularly the steam generator tubes, is an important area
of the PIUS design.

Classification of the Main Coolant Pumps (subsystem 3 i 33) as non-_fety/non-_ismic for "Function" moght
need further explanation. A trip of one pump is cited by ABB Atom as the mechanism to activate the Ixml loop
and achieve emergency shut&rwn. It is important to verify that functional failure of one or more pumps dt_s not

jeopardize the shutdc_xn objectives.

System 314,,,,',,,Pressure Relie.f_m_

In Table 3.A, ABB Atom designates this system as Safety Class 2/Seismic Class I |or "Integrity'. In
addition, the ",safety valves" are similarly classified, while "other parts" are designated Safety Class 3/Seismic Class
P. Chapter 314.1.2 states that "System 314 is a safety-grade system'.

This system provides three separate pressure relief functions; in each case steam flora the pressurizer steam
dome is discharged to the condensation pex_l. The functions are
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• Preventvesseloverprm_urizationduringplanttransientandabnormaloperatingconditions.Four

safetyvalveswithseparatedischargelinesaccomplishdepressurization,

• Provide forced blow-down of the reactor pressure during certain plant abnormal conditions. Two
relief valves with separate discharge lines _complish blow-down.

• Allow manual actuation of reactor pressure blow-down following a long period of residual heat
removal by reactor pool water boil-off. Two emergency blow-down valves with separate
discharge loops cam be actuated manually from outside containment.

This important system may not be classified highly enough for seismic protection.

For structural integrity, the procedures discussed for System 312 also apply to System 314, i.e., Standard

Review Plan guidelines for Seismic Category I piping and components are applicable. Functionality of valves would
be demonstrated by seismic testing, using shaker table input motion with a test response spectrum (TRS) that

envelopes the required response spectrum (RRS).

System 316 - Condensation System

This system is analogous to the pressure suppression pool in U.S. BWRs. In Table 3.A, this system is
designated Safety Class 2/Seismic Class P. Chapter 316.1.2 states that "System 316 is a safety-grade system'.

The enclosure of the condensation pool is an integral part of the concrete reactor building, and
consequently, must be analyzed as such. In a seismic event, sloshing of the pool water may occur; this additional

' seismically induced loading on the enclosure walls should be included in future structural evaluations.

There are 600 blow-down pipes, approximately 24" in diameter, embedded in the concrete walls, between
the drywell and the wetwell. A seismic evaluation of this design detail could serve to ensure the structural integrity
of the containment.

Blow-down of the reactor pressure vessel through System 314 or blow-down of containment may generate

significant transient dynamic loads in the condensation pool. Because the condensation pool is structurally integral
with the reactor building, these dynamic loads may be transmitted throughout the building. This situation is similar
to that of a Mark II containment, where special dynamic analyses are required, in addition to seismic analysis.

[;ystem 321 - Reactor Pool

ABB Atom has designated the volume of the pool water in the reactor pressure vessel as System 32 I; it
is specified as Safety Class 2. The significance of the pool of water was discussed earlier.

.System 322 - Pool Loop Inactivation Systems

In Table 3.A, this system is designated Safety Class 2/Seismic Class I for "Integrity" of "RCPB part up
to and including containment isolation valve(s)". System 322 is a unique design feature of PlUS consisting of the:

Lower Density Lock System
Upper Density Lock System
Gas Lock System

In Chapter 322, ABB Atom makes no reference to safety-grade or any safety-related function.

In Chapter 213, the upper and lower density locks are described as being a part of System 213 (Reactor
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Internals), for which "partsrequired for reactorshutdownandcore cooling"are designatedSafetyClass2/Seismic
Class[ in Table 3.A.

Functionalityof the Upper and Lower Density Locksis absolutelyessentialto achievereactor shutdown
andcore coolingby passive,naturalcirculationof the boratedpool water throughthe reactorcore. For the locks,
functionalitycan be definedas maintenanceof original geometricconfiguration.

A detailed analysisof the density locks for seismicand operational loads is an important consideration.
See also the previous di_ussion of System 213.

j System323 - Reactor Pool Coolin_2Systc_n--v

In Table 3.A, this system is designated Safety Class 2/Seismic Class I for "Integrity" of "RCPB part up
to and including containment isolation valve(s)'. In Chapter 323.1.2, ABB Atom states "System 323 is not a safety-
grade system'. This system is entirely located inside of containment, and therefore, does not have any isolation
valves. It appears as if it should be classified higher seismically.

System 325 - Reactor Pool Water Replacement System

The information provided by ABB Atom in Table 3.A and Chapter 325 for this system is not consistent
with respect to Safety Classifications. Clarification would be desirable.
M_ior System 400 - Steam _d Power ConversjoF SYstems

System 400 is very similar to present-day PWRs. There does not appear to be any safety-related
requirement associated with this system, other than the integrity of piping inside containment and the establishment
of containment Isolation.

System 4! 1 - Steam Lin_ System

In Chapter 411.1.2, ABB Atom states that "the parts of System 411 that are located inside containment,
up to and including the containment isolation valves, are considered to be safety-grade equipment'. Standard
analysis methodology for Seismic Category I piping and components applies here.

System 463 - Feedwater System

In Chapter 463.2.7, ABB Atom notes that the feedwater lines to the steam generators (subsystem 4636)
penetrate containment and are fitted with containment isolation valves. There is no specific designation of any part
of this system as "safety-grade'.

blajor .System 500 - Control Eo_uipmen.t

The Safety/Seismic classification of Control Equipment may have to be reviewed in detail by ABB Atom

in preparation for design certification,

At this preliminary stage, only the following three "_fety-grade systems" have been identified in Table

3.A and Chapter 500 of the PSID:

System 516 - Trip and Interlock System
System 518 - Emergency Control Room
System 554 - Monitoring of Steam Generator Tube Rupture

These systems are designated Safety Class 3/Seismic Class I and are located in the Reactor Building, which
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is Seismic Chum I.

In Table 3. A, eight systems are footnoted to say "safety-related parts of these systems" are Safety Class
3/Seismic Class 1, but specifics are not provided.

The Emergency Control Room (System 518) is a unique design feature of PLUS. Located in the reactor
building, its existence appears to alleviate the necessity to designate the Central Control Room as "safety-grade',
m ABB Atom's estimation. Consequently, the Reactor Building is the only Seismic Category I building on the PIUS ...
plant site. Personnel access to the Emergency Control Room, following an accident which disables the Central
Control Room, is not clear.

_jor System 600 - Electrical Equivment

The information provided by ABB Atom in Chapter 600 is preliminary, with little detail for most systems.
In Table 3,A, the following two systems are designated Safety Class 3/Seismic Class I:

System 649 - Main Coolant Pump Power Supply System (only parts for safety-related trip of main
coolant pump).

System 673 - Safety-Grade IIOV D.C. Auxiliary Power Supply System

ABB Atom might have to perform more detailed system design and review of the Safety/Seismic

classification in preparation for design certification.

Major System 700 - Service Systems

The following thr_ systems included in System 700 are designated as Safety Class 3/Seismic Class I in
Table 3.A and identified as "safety-grade" in Chapter 700:

System 714 - Cooling Towers for Cooling the Reactor Pool
System 724 - Closed Cooling System for the Reactor Pool
System 751 - Bottle Air System

These systems are unique to PIUS.

The first two provide passive residual heat removal from the reactor pool in the event that active pool
cooling systems are lost (e.g., loss of power). These systems are designed to provide indefinite removal of reactor
residual heat following an emergency shutdown.

The Cooling Towers (System 714) present a unique condition. They are located on top of containment,
inside the reactor building. Seismic input to the cooling towers would be expected to be high because of their
elevation. A detailed analysis for integrity and function is important.

The Bottle Air system provides a backup for safety-grade pneumatic valves, if the regular plant power
supply system fails. Very little detail is provided by ABB Atom.

Major System 800 - Other Plant Equipment

These systems have no "safety-grade" function, according to ABB Atom. Further review may have to be
performed at the design certification stage, to ensure that other system changes do not impose safety-related

requirements on System 800.
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6.2.2.2 Assessment of Pr¢_r_s._d Conffet¢_Re,_¢tor Vessel

The PlUS Reac)_,r Pressure Ve,ssel is a unique structure in several resp_ts, it represents the first use of
a prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV) in a commercial LWR. To provide fl)r an inherent passive shutd_,vn
capability, the vessel contains a large pool (780,000 gallons) of borated water, in which the reactor is submerged.

The PCRV is an 88' x 88' x 140' high block of concrete with a central cavity of a maximum diameter of
40', which contains the pool and the reactor (See Figure 2-1). The approximate weight of the ves_l, including the
pool of water, the reactor, the steel upper closure and the primary coolant loops, is 150,000,000 pounds. The
foundation pressure on the base mat, if distribl'_tedover the base area of the PCRV, is 150 x 10_ #/(88ft) 2 = 19,370
#/(ft2).

ABB respondedasfollows whenask_ whether thehigh foundationpressurewould limit the siting of PIUS
or re,quire specialconstructionconsiderations:

"....The concretevessel, the reacto)rprimary containmentand the reactorbuilding have a common ba._
mat (or foundation)which results in a foundationarea that is about5 times the baseof the vessel proper.
The total mass.... amountsto about3 timesthat of the vessel. The foundationpressurewill, therefore, b¢
10,000-i2,000 psf.... "

"The question on specific limitations on site selection, etc. cannot b_ answered at this stage of the design.
Siting and construction considerations are among the aspects that will be examined as part of the PIUS
study that is being negotiated in Italy, It is expected that the study period will be roughly two years."

ABB's response clarifies this matter sufficiently at this preliminary stage. However, several important
factors remain to be addressed: ABB's estimate of "i0,000 - 12,000 psf" assumes a uniform foundation pressure
distribution on the base mat. With one-third of the weight bearing on one-fifth of the base mat area, it is unlikely
that the pressure distribution will be uniform unless the base mat is extremely thick. Also, the assumption of
complete seismic coupling at the common base mat, which is u:,w.din ABB's preliminary seismic analysis, would
appear to require a very thick base mat. Therefore, ABB might want to address the relationship between the
thickness of the ba_ mat and the foundation pressure distribution, and also between the thickness of the base mat
and seismic coupling of the structures, which share the common base mat, for the range of site conditions from
"soft" to "hard'.

i
!

The structural and leaktight integrity of the PCRV under all credible loading conditions is the most critical
structural-related issue for design certification of PLUS. The design internal pressure for the Reactor Vessel js 1300
psi. Prestressing tendons in the axial and circumferential directions are designed to maintain the PCRV in a state
of compressive stress at de.sign pressure. The most significant external threat to its integrity is a seismic event,

Generally, pressure vessels are sized to perform their design function, and then the ability to stand up to h)w-
probability events, such as an earthquake, is evaluated for acceptability. However, unlike a steel pressure vessel,
which has the ability to absorb a great deal of energy by plastic defi)rmation, a concrete pressure vessel is
susceptible to cracking under h)w-level shear and tensile h)ads. To improve pertbrmance, the concrete is reinforced
with steel at expected locations of significant shear and tensile stress. While the tensile stresses due to internal

pressure are balanced by the compressive prestress, shear and tensile stresses also originate from _ismic loading.
In addition, becau_ of the brittle and porous nature of concrete, a steel liner and an embedded steel membrane have

been provided (See Fig. 2-1) to prevent loss of 1_ol water through cracks or through absorption.

Because of the special nature of concrete, seismic h)ading is more critical and plays a greater role in the
detailed design of a concrete reactor pressure vessel. Uncertainty about the concrete strength and concrete's low

ductility dictate higher factors of safety for a concrete pressure vessel than the comparable factors of safety for a
steel pressure vessel. ABB states that the PCRV is designed in accordance with ASME Code Section III, Division

1I, Chapter CB-3000, which specifically covers design of concrete pressure vessels. However, the NRC has not
endorsed the ASME Code or any other code for design of concrete pressure vessels. This is in contrast to the
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NRC's endorsement of ASME Code Section lIl, Division I for steel pressure vessels.

ABB has designated the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) as ASME Level C, for which "75% of the
ultimate capacity of the vessel may be utilized" and has conducted several preliminary seismic analyses of the
Reactor Building Compound, which includes the PCRV and the integral reactor primary containment/reactor
building. Two reports, documenting Lhe analysis for a "soft site" and a "hard site," have been received and
reviewed.

A review of the specified seismic input for these analyses suggests that NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 may
have been misinterpreted. ABB has generated synthetic time histories to match horizontal and vertical ground
spectra taken from Regulatory Guide 1.60. The generic design basis is 0.3g ground acceleration for SSE. It would
appear that the vertical spectra used as the basis for the Vertical Synthetic Time History was scaled to 0.2g ZPA
(2/3 of the horizontal ZPA). Per Regulatory Guide 1.60, both the horizontal and vertical spectra are to be scaled
to the horizontal ZPA. Therefore, the Vertical Synthetic Time History used in ABB's preliminary seismic analyses
may need to be scaled by 1.5 to meet ABB's stated design intent.

The seismic analyses submitted by ABB provide insight into the dynamic characteristics of the reactor
building compound for assumed "soft site" and "hard site" conditions. ABB has suggested that intermediate site
conditions also will be analyzed so that seismic floor spectra can be developed to envelope the entire range of

possible site conditions. This approach to seismic qualification of systems and components appears conservative.

Of particular interest is the behavior of the PCRV for different site conditions and the effect of sharing a
common basemat with the reactor building. To better understand the dynamic behavior of the PCRV, an
independent analysis of frequencies and mode shapes was performed, assuming a rigid base support. A
mathematical model of the PCRV was developed for the ANSYS Structural Analysis Computer Program,

incorporating the same modeling approach used by ABB for its "stick" representation of the PCRV. To the extent
possible, identical modeling techniques were employed. All material property, section stiffness, and mass data input
were derived from information contained in the PSID or in the seismic analysis reports. The node and element
delineation is the same.

By assuming a rigid base suppoct, the natural vibration characteristics of the PCRV can be isolated from
the effects of:

1) interaction with the reactor building through the basemat
2) flexibility of the soil/rock under the basemat
3) flexibility of the PCRV attachment to the basemat

When compared to the results from ABB's "soft site" and "hardsite" analyses, it is possible to draw certain
i conclusions about the expected seismic response of the PCRV.

Tables 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 compare the significant vibration modes in the horizontal and vertical directions for

the three analyses.
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Table 6,2, !

Horizontal Vibration Modes

RB Comnound pCRV Only

Soft Site Hard Site** Rigid B_,m

0.96 Hz*.371 Hz

(rocking)

2.45 Hz*

(rocking/translation)

4.47 Hz 7.93 Hz

(PCRV "Beam" Mode) (PCRV "Beam" Mode)

Table 6.2-2
Vertical Vibration Mode

RB Comnound PCRV Only
Soft Site Hard Site** Rigid Base

1.78 Hz*

(rigid structure/
soilspring)

9.54 Hz

(RB Extensional Mode)

24.57 Hz

(PCRV Extensional Mode)

* Modes include rigid body rotation/translation of PCRV
** Hard site numerical data deleted, since source was proprietary

Examination of the vibration modes points to the following conclusions about the behavior of the PCRV:

1. For the "soft site," the soil flexibility dominates the system vibration characteristics and,

consequently, the flexible modes of the PCRV are not important. The PCRV behaves like a rigid
body attached to rotational and translational springs. The PCRV "Beam" Mode at 4.47 Hz has
a low participation factor b_od on the review of the generated horizontal response spectra at
different elevations on the PCRV. The spectral peaks occur at 0.96 I-Iz and 2.45 Hz. The

generated vertical response spectra at different elevations of the PCRV are identical, with a sharp
peak at 1.78 Hz, indicating the strong dominance of rigid body translation in the vertical direction.

2. For the "hard site," the effect of subsurface flexibility is significantly reduced. The primary effect
is a contribution to the fundamental vertical vibration mode of the reactor building. The PCRV

participates in this mode as a rigid body, based on review of the generated vertical response
spectra at different elevations on the PCRV. The spectra are almost identical with a sharp peak.
In the horizontal direction, the PCRV "Beam" Mode dominates the response. The steel vessel

extension, above the PCRV, exhibits a local vibration mode, which is more significant than the
PCRV "Beam" Mode. The generated horizontal response spectra at the top of the steal vessel
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extension shows a second, and higher, sharp peak at this frequency.

3. The simplified analysis of the PCRV on a rigid base predicts the fundamental "Beam" and
extensional vibration modes for the PCRV. This model also includes the steel vessel extension

and exhibits a local vibration mode at 20.81 Hz. While the "soft site Mand "hard site" analyses

conducted by ABB calculate natural frequencies up to 33 Hz, the modes shapes are reported for
only the first few significant modes.

The PCRV "Beam" mode is identified in all three analyses. The results for the "soft site" and
the "hard site" are reasonably close, indicating only a minor effect of the site conditions in this
mode. The significant difference between these predictions and the rigid base prediction (7.93 Hz)
is attributed to rotational flexibility at the base of the PCRV. The mode shapes predicted by
ABB's analyses show rotation at the base.

The current ba_ support design (See Figure 2-1) would also be expected to provide vertical
flexibility at the base of the PCRV Consequently, the rigid base prediction for the PCRV
extensional mode (24.57 Hz) must be considered an upper bound.

4. The current PCRV base support design would appear to be a weak link in maintaining structural
integrity of the PCRV when subjected to the SSE. The vertical deadweight plus seismic load is

transferred to the basemat through shear loads on the supporting lip. Similarly, the moment
reaction at the base due to horizontal seisnuc loads on the PCRV is transmitted to the basemat by
shear loads on the support lip. This structural detail warrants thorough evaluation during design
certification.

6.2.3 High Wind/Tornado

In Chapter 3.3 of the PSID, ABB Atom states that these loadings will be described and evaluated "when
a site has been selected". While it is true that the detailed specification of these ioadings is site-specific, the generic
design of building structures, particularly Safety-Related Structures, must be based on a reasonable assumption of
these loadings, which envelope most (if not the most severe) conditions expected for a U.S. Site.

The current design of the Reactor Building compound can withstand some level of wind/tornado loading.
To support design certification, ABB Atom might have to evaluate the critical structures to withstand these loads.

6.2.4 Water Level/Flooding

In Chapter 3.4 of the PSID, ABB Atom defers discussion until a "site has been selected and the hydrologic
conditions there have been evaluated" However, ABB Atom stated in Chapter 2 that ground water conditions are
important, because "the PIUS concrete vessel foundations are sunk to a certain depth".

The comments provided under "High Wind/Tornado" also are generally applicable to Water Level/Flooding
effects.

6.2.5 Fire Protection

Regulatory Basis

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations part 50.48 requires that all nuclear power plant licensed in the
U.S. shall have a fire protection plan satisfying Criterion 3 of Appendix A. This criterion states: "Structures
systems and components important to safety shall be designed and located to minimize, consistent with other safety
requirements, the probability and effects of fires and explosions. Noncombustibles and heat resistant materials shall
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be used wherever practical throughout the unit, particularly in locations such as the containment and control room.
Fire detection and fighting systems of appropriate capacity and capability shall be provided and designed to minimize
the adverse effects of fires on structures, systems, and components important to safety. Firefighting systems shall
be designed to assure that their rupture on inadvertent operation does not significantly impair the safety capability
of these structures, systems and components.

10CFR50 Appendix R sets forth the fire protection features required to satisfy 10CFR50 Appendix A and
50.48. Major h_tdings of Appendix R:

A. i-'lre protection program
B. Fire Hazards analysis

C. Fire prevention features
D. Alternative or dedicated shutdown cpability

PlUS Desig.n.

The PIUS-600 PSID Section 9.6.1 points out that active fire protection systems are not safety-related in

ABB designed plants which extensively use passive fire protection by physical separation. All active fire protection
systems in PlUS are not safety-related.

The design approach to fire protection in PIUS are:

• The plant is divided into fire zones and fire cells according to Scandanavian practice. Fire cells
may share ventillation systems but fire zones do not.

• Smoke extraction systems, as specified in system 868, meet the requirements of Swedish building
codes.

• The turbine and cable rooms are provided with water spray systems (system 861).

System 860 describes the fire protection system for PLUS. It is organized by:

861 Fire-fighting water systems

863 Foam-extinguishing system (no permanent foam systems)
866 Gas-extinguishing system
867 Mobile fire-fighting equipment

868 Smoke extraction system
869 Fire detection and trip system

Based on the information providedby ABB , it appears that the fire protection system addresses the areas
of the previous paragraph.

Fire Analysis

Besides the broad 10CFR50 Appendix R type of review, the FMECA analysis considered fire as a potential
cause of equipment failure (See Appendix A for the items identified in these analyses).

In addition, a global approach was taken to identify sources of combustion. Such identified sources are:

1) Hydrogen fire and/or explosion associated with the main generator. High power/voltage electrical
generators use hydrogen for insulation and for heat transfer. If such a fire occurred, it would be in the turbine
building thus isolated from the reactor which is protected by the reactor building and containment. The turbine
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building has a water-spray fire protection which operates automatically or manually. (Fire protection systems and
alarms in PIUS are actuated by optical and ion detectors.) The worst-case need for water for fire protection would
result in a flow rate of 200 kg/s (3170 gpm)

A fire in the turbine building would result in loss of house power. This is similar to loss of off-site power
with loss of power to the primary pumps that automatically results in reactor scram and passive core cooling.

2) Oil fire associated with a power transformer would cause loss of house power if it is a main or auxiliary
transformer. The effect is similar to loss of off-site power and results in automatic scram. A fire in a lower-power
transformer would result in loss of a power service, but would be covered according to the electrical design.

An oil fire associated with the diesel generator would eliminate emergency power but would not prevent

scram. (The emergency power is provided for property protection - not for safety.) The diesel rooms are protected
by the gas extinguishing systems.

3) Protection from electrical insulation fires is provided in various ways. Fires in transformers would be
extinguished by water .spray. An insulation fire in wiring leading to and in the control room would suppressed by
a gas (halon) extinguishing system. If the fire forced evacuation of the control room, the reactor can be shutdown
and monitored from the emergency control room.

Not__._ee:A fire in the control room has the greatest accident potential of the fire accidents studied because
of the psychological effect and the effect of halon-breathing on the operators. There is the possibility of erroneous
operator action resulting in a reactivity transient. This should lead to an automatic, passive scram, however under
fire conditions, it may be possible that interactive effects may occur that will stress the reactor.

Summary

Fires in the plant could generate one of several initiators (e,g., turbine trip, loss of offsite power, feedwater
transient and a computer malfunction). Fires could also generate a number of failures noted in the FMECA or
HAZOP analyses. The greatest potential radiologicai accident identified is associated with improper human actions
that might be taken under the stress of a fire, however, detailed fire initiator scenarios have not been developed.
Significant fire accidents have not been identified that could potentially prevent PIUS from scramming and passively
cooling the core for up to 7 days.

6.2.6 External Missiles

Chapter 3.5 of the PSID discusses missile protection in general, for both internally and externally generated
missiles. External missiles are assumed from three sources:

• Wind and Flood Generated Missiles

• Explosions in the Plant Near Environment
• Crashing Aircraft and Other Vehicles

The containment is designed to protect all equipment which it encloses from external missiles. Chapter
152.3.6 provides general criteria for protection against external events. ABB Atom states, however, that "the
external events to be taken into account for the containment design are highly site-specific".

The current containment design should be capable of withstanding some reference level of external missiles,

representative of a typical U.S. site. To support design certification, ABB Atom might define the loadings and
present sufficient detailed information to facilitate an independent evaluation.

In Chapter 3.5 of the PSID, ABB Atom further states that "safety-related equipment located outside the
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containment is designed with redundancy and the redundant subsystems are physically separated in such a way that
the missile can only affect one subsystem'. This is an appropriate design objective; however, to support design
certification, considerably greater detail about its implementation for these subsystems may be required. At a
minimum, the affected subsystems and the postulated missiles should be identified; the criteria which insures
physical separation should be defined; and a representative analysis should be done.

6.2.7 Summary of External Event Evaluations

This section summarizes some of the main issues identified during the external events evaluations.

The issue of the central control room being non-safety grade and not depending on operator manning for
safe shutdown may need thorough evaluation.

A number of issues in the seismic performance of structures, systems, and components may need to be
further addressed, as discussed above. Some of these are noted here:

1) Various inconsistencies and apparent misclassifications as to Seismic Class I, P and N,

2) The seismic classification (I or P) and functional integrity of the wet thermal insulation (Systems
291 and 293),

3) The seismic classification of MCPs,

4) Loadings on the condensation pool,

5) Integral nature of the seismic performance of basemat, PCRV, primary containment and reactor
building,

6) Interpretation and application of Regulatory Guide 1.60.

No analyses of high wind or tornado loadings or flooding appear to have been performed to date by ABB
Atom.

6.3 Materials Evaluations

There is incomplete information in the PSID to estimate accurately the potential for materials and
component degradation and failure during reactor service. However, from a knowledge of generic degradation and
failure modes in reactor and non-reactor materials and components, it is possible to identify areas of concern for
the PIUS system.

For this study, attention will be focussed on components that are thought to be critical to reactor safety.
Evaluations will be made on the basis of known or anticipated operating and startup and shutdown conditions. The
most important factors that may lead to component failure are:

• high stresses, including cyclic stresses
• elevated temperature
• neutron embrittlement
• corrosion and stress-assisted corrosion

• hydrogen embrittlement
• mechanical creep

The conditions under which selected PlUS components could be susceptible to degradation and failure are
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described below. "llae con_quences of failure will be outlined where possible.

6.3. I _S_it3_l_ssSteel Pool Linex

Function

The functnon of the hner is to prevent leakage of borated pool water, to prevent interaction between the
pool water and the PCRV, and to transfer loads from most systems in the concrete vessel cavity to the PCRV.

Descr_rjp_tj_on

The liner is made of Type 304 stainless steel, 15 mm in thickness. It is constructed using double butt-
welded joints The liner is fixed to the PCRV using anchors that keep the linear strains in the liner to values below
the elastic limit. Only under extreme conditions (not defined) will the strain be double the elastic limit,
Temperatures in the upper vessel region will be at a maximum of 50 - 60°C. Wet thermal insulation will help keep
the liner cool and excess heat in the PCRV will be removed by the PCRV cooling system. Figure 6.3.1, taken from
the PSID, shows a schenmtic of the liner and associated systems.

Possible Failure Modes

Historically, austenitic stainless steels, such as "Fvpe 304, have performed well in boric acid environments.
However, it is possible that stress-corrosion cracking of the pool liner could occur in extreme circumstances where
halide, sulfur, and oxygen levels become elevated.

Data to support this possibility are available from an analysis of Type 304 stainless steel piping failures
at the spent fuel pool at Three Mile Island (TMI) (Jones, et al., 1981). The failure occurred after 5 years of service
in boric acid (2300 ppm boron), at temperatures from 7-33°C, pH 4.47 to 7.0. The cracks were predominantly
intergranular and in the heat-affected zone. Sensitization during welding of the pipe was an important factor in the
failure, together with chloride and sul fur contamination. Surface grinding also was determined to be important in
causing cracking, because of the production of surface detects that act as crack nuclei.

Tsuge and coworkers (Tsuge, et al., 1984) also showed that Type 304 stainless steel exposed to borated
water is susceptible to intergranular stress-corrosion cracking if crevices are present. The crevices act as areas
where localized concentration of ions occur, resulting in decreases in the pH. In their work, they cite sensitization
as being caused by welding, which creates a heat-affected 2 ne adiacent to the weld.

In the PIUS system, the higher pool water temperature (50-60°C compared to the 7-33°C for the TMI
Spent Fuel P_I) should enhance the possibility of stress-corrosion cracking. Although significant chloride, oxygen,
and sulfur contamination shoul0 not be present in the PlUS pool water during normal operation, they could be

present in higher-than-normal concentrations, if there is a failure in the pool water purification system, operator
error, or during refueling operations. Oxygen, in particular, should increase during refueling when the reactor head
is removed. Any contamination of the pool water could allow the chloride and sulfur species to "hide-out" in
crevices and stagnant water regions where they could concentrate. If corrosion products fall to the bottom of the
liner, this could also be a region of accelerated attack hr-.cause of the stagnant water. Welded areas of the liner,
which are sensitizexl and untlet- tensile stress could suffer t tom cra¢:king if these contaminants remain in place.

Another region of the liner that is highly stressed, and possibly more susceptible to failure from stress-
induced effea'_ts,is the region where the liner is welded to the upper part of a carbon steel membrane that is
embedded in the:"PCRV to coile.ct water that escapes from the liner. A stress analysis has not been conducted, but

cyclic stresses du_ing start-up, shutdown, and refuelling nmy cause metal fatigue and cracking iy, lhe weld region.
If the cracks lie at an elevation above the weld line, potA water would escape into the PCRV in locations external
to the steel membrane. Aquex)us corrosion of the membrane could become important if oxygen is able to enter this
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region of the PCRV.

Consequences of Liner Failure

Since the liner, steel membrane, and concrete vessel prevent loss of pool water, loss of leaktightness of

any two will not immediately lead to a massive loss of borated water. Small leaks in the liner and the membrane
are accommodated by a venting system (System 159) in the PCRV that will monitor and remove water that has
escaped (Figure 6.3. I). Nevertheless, leaking water in the presence of oxygen that can diffuse into effected regions
will enhance the rate of metal corrosion, which might decrease the life of the PCRV and liner.

Under very extraordinary circumstances, such as extremely severe seismic events, it is not physically
impossible for the PCRV to crack. In coniunction with the cracks present in the liner and steel membrane, a major
loss in p_ml water could occur.

6.3.2 Carbon Steel Membrane

Function

The membrane is an embedded liner that will act as an extra vessel to collect any pool water that leaks
through failed sections of the PCRV liner (Figure 6.3.1). As mentioned above, however, any cracks in the liner
that are at a higher elevation than the weld joint between the liner and membrane will allow pool water to escape

collection by the membrane. Such water will be collected and removed by the venting system exterior to the
membrane.

Description

The embedded membrane will be made from A442, Grade 60, carbon steel or equivalent. It will be made
from sections that are double butt welded. Welds will be radiographed to confirm integrity.

Possible Failure Mode

The most likely failure mode for carbon steel membrane is general corrosion, which would occur if borated

pool water escaped from the stainless steel pool liner and migrated through the PCRV to the membrane. Although
boric acid corrosion may be a significant problem for carbon steel components in PWRs (Czajkowski, 1990), it is
envisioned here that _he boric acid will be neutralized by the alkaline concrete to the extent that the normal boric
acid corrosion does not occur. Also, the temperature of the membrane is much lower than that at which boric acid
corrosion is a problem ( > 150°C). Nevertheless, alkaline water collecting at the base of the membrane will cause
the steel to corrode with the rate of attack being controlled to a major extent by the supply of oxygen. Presumably,
oxygen will be able to migrate to the membrane via the concrete-membrane interface.
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Over very extended periods, it is not inconceivable that the membrane could be breached by corrosion.

Cons_uences of Membrane Failure

As discussed in Section 6.3.1, serious breaching of the pool liner and membrane could contribute to a
severe loss of pool water if the PCRV cracks.

6.3.3 Gas Lock Cover

Function

The gas lock baflte is used during reactor start-up. By filling the baffle with nitrogen, borated pool water
is prevented from entering the reactor core via the lower density lock. Once normal operatinr conditions have been

established, the nitrogen is removed through an outlet pipe and replaced by water. By adjusting the primary pump
speed, the primary loop pressure is maintained at a value that prevents the pool water from entering the primary
system.

Description

The gas lock cover is part of the natural circulation inlet plenum (Figure 6.3.2). It is connected to the
lower density lock, thermal insulation, and piping. Parts of the system are bolted together.

Possible Failure Mo_,¢,_

No analyses have been carried out to determine thermal fatigue effects in the inlet plenum components.
Therefore, stresses on the system and, especially, the bolts that hold the gas lock cover in place are not known.
If cracks develop in the bolts from stress-corrosion or irradiation effects, there might be a potential for the gas lock
cover to be dislodged in such a way that it will fall and "cap" the lower density lock.

Consequences of Gas Lock Cover Failure

Core cooling can be provided by the primary pumps, with heat removal to the steam generators, or by
passive natural circulation of borated pool water. If the lower density lock were completely blocked due to the
above failure, and the primary loop pumps were not available, core damage would have to be expected.

6.3.4 Wet Thern_! !rls.ulati0n

Function

Wet thermal insulation is widely used in the PIUS reactor system. Placed around the reactor vessel, it

minimizes heat transfer from the primary system to the cooler pool water. Insulation also is located in regions near
the top of the pool liner to minimize heating of the PCRV.
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The wet thermal insulation consists of "mattresses" made up of stainless steel wire mesh held together by

clips. The mattresses are separated by thin stainless steel sheets and protected by stainless steel cover plates.
Figure 6.3.3 shows a manufacturer's illustration of wet thermal insulation (ABB, 1991); the dotted regions are the
wire mesh mattresses. The manufacturer's trade name for the insulation is "Metalisol."

Possible Failure Modes

The PSID states that the wire in the mattresses may be susceptible to general corrosion, and to some extent,

pitting. Because of stresses left in the woven wire mesh, stress-corrosion cracking also is possible. Because water
flow in the insulation is low, ABB states that reactor pool chemistry and concentrations of corrosion products will
not be affected to any important degree.

However, the low water flow m the insulation may actually be detrimental with respect to the integrity of
the wire mesh. Low flow conditions will encourage contaminants, such as halides, and sulfur, to lodge in crevices
which will accelerate stress-corrosion and pitting effects. Small pieces of wire could break free and fall to the

bottom of the pool liner as corrosion debris. Corrosion processes under the debris could be accelerated because
of abnormal water chemistries present in these regions.

Detailed information is not given on the methods for attaching the insulation to the reactor vessel and the
pool liner. Fasteners that are highly stressed and exposed to halide, oxygen, or sulfur, especially during refuelling
when oxygen will enter the pool system, could become cracked. It is not impossible that during a seismic event,
or during reactor start-up or shutdown when stresses nmy be high, the fasteners could fail completely and the
insulation would be dislodged.

Co,nse_uences ofWet Insulation Fa,,i!ur,e

It seems likely that the wire mesh in the insulation will corrode, cracking after long periods of service.

If wire fragments break loose and the mesh configuration changes significantly, then water flow through the
insulation and heat transfer rates across the insulation will change. However, the magnitude of these effects and
the impact on safe reactor operation cannot be judged at this time.

If a significant number of insulation mattresses break free and block some of the coolant holes in the funnel-
shaped inlet plenum structure (System 2133), at the least it should slow reactor shutdown. Also, the decreased
temperature differential between the t,,_.,1and the primary water caused by the loss of insulation would decrease the
driving force for natural convection through the core.

6.3.5 Reactor Internals (Core Reeion__

Function

The components in this system (System 213) are designed to support the fuel assemblies and to provide
the necessary flow of coolant for normal operation, startup, and shutdown, Loss of dimensional integrity could lead
to diversion or restriction in coolant that could cause the fuel to overheat and fail.

Description

See Section 2 of this report and Figure 6.3.2.
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PossibleFailur© Mod©s

Neutronirradiationatsufficientlyhighdoseswillleadtosevere,losesintheductilityofausteniticstainless

steels.Forexample,Type 347 stainlesssteel(whichisverysimilarincompositiontotheType 304 stainle_sssteel

usedinmany PIUS corecomponents)showeda decr_ intota!elongationfrom64 to9.5percentafterirradiating
at400*C toa neutrondoseof4.0x 102|n/cm2(Kangila_ki,etal,1970),The testtenlperalurewas 315°C. For

Type348 stainlesssteel,theelongationdecre___aedfrom61,4to6,6percentaf_eranirradiationof3.3x I02!n/cm2
at4000C,withthetestbeingconductedat315"C,

i

Becausemany ofthere.actorcomponentsareboltedtogether,irradiationdamage totheboltsneedstobe

addressed.Welds in the coreregionoftenhavelessstartingductilitythanbase metals_ thatirradiation

embrittlementoftheseweldswillcompound theembrittlementproblem.

Finally,stresa-corrosioncrackingoftheabove-mentionedboltsandcrev,cecorrosionundertheheadsof
the bolts, could be additional failure modes that need to be addre_,_.,d.

Conse._uences of R_ctor Internals F_ilur¢

If neutron doses to stainless steel core components reach doses of about 5 x 1021 n/cm 2, there will be
severe losses in high temperature ductility. High loads from seismic or other events could lead to mechanical
disruption of the core, which, in turn, could cause losses in core cooling efficiency and even meltdown.

6.3.6 PCRV Tcndorts and Reb0,rs

Function

The tendons in the PCRV are pre-tensioned steel cables that reinforce the high-strength concrete in the
vessel. If cracks develep in the vessel, the tendons and rebars will prevent catastrophic fracture of the brittle
concrete.

Dcscriotion

Figure 6.3.4 is a schematic of the PIUS tendon/rebar configuration (ABB, 1991). The tendons are placed
within steel conduits that are embedded within the concrete vessel. There apparently is no detailed information

regarding the filler material, if any, that is placed inside the conduit to protect the tendons from corrosion. In many
cases, the filler material is either Portland cement grout or organic materials composed of petroleum-based greases
or waxes that contain additives to enhance performance (Griess and Naus, 1980).

Possible Failure Modes

Griess and Naus (1980) reviewed kilure modes in PCRV tendons. In general, there were few reported
incidences of failure since pre-stre_ssedconcrete was first used tor nuclear pressure vessels in 1960. However, one
case of tendon degradation that they cited concerned cables in the containment vessels of the Marcoule G2 and G3

reactors in France. After five years of operation, the initial tension in the cables had decreased by 30 percent.
About 50 percent of the wires in the cables had failed by brittle fracture cau:,_l by corrosion. It was concluded that
the failure of the tendons was caused by hydrogen embrittlement as a result of excessive humidity in the conduits.
To overcome the problem, the conduits were continuously purged with air at 10 percent relative humidity.
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Gdess and Nm_s also cited extensive pitting in tendons at the Wylfa Power Station in Britain. The root
cause was determined to be _lt and moisture from the coastal envilonment. Corrosion inhibitors in the grease

protecting the cables was rendered ineffective at the prevailing high chloride concentrations.

Consequences of Tendon Failure

Failure in the tendons and rebar will result in a loss of mechanical reinforcement of the PCRV.

Catastrophic fracture of the vessel is high unlikely but the reduction in the safety margin for the structural integrity
of the vessel could result in expensive remediation or in decreased service life of the PlUS reactor.

6.3.7 Secondary Side PiDin_

Function

The secondary piping transports steam from the steam generator to the turbines. The water is condensed
and returned to the steam generator.

Description

The design of the PlUS steam and power conversion systems have yet to be fully optimized. However,
the piping is made from low carbon steel. In a typical PWR system, the maximum steam temperature is about
290°C.

Possible Failure Modes

Erosion-corrosion is a mechanism of accelerated attack caused by a rapidly flowing corrodem. Attack and
metal loss is often increased at locations where the corrodent undergoes a change in direction, such as at an elbow

or pipe bend. Numerous examples of erosion-corrosion have been observed in the power industry (see Table 6.3.1
from Wu, 1989). A catastrophic incident occurred at the Surry Unit 2 plant in which an 18-inch feedv,'ater suction
line ruptured causing four fatalities.

Based on surveys, carbon and low-alloy steels are much more susceptible to this _ype of failure than
stainless steels. Since the PlUS secondary side pipelines are fabricated from low-alloy steels, failures from erosion-
corrosion are conceivable during service. There are no procedures for guaranteeing tSe elimi.:), tion of pipe failures
from this source. However, current LWR practice includes:

a) reduce water/steam flow rates to the extent practicable

b) minimize pipe elbows and bends

c) add oxygen to the feedwater (PLUS does this)

d) increase pH of the secondary side water

A second possible failure mode for the secondary piping is thermal fatig_,,-_. ',t_ _, _Jt984) reviewed the
failures that occurred in the late 1970s in feedwater lines of PWR steam generators. 'il_,_,-malfatigue was initially

attributed to stress corrosion cracking, but was later concluded to be a result of fatigue arising from thermal
stratification of the coolant durhag hot standby, and subsequent mixing during operation. Because PlUS is likely
to use a feedwater heater, this type of failure should be less likely as compared to earlier PWRs.
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Table 6.3.1 Plants Experiencing Wall Thinning in the Feedwater Condensate System (Wu, 1989)

Type of Initial

Plant/Unit Reactor Criticality Date Degraded Components, Fittings, or Straight Runs

Dresden 2 BWR January 1970 elbows

Duane Arnold BWR March 1974 elbows, reducers, straight runs
Pilgrim 1 BWR June 1972 elbows
Oyster Creek 1 BWR May 1969 elbows
River Bend 1 BWR October 1985 recirculation line

Perry 1 BWR June 1986 straight runs
Arkansas 1 PWR August 1974 elbows, drain pump discharge piping
Arkansas 2 PWR December 1978 undefined

Calvert Cliffs 1 PWR October 1974 elbows, reducers, straight runs
Calvert Cliffs 2 PWR November 1976 elbows, reducers, straight runs
Callaway 1 PWR October 1984 recirculation line elbows

Diablo Canyon 1 PWR April 1984 elbows, straight runs
Diablo Canyon 2 PWR March 1978 elbows
Ft. Calhoun 1 PWR August 1973 elbows, straight runs
Haddam Neck PWR July 1967 recirculation line
Harris 1 PWR October 1986 recirculation line

Millstone 2 PWR October 1975 elbows, heater vent piping
North Anna 1 PWR April 1978 elbows, straight runs
North Anna 2 PWR June 1980 elbows, straight runs
Robinson 2 PWR September 1970 recirculation lines

San Onofre 1 PWR June 1967 reducers, heater drain piping
San Onofre 2 PWR July 1982 heater drain piping
San Onofre 3 PWR August 1983 heater drain piping
Salem 1 PWR December 1976 recirculation line

Salem 2 PWR August 1980 recirculation line
Surry 1 PWR July 1972 fittings
Surry 2 PWR March 1973 fittings
Sequoyah 1 PWR July 1980 elbows, straight run
Sequoyah 2 PWR November 1981 elbows

Trojan PWR December 1975 elbows, reducers, straight runs
Turkey Point 3 PWR october 1972 feedwater pump suction line fittings
Fort St. Vrain HTGR* January 1974 straight run in emergency feedwater line

Rancho Seco 1 PWR September 1974 straight runs downstream of main feedwate_" (MFW)
loop isolation valve or MFW pump mini.flow valve

* high-temperature gas reactor
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Consequences of Secondary_Piping Failure

Cracking of the secondary piping will lead to major outages and cost for repairs. However, most serious

consequences would be associated with erosion-corrosion, because it may cause catastrophic pipe rupture, injure
workers or cause fatalities.

6.3.8 Prima_ Side Carbon- and Low-Alloy Steel Components

Function

The PIUS primary system delivers hot coolant to the steam generator to produce steam in the secondary
side for power generation. Water is returned to the core via a system of piping, pumps, and valves.

Description

See Section 2 of this report.

Possible Failure Modes

A recent survey shows that several PWR carbon- and low-alloy steel components are susceptible to severe
boric acid corrosion caused by primary coolant leaks (see Table 6.3.2 from Czajkowski, I990). Leakages occur
through faulty seals and gaskets, and the concentrations of boric acid are greatly increased by evaporation of the
water. Massive wastage of the steel is possible in a short time. For example, in 1980, the Calverts Cliffs plants
suffered severe boric acid attack of the primary coolant pump studs, as well as the manway studs of the steam
generator.

Other components that may be affected include pumps, valves, threaded fasteners, and piping. Not only
is the leaking component susceptible to attack, but adjacent components also may be corroded, if the coolant trickles
to their location. In some cases, insulation may hide the movement of water, and the discovery of the problem may
occur after significant damage and failure of the component.

Consequences of Component Failure

Boric acid attack of components will result in costly repair or replacement of the component and, possibly,
plant shutdown. In an extreme case, e.g., degradation of the manway studs, there could be loss of the cover and
depressurization.

6.3.9 Summary of Material Evaluations

Due to the unique nature of the PIUS design, careful evaluation of potential material degradations and/or
failures of all safety related components appear important. This section briefly described the most important
possible degradation/failure modes in PIUS components that have a direct bearing on safety. Because of the
preliminary nature of the information currently available, in particular on anticipated service conditions, the analyses
are tentative at this time. The most important possible materials-related failures, that were identified here, are
summarized in Table 6.3.3.
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Table 6.3.2 Summary of Corrosion of Carbon Steel by Boric Acid (Czajkowski, 1990)

Plant Corroded Type of Source of
Date (NRC Notice, etc.) Component Corrosion Leakage

1977 St. Lucie Steam Generator Corrosion Wastage Manway Gasket
Manway Closure Studs I.,eakage

1978 St. Lucie Pressurizer Corrosion Wastage Manway Gasket
Manway Closure Studs I_gad(age

1979 Zion, Unit 1 CVCS Valve Erosion/Corrosion Unknown

*5/80 Fort Calhoun Reactor Coolant Wastage: 2.4 in. Pump Case/Cover

I&E Notice 80-27 Pump Studs Max. in 14 months Interface

6/80 Calvert Cliffs Reactor Coolant Corrosion Wastage Leaky Gasket
Units 1 & 2 Pump Studs

steam Generator

Manway Studs

1/81 Calvert Cliffs Suction Piping to 1/8 in. Corrosion Leak Pump Seal
Units 1 & 2 Reactor Coolant Pumps Wastage Pressure Lines/

Bleed Off Lines

7/81 Kewaunee Instrument Isolation --- Leaking Valve's

Valve's Bonnet Diaphragm

2/81 Oconee Reactor Coolant Corrosion Wastage Leaky Gasket
Units l & 2 Pump Studs

1981 Arkansas 1 Steam Generator Corrosion Wastage Leaking Closure
Manway Closure Studs Gasket

1981 D.C. Cook 2 Check Bonnet Bolts Corrosion Wastage Valve Body to
Bonnet Gasket

Leakage

*3/82 Maine Yankee Steam Generator's Corrosion Wastage Small Primary
I&E Notice 82-06 Manway Closure Studs and Cracks Coolant Leak

"10/86 ANO-1 High Pressure 1/2 in. Corrosion Leaky Isolation
I&E Notice 86-108 Injection Nozzle Wastage Valve

attached to Cold Leg
........... -- _ _

*3/87 Turkey Point Unit 4 Reactor Vessel Head, Corrosion Wastage Leaky Lower Instru-
I&E Notice 86-108 Closing Studs and ment Tube Seal

Supplement 1 CRDM (500 lbs. of boric
acid crystals tbrmed)

*8/87 San Onofre Unit 2 Bolts on Valve Corrosion Wastage Leaky Valve Packing
I&E Notice 86-108 Packing Follower
Supplement 2 Plate in Shutdown

Cooling System
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Table 6.3.2 Summary of Corrosion of Carbon Steel by Boric Acid (Czajkowski, 1990)H,,

"8/87 Salem Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Head Corrosion Wastage Seal Weld on
I&E Notice 86-108 360 mils Instrument

Supplement 2 Penetration (crystals)
,. ,m.H H,

5/88 Millstone Unit 2 RPV Nozzels IA & 1B Corrosion .060 mils RPV "O" Rings
H,

12/89 ANO - 1 CRD Housing Nut Rings Corrosion Wastage Leaking Gaskets
CRDM Flanges

* IE Information Notices were issued
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Table 6.3.3 Summary of Possible Materials Related Safety Issues
............. ,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,, , ,,,,, ,,,,, ,, ,,,

COMPONENT MATERIAL POSSIBLE SAFETY
ISSUE

....... ... , , ,,,,,,, .,, ,, ., ,.,

Pool Liner Stainless Steel Borated water and oxygen contamination could cause
stress-corrosion cracking

C-Steel Membrane Carbon Steel Could be attacked by concentrated boric acid if pool liner

fails. Failure of liner and membrane will cause leakage of
pool water

Gas Lock Cover Stainless Steel Fatigue, corrosion, and irradiation could cause failure of
bolts holding cover in place. Cover could fall and cap
lower density lock and restrict flow

Wet Thermal Insulation Stainless Steel Insulation could be fragmented by stress corrosion and be
Mesh transferred in such a way that coolant flow could be

disrupted

Reactor Core Stainless Steel Core support structure will become embrittled by
Components irradiation. Seismic loads could cause disruption of core

leading to fuel damage

PCRV Tendons and Carbon Steel Corrosion-induced brittle fracture could reduce strength of
Rebars PCRV and lower safety margin

Secondary Side Piping Carbon Steel Erosion-corrosion or fatigue could cause catastrophic
rupture

Primary Side Steel Carbon and Leaking pool water could give severe corrosion from boric
Components Low-Alloy Steel acid. In extreme cases, such as failure of steam generator

manway studs, depressurization could occur
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7.0 EVENT TREE ANALYSIS

This section describes how the FMECA, HAZOP and deterministic analyses are combined to identify
accident initiators and accident mitigators and to depict how the PIUS systems work together in an accident. Two

approaches are taken. One is the conventional PRA approach of estimating initiator frequencies, and system failure
probabilities to determine the probability of an accident sequence with estimated consequences. The frequecies
probabilities are categorized I to VI, and the consequence classes are CC-1 to 3. (See the Table of Definitions for
details on these items.) The NRC Event Category methology is introduced in this Section and classifies event
sequences according to the initiator frequency and combinations of failures. The accident sequences are discussed
for each initiating event. The sequences are represented in Event Tables that are used to construct the event trees.
The sequences are also shown as event sequence diagrams. Each event tree classifies the sequence according to
both the consequence category (CC) and the event category (EC.)

7.1 PlUS Intermediate Table

The FMECA (Section 4), the HAZOP (Section 5) and the supporting deterministic evaluations (Section 6)
each provide insights into the safe operation of PLUS. Consolidation of these independent, owirlapping studies for
the purpose of event tree (ET) construction is done with PlUS Intermediate Table (PIT). The PIT condenses
information, that is selected for safety relevance, from the three sources. Of necessity, consolidation only includes
information on the selected items that is needed for constructing the integrated ET analysis of PLUS. Reference to
more detailed information is provided by identifying the page number and location on the page of the item as shown
in the PIT (Table 7-1). This is followed by a brief description of the component/subsystem, whether concurrent
failures have been identified for the concern, and the failure mode/cause code table. Next we identify the support
system needed for the item's operation, the criticality and estimated failure frequency class. The two extreme right
columns of the PIT provide keys to integrating the analysis i.e. classification of an item as contributing either to
an accident initiator or to the failure of an accident mitigator. Since each row of the PIT Table condenses more
than one item from Appendix A, one should consult the appropriate line of the corresponding Appendix A table for
more specific details.

The PIT was initially prepared from the FMECA (appendix A). This was followed by a review of the
HAZOP and supporting analyses. However the extensiveness of the PIT was such that it included these other items
_withregard to event tree construction; they were not explicitly added to the PIT. These analyses provide distinct
contributions to the study in areas beyond the event tree analyses and are presented in detail in Sections 5 and 6.

Those, that contribute to the major findings of the study, are presented in the appropriate tables of Section 9,
Results.

The following table explains the acronyms used in the PIT.

TABLE OF SYMBOLS FOR USE WITH TABLE 7-1

b - binding fe - failure of electronics re - radiation embrittlement
ba - bad adjustment fs - fuel swelling s - seismic
c - corrosion h - heat se - starting equipment
cf- control failure he - human error sf- sensor failure

cr - crud buildup i - icing sfwr - software failure
crh - control room habitability lp - loose part shrt - short circuit
d - dinting e - electrolysis losp - loss of off-site power st - sticking
er - erosion m - moisture t - tornado

el - electronics failure me - material defect tr - signal transmission failure
emi - electromagnetic interfer- md- maintenance damage v - vibration
ence ms - missile vf- valve failure

f - fatigue pm - poor maintenance w - wiring failure
fc - failure of controls pt - pump trip
fd - flood pwr - power
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Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system cality class Aggravato_

,,,,

A1-8 1 Head retention fracture/c,me,e, f,re L V LPPB _.
tendon

,,,,

AI-8 2 Head nuts for ten- fracture/c,me,e,f, re L V LPPB
dons

,, ,,

A1-8 3 Pressure dome fracmre/me,f, re L V LPPB

AI-8 4 Steam lines to pipe break/me,f, re L V SPPB
pressure dome

AI-9 5 Pressure relief fail to open/c,b,ba L IH Pressure relief valve

A1-9 6 Pressure relief fail to close/c,b,pm L IV SPPB

._ A1-9 7 Water drain to pipe break/me, f,re L IV SPPB
reactivity control

,,,

Al-10 13 Offgas release valve fail to oper- dc L V LPPB
valve for non- ate/he,vf, sf power
condensible gases

A2-20 1 Lower density flow blockage/lp, M IV Activate pool loop
lock me,s,c,me,f

A2-20 2 Gas lock flow blockage/lp, M IV Activate pool loop
me,s,f,c,vf, he

,,

A2-20 3 Core support drop core/c ,me, e, f, L V Over-
re,pm,he,me,s power

,,,,



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Cliff- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system cality class Aggravator

A.2-22 7 Upper density lock flow blockage/lp, M IV Activate pool loop
me,s,c,me,f

A.2-23 2 Core cooling flow blockage/c, M IV Under-
channel cr,fs cooling

A.3-8 1 Reciprocating break envelope/c, M IV SPPB
pump me,f,b,ba, pm, lp,me

A.3-8 2 Piping break/c,me,f M V SPPB

A. 3-9 3 Check valve failure of failure to close/st,lp, M V Reactivity control
both me

pumps or
stop
pumt,s

A.3-10 2 Piping break/c,me,f M V SPPB

A.3-10 2 Piping break/c,me,f M V SPPB

A.3-11 3 Check valve failure of failure to close/st,lp, M V Reactivity control
both me

pumps or
stop
pumps

A.2-22 7 Upper density lock flow blockage/lp, M IV Activate pool loop
me,s,c,me,f

A.2-23 Core cooling flow blockage/c, M IV Under-
channel cr,fs cooling



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system c_.lity class Aggravator

A.3-8 1 Reciprocating break envelope/c, M IV SPPB
pump me,f,b,ba, pm,lp,me

A.3-13 3 Check valve failure of failure to close/s,lp, Reactivity control
both me

pumps or
stop

pumps

A.3-14 1 Piping break/c,me,f M V SPPB

A.3-13 2 Check valves failure to close/s,lp, L V SPPB
me

A. 4-7 1 Piping break/c, me,' M V LPPB
-,.d

A.4-8 2a SG tube rupture rupture/c,f, d,er M IV SPPB

A.4-9 3a Main coolant Pump lockup/Ip,f,b M V LPPB
pumps (4)

A.5-6 la Safety valves Fail to M IV Pressure relief
open/b,c,me,ba,cf

A.5-6 lb Safety valves Fail to close/b,c, L II Pressure relief
me,ba,cf

A.5-6 2a Relief valves Safety Fail to M IV Pressure relief
valves open/b,c,me,ba,cf



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system cality class Aggravator

A.5-7 2b Relief valves Safety Fail to closePo,c, L II Pressure relief
valves me,ba,cf

A.6-7 1 Containment Release Rupture of walls, s, M V Containment
inside of t,m
contain-

ment

A.7-29 1 Manual scram trip Scram Fail to scram/he, active H IV Manual scram
Sys. 5161 require- fe, fc scram

ment

A.7-29- 2-8 Auto scram trip, Scram Fail to scram/he, M IV Active scram
30 Sys 5161 require- fe,fc

-.a ment
6,

A.7-31 9 Manual scram trip Scram Fail to scram/he, active H IV Manual scram

Sys. 5162 require- fe,fc scram
ment

A.7-31- 10-16 Auto scram trip, Scram Fail to scram/he, M IV Active scram
32 Sys 5162 require- fe,fc

ment

A.7-33- 17-26 Containment isola- Radiation Fail to isolate/sf, cf M III Containment isolation

36 tion trip, Sys 5163 release
inside of
contain-
ment



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system cality class Aggravator

A.7-37 27-28 Starmp interlock, Scram Fail to scram/he, active H HI Active scram on
Sys 5165 require- fe, fc scram startup

ment

A.7-38 29-32 VDU Multiple Fail to scram & electric H IV Active, manual scram,
VDU control reactor/he, power reactivity control
failures emi,pwr

A.7-39 33 Scram button Fail to scram/shrt, H V

pt

A.7-39 34-36 Display Multiple Fail to indicate/w, H V Manual scram, reac-
display shrt, el tivity control
failures

-a
b, A.7-40 37-38 Central processor Both Fail to operate/he, M HI Computer

units el,fire,s, fd,cr

A.7-41 41-43 Status display Unknown status/ H IV Computer
el,crh

A.7-41 44 Operator control Fail to control/el, H III Computer
of computer crh

A.7- 45-49 Computer control Fail to operate/el, H IV Computer
41,42 crh, fire, fd, sfwr

A.7-45 54-55 Boron concentra- boron Fail to operate/el M II Reactivity control
tion control

upset

A.7-50 70-74 Reactivity control reactivity Failure of control/el power M II Reactivity control
control

upset



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system cality c!s_s Aggravator

A.7-52 78 Outlet temperature Loss of scram signal M III Active scram

A. 7- 83-85 Mode selector Mode selector con- M III Reactivity control
53,54 trol failure/el, sfwr

A.7- 88-93 Pipe break detec- Failure to detect M IV Active scram
55,56 tion pipe break/el,

tr,sfwr,

A.7-57- 94- Containment isola- Failure to isolate/el, M IV Containment
60 101 tion sf, sfwr,tr

.-d

-h A.8-5 1-2 Mode identifica- Computer failure/el, H II Computer
tion swfr, he

A. 8-5,6 3,5- Turbine protection Turbine t_p/el, he, M II Over-

10 losp cooling
tr__sient

A. 8-5 4 Missile protection Turbine overspeed/ M IV LPPB
el

A.9-9- 1-16 Electrical power Loss of off-site pow- M II Loss of
13 er/i,t,s,h,m,v off-site

power
LOSP

A.9-14 17-18 Local power Local power/h,m,v L HI Loss of
local

power



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT) _.._..__.-

Page item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/

Failure system cality class Aggravator
A.9-15 Elect. noise sup- Failure to suppress H III Computer

pression noise/w, shrt,h,m,v

' m

A.9-17 25-26 Emergency power Main Diesel failure/se,- Diesel L II Emergency power
power fuel,pm, el fuel,

starting
motors,

DC

power
m

A.9-18- 27-38 De power Main DC power/el,fir- M III DC and uninterrup-table power

20 power e,ex,
do ---'-- L IV Passive pool cooling

A. 10- 6,7, Passive reactor Active Pipe failure or
28,33 19-22 pool coolers pool plugging/ms,cr, f, v

cooling "---------

A. 10- 8-18 Active reactor passive Pipe failure, plug- L IV Active pool cooling

29-32 pool cooler pool ging, pump failure/
cooler ms, cr,f,v,el,pwr



Table 7-1 PIUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/
Failure system cality class Aggravator

AppB Riser Funnel Break Boron Dilution in H I
PZR-2 Top Layer

AppB Relief Valve/ Chugging M IV
PZR-3 Pressure

Oscillations
,,

AppB Pool Level Fails Low M IV
PZR-5 Control System

AppB Steam Injection Vessel Break M IV
PZR.5 Pipe Break Head

Fails
Conse-

quentially
,b

AppB Siphon Breaker Break M IV
PZR-6 above

Venturi

AppB Siphon Breaker Break above cold leg M IV
PZR-6

AppB Dome Leak M IV
PZR-7

AppB Bolted Flange Fails/Thermal M V
PZR-7 Cycling

AppB Steel Pressure Fails/Thermal M V
PZR-8 Vessel Cycling --

AppB Level Oscillation Cold Leg/Hot Leg M HI

PZR- 10 in Siphon Breaker Interface Failure



Table 7-1 PlUS Interim Table (PIT)

Page Item Component Concur. Failure mode/cause Support Criti- Frequency Initiator Mitigator/

Failure system cality class Aggravator
,

AppB Pressure Overpressurize M IV
STP-I

AppB Pressure Leave P Control in M III
STP-I Manual

AppB Chemistry Add Too Little M HI
STP-4 Hydrazine

AppB Mode (Switch Incompatible with M III
STP- 15 Setting) Conditions

AppB Boron Deborate Before MC H III
STP-6 Concentration Pumps Started

.,.d
t

AppB Reactivity Start Reactor in H IV
STP-7 Natural Circulation

AppB Boiler Break H IV
PHS-3

AppB Lower Density Failure Due To M IV
CC-3 Lock Thermal Cycling

AppB Inlet Plenum Flow Tilt H III
CC-6

AppB Gadolinium Asymmetry H IV
CC-7

AppB Insulation Loss M IV
UDC4

Legend:Appendix B page numbers refer to the HAZOP Logsheets, numbered in the upper right-hand comers of each grouping. PZR: Pressurizer group; PHS:
Pressurizer Heating System; CC: Core Channel; UDC: Upper (and lower) Downcomer.



7.2 _Assemb!y of the Initiators and Mitigators

Tables 7-2A and B summarize the results of collecting accident initiators and mitigators from the PIT for
use in constructing event trees. Table 7-2A lists the initiators i.e. those items that can initiate an accident, and the

associated frequency categories for each event using the categories presented in Section 3.2.4 and the Definitions
Table. These initiator frequencies were selected to be _mewhat conservative, when varying data existed (e.g.,
more recent EPRI studies would place LOSP in Frequency Category II). Table 7-2B lists the actions or systems
designed to mitigate an accident ,sequence. Associated with each mitigator is the probability that it fails to mitigate
the accident sequence. This probability is a dimensionless number i.e, the probability that the mitigator fails to
function on demand. For standby equipment, this is the probability to fail start and/or to fail to run for the mission
time. For operating equipment, it is the probability of failure to operate for the mission time1. To avoid confusion
between categories for initiators which are per year, and mitigator failure probabilities which are per demand, a
single category is used which is numerically the same for both. A few mitigators that appear in only one ET are
not listed here.

,, : ........ '" ,, , ' ,,=, ,,I',: ' ,,, ' ,,i r _ m r i'"" "'_ ...... "- -J _ ",',I

Table 7-2A PIUS Initiators

Initiator Frequency
Accident Initiator (per yr)

Large Primary Pipe Break (LPPB) V

Small Primary Pipe Break (SPPB) IV

Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP) I

Turbine Trip (TT) I

Steamline Break (SB) IV

Feedwater Transients (FT) II

Computer Malfunction (CM) III

Severe Seismic (SS) V

Fuel Element Drop (FED) Ill

Flow Blockage during Refueling (FB) IV
. ii ii I ] ]_ _ -- _ _ _ _1I1_1 i i i iiii : ] i I IiiIllll i II_ ii _:

The initiators in Table 7-2A are self-explanatory and often considered in PRA analysis of nuclear power
reactors. One exception is computer malfunction (CM) which is included because PIUS lacks hard-wired control
and because of the FMECA-identified concern for electromagnetic interference (EMI) associated with the thyristor
control of the primary cooling pumps.

The first five mitigators of Table 7-2B are explained by noting that PIUS has five ways to achieve
subcriticality (see also Appendix F). These vary considerably in the speed at which they do so:

t This probability is generally calculated in the linear approximation of the exponential failure modeled as h*r
where _, is the failure rate and r is the mission time.
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1) Active (or automatic) scram which means a scram initiated by the main computer when it detects monit-

ored parameters outside their allowable ranges. When this occurs, the computer causes power to be removed from
one primary pump. This results in a flow imbalance and pool loop activation.

2) Manual scram is a scram initiated by an operator pressing a scram button. The following actions are
the ame as for the active scram.

3) Passive scram is a scram that results from any flow imbalance in the reactor causing pool loop
activation.

4) Hot shutdown is eff_texl by a f_._lwater reduction causing the reactor coolant temperature to rise,

shutting down the reactor by the strong negative reactivity temperature coefficient. This must be accompanied by
boration of the primary coolant so that the reactor remains shutdown after cooling.

5) The reactor can be shutdown by boration of the primary coolant, using the reactivity control system.

The next four mitigators in Table 7-2B are concerned with decay heat removal. When the pool loop is
activated, the heat in the reactor core is transferred to the pool thus requiring heat removal. Active pool cooling
refers to the pumping of pool water through heat exchangers to remove the heat by the plant heat sink. Passive pool
cooling refers to the passive heat exchangers submerged in the reactor pool that transfer the heat to the atmosphere
via passive heat exchangers on the roof.

Table 7-2B Major PlUS Mitigators

Accident Mitigators Mitigator Failure Probability (per demand)

Active Scram (AS) Ill

Manual Scram (MS) II

Passive Scram (PS) IV

Fe.e.dwater Reduction 1II

Reactivity Control III

Active Pool Cooling III

Passive Pool Cooling IV

Closed Cooling Water 111

Service Water 1II

Steamline Isolation II

Containment 111

Emergency Water Makeup II

Steam Generator Tube Rupture II

Critical Heat Flux Exceeded II

Remove Blockage 11
: :: __:-_ : - ,ii lh , .......,, , ,,i i ,II''';L 'i' d,,t,,'i_f '"' ;-- s ,,,,! , , t;, f ,",, :,
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The closed cooling water system is the isolated heat exchanger system. The service water refers to the heat
removal system that exposes the coolant to the atmosphere by cooling towers.

Containment is the last line of defense to protect the public from an accident. It is the enclosure designed
to confine any accidental release of radioactivity from gaimng access to the atmosphere.

Emergency water makeup is the provision for externally adding water to the reactor pool to prevent core i
uncovery.

The remaining mitigators are associated with specific accident types, discussed in Sections 7.3 through
7.11. Before discussing details of the accident scenarios, the NRC Event Category methodology is presented.

7.3 The.JNRC Event Category Method2

One concept underlying NRCEC Mehtod is that the best known information on reactor risk is the frequency
of initiators 3. Initiator frequencies, together with subsequent type and number of failures, are used to classify
sequences in the NRCEC. For this study, failures following the initiator, that degrade the protection to a degree
that an accident may affect the public, are not estimated in terms of numerical frequency but in terms of probability

class. The classes are based on the general observation that failure probabilities of active equipment or component
are bounded by a certain range which also encompasses human error. Entire systems fail at a lower frequency
because of the use of redundancy of active components and passive components. Common mode failures fall into
this class as do double active redundancies. Figure %1 presents a general diagram of the NRC Event Category
methodology. For purposes of more clearly describing the NRCEC methodology, the failure classes (FCs) utilized
are identified by number in Table 7-3.

Table 7-3 NRCEC Mitigator Failure Classes for
Use in the NRCEC Methodology

....

FC-O No failures

FC-I One active component failure or one operator error
,,,,., ,,,,,. ,,,,,,,

FC-2 One system failure 4 or one common mode failure
or two component failures or operator errors

., ,t

FC-3 More failures than FC-2
,,,, ,,, . , . M _ ,,,,., ,,,,

The four NRCEC event categories are defined in Table 7-4. For an event to be EC-I, it must have an

initiating event frequency (IEF) such that, IEF a IE-2 per year and no failures i,e. the only occurence in the
accident is the occurence of the initiating event or one additional failure of Class FC-1. For an event to be EC-2,

2 The NRC Event Category method was developed at the NRC fore the purposes of this study and does not
represent any regulatory position.

3 It should be noted that frequency of observed initiators such as transients is well-known, actuarial data.

However, there has nover been a guillotine break of a large primary pipe; hence, the frequency of unobserved
initiators is about the same as unobserved failures of passive systems or highly redundant active systems.

4passive system failure is included in this category.
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the IEF must be between IE-2 and IE.4 per year (thus the frequency is in an intermediate range), and it also
includes an additional failure of class FC-I. Event class EC-3 is more complex. It involves two initiating frequency
classes: a) if the IEF ;e IE-4 per year _ failure class, FC-2 occurs, the event is EC-3; b) it is also EC-3 if IEF
is between IE-4 and IE-7 per year and no additional failures or failure class FC-1 occurs. Sequences that go
beyond those shown in Table 7-4, either by having more failures or lower initiating event frequencies, are identified
as NRC Event Category 4 (EC.4). This can also be seen in Figure 7-1. In this figure any additional failures
beyond those shown still result in a classification of EC.4.

Initiating Event
(ie) ,I

i
no Failur_e Failure[Failure

IPie>IEA 1 yes I......___I I 1_

ii  ob,° 1
no Failure _e

Failures __ II ,

i°no Failure

Pie<IF.,-71 yes _
" Zcrol_

Figure 7-1 NRC Event Category Methodology

Using Table 7-4, together with the frequency categories of the initiating events one may determine the possible
corresponding event categories. These are given in Table 7-5. For example, the low frequency (Category V) of
the LPPB means that the event tree end states must be either EC-3 or EC-4; it is not possible to have an EC-1 or
EC-2 end state for an LPPB. It sh mid be noted that this table lists the possible event categories of all sequences

beginning with a specific initiator.
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Table 7-4 NRC Event Categories

Frequency of Initiator PIE

Failure Class PIE > 10"2 10-2 > PIE > 10-4 104 > PIE > 107 PIE < 10"7/

FC-O

EC-I EC-2

•--"..' _ :. " I ".. '. :!.:.":I..iI:3...9_II::i _..rT.,-,tt.,_. • _ • _Lu_,

FC-2
EC-4

FC-3
, 1- '1 1_- _j.j

' ,, , f , ,'," , ,,,, ,,t ,,,,i,,, ,f_ ,, , ,,,

Table 7-5 NRCEC Classification of Sequences by Initiators
, ,,.,, ,,.,

Accident Initiator . Frequency Category Event
Categories,,,,,,, ...........

Large Primary Pipe Break (LPPB) V EC-3
, ,

Small Primary Pipe Break (SPPB) IV EC-2 or EC-3
, . ,,,,,,,,

Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP) I EC-I or EC-3

Turbine Trip (TT) I EC-I or EC-3
,,,,.., ......

Steamline Break (SB) IV EC-2 or EC-3

Feedwater Transients (FT) II EC-I or EC-3
. ,, • ,,,, ,..

Computer Malfunction (CM) III EC-I or EC-3
-- ,.,

Severe Seismic (SS) V EC-3

Fuel Element Drop
(FED) Ill EC-I or EC-3

... ,.,,,,. , ,,,

Flow Blockage during
Refueling (FB) IV EC-2 or EC-3

Note: Any initiator may result in a sequence that is EC-4, if the sequence has a sufficient number of failures.

This classification scheme results in a considerable simplification. Using it, we can see that for PIUS, a

large primary pipe break (LPPB) and _vere _ismic (SS) can only be EC-3 or EC-4; loss of off-site power (LOSP),
turbine trip (TT), feedwater transients (FT), and computer malfunction (CM) can only be EC-I, EC-3 or EC-4; s-

mall primary pipe break (SPPB), steam line break (SB), and flow blockage during refueling (FB) can only be EC-2,
EC-3 or EC-4.

The NRC Event Category methodology is factored into the event trees using Tables 7-3 through 7-5.

The NRCEC methodology is useful in that it provides a way of correlating the information from the event
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tree analysis to current standard deterministic analysis methods. For example, within the NRC EC-2 is containedthe
class of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs.) There will of course be many other sequences or events that are EC-2
that are not DBAs. In fact, later in this section one will see that there are many events in EC-2 (and even EC-3)
that fall into consequnce class CC-I. Further, the purpose of this project is not to specify which events are the
DBAs, but rather to provide a listing of potential candidates that can be evaluated in more detail later. With these
precautions in mind, we list here the deterministic analogues to the NF,C ECs:

EC-I Abnormal Operational Occurences (AOOs)
EC-2 Design Basis Accidents (DBAs)
EC-3 Severe Accidents (SAs)
EC-4 Very Low Probability Residual Risk Events (RRs).

Method of Presentation of,,Results

The scenarios, to be evaluated below, will

_6_e/at/-_ first be presented, using Event Sequence Diagrams
_._o_n__dt_ti_0n_J........ _ (ESDs), followed by Event Tables, and Event Trees

(ETs.) The meanings of the the event sequence
Safety grade diagram symbols are given in Figure 7-2. These

_ 13vznt ] Succ'e'_ _
Block _ ......... _" uecossp :symbols are used to diagram the event sequences

--_- - (see, for instance, Figure 7-3, below) that correspondFa, llur¢ _ Failure to the sequence descriptions. An alternative method

<__::,_ Yea _. _'E-nd s_ie-":, is the construction of an Event Sequence Table (see,
...... for instance, Table 7-6, below) in which each.................... /

sequence of events following an initiator is indicated
_No by 1 for a successful mitigator action, 0 for mitigation

\\in ../ failure and - if the mitigator is not relevant. The

_'____v_. _%. v_" event table serves several important functions: itconcisely shows the sequence logic, its compactness

Figure 7-2 Event Sequence Diagram Symbols assists in logical completeness, and it provides the
input to code BETA (FuUwood and Shier, 1979), the

event tree code. Preparing the code input with a word
processor along with writing the sequence descriptions is a convenient and efficient way to perform the analysis.
A comparison of event tables/trees with the event sequence diagrams shows greater detail in the event tables. It

is impractical to indicate all of the combinations of sequences in an ESD figure, that can easily be indicated in the
Event Table. Thus one can find additional paths or sequences in the ETs that are not represented in the ESDs. The
Event Trees show the results from the BETA analysis and present the endstates according to both CC and EC

categories.

The Concept of Frequency Categories (FC) and Consequence Categories (CC) was discussed in detail in Section
3.

7.4 Large Primary Pipe Break (LPPB) Event Tree

.Rupture of the Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel

The rupture of the reactor vessel is typically considered as part of the large break analysis for current
LWRs. Hence it is addressed here. The PCRV has a wall thickness of 7.4 m (24.3 ft), and a very complex

reinforcing steel network (see Figure 6-4) with a stainless steel liner and an imbedded membrane. There is a system
that detects water leakage, indicative of liner leakage. Because of the thickness of the wall, its strength and
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monitored leakage, rupture of the PCRV appears to be highly unlikely (i.e., Frequency Category VI). Therefore,
it is not addressed here any further.

barge Prima_ Pipe Break (LPPB)

This accident is discussed in Section 15.9.6 of the PIUS-600 PSID. In the following paragraphs the
accident _enario is described, and shown as an event sequence diagram.

The accident initiator is a break in any of four, hot-leg 665 mm (26.2 in) diameter or the fimr, cold-leg,
635 mm (25 in) diameter pipes that connect with the pressure dome closing the PCRV. These pipes circulate
primary coolant through the steam generators. A rupture of any of these pipes, while the reactor is at power, will
re,suit in primary water flashing to steam. (A rupture in another operating mode will have less .severe con.,w.quences
because of the lower temperature and/or pressure.) Such a break would raise the pressure and temperature inside
containment. A break is detected by:

1) Low primary pressure,
2) Low pressurizer pressure,
3) Low pressurizer level,
4) Change in primary flow,
5) Low coolant level in the PCRV,

6) Pipe break detection instrumentation, and
7) Pressurization of the containment.

Out-of-normal indications from any of these monitors will initiate an active scram (automatic scram: AS)

via the computer control system to remove power from the scram main coolant pump.

If an automatic scram is not initiated, a reactor operator may initiate a scram by pressing the scram button
(manual scram: MS) which, through the computer control system, also removes power from the scram MC pump.

Scram can also be the result of a thermally-induced-flow imbalance in the primary system (passive scram:
PS). Prior to pipe break, this flow is balanced to exclude pool loop flow. When the pipe break occurs, the flow
becomes imbalanced and the pool loop is activated in the same way as it is activated by removing power from the
scram pump.

A concern is that depressurization due to the pipe break may result in fuel damage, due to the critical heat

flux being reached in the coolant.

The PSID states that ANSALDO Spa (Genova) analyzed this accident using the RELAP 5 code for a

double-ended guillotine break in the cold leg and concluded that fuel temperatures do not exceed those of normal
operation. The PSID concludes that no fuel damage will occur.

Nevertheless, PlUS operates at a pressure that is only about 1.4 MPa above the _turation pressure. It does
not have a gas-filled accumulators for safety injection such as a conventional PWR ECCS, hence it is expected to
depressurize rapidly. For these reasons, the possibility of fuel damage on depressurization is included in the event
tree (critical heat flux: CHF). Success in the critical heat flux means that there is no damage to the fuel or cladding
as a result of the initial depressurization. Exceeding the critical heat flux is a function of the rate of depressuriza-
tion, and hence, the break size, assuming that a double-ended guillotine break will lead to fuel damage, inhibiting
core cooling.

As described above, the pool loop activates to scram the reactor and transfer the decay heat to the pt_l

water. The heat from the reactor pool is removed by the pool cooling system, using diesel and electric pumps
through heat exchangers to cooling towers (active pool cooling: APC).
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Should active cooling of the pool fail, the heat is removed from the pool by two passive heat exchangers
and transferred to the passive water-air heat exchangers located on the reactor roof (passive pool cooling: PPC).

Failure of all pool cooling will result in water being lost from the primary system as follows: this water
will condense on the inner walls of the containment, but the PlUS design does not have a means for returning this
condensate from the condensate pool back to the primary circuit. Water may be replenished externally with a fire
hose connection outside of containment. This operation requires depressuring the reactor, which occurs automati-
cally for a large pipe break, and manually opening the valve that connects the primary with the fire hose connection.
A water truck may be connected to transfer water to the pool (emergency water make-up: EWM).

If active or passive pool cooling fails, the containment (CNM) will fail from overpressure regardless of
whether the core remains covered because of steam pressure buildup m the containment with no release mechanism.
Opeaing the EWM to replenish the pool water will result in injection of water to the primary or containment
atmosphere because of the coupling through the postulated LPPB. No decrease in containment pressure occurs
through the EWM systems.

Failure of these mitigators will result in a radiological release by containment leakage if the core remains
covered; a larger release if the core is uncovered. These possibilities are depicted for the large pipe break event in
the event sequence diagram of Figure 7-3 and in Table 7-6, the event table. A "1" in the event table indicates
success, while a "0" indicates failure.

Figure 7-3 Large Primary Pipe Break Event Sequence Diagram
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Table 7-6 Large Pipe Break Event Table

No. AS MS PS CHF APC PPC EWM CNM CC EC
1 1 - - 1 1 - - 1 1 3
2 0 1 - 1 1 - - 1 1 3
3 0 0 1 1 1 - - 1 1 4
4 0 0 1 0 1 - - 1 2 4
5 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 1 2 4
6 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 4
7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
8 0 0 0 ..... 3 4

The initiator for this event tree is a large pipe break event, which is assigned a frequency category
IV t. The assignment of frequency classes to initiators and mitigators was done for the purpose of
calculating sequence frequencies. Since this is a preliminary study of a qualitative or scoping nature, the
frequency categories were assigned somewhat conservatively. This should be taken into.consideration when
evaluating the results.

In sequence I of Table 7-6, the large break is followed by an automatic scram (AS - failure

probability III) hence the manual scram (MS - probability II) and the passive scram (PS - probability IV,
see Appendix F) are not needed (or not applicable). The critical heat flux is not exceeded (CHF -

probability II) and the active pool cooling (APC - probability III) works therefore, the passive pool cooling
(PPC - probability IV) and emergency water make-up (EWM - probability II) are not needed. The
containment (CNM - probability III) thus also succeeds. Since everything succeeds, the large break is
successfully mitigated, no core damage occurs and a consequence category 1 (CC-1) is assigned.

Sequence 2 is similar to Sequence 1 except the active scram has failed and the manual scram

succeeds. This sequence is written in shorthand as LPPB*AS. Otherwise it is like sequence 1, hence
assigned CC-I. In Sequence 3 (LPPB*AS*MS), both active and manual scrams fail but scram is achieved

by the passive scram system, giving CC-1. Sequence 4 (LPPB*AS*MS*CHF) is like sequence 3 except
CHF has failed, releasing fission products into the coolant. Because of this, radioactivity will be released

inside of containment and leak to the atmosphere. There also will be some worker exposure to radiation;
hence, this sequence is assigned CC-2. Sequence 5 (LPPB*AS*MS*CHF*APC) is like sequence 4 except
the active pool cooling failed but the passive pool cooling succeeds. In sequence 6
(LPPB*AS*MS*CHF*APC*PPC*CNM), PS and EWM succeed but everything else fails. Sequence 5 is
assigned CC-2; sequence 6 is also assigned CC-2 even though the containment fails, since the core remains

covered. The radioactivity release from sequence 6 is probably greater than from sequence 5. In sequence
7 (LPPB*AS*MS*CHF*APC*PPC*EWM*CNM), only the passive scram works so the core overheats and
is uncovered; hence, it is assigned CC-3. In sequence 8 (LPPB*AS*MS*PS), there is complete scram
failure which overwhelms the pool cooling systems, the containment fails as a result, and thus the sequence
is assigned CC-3. The releases in Sequence 8 will be more severe than in Sequence 7.

Table 7-6 is converted to an ASCII file and analyzed using the BETA code to produce the event
tree in Figure 7-4. The frequencies for these sequences are presented in Table 7-7, which also includes

summary frequencies for the consequence categories. These results show that the probability of impacting

IFrequency/probability classes are presented in Section 3.2.4. These are expressed as a range of values. The
event tree calculations require point values therefore the geometric mean of the range is used: I = 3/year or
demand; II = 0.3/year or demand; III = 0.03/year or deman; IV = IE-3/year or demand, V = 3E-6/year or
demand, and VI = IE-7/year or demand.
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PlUS Large Primary Pipe Break

LPPB hS MS PS CItF flPC PPC [WM CNM CC [C Seq.
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Figure 7-4 Event Tree for the Large Primary Pipe Break

Table 7-7 BETA Results for PIUS Large Pipe Break Scenarios

Sequence Number Sequence Probability Category Consequence Category
1 IV 1

2 IV 1
3 V 1
4 V 2
5 VI 2
6 VI 2
7 VI 3
8 VI 3
Total CC-1 IV
Total CC-2 V
Total CC-3 VI

the public (CC-3) by a large primary pipe break is remote, even with the conservative frequency estimates that were
used.

It is worthwhile to reflect why the LPPB risk is so low. The reason appears to be because of the several

ways of scramming the PIUS reactor (active, manual and passive). The active scram is only credited with 0.03
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failures/demand and the manual scram with 0.3; both of these depend on stopping the scram pump - a FMECA
finding. But these are backed-up by the passive scram with a failure probability of IE-3; thus, the total failure to

scram probability is conservatively estimated to be 9E-6, which, when combined with the LPPB fl'equency, gives
9E-9/yr before other mitigators are considered. At the least, to get a radioactive release the cladding must be
damaged. In this model, exceeding the critical heat flux was given a probability of 0.3 which seems very high,
considering the |'act that the initial RELAP calculations indicate no overheating on a pipe break. If only the cladding
is damage,d, the release inside of containment will only be that of the ga_s that were contained within the damaged
fuel. (Radioactive iodine will be largely suppl'essed because of the underwater release.) This release is not very
large, but will escape the containment; hence, the classification of CC-2. To produce a large release, it is necessary
to overheat the core which requires boiling of the cooling water resulting from failure of both the active and passive
pool cooling. As long as the containment is intact there probably would be considerable condensation on the
containment wall and the evaporated water would return to the pool. However, no path has been identified that
results in transfer of condensate to the primary system (this issue needs further review). Hence, it must be assumed
that the containment will fail if both active and passive cooling fails.

7.5 Small Primary Pipe Break Event Tree

Definition of a Small Primary Pipe Break

Section 15.9.5 of the PSID discusses leaks and ruptures of the primary piping inside the PCRV; Section
15.9.6 discusses leaks and ruptures of the primary piping outside of the PCRV but, inside the containment. Section
7.3 analyzed a large primary pipe break, namely, in the four large pipe loops connecting the steam generators with
system 211. The PSID is not sufficiently detailed to show all of the smaller diameter primary pipes, therefore for

purposes of this analysis, a small primary pipe break (SPPB) is defined as a break in a primary pipe of sufficiently
small diameter that a double-ended guillotine break will not result in exceeding the critical heat flux during reactor
depressurization. This definition implies that a small pipe break is sufficiently large that the pressurizer cannot

maintain operating pressure. Thus, a SPPB is a primary pipe break small enough that the critical heat flux in any
part of the core is not exceeded but sufficiently large that reactor operating pressure cannot be maintained.

Small Primary Pipe Break (SPPB)

A rupture of a small pipes, while the reactor is at power, will result in primary water flashing to steam.
(A rupture in another operating mode will have less severe consequences because of the lower temperature and/or

pressure.) Such a release will raise the pressure and temperature inside the containment. A break is detected by
the following indications:

l) Low primary pressure,

2) Low pressurizer pressure,
3) Low pressurizer level,

4) Change in primary flow,
4) Low coolant level in the PCRV,

5) Pipe break detection instrumentation, and
6) Pressurization of the containment.

Out-of-normal indications from any of these monitors will initiate an active _ram (automatic scram: AS)
via the computer control system to remove power from the scram MC pump.

If an automatic scram is not initiated, a reactor operator may initiate a scram by pressing the scram button
(manual _ram: MS) which, through the computer control system, removes power from the _ram pump.

Scram can also be the result of primary - thermally-induced-flow imbalance (passive scram: PS). Before
pipe break, this flow must be balanced to exclude pool loop flow. When the pipe breaks, the flow is imbalanced

and the pool loop is activated in the same way as it is activated by removing power from the _ram pump.
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In the event of a LPPB, a concern is that depressurization due to the pipe break may result in fuel damage,
due to the critical heat flux being reached in the coolant. By definition, this is not possible for the SPPB.

As described above, the pool loop activates to scram the reactor and transfer the decay heat to the pool
water. The heat from the reactor pool is removed by the pool cooling system, using diesel power electric pumps
through heat exchangers to cooling towers (active pool cooling: APC).

Should active cooling of the pool fail, the heat is removed from the pool by two passive heat exchangers
and transferred to the passive water-air heat exchangers located on the reactor roof (passive pool cooling:

PPC). Failure of these mitigators will result in a radiological exposure of the public if the containment fails (CNM),
allowing a radionuclide release to the atmosphere.

If the containment fails, primary water will evaporate. Water lost from the pool may be replenished
externally to the containment by a fire hose connection. This operation requires depressuring the reactor, which
occurs automatically for a pipe break, and opening the valve that connects the primary system with the fire hose
connection. A water truck may be connected and the water transferred to the pool (emergency water make-up:
EWM).

These possibilities are depicted in Figure 7-5, the event sequence diagram, and in Table 7-8, the small pipe break
event table. Event 1 assumes a small pipe break initiator (frequency class IV). (It should be emphasized that this

and the following probabilities are believed to be very conservative that is they are somewhat higher frequencies
and probabilities than expected from experience with conventional nuclear power plants.)

Table 7-8 Small Pipe Break Events
No. AS MS PS APC PPC EWM CNM CC EC
1 1 1 - 1 1 2
2 0 1 1 - 1 1 2
3 0 0 1 I - - 1 1 3
4 0 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 4
5 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 4

6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 4
7 0 0 0 - - - 3 4

In sequence 1, the small break is followed by an automatic scram (AS - failure probability 1II) hence the
manual scram (MS - probability II) and the passive scram (PS - probability IV) are not needed (i.e., not applicable).
The active pool cooling (APC - probability III) works, therefore, passive cool pooling (PPC - probability IV) is not
needed. The emergency water make-up (EWM - probability II) is not needed because the pool cooling works. The
containment (CNM - probability 111)succeeds because it is not challenged. Since everything succeeds (after the
SPPB initiator), this is assigned event category CC-1.

Sequence 2 is similar to 1 except the active scram has failed but the manual scram succeeds; hence, it is
assigned CC-I. In sequence 3, both active and manual scrams fail but scram is achieved by the passive scram
system, giving CC-I becau_ everything else works. Sequence 4 is like .sequence 3, except the active pool cooling
fails but the passive pool cooling succeeds giving CC-I. In sequence 5, passive scram succeeds, but both active
and passive pool cooling fails. EWM succeeds in keeping the core covered but the containment fails. As described
for the LPPB, since the core is covered at all times and the fuel has not been damaged, the only radiation that can
be released is in the form of gases and vapors in the primary system that escape from the compromised containment,
hence CC-2. In sequence 6, only the passive scram works; the core uncovers and radioactive material is released
from the failed containment. This is thus assigned CC-3. In sequence 7, there is complete scram failure which
overwhelms the pool cooling systems and EWM, and hence fails the containment; thus, it is assigned CC-3.
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Figure 7-5 Event Sequence Diagram for the Small Pipe Break Scenarios

Table 7-8 is converted to an ASCII file to u_ with the BETA code to produce the event tree in Figure 7-6.

The frequency categories for analyzing the event tree are presented in Tables 7-2. Table 7-9 presents the results
of the BETA analysis of the event tree.

Table 7-9 BETA Results for PIUS Small Pipe Break Scenarios

,Sequence Number S uecen Pot babilit Cate_o___ __ Cons_uen_ Catego_
1 IV 1
2 V 1
3 V 1
4 Vl 1
5 Vl 2
6 VI 3
7 VI 3
Total CC- 1 IV 1
Total CC-2 VI 2
Total CC-3 VI 3

It is worthwhile to reflect on why the SPPB risk is so low. The reason appears to be the various ways of

scramming the PIUS reactor, &s was found for the LPPB. The active or automatic scram is only credited with
O.03/demand and the manual scram with 0.3; both of these depend on stopping the scram pump -a FMECA finding.
But the automatic and manual scrams are backed-up by the passive scram with a failure probability of IE-3 thus

the total failure to scram probability is conservatively estimated to be 9E-6 which when combined with the SPPB
frequency gives 9E-9/yr. This values does not allow for the other mitigators.
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Figure 7-6 Small PfinuLryPiPeBreak Event Tr_

7.6 Loss of Off-Site Power

Loss of off-site power (LOSP) results from the loss of load for PlUS when it is operating at power. It can
also include the loss of offsite power being supplied to PlUS while refueling, in hot shutdown, or cold shutdown.

An LOSP at power necessitates plant shutdown in any case. When considering the effects of LOSP for different
operating modes, the risk from LOSP while operating at full power bounds the risk of the other modes hence this
is the situation that is considered here.

When LOSP occurs, switchgear sense the loss of load and trip the plant from the transmission line. The

generator excitation is removed to prevent damage to the generator and the turbine steam valves close. In principle,
the plant could contir.ae to t,pzrat¢ and supply its house loads. Unfortunately, the output cannot be quickly reduced

to such a low power. In this discussion, it is assumed that LOSP immediately results in loss of normal AC power
in the plant. This being the case., neither active scram (AS) nor manual scram (MS) is required because pump
power is removed with the LOSP "lhe LOSP, thus, initiates the passive scram (PS - IV) provided by the pool loop
that shuts down the core with borated water and transfers the residual heat to the pool. (Because the PCRV is under
normal pressure, there should be no possibility of exceeding the critical heat flux, thus CHF is not included in the
LOSP event tree.) The pool heat is removed by the diesel-powered active pool cooling (APC - note: the failure
probability of the APC under diesel power only is less than under both normal AC and diesel however, under diesel
only, the failure rate is still within category III). Should APC fail, the heat is removed by passive pool cooling.

If both APC and PPC fail, the decay heat will cause pressure to build up in the PCRV and trip the pressure relief
valves to discharge the steam into the wet well. Eventually, the wet well will heat sufficiently that the steam will
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no longer condense. The steam may pressurizeand fail the containment(CNM - I11). The core dryout carl be
preventedby emergency makeupwater (EMW - II) otherwise the core may overheat.

Scenariosare shown u event sequencediagrams(Figure 7-7) and by the event table (Table7-10). The
Booleanlogic and the event categories are copiedas an ASCII file for inputto the BETA code. The resultingevent
tree is shown in Figure7-8, the resultsof which are presentedin Table 7-11

Table 7-10 Loss of Offsite Power Event Table
lq0, pS AP_ PP(_ I_WM CNM CC EC
1 1 1 - - 1 1 1
2 I 0 I - I I 3
3 I 0 0 I 0 2 4
4 I 0 O 0 0 3 4
5 0 .... 3 3

Table 7-11 BETA Results for PlUS Loss of Off-Site Power
Senuenc©Number S_uen¢©,,ProbabilityCi!te2o_ Conseauence Cgtefo_

1 I 1
2 III 1
3 V 2
4 VI 3
5 IV 3
TotalCC-I I I
TotalCC-2 V 2
TotalCC-3 IV 3
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Figure 7-8 Loss of Off-Site Power Event Tree

7.7 Turbine Trin

A turbine trip can be actuated during normal operation or during startup by actuation of the scram system,
the steam bypass system, or the feedwater system. In addition, a turbine trip can be caused by various types
spurious activations. The normal sequence of events following a turbine trip includes a rapid pressurization of the
secondary system, opening of the steam bypass valves, scram, and a reduction in feedwater flow. Failure of the
bypass valves or the scram (both active and passive) could activate the steam generator relief and safety valves. An
additional failure of these valves could result in overpressurization and possible failure of the steam generators.

Sequences that include a successful scram require the active or passive cooling systems for long term decay heat
removal. The following paragraphs give additional information on the events in the sequences. The event sequences
begin with the turbine trip (TTRIP - I) which is followed by steam bypass valves opening _BYPOP - Ill) to
discharge steam to the turbine condenser and to relieve the potential overpressure in the steam generator secondary
side. The BYPOP should be sufficient to prevent the actuation of the steam generator relief and safety valves. The
turbine trip event results in high primary coolant temperature and high pressurizer pressure giving an automatic
scram (AC - III), by tripping the designated scram pump, which in turn activates the pool loop and shuts down the
reactor. If the active scram fails, the reactor operator can initiate a manual scram (MS - I1) to trip the scram pump
and shutdown the plant. Should these scram mechanisms fail, passive scram (PS - IV) would be actuated by the
turbine trip causing an increase in primary system pressure and temperature that upsets the flow balance and actuates
the borated pool loop to scram the reactor. Failure of the steam bypass system could cause overpressure on the
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steam generator _ondary side. The BYPOP should be sufficient to prevent the actuation of the steam generator
relief and safety valves. The turbine trip event results in high primary coolant temperature and high pressurizer

pressure giving an automatic scram (AC - III), by tripping the designated scram pump, which in turn activates the
pool loop and shuts down the reactor. If the active scram fails, the reactor operator can initiate a manual scram
(MS - I!) to trip the scram pump and shutdown the plant. Should these scram mechanisms fail, passive scram (PS -
IV) would he actuated by the turbine trip causing an increase in primary system pressure and temperature that

upsets the flow balance and actuates the borated pool loop to scram the reactor. Failure of the steam bypass system
could cause overpressure on the steam generator secondary side that will actuate the steam generator relief and

safety valves (RVSV - Iii). Failure of these valves could m,_ult in steam generator tube rupture with discharge of
primary c(mlant into the containment with possible overpressurization of the containment. After a successful scram
and shutdown of the reactor, the active pool cooling (APC - i!I) continues to transfer heat from the pool, through
heat exchangers to the cooling towers. If the active pool cooling fails, heat is removed from the pool by passive pool
cooling (PPC - IV). If both the active and passive pool coolers fail, the pool will eventually boil to trip the primary

pressure relief and pressurize and IX)ssibly fail the containment (CNM) in s similar way to failure of the containment
from RVSV failure, if the containment fails, water will boil out of the PSRV and eventually uncover the core.

This may be prevented by emergency water makeup.

Table 7-12 presents the event table for the turbine trip sequences but does not include failure of the
containment and emergency water makeup for conservatism. In Sequences I through 9, the bypass system is
L_umed to be operable. These nine sequences were developed assuming failures in the active, passive, and manual
scram. In addition, failures of the active and passive cooling systems were considered. The most severe sequence
(22) assumes the failure of all scram functions, overwhelming the pool heat removal system and resulting in a
Cacegory 3 event. The event _*_lucncediagram is shown in Figure 7-9.

Table 7-12 Turbine Trip Events
BYPQP A_ MS ,,, PS RVSV APC PPC EC

I 1 I - I - 1 1
2 1 I - 0 1 I 3
3 I 1 0 0 2 4
4 I 0 I 1 - 1 1
5 I 0 I 0 i 1 4
6 I 0 1 - 0 0 2 4
7 1 0 0 1 I - 1 3
8 I 0 0 I - 0 1 1 4
9 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 4
!0 0 I - I 1 - 1 1
!1 0 1 - 1 0 1 1 3
12 0 i - I 0 0 2 4
13 0 0 ! I 1 - 1 3
14 0 0 I I 0 I 1 4
15 0 0 I 1 0 0 2 4
16 0 0 0 I I 1 - I 4
17 0 0 0 I 1 0 1 1 4
18 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 2 4
19 0 1 - - 0 2 3
20 0 0 1 - 0 2 4
21 0 0 0 1 0 - 2 4
22 0 0 0 - - 3 4
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Sequences 10 through 21 are similar to Sequences 1 through 9 except that the bypass system is assumed to fail.
Sequences 19 through 21 assume failure of the steam generator relief and safety valves concurrent with failures
of the bypass system, resulting in an overpressurization and failure of the steam generator. An estimate of the
consequences of each sequence is shown in the last column of the table.

The event table provided in Table 7-12 was analyzed with the BETA code to produce the event tree shown

in Figure 7-10. In addition, Table 7-13 gives a summary of the frequency categories for each of the consequence
categories.
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Figure 7-10 Turbine Trip Event Tree

Table 7-13 BETA Results for PlUS Turbine Trip Event Tree
Smuenc9 Number Smuence Probebilitv Cate2ory ......Consc4_uence Category

1 I 1
2 II 1
3 V 2
4 III I
5 IV 1
6 VI 2
7 IV l
8 V ]
9 VI 2
10 I!I l
11 IV 1
12 VI 2
13 IV 1
14 V I
15 VI 2

16 V 1
17 V 1
18 VI 2
19 IV 2
20 V 2
21 V 2
22 Vl 3

Total CC-I l l
Total CC-2 IV 2
Total CC-3 VI 3
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7.8 Stclmline Break (SB)

An analysis of a stcamline break wu performed in Section 15.6 of the PIUS-600 PSID. This analysis
assumed that a break was located between the steam generator and the inside containment-isolation valve of the

steamline. It is not apparent that this is a bounding location for a steam system malfunction. ABB Atoms should
provide justification for the selection of the bounding HELBs to be analyzed. Because of the safety significance
of high energy line breaks (HELBs), steamline breaks both inside and outside the containment are investigated
herein.

7.8.1 Steamline Break Inside Containment fSBIC)

The postulated SBIC was analyzed in Section 15.6.6 of the PIUS-600 PSID for the location of the break
sated above. From of the information available, it appears that a more bounding accident would result from a break
located between the inside isolation valve and the containment penetration. Figure 7-11 presents the event sequence
diagram for this event.

, Iqlms IMMt

Figure 7-11 Steamline Break Inside of Containment Event Sequence Diagram

A break in any one of the four 26-inch main steamlines at this location while the reactor is at 100 % power
will result in steam flowing directly into the containment air space. Flow from the postulated break would be
detected by any one of the following:

1) High containment pressure,
2) High containment temperature, or
3) Low steamline pressure.

Any of these indications would initiate an automatic scram (AS probability class III) by the computer
control system and remove power from the designated primary scram pump. The reactor operator could initiate

a manual scram (MS - 11) if the AS was not initiated. The manual scram also uses the computer control system to
remove power from the designated pump. If these mechanisms fail, a passive scram (PS - IV) is actuated by an
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imbalance between the thermally induced flow through the core and the flow from the primary pumps. A steamline
break would greatly increase the rate of heat removal from the primary loop via the steam generators, thus lowering
the core inlet temperature and causing a reactivity increase that will upset the flow balance and activate the pool loop
(passive scram). In turn, this will change the rate of heat removal from the reactor via the steam generator to alter
the thermally induced flow through the core, thus disrupting the flow balance, causing an influx of borated pool
water through the lower density lock to scram the reactor. Residual decay heat from the core following the reactor
scram is removed by the active pool cooling (APC - 111). If these fail, the heat is removed by the passive pool
cooling (PPC - IV). If both fail, the pressure in the intact primary system will rise, tripping the pressure relief
valves to discharge steam into the wet well. Water lost from the primary system may be replaced by the emergency
water makeup (EWM - II), supplied by a water truck. If these measures fail, the core will uncover in about 7 days
with resulting fuel damage.

The integrity of the containment was not mentioned in the above analysis. The steamline break challenges
the containment in two ways. First, a steamline break rapidly releases a large amount of energy, and consequently,
pressure inside of the containment. This pressure pulse may be mitigated by rapidly isolating both ends of the break
with fast-operating isolation valves (ISO - II) to limit the amount of energy released to that which the containment
(CNM - III) can withstand.

According to the PSID, the inside steamline isolation valves close in less than 3 seconds, necessitating the
use of pneumatically actuated valves. The outside steamline isolation valves are 211motor operated, and would,
therefore, require approximately 40 to 50 seconds to close a 26-inch valve. The steam drum provides a common
flowpath between the four steamlines. If the inside steamline isolation valves fail to close, all four steamlines

blowdown through the break. Critical flow results from releasing the steam from the four 26-inch lines through
the postulated 26-inch line break. Therefore, the three safety relief valves on each line would not lift becau_ the

opening pressure would not be reached until either isolation is established, and the secondary side of the steam
generators boil dry following coastdown of the steam-driven feedwater pump, or the motor.operated steam bypass
valves to the main condenser are fully opened following the turbine trip. This discharge inside the containment

results in a more rapid containment pressurization than that which results from relief valves discharge into the
suppression pool. The rapid rise in pressure increases the probability of containment failure compared with the
probability of containment failure from accidents that do not rapidly pressurize the containment. Failure of the

containment would cause an uncontrolled release of radioactivity into the environment although the primary system
remains intact. The source of this radioactivity is the suppression pool that receives primary reactor coolant
blowdown. The level of radioactivity in the pool will be increased the fuel has been damaged.

The response time of the secondary system to this initiator is very important, Lacking detailed thermal-
hydraulic analyses, the response was inferred from an analysis of a high energy line break (HELB) in a conventional
light water reactor.

The second challenge to the containment is like the LPPB challenge (section 7.3); it is the failure to remove

decay heat (failure of APC and PPC) which results in excessive steam pressure discharging through the relief valves
into the wet well. The wet well eventually heats and no longer condenses the steam that pressurizes and fails the
containment.

Table 7-14 depicts the sequences of events just described. Categories of failure probability were given
earlier; the frequency category of the steamline initiator is given in Table 7-2 as IV.

Sequences 1-3 represent successful scram and timely isolation of the steamline break followed by successful
active pool cooling, which precludes overpressurization of the containment while maintaining core cooling and
avoiding fuel damage: CC-I. Sequences 4-6 are like 1-3 except the isolation fails; nevertheless, the containment

does not fail from the steam overpressure. Sequences 7-9 are like 4-6 except the containment fails, releasing

radioactive gases from the containment; CC-2. Sequences 10-12 are like 1-2 except active pool cooling fails but
the passive pool ctmling succeeds, and the containment succeeds, giving CC-I. Sequences 13-15 are like 10-12
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Table 7-14 Event Table for Steamline Break Inside Contamme,nt

No, AS MS PS ISO APC PPC CNM EWM CC EC
I I - - I I - 1 I 2
2 0 l - l l - l I 3
3 0 0 l l 1 - I I 4
4 1 - - 0 l I l 2
5 0 l - 0 l l I 3
6 0 0 l 0 l - I I 4
7 l - - 0 1 0 - 2 4

8 0 l - 0 l 0 2 4
9 0 0 I 0 l 0 - 2 3
I0 l - - I 0 1 I - l 4
I1 0 1 - 1 0 1 1 - 1 4
12 0 0 1 1 0 I 1 - 1 4
13 i - 0 0 1 l - l 4
f4 0 1 - 0 0 1 1 - 1 4
]5 0 0 I 0 0 I I - I 4
16 I - 0 0 1 0 - 2 4
17 0 I - 0 0 I 0 - 2 4
18 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 - 2 4
19 ! - 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
20 0 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
21 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
22 0 0 0 .... 3 4

except tfic _s_,lati¢,n|ails but the containment succeeds, also resulting in CC-I. Sequences 16-18 are like 13-15
except the containment fails and releasas the radioactive gases it contains, to give CC-2. Sequences 19-21 are like
16-i_ except the emergency water makeup fails with resulting core damage, to give an CC-3. Lastly, Sequence
25 represents everything failing and giving an CC-3.

Th_s b.:,olean logic and the event categories were copied as an ASCII file for input to the BETA code. The
resultm_r _-,cnt tt_ is shown in Figure 7-12, the results of which are presented in Table 7-15.
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Table 7-15 BETA Results for PIUS Steamline Break Inside Containment

Sequence Number Sequence Probability Category Consequence Category
1 IV 1
2 V 1
3 V 1
4 IV 1
5 V 1
6 V 1
7 V 2
8 V 2
9 VI 2
10 V 1
11 V 1
12 V 1
13 V 1
14 V 1
15 VI 1
16 V 2
17 VI 2

! 18 VI 2
19 VI 3
20 VI 3
21 VI 3
22 VI 3
Total CC-I IV -
Total CC-2 V -
Total CC-3 VI -
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Figure 7-12 Event Tree for Steam Lhae Break Inside of Containment
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7.8.2 Steamline BreakOut.side Conta'mment (SBOC)

This postulated accident was not analyzed in the PSID. It is included here because of concerns about it
being automatically detected fast enough to initiate steamline isolation (ISO). Otherwise, the resulting pressure drop
on steam generator tubes could cause steam generator tube failure (SGTR). The Event Sequence Diagram for this
event is shown in Figure 7-13.

Because the break is located outside the containment, two of the three modes of detection applicable to the SBIC
do not apply to the SBOC. However, this location precludes failure of the containment due to overpressure. The
location of the break is assumed to be any one of the four steamlines between the steam drum and the main turbine.
Detection of the break flow comes from one of the following:

1) Low steamline pressure
2) High temperature in the turbine hall

A third mode of detection, high pressure in the turbine hall, was mentioned in the PSID. However,
because of being located in a high elevation of the turbine hall, is believed to be ineffective for the SBOC because
of the distance between a steamline location and the pressure sensors as well as the openness of the turbine hall.

Depending on the setpoint of the low pressure sensors, a similar situation may exist for them as well. The
progression of this event is similar to that of the SBIC except that the blowdown occurs into a large open volume
that essentially maintains atmospheric pressure. This lack of pressure retention enhances the pressure differential
across the tubes in the steam generators, thereby increasing the probability of failure of a steam generator tube.
If this occurs, primary coolant will discharge from the steamline break as uncontrolled release of radioactivity to
the environment..
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As in the SBIC event, the timing of the responses of the plant and the secondary system to this initiator
important in determining the outcome. Table 7-16 shows Possible event sequences associated with the SBOC

probability categories were presented previously except for steam generator tube rupture SGTR which is
!I; the frequency category of the steamline initiator for the SBOC is taken to be the same as that for the

which is IV (see Table 7-2).

Table 7-16 Event Table for Steamline Break Outside Containment

No, AS MS ps ISO SGTR Apc ppc CNM ....I_wM, ,CC EC
1 1 - 1 ! 1 - 1 2
2 0 1 - I 1 1 - 1 3
3 0 r_ 1 1 1 1 - - 1 4
4 I - - 0 1 1 - - 1 2
5 0 1 - 0 I 1 - - - 1 4
6 0 0 1 0 1 1 - - - 1 4
7 1 - - 0 0 1 - - - 2 4

8 0 1 - 0 0 i - - - ,2 4
9 0 0 1 0 0 1 - - - 2 4
lO I - 0 0 0 1 l - 2 4
II 0 1 - 0 0 0 l 1 - 2 4
12 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 1 - 2 4
13 l - 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4
14 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4
15 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4
16 1 - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
17 0 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
18 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4
19 0 0 0 .... 3 4

Sequences 1-3 represent successful scram and timely isolation of the steamline break followed by successful
pool cooling, hence a CC-I. Sequence 4-6 are like 1-3 except the isolation fails; nevertheless, the steam

generator tubes do not rupture which gives CC-I. Sequences 7-9 are like 4-6 except the steam generator tubes
which releases radioactive gases from discharged primary water, hence CC-2. Sequences 10-12 are like

except the active pool cooling fails but the passive pool cooling succeeds, thus leading to CC-2. Sequences 13-
like 10-12 except the passive pool cooling fails which causes the containment to fail but the emergency water

keeps the core covered, resulting in CC-2. Sequences 16-18 are like 13-15 except the emergency water
fails, uncovering the core, and a CC-3. Lastly, Sequence 19 represents everything failing, to give a CC-3.

The boolean logic and the event categories of Table 7-16 were copied as an ASCII file for input to the
code. The resulting event tree is shown in Figure 7-14, the results of which are presented in Table 7-17.
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Table 7-17 BETA Re,sults for PIUS St_ndine Break Outside Containment

Seauonce Number S_uence Probability C_tegory ......... Consequence CateZo_
I IV I
2 V I
3 V l
4 IV 1
5 V 1
6 V 1
7 V 2
8 V 2
9 V 2
l0 V 2
ll VI 2
12 Vl 2
13 Vl 2
14 VI 2
15 VI 2
16 Vl 3
17 VI 3

18 VI 3 ,
19 VI 3
Total CC-1 IV 1
Total CC=2 V 2
TotalCC-3 VI 3
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Figure 7-14 Steamlinebreak Outside of Containment Event Tree
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7.10 Feedwater Transients
i

Feedwater transients (FWT-ll) include a group of malfunctions of tile steam generator secondary side
system that result in the complete or partial loss of the feedwater supply to the plant. These malfunctions include
failures of the main feed pump, errors of the feed pump control system and control valve, and ruptures of the
feedwater system. The response of the primary and secondary systems will be similar following each c,f these
events and the loss of the main feed pumps is expected to provide a worst-case representation of the plant response
in terms of the potential for fuel damage. Thus, the analysis presented in this section will be based on the loss of
all sequence of main feed pumps. The event sequence diagram is presented in Figure 7-15.

Figure 7-15 Feedwater Transient Event Sequence Diagram

After the initiation of a FWT, the heat removal capability of the secondary system will be degraded and

the primary system pressure and temperature will increase. Based on either high pressure of the primary system or
high loop temperature, the reactor trip and interlock system will pro,6de a signal to trip one of the main coolant
pumps (AS-Ill) and shutdown the plant. If this active scram function fails, the reactor operator can initiate a manual
scram (MS-II) to trip the scram pump and accomplish the shutdown. Should both of these scram functions fail, a

passive scram (PS-IV) would be actuated as the increased primary temperature and pressure caused by the FWT
upsets the pressure balance between the primary and the reactor pool, causing an influx of borated pool water to
the primary system and completing the shutdown. Failure of all three scram mechanisms would cause overpressure
condition on the primary side and result in a challenge to pressure relief system (PRS-III). An additional failure of
the primary pressure relief system could cause overpressure in the containment overpressure condition with
consequences similar to the scenarios of large and small primary pipe breaks discussed in Sections 7.3 and 7.4.

Following a successful scram and reactor shutdown, the active pool cooling (APC-III) system is required
to transfer decay heat from the reactor pool, through the heat exchangers, to the cooling towers. If the active pool
cooling fails, decay heat can be removed from the system by passive pool cooling (If'PC-IV). Failure of both could
result in the loss of the pool water inventory through boiling and overpressure in the primary system. As discussed
in the previous paragraph, challenges to the primary relief system could have consequences similar to those resulting
from large and small primary pipe breaks.

The events discussed above have been assembled into Event Table 7-18. Ten sequences were identified
with Sequences 1 through 9 including success of one of the three scram functions combined with various failures
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of the active and passive pool cooling systems. Sequence I0 assumes the failure of all scram mechanisms. It is

that it is not possible to remove full reactor heat through either active or passive pool cooling. Thus, core

melt (CC3) will result regardless of subsequent actions.

Table 7-I 8 Yeedwater Transients Event Table

No, As Ms ps l_s _ _ cc
1 I - 1 1 1
2 1 - - 0 1 1 3
3 1 - 0 0 2 4
4 0 i - I 1 I
5 0 1 - 0 I I 4
6 0 1 - 0 0 2 4
7 0 0 1 - 1 1 3
8 0 0 I - 0 I I 4
9 0 0 1 - 0 0 2 4
10 0 0 0 - 3 4

This event table was processed with the BETA code to produce the event tree shown in Figure 7,16. In

addition a summary of the frequency categories for each of the consequence categories is shown in Table 7.19.

Table 7-19 BETA Results for PlUS Feedwater Transients

Seauence Number Seouence Probability Cate20rv Conseauence Cateeorv
1 1 1
2 IV 1
3 v 2
4 IV 1
5 IV 1
6 v 2
7 v 1
8 v !
9 Vl 2
I0 v 2
Total CC- I I I
TotalCC-2 V 2
TotalCC-3 VI 3

PlUS F_ter lransient E_wtt Trge

rm _ m p8 ms Apc ppc cc [c seek
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Figure 7-16 Event Tree for Feedwater Transient
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7. I I ComDut©rMalfunction (CM)

PIUS uses extensive main and function (local microproc©ssors and local microcomputers) computer control
and display. Reliability is assured by w.nd©moperation i.e. dual computers, one receiving process information and
executing algorithms for the control and display functions, and the other in a backup mode l_rformin£ the same
processes but not performing control or display functions. Should the active computer fail, control is automatically
transferred to the standby computer. The event sequence diagram for computer malfunction is presented in Figure
7-17.

Computer failure may result from the causes presented in Appendix A.7, such as multiple independent
failures, software failures, or common cause failures. A potential common cause that has been identified may result
from the variable speed control of the primary pumps by thyristors. The rapid rise-time of a semi-conductor,
thyristor switch produces harmonic components in the mega-Hertz region (called electromagnetic interference - EM I)

which will couple into all plant circuits unless prevented. While such interference is minimized at full power, ©yen
then, large amounts of power are being switched. The PSID did not discuss this problem, and it is assumed that
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it will _ address_ hy _ome d_._=gnlcature._suchas, dv,.tn_al_ noi,_esuppressioncircuits, separation, shielding,
etc. ilere, it is assumed thud the design feature (_,.g. n_t_,,:_,upprc_|on equipment) fails and the EMI causes the

computer to malfunch_,n. Su_.h an i!MI might also tw _au,_cd by lighting or a large ¢lectronmgnctic pulse (EMP)
external to the plant. The most likely maltunctlon is that tht, n(,I,,e will cause the computer to address an
unallowable memory field and the computer wdl tall t,, operate. "I'h¢PSID does not describe assurance that the
plant will go to a safe condition on _omputcr iallurc t=,c. tail sale).

This _tion bounds the computer maltun,ztt_n by _on_,ldermg the following l'_ssible scenarios:

1) Cessation of borahon tbr the prinmry system _aw, mga p_,sitlvc rca_hvnty excursion or ramp (RR). it
iS a_ssumed that the primary-pump speed control tracks the cx_.ursm_nto the maximum speed of the pumps (105%),
and

2) Closure of the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV), thus isolating the rt_dol from the normal heat
sink.

The event sequences arc: coniputcr malft, nctiou (CM _ !11) re,,ult.,, in a reactivity ramp (I-RR - iV) I,
and/or a closure of the main steam isolation valve (I-MSIV - IV). Be,:au,_c o/tt_e computer fatlurt;, active _ram
and manual _ram via the computer arc not possible: thu._, they art' not in_:ludcdin the sequences, Ilowever, when

a pump reaches its limiting speed, a turther lncr_:ase in reactivtty a_:tivatcs the pool ha_p, hem:c, a passive scram
(PS o IV). Similarly, the MSIV closure upsets the heat balance and activates the pool loop and passive scram. The
MSIV closure at power will result m excessive steam pressure tripping the steam generator pressure relief and
blowdown to the suppression pool. This sequence _ould not pos_'a challenge to the containment unless the reactor
hils to scram and t'eed,vater continues to supply _ulli,:_.:nt .,,team to ovcrprc.,,suri_ the containment, however a
failure to scram will overpressuriz_: the ,:ontaimncnt regardic,_sof MSIV ch_sur_,. After scram, active p_a)l cooling
(APC -111)2 removes the decay heat, o_ i! it fails, p,ts,,iv¢ pool cooling (PP(" - IV) will remove the decay heat.
It these hil, the primary pressure will trip the relic[ valw..s and primary st_uur_will discharge into the suppression
pool until it becomes overheated, and then steam will pressurize the _:ontamrncnt (CNM - 111)- possibly causing
it to |all. If emergency '_ater makeup (EWM - !!) _s brought in, the co,e will remain covered; otherwise the core
will be damaged.

Table 7-20 presents these ,,ccnar=o_,as an event table. T'his table u,as converted to be input to the BETA
code, and processed to generate the event tree shown in Figure 7-18; the summary of results is presented in Table
7-21.

To summarize the computc_ malfunction sct'naui_s, cv,:n though extreme actions are hypothesized to result
fi'om the failure of the computc_, the passive scram and pas_,ive co_,llng pro_,_dc prottxtion t_ reduce the probability
of core melt to the extremely rare category (l:xcqucn_.y Category V).

1 The notation (i-RR_ means the event i,,,"n_t RR", sin_.c thi_ is an aggravating, not a mitigating t:vtmt. Thus,
a failure of (I-RR) is a rcactivit_ ramp. Thi,, tctmin_)logy is adopl¢'l In be consistent with the Iow,_r part of an event
tree, indicating that there l_ more damag_: than the upper part of the event t_ce. Similarly, (I-MSIV) means" no
MSIV closure."

2 It is not known wlwthtsr a t'olllptltt'r malthnction could al'l'cct the Ol,c_ation of the active pool cooling. There
se,ems to be no need fl_r this sy.stt:m t_,bc computcr-c_>ntr_ll,:d, thus, it may b¢ opcrat',,al from local control centers.

However, if it is computcc cotatrolicd, the r,tth,:r high failur¢ rat,: a_ign_ to APC probably is sufficient to subsume
this probability.
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Table 7-21 BETARuults for PIUS ComputwMalfunction
_umea Number .......... _-.m_.e Probabil/tyCam__ ....... Commuace CstHorY

I V I
2 Vl I
3 VI 2
4 VI 3
$ V I
6 VI 2
7 VI I
8 Vl 2
9 Vl 3
10 Ill 1
11 V I
12 VI 2
13 VI 3
14 V 3
ToOl CC-I i11 1
Total CC-2 V 2
Tool CC-3 V 3
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7.12 $¢_'_:reSeismicEvent

Seismiceffectson PLUS,like any other complex system, are difficult to anticipateeven with very detailed
spnng-rna_,_models.

Here, we will develop an extreme scenano
and explore the possihihtiesusing an event tree. The
postulated_enario is that the plant receivesa shaking
considerably in excessof the designbw+isacceleration Ilsams
(Figure 7.19).The event_uence diagram is presented
in figure 7-20.

Primary concernsare as.,mciatedwith the low 4blm 41mis
re,_)nantfrequencyof the core-flow structurein a very
large arm)untof water. Comparing PlUS with other wdw
LWRs suggests that in the absenceof the pool the
core-flow structure would have a low frequency
because of the length between supports r.nd the
comparative thinness of the flow structure (it is not a
pressure boundary and, therefore, does not require

strength). The core is located close to the PCRV Figure 7-19 Postulated Seismic Motion
support, thereby producing a lever arm that amplifies
the horizontal n_)tion of the flow structure in the mid

plane - this aim) tends to lower the resons.nt frequency of the core-support structure. Horizontal motion of the flow
structure causes water to be displaced in the direction of motion which must flow around the core-flow structure.
When the horizontal motion of the flow structure reverses, water must flow back. The transit time of this motion

produves a ph_.*eshift which can, at certain frequencies, result in resonance between the water motion and the core-
flow support structure. In addition, the effects of coupling the core-few structure to the pool water is to lower the
recreant frequency of the core-flow structure. The NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 for seismic design spectrum shows
increasing power at lower frequencies. Under these circumstances, the core-flow structure may be susceptible to
damage at lower _ismic levels than other parts of the plant. Damage to this structure could inhibit the passive core
cooling and lead to core damage.

The postuled scenario is the following:

• The reactor is at full power when the .severe seismic (SS - V) event occurs,

s The PCRV being 10 meters thick concrete with extensive steel reinforcing maintains its integrity,
s Offsite power is lost,
• Primary pipes may be severed (LPPB - I1),
• Critical heat flux may be exceeded (CHF - II),
• Passive scram may fail (PS - liD,

• Active pool cooling may be lost (APC - II),
• Passive cooling may be lost (PPC - liD,
• The containment may crack and leak (CNM - II), and

• Emergency water makeup (EWM - 11) may be ineffective in cooling the core.

Higher probability categories are used than shown in Table 7-2 because of the increased probability of failure caused
by the seismic event. The scenarios that may result are presented in Table 7-22.
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In sequence1, the l)ii,es d(, nut break, thecritical heat flux Is not exct'_d_, passivescram andactive I_ol c(x)ling
all take place. In St'tlu_:n_:e2, the critical heat flux i._exc_,d'edcausing I'ud damage but the containmentholds.
Sequence3 is like 2, ex_.'_.,p|adive paul cooling fails hutthe passivepool coaling succ'eeds, In sequence4, thepipes
break tel'_sing contaminatedwater insidethecontainment, thecritical heatflux is not exceeded,but the containment
fails from seismicett_cts. In sequence5, the pipes break, critical heat flux is exc_ hut the containmenthold:;,
Sequence6 is like 5, active p(,.I ct)oling fails, the passivepool cooling succeedsas doesthe containment. Sequence
7 is like 6 hut the passi_,e pool cooling fails and emergency water makeup keeps the c(.' covered. Sequence 8 Is
like 7 except the emergency water makeup fails to prot_t the core from overheating. In ,,_.quence 10, the passive
scram fails because of damage to the fh_w structure, the reactor at power overheats and molts the core.

The event table lugic was copied as input and run in the BETA code to produce the event tree shown in
Figure 7-21. The results are shown in Table 7-23.
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Figure 7-21 Severe Seismic Event Tree
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7.13 Refueling Accident (RA)

The description of refueling is incomplete in the PIUS-600 PSID; hence, it was necessary to apply

engineering judgment to the material provided.
]

Description of Refueling PlUS

Before beginning refueling, the reactor primary is borated to the same concentration as the reactor pool.
Activation of the pool loop will fill the primary circuit enclosed by the flow structure. (It may not be necessary
to completely fill the primary loop with borated water.) Figure 7-22 shows the upper part of the PIUS plant
structure used for refueling.

Figure 7-22 PlUS Refueling Structures
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Figure 7-23 presents the event sequence diagram for

flow blockage during refueling. __".]U"PlUS refueling begins by removal of the dome

identified as (A) in the figt, re. It is assumed that the P,.g_mr_ "'_'_ _./-_reactor's internal pool is empty, .'ts is the volume Bloek_e? _Y_ flux
between (A) and the presstlze dome (B) that closes the

primary circuit. (If this space were normally filled L _Y_i_

with water, there would be considerable heat loss.) No , ,,,,,,,,

After removing dome (A), using the service bridge, it

is stored in the reactor's internals storage pool. The fruit.

reactor's internals pool is flooded with water, borated t_,Out"_ .,J | Ya

to the same concentration as the reactor pool, to 1 Y
<cc-, _>prevent accidental criticality. Flooding submerges the ,...... _1

outside of primary piping where it connects with the /Emt_tqgmw/  <CC
flange of the pressure dome. Additional borated water t mttk_p i21 _
is added to the reactor primary until the pressure dome |
is filled after which the pressure dome (B) is rernoved _'

with the service bridge and relocated, out of the way (, C____C-__3___._

in the reactor internals storage pool. At this point,

access to the reactor internals has been gainS. Figure 7-23 Refueling Flow Blockage
Event Sequence Diagram

System 231 consists of the two subsystems,

the refueling machine and the service bridge. At this

stage in the refueling, the service bridge is used to replace burnable absorber rods in fuel assemblies and to act as

a platform for the tools needed to remove and replace the vessel internals.

Refuelint_ Machine

The refueling machine (2311 - item D, Figure 7-22) transports fresh fuel to the intermediate storage racks in the

reactor service pool (system 244) l'_r refueling, and transports fuel from the reactor core to the intermediate storage

racks in system 244 and hack to the core for reload. Several times in the plant's life, the machine is used to

transport fuel frolu the spent fuel storage racks to spent fuel transportation casks.

The refueling machine consists of a trolley operating (m a tracked bridge. The trolley has two working

platforms, control desk, two hoists, and a telescope. At the bott.,ml of the telescope is a fuel assembly grapple.
The grapple is approximately positioned by geometric coordinates and a level; it is precisely positioned manually

by telescopic and television observation using vernier tilting of the telescope to engage fuel elements.

The bridge has two end bogies and two transverse girders. It straddles the protective railing around the
pool. Thyristors control is used t() position the bogies that ride on rails mounted on the floor o the service room.

The trolley consists of a framework that constitutes the lower working platform and a tower for the telescope.

Thyristors control the positioning of the trolley which runs on rails mounted on the bridge girders. The welded

plate tower includes thyristor-controlled hoists, limit switches, and the upper working platform. The control desk

on the service bridge, which includes warning lights, indicating instruments, a TV monitor, a sight drum, and

comtnunicati_ms to the control rt,c)nl, is located on the lower platform which contains tool racks for the exluipment
needed for refueling.

The telescope has one tlxed tube and four telescoping tubes. The telescoping tubes are constrained from

rotation. The fixed tube, mounted on the trolley, indicates and may be rotated 360 °. A guard ring prevents the

telescope touching the poc_l wall. The bottom of the inner telescoping tube has a pneumatic grab, TV camera, and

floodlights. The grab canm_t he opened when supporting a weight.
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When the telescope is fully extended, the grapple is at the same level as the bottom edge of the core grid.
Grapple positions and the unloaded condition is sensed by microswitches that monitor them on the control desk.
The load on the elevator cable is sensed and monitored to provide overload protection.

Service Bridge

The service bridge (2315 - item C in Figure 7-22) contains an electric wrench which is lowered into the
reactor internals to remove the studs and nuts holding the internals assemblies. The first parts removed are the
internals associated with the pressurizer, including flow structures (item E in the figure) and the siphon breaker.
These are unbolted and removed with the bridge and stored in the internals service pool. Next, the upper three parts
of the flow structure are removed and stored in the reactor service pool so that the core in the bottom flow structure

is exposed for refueling.

The service bridge consists of a traveling bridge, service platform, and crane. It runs on rails along the
reactor service pool (244) and the adjacent pools. It can operate from the floor of the reactor service room and over
the reactor service pool. The swinging crane can bring fresh fuel from the fuel service pool to the intermediate
storage racks and can handle tools for vessel internals.

When the plant is operating, the refueling machine and the service bridge are parked on the reactor service
room floor.

Accident Scenarios

At refueling, PIUS-600 is shutdown, and pool water eonveetively circulates through the core with the heat
being removed with the Active pool cooling (APC - III). Should APC fail, passive pool cooling (PPC - IV) will
remove the decay heat. Radioactive releaseswill be confined by the containment (CNM - V). The general types
of accidents that may be envisioned at refueling are:

1) Criticality while refueling,
2) Fuel element drop,
3) Drop of a heavy object to damage many fuel elements in situ,
4) Flow blockage, preventing convective core cooling causing overheating of the fuel.

1). Criticality while Refueling

In a light water reactor, criticality may occur by inadvertent withdrawl of the control rod3. In PIUS-600,
the core is held suberitical by the highly borated pool water. Only by deborating the pool is it possible to go
critical. This is a lengthy process (we estimated several days) which cannot be done accidentally because of the
accumulation and storage of boric acid.

Would a change in geometry change the neutron multiplication? Light water reactor cores, and presumably
PlUS is no exception, are designed to provide maximum neutron multiplication in the normal geometry. Thus,
changes in the geometry from earthquakes, or refueling will result in less multiplication, and hence, greater safety
from criticality.

In conclusion, we judged that criticality while refueling is bounded by other refueling risks, and will not

3 Improper placement of rods in the spent fuel storage pool and insufficient boration of this pool are other
criticahty mechanisms. Without details about the spent fuel storage pool, it is assumed that the pool is designed
such that it is impossible to achieve criticality by the fuel elements. It is also assumed that the neutron lifetime is
continuously monitored to aviod criticality misplacing and that the boron concentration is administratively controlled.
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be further considered.

2.) Fue!Element Drop

The PSID says that a "pneumatic grab" is used moving the fuel elements into place. This statement is
interpreted to mean that instrument air is used to close the grab4. It is conceivable (frequency category lll) that
the grab may clo_ improperly or a part of the grab may fail. The element may be dropped when it has nearly
reached the refueling platform, thus falling about 30 m through water to hit the remaining fuel in the core. No
attempt has been made to estimate the velocity at the time of impact - it is assumed that both the dropped element
and the impacted element are damaged and release radioactivity (CC-2).

There are some modifying effects on this scenario: It is quite possible that the dropped element will hit
structural material and only the dropped rod damaged. In order to impact more than one fuel element, the dropped
element must fall sideways; but if it did, the flow drag would greatly reduce the velocity, and hence, the force of
the impact as well as distributing the force over a large area (less pressure),

In conclusion, the dropped-element accident is estimated to have a frequency class Ill and CC-2.

3) Heavv Obiect Drop

It is clear that no heavy object can be dropped until the reactor is open and sufficient flow structure has
b_,an removed to expose the core. The refueling bridge and the service bridge are heavy objects that could be
dropped, but these are believed to be so large that they cannot fall through the opening at the top of the reactor.

The most obvious heavy object that could be dropped is the telescope 5. Failure of the lift cable would
allow the telescope to move to its full extent, which allows the grapple to reach the core support. The telescope
would fall rapidly because of its stable motion with low fluid drag. The portion actually impacting the fuel is the
bottom section of the telescope, grab, optics, and TV equipment.

The frequency category of the telescope drop is estimated to be IV, and the damage would be CC-2. Some
local heating may occur from blockage of flow channels.

4) Flow Blockage during Refueling

Dropping a sheet of material onto the top of the reactor would block the convective coolant flow and cause
the core to overheat. Such material must have a density greater than 1 to settle onto the core and not be lifted by
the convective flow. Such material has not been identified, however details of the refueling process are not
available. It is believed that such an occurrence would be very rare (FB - frequency category IV). If this
happened, the operator's first action would be to remove the blockage (RB - II) although tools would have to be
improvised and may not be successful. Blockage would cause local overheating (possibly exceeding the critical heat
flux CHF - II) unless the blockage is removed. In the blocked region, steam bubbles would leak from the blockage
and from the bottom of the core. Problems could be compounded by local fuel damage, releasing radioactivity that

4 Another interpretation could be that the grab uses pumped water flow to engage the element by differential
pressure. While this would be an effective means of initially engaging the element, it is not sufficient under reduced
pressure as the element is lifted.

5 Spent fuel casks are other heavy objects that could be dropped, but this is not considered because they are not
passed over the core, there does not appear to be enough hook clearance, and because their diameter is too large
to pass through the opening to the core.
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could force an evacuation of the refueling bridge and stop efforts to remove the blockage. In the most extreme case,

the containment (CMN - III) may fail due to overpressure; the pool water may boil away tending to uncover the
core unless emergency water makeup (EWM - II) is provided. This scenario is presented for completeness and it
is again noted that such a material capable of causing a blockage has not been identified. Further, the possibility
of fuel failure, pool boil-off and containment failure should be quantified.

Table 7-24 presents the scenarios associated with this type of accident.

Table 7-24 PIUS Flow Blockage during Refueling Event Table
.No. RB CHF CNM EWM CC EC
1 1 1 - 1 2
2 1 0 1 - 2 2
3 1 0 0 - 2 4
4 0 0 0 1 2 4
5 0 0 0 0 3 4

Table 7-24 is converted to be inputed into the BETA code and processed to generate Uaeevent tree shown
in Figure 7-24 and the summary of results, presented in Table 7-25.

......................... 2 2 2I llllllll iii IIIII III llllllF- ......
2 'I 3

4 4

II llllV III III
3 4 6

g..x:cets Fi't lure Mot _Pit c"h| •
+ llllOOl ---- --

Figure 7-24 Flow Blockage during Refueling Event Tree
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Table 7-25 BETA Results for Flow Blockage during Refueling
Sequence Number S_uence Probability Category ...... Consexl_uenceCategory_

1 IV 1
2 lV 2
3 V 2
4 V 2
5 V 3
Total CC-1 IV I
Total CC-2 IV 2
Total CC-3 V 3

7.14 Section Summary_

Table 7-26 summarizes the results from the event tree analysis bearing in mind the definitions of the
consequence categories (CCs) as presented in Section 3.5.

Table 7-26 Summary Frequency Categories from Event Tree Analysis of PIUS
L

Accident Title Section CC-1 CC-2 CC-3 L

Large Primary Pipe Break (7.4) IV V VI
Small Primary Pipe Break (7.5) IV VI VI
Loss of Off-Site Power (7.6) I V IV
Turbine Trip (7.7) I IV VI
Steamline Break Inside Containment (7.8.1)IV V VI
Steamline Break Outside Containment (7.8.2) IV V VI
Feedwater Transient (7.9) I V V
Computer Malfunction (7.10) III V V
Severe Seismic (7.11) V V VI
Fuel Element Drop (7.12) - III -
Flow Blockage during Refueling (7.13) IV IV V

These analyses show the considerable protection provided by the passive protection features to PIUS-600.
The most frequent CC-2 accident is the fuel element drop; the most frequent CC-3 class accident is the loss of off-
site power.
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8.0 PlUS SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES AND SAFf-TY CI.ASSIFICATION

I

8.1 ln.B.Ltroduction

The previous section presented the results of the event tree analysis tor the accident initiators that were
identified for this study. Each event tr_ included, across the top of the event tree, the so-called front-line systen'ks
that are needed to mitigate the initiator. This section expands the discussl_m of those front-line systems by
identifying the support systems that are required to function during these events. That is, the dependencies of the
front-line systems are identified. In addition, the safety classification scheme of PlUS is discussed, and the safety
classification of both front line and support systems is given, according to the PSID. This Appendix incorporates
comments, as appropriate, from the May 11 ABB Atom letter.

8.2 System Safety Classification

Section 3,2 of the PSID discusses the "Classification of structures, components, and systems." The PSID
states that the safety classification for PlUS is based on the same principles as tot present day LWRs. Mention ts
made of ANSI/ANS 51.1 (1983), "Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor
Plants," however no commitment to following this standard is given. Most (but not all) of the various classification
,schemes used for PLUS: are defined in the PSID, are similar to those in ANSI/ANS 51.1, and will be summarized

below. In section 3.2 of the PSID, Table 3.A (which is similar to Table 8-1 below) correlates some of the
classifications used. The notes to Table 3.A use the undefined term safety-related. Additionally, in the PSID
"Systems Chapters" (Chapters 100 - 800 of Volume III), a slightly different terminology is used. In a number of
these system and subsystem chapters, the PSID designates that system as "_fety grade" or "not safety grade."
Other system chapters are silent relative to the designation of that system as safety grade. Further, the PSID does
not appear to provide a definition of safety grade, as used in these chapters, or a correlation between _fety grade
_.nd the designations in Table 8.1 below.

......................... _ .... _ .....

Table 8-1 Summary of PlUS Safety Classifications
............ , , ,

PlUS Safety Class (SC-) Seismic Class Mechanical Class Electrical Class
....................

1 1 A IE
.........................

2 I B IE
..............

3 I C IE
................................... ......

N N D C
................

The four PlUS classifications of this Table are discussed in more detail below, using quotes trom tile PSID:

Class 1 "shall apply to pressure-retaining portions and supports of mechanical equipment that form part
of the RCPB, whose failure could cause a loss of reactor cc_olant in excess of the reactor cc_iant normal makeup
capability and whose requirements are within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 11I."

This means the PCRV up to and including isolation valves. However consideration must be given to PIUS where
the upper and lower parts have very different safety implications. The lower PCRB (e.g. PCRV monolith) is
assigned to a higher safety class (1) than the upper parts (2).

Class 2 "shall apply to pressure-retaining portions and supports of primary containment and other
mechanical equipment, requirements for which are within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
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SectionIII, that is not included in SC-I, and is designedandrelied upon to accomplishthe following nuclear safety
functions:"

a) Fissionproduct barrier, primary containment, radioactive material holdupor isolation,
b) Emergency heat removalof the primary atmosphereto an intermediateheat sink, or emergency

removal of radioactive material from the primary containment atmosphere,
c) Introduce negative reactivity into the reactor, or restrict the addition of positive reactivity,
d) Emergency core cooling,
e) Maintain coolant inventory for emergency core c(mltng.

PIUS does not have many of the systems mentioned in the code. The PIUS interpretation is:

- The upper parts of the PCRV including containment isolation valves,
- Reactor internals that are important for maintaining core geometry and coolant flow,
- Safety valve function,
- Reactor shutdown via coolant pump trip,
- Containment.

Sgfety Class :3 "shall apply to equipment, not included in SC-i or SC-2, that is designed and relied upon
to accomplish the following nuclear .safety functions:"

a) Provide for functions of SC-2 equipments or portions are not within the scope of ASME Section
III,

b) Provide secondary containment radioactive material holdup, isolation or heat removal,
c) Ensure hydrogen concentration control,
d) Removal of radioactive material from spaces outside of the containment,

e) Introduce negative reactivity to achieve or maintain sub,criticality,
f) Provide or maintain reactor coolant inventory,

g) Maintain geometry within the reactor to ensure reactivity control and core cooling,
h) Structurally load-bear or protect SC-I, -2 or -3 equipment,

i) Radiation shielding of the control room and offsite personnel.
j) Cooling of liquid-stored fuel,
k) Functionability of SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,
i) Power for SC-1, -2, -3 equipment,
m) Signals or power for SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,
o) Manual or automatic interlock for functionability of SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,

p) Acceptable environment for SC-1, -2, -3 equipment.

The two seismic classes of Regulatory Guide i.29, 1 (fully seismic) and N (not _ismic), are supplemented
with a Seismic Class P (passive). This means that the passive function and structural integrity of the equipment
must be maintained, but there is no requirement for active function i.e. a pressure boundary must be maintained
but pumps need not work. It should be noted that PlUS considers the combined occurrence of an SSE and a I_.OCA,

Mechanical classifications correspond to the mechanical quality classes, and electrical equipment
classification correspond to IEEE 308 (1974). However, PIUS uses the terminology IE rather than IE for safety
related electrical items. An electrical classification of "C" indicates conventional electrical equipment and a "-"
indicates that there is no electrical function for that equipment.

The simplified Table (8-1) shows the relationships between these four classification systems. Table 8-2,
which was adapted from Table 3.A of the PSID, provides a detailed breakdown of PIUS subsystems, showing their
various safety classifications. Non-safety equipment or subsystems (that is, equipment having a safety designation
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seismicclassificatum N, mechanicalquality D, and electrical classifi(:all(mC arc not includedin this tahle.

For a listing of all PIUS systems !ncludlngth()_edesignatedas non-_afcty, s_ the PSID Table 3.A,

[ 77 LII rile, Jl_fl_.... l_ll : : : :: L L: - i I lll[lffllll i ii iii[iii i i iiiiii i

Table 8-2 Safety Classification of PlUS Structures, Comlx)nents and Systems

System Descnptl(,n Safe- I Seis- Mech- Ele_:tri-
No. ty mic anical cal

,, , ,,, , ,,, , ,,, , , ,,,,, , ' ,,, .- ,, ,, i : 11,,i i , : T

I00 Buildings, External Plant Systems
• , ,, , , _ , , r, , j ,, ........... ,r._...

121 Reactor (Rx) building (bldg) containing _fety-related 3 I C
parts

....................... , ,.............. L........

125 Control systems bldg. main control room 3 l C

151 Concrete ves.,_i monolith I 1 A -
• _ ,, ,, ,J ,,, i, ,, ,,,,, , ...........

152 Concrete containment 2 l B -
'' , , , ,, ,,,,, ,,u ..................

157 Concrete vessel liner cooling system N P D -

159 Concrete vessel liner venting system 3 I C -
,..........

200 Rx & Rx Auxiliary Systems
,,, ,|r,

211 Pressure vessel upper parts I 2 I B IE
.,,, ,.,, ,,, ,, ..........

213 Reactor internals - fi_rshutdown and core cooling (.'_&cc) 2 l B
, ,,,,,............. , ................

215 Reactor assembly supports and restraints for _&cc 2 I B -
. - ,,, ,,, ,,i

216 Ves_l internal instrumentation support equipment for 2 l B
sd&cc

,,, ,, ,,, ,..... ,

231 Refueling parts to prevent dropping of fuel elements 3 P C
,,, ,,.,, , ,,, , , ,1 ,,, ,, ,11

233 Refueling handling parts to prevent equipment dropping 3 P C -
on reactor

,. , ,, , , ,,, ,,,.........

241 Fresh fuel storage equipment N P D -
,, ,...... ,, =,,,,,

243 Spent fuel storage equipment N P D -

261 Fuel assemblies 2 1 B -

300 Reactor Plant Prt_:ess Systems

312 Reactivity control system integrity I 2 I B -
,,= ,

313 R_irculation system integrity 2 I B
i .... ,,

314 Pressure relief system (PRS) integrity 2 ! B
i , , ,,,,,

314 PRS safety valves 2 [ B
•, , ,,,,,,,, ......... , ,,.,

314 PRS other parts 3 P B C
,, , ,., ,, ,,,- ,,

316 Condensation system 2 P B IE
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Table 8-2 Safely Classificatlon of' PIUS Stru_:tur¢._,C(_inp(,ncnl_and Sy,_tem_

System Description FSal_.- Scls- Mech- Ele_tri-
No. ly mic anical cal

680 Electrical power system, control system "; 3 i C IE
............. ,,, T,, ,,,,f,, , ........ ,,, ,,,, : ,,,, , ,, __

690 Power cable systems 3 3 ! C IE
......L, LLJ_' .... "' ...................... " _ 'W'' ,', L ' "J' ", = .....

700 Service Systems

714 Cooling towers for reaL;forpool ct_)lers 3 ! C IE
,, r J , J_ , ,, i , ,,.,,,n, J :, ,r , ,,, j_: ,,, , , ,,, ............. .. ........ :. j_ _,

721 Die.l-backed closed c(mling system for reactor pool 4 3 1 C IE
I II I .... j_k ............... ii II I : _ ..... _ 1I i --

722 Die_l-backed closed totaling system fi)r component 3 1 C IE
cooling 4

,,,u , .................. ,_, , _ ,,, ,,, J,,,, ,,, , , ,

724 Closed cooling system fi_r reactor I_ml coolers 3 I C IE
,, ........ , ,,, ,,, -_ , , ,, ,, , __

727 Local air coolers 3 3 I C IE
: : , , ,, t,, ........... _,,,,,,,, , .... ,, •

733 Demineralized water distribution system 4 3 I C IE
,,, -- ,, ,,, , ,,, , ,, ,, ,,,

734 High pressure distilled water system 4 3 I C IF
,, ,, ,,,, -- ,,, , t ,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,, ..... ,

741 Containment ventilation system 4 3 ! C IE
...... ,,,, ,, ,,,,, ,, , .......

742 Reactor building ventilation dampers 3 1 C IE_ L , , ,, , ,, ........ , ...... _-, ..........

746 Control building ventilation system 3 N C IE
,,, ,,,, . ,,, ,,,, ,,,,, r ,, , , , J ,,,.......... - ,,,

749 Emergency ventilation system 3 N C IE
.... ,,,.... --.... , ,,,,,,,,, • ,, , t

751 Bottled air system 3 i C IE
-- ,,,,, ,,,, , .... , ....... ,,

753 Compressed air system 4 3 I C IE
.,, ,, ,,,

800 Other Plant Equipment
,,, ..... , .................. ,,

810 Transport equipment, reactor service room overhead N P C C
crane

.......... l l l l llllll[ H _ _ l ] l l . _ Ill l Ill l Jll l l l

Notes to Table:

1. RCPB pordon of system up to and including containment isolation valves (CIVs),

2. These systems may contain significant amounts of radioactive material. If the consequences of a rupture
may be close to regulatory limits, then classify as shown, othe_'ise system is non-safety related
(N/N/D/C).

3. Safety-related parts of these systerm only.

4. These systems may have lines penetrating the containment. Only the CIVs and the lines between the CIV
and containment wall are classified as shown.
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S. 3 Syst©m D_nd©n_ies

Figure 8-1 andTable 8-3 provide a top level rcpre_ntation of the dependenc0esof the major PlUS systems.
This figure and tableu_ the PlUS terminology pre_nted in Section 2, A more detaii_ systemdependencylisting
(down to the subsy.qtem level) is provided in Appendix C.

The event tree analysis de._nbed in Section 7 identified the folh)wmg PlUS system._ as being significant

to the mitigation of the transients that were analyzed'.

AS Active Scram
MS Manual Scram
PS Passive Scram

APC Active PoolCooling
PPC Passive Pool Cooling
BYPOP Steam Bypass System
iSO Steamline l_lation
CNM Containment

EWM Emergency Water Makeup

Appendix E gives a detailed description of the PlUS system dependencies, Table E-2 and the PlUS PSID i
was used to construct the following tables for the systems that have been identified in the event tree analysis. The
systems listed under each mitigating system are support systems that are believed to be necessary to operate in order
to successfully complete the mitigating function, in addition, for each support system the following information is
included: PIUS system number; the safety classification as.u__ciatedwith each system using the nomenclature of
Appendix E, Table E-2 (i.e., ND-not designated, NS-non safety, PS-passive safety, and SG-safety grade), and the
safety class per Table 3.A of the PSiD. In _)me cases not all of the system was the same class; this is indicated
by giving the higher class and noting it as "part."

Active Scram

5161 Reactor Scram Trip System (SG) {3)
536 Reactor, Pool, and Ve._! Monitoring (NS) (3, part)
325 Rx Pool Water Replacement System (PS) (2, part)
520 Main Process Computer iNS) (3, part)

Manual Scram

5161 Reactor Scram Trip System (SG) (3)
5162 Hot Reactor Shutdown Trip System (SG) (3)
--- Operator Manual Actions (ND) (-)

Passive Scram

3221 Lower Density l.x)ck (ND) (N)
3222 Upper Density Lock (ND) (N)
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Tible8-3 PlUS600MajorSystemDependencies
_ _ _ _ I I III I I .... .....................

1O0 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Uses Building Reactor Reactor Steam Control Electri- Service Other

From -> External & Process & Equip- cal Systems Plant
Plant Reactor Systems Power ment Equip- Equi-
Struc- Auxiliary Con- ment pmcnt
tures Equip- version Systems

Feeds to: merit
ii J i i ii i i ii ill i 111111 ilmllli j i i J

100 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Building
External

Plant
Structures

200 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reactor &

Reactor

Auxiliary
Equipment

300 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
Reactor
Process

Systems
.... ,,,,,, .......... :

400 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
Steam &

Power
Conver

sion

500 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Control

Equipment ._
" " ' ' , ' ,,, ,, ,i ,,

"600 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Electrical

Equipment
Systems

,,, i ,,,,,,, ,,. ....... ,

700 1 1 i 1 0 1 1 0
Service

Systems
,, ,, , ,,

800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Other
Plant

Equipment
, , , , ',' ' ,f , , , , ,ira,, " ' ............ ,,
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Figure 8-1 PlUS 600 Major System Dependencies
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Active Pool C_ling

323 Rx Pool Cooling System (NS) (2,C1Vs)
66i Die_! Backed 660 VAC Power (NS) (N)
721 Die_l Backed Closed Cooling System

for Reactor Pool (NS) (3,CIVs)
712 Diesel Backed Service Water System (NS) (N)

Passive Pool Cooling

724 Passive Closed Cooling System
For Reactor Pool (SG) (3)

321 Reactor Pool (SG) (2)

714 Cooling Tower (ND) (3)

Steam Bypass System

413 Steam Bypass System (NS) (N)
592 Turbine Protection System (ND) (N)
597 Turbine Control System (ND) (N)
441 Turbine Condenser (ND) (N)
461 Condensate System (ND) (N)

Steamline Isolation

4111 Steamline Isolation Valves (SG) (N)

Containment

No support systems

Emergency Water Makeup

--- Operator Manual Actions (ND) (-)

314 Pressure Relief System (SG) (2)
316 Condensation System (SG) (2)

The containment system does not have any other system that must function to assure containment integrity.

For the above mitigating systems not all of the support systems are clearly designated as safety-related or
safety grade.

Further, in order to properly evaluate the appropriateness of the PIUS safety classification system and the
assignment of safety classifications to the various front line and support systems, the apparent contradictions and
missing information first needs to be corrected. As a summary, all definitions are not clear, not all of the RCPB

is class 1, some class 3 systems are listed as non-safety grade, and some safety grade systems have non-safety grade
support systems.
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9.0 RESULTS

This integrated study of PIUS consists basically of two parts: a component level analysis and an integrated
systems analysis. Sections 4 and 6 gave the results from the component level FMECA and deterministic analyses.
Sections 5 and 7 gave the integrated HAZOP and accident sequence analyses. The FMECA approach is inductive
in the discovery of faults; the HAZOP is deductive. The supporting deterministic analyses use a more conventional

approach in the form of thermal-hydraulics, structural, and corrosion analyses. The accident sequence analyses use
event trees to study accident progression from event to event until a final equilibrium state is achieved. This section
condenses results from sections 4 through 8, and where possible orders items according to significance. This section
uses the definitions of frequency and consequence categories from the Table of Definitions in the front, and the
definitions of NRC Event Categories from Section 7.3.

The probabilistic and deterministic analyses in Sections 4 through 6 do not provide a complete picture.
The FMECA and HAZOP approach the overall picture to some extent, but a more complete representation requires
preparatian of event trees of accident sequences. This was done in conventional PRA/PSA fashion (Section 7) using
estimates of the frequency of initiating events and probabilities of the failure of the mitigation. The accident

sequences associated with these initiators were presented in the form of event trees. The end-state core damage of
each accident sequence was estimated indicating the amount of material that might be released. The postulated
failures are further examined in Section 8 for system dependencies.

The limitations of methodologies used in the integrated PIUS systems study are discussed separately below.

Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

A major limitation of FMECA is that it assumes that the plant is overall designed correctly, that proof of
principle tests have been successful, that the design is properly executed, and that the plant has been started and is
operating. These assumptions render FMECA ineffective for detecting most design errors. Some exceptions are
presented in Appendix A, such as raising the possibility of exceeding the critical heat flux in certain depressurization
accidents.

FMECA focuses on small units of the plant to discover ways in which these could fail, and probable
outcomes of failure. Thus, FMECA is very useful as a tool for improving operations and for detecting safety
hazards that may result from equipment and human error failures. Its limitations are in the knowledge and insight

of the person(s) performing the FMECA, regarding modes of failure and the consequences of failure. This area
is where a FMECA may be improved by expert consultation and review.

FMECAs are also limited in their ability to model the results of multiple system failures that may lead to
serious consequences. In this study, we used conventional event trees to perform the systems integration.

Hazards and Operability Study (HAZOP)

HAZOP begins by examining the process variables, the tolerance bands within which operation is _fe and
the effect of perturbations that take the process variables out of range. After identifying critical process variable

perturbations, HAZOP determines design errors and equipment malfunctions or failures that could cause the
perturbations. All consequences of such errors, malfunctions and failures are then analyzed. These investigations
are conducted in a group setting.

HAZOP was developed by the chemical process industry, presumably for plants with minimum
documentation. Therefore, the HAZOP teams typically include plant designers to provide details about the design
and reasons for the design selection. For PLUS, the primary source of information is the PSID. There were no
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members of the PlUS design tt.am participating in the HAZOP part of the integrated PlUS study. As a result rrumy
questions were asked that were nc_tansweied in the PSID. A few answers were obtained from the vendor; other
answers were inferred by PIUS intt:gratcd study support analyses (such as PIPA). Nevertheless, some questions
rema;.n unanswered, the result of which weakens the HAZOP analysis.

Additionally, the HAZOP study was found to be particularly labor intensive in this case due to some lack
of detailed design and operation.'d information. As a result, the HAZOP analyses were only conducted on a
_mpling basis for PlUS systems and operational modes.

Deterministic Analy_es

Computer models of the thermal hydraulics were constructed using the Plant Interactive Plant Analyzer
(PIPA). Various reactor transients were evaluated, primarily in support of the HAZOP analysis. Unfortunately,
PIPA was not suited for LOCA analysis and could not support the full range of accidents postulated in Section 7.

Re:;ot_rccs wez'e not available for detailed studies of the performance of PlUS when subjected to external
events, The reviews concentrated on the safety classifications of systems for withstanding these events. Section
7 casts the seismic problem as an event tree to show possible mechanical-tluid coupling that may damage the core-
flow structure under seismic events that are not disruptive to the PCRV, but could possibly lead to core damage.

The material analyses, using conventional engineering, specifically provide many insights into potential
equipment failures. Un,%rtunately, there are little data on operation in the specific conditions that will be
experienced in the reactc_r pool.

Event Tree Construction

Section 7 extends the analyses presented in Sections 4, 5, and 6 through the use of accident sequences
diagrammed as event trees. The initiating events were selected from the PlUS Intermediate Table (PIT) as
supplemented by plant operating experience and generic initiating events used in LWR Probabilistic Risk Assess-
ments (PRA). Major systems that mitigate the accident, started by the initiating event, were selected from the PIT
and from a knowledge c_fthe plant. The initiating events were assigned, based on generic data, into six frequency
classifications; the prc)babilities of mitigating system failure were estimated from generic data and assigned to the
same frequency categories. Event trees were constructed for 11 accident sequences and evaluated in the BETA code
using the underlying numerical values tor frequency and probability. Three categories of accident consequences
were assigned to the event sequence end states based on the amount of radioactive material that could be released
(see "Fable of Definitions.) There were no severe accident studies of PIUS to support these assignments but the
categories are broad and we believe assignments based on engineering judgment provide insights for the analyses,
which are preferable to ignoring the consequences altogether.

Through this pro_'ess, the ranking ,.)f the accidents presented in this section were obtained. These results
should not be considered as quantitative. The frequency and consequence categorizations are used to indicate that
the results are for guidance. A detailed PRA would be needed for me)re definitive statements.

NRC Event Cate'og32_Meth_doloev

We analyzed the same accident scenarios using the NRC Event Category method which is based on initiator
frequency and combinati()ns of failures. This method is defined and discussed in Section 7.3. In a simplified

O'fashion EC-I sequences are Abnormal Operational Occurrences (AO s), EC-2 sequences are Design Basis
Accidents (DBAs), EC.-3 sequences are Severe Accidents, and EC-4 sequences are Residual Risk related sequences.
Many of the sequences were in the EC.4 category representing sequences beyond or outside of the classification

scheme. "l'lr,is meth¢)d makes no attempt to estimate the consequences of acci(lent sequences. As a result, the
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ranking of sequences based on this method, is based on frequency and number/types of failures only; thus they
contain a mix of events of varying estimated consequences.

The results of these analyses are summarized below. Prioritized tables of accident sequences will be given, using
the NRC Event Categories in Section 9.1 and the Consequence Categories in Section 9.2. The symbols used in the
accident sequences, to identify initiators and top events of the event trees are given in Tables 9-1 and 9-2.
Prioritized tables of accident sequences are presented in Tables 9-3 to 9-5 (using the conventional Boolean logic
symbol of "*" to designate "and'.)

Following the prioritized tables of accident sequences in Sections 9.1 to 9.3, systems important to safety
are given in Section 9.4. Key operator actions are presented in Section 9.5 and a summary of important general
observations is provided in Section 9.6. Section 9.7 lists maintenance, test and insp_tion observations, while
section 9°8 considers the lessons learned in the course of this study. Limitations imposed by lack of engineering
detail are summarized in Section 9.9.

Table 9-1 Initiator Identification
,,

Initiator Symbol

Loss of Off-Site Power LOSP

Computer Malfunction CM

Flow Blockage FB
,,

Feedwater Transient FWTR

Small Primary Pipe Break SPPB

Large Primary Pipe Break LPPB

Steamline Break Inside SBIC
Containment

Steamline Break Outside SBOC
Containment

Turbine Trip TTRIP

Severe Seismic SS
,,
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,/'l ..... ,,,.o,,

Table 9-2 Top Event Identification
i

................ _ ..........

Passive Scram PS
.... , ....... ,,,,, ......

Active Scram AS
,,, ,, , ,,,,,, , _ ,,. ,,

Manual Scram MS
,,

Emergency Water Makeup EWM
,,,, ,.,

Containment CNM
......... , ,

Remove Blockage RB
., , , ............

Exceeding Critical Heat Flux CHF
,,

Passive Pool Cooling PPC
, . ,,,, ,

Active Pool Cooling APC
,,,, .... ,, ,,

Steamline Isolation ISO
,,,,,........

Steam Generator Tube Rupture SGTR
......... , ,, ,,

Large Primary Pipe Break under Seismic Conditions I-LPPB
.... ,

Exceeding Critical Heat Flux under Seismic Conditions CHF
,,,,, _,,

9.1 Prioritized Tables of Accident Sequences Based on NRC Event Classification

Each of the paths through an event tree shows an accident sequence. Section 7 classified the accident
sequences using both consequence categories (CCs) and the NRC Event Category (EC) method. The differences
in classification schemes result in a somewhat different prioritization I. Tables 9-3 to 9-5 present the prioritization
of the sequences within each of the three NRC ECs. These tables also contain the information on consequence
categories. The prioritization by Consequence Categories will follow in Section 9.2.

Table 9-3 presents the accident sequences leading to EC-3. We note that event category EC-3 is not a
classification of the consequences, but relates to the probability of occurrence (see definition in Section 7.3) The

Table does,however, also list the consequence category. Using this method, the most probable sequence is Loss
of Off-Site Power and failure of the active pool cooling. The next most frequent sequence is a Turbine Trip and
Active Pool Cooling failure. An important point to note is that most sequences have no significant consequences
(CC-1.) There is only one sequence in the Table of CC-2 and only three sequences of CC-3. The CC-3 sequences
all involve a failure of the passive scram. The lack of many sequences with notable consequences is an indication
of the overall robustness of the PlUS design.

A similar prioritization may be applied to NRCEC classification leading to EC-2 as shown in Table 9-4.

The most frequent four sequences leading to EC-2 are the four initiators on frequency category IV without any
additional failures. Again, we note that there is only one sequence with any consequences (and it is CC-2.)

1 The NRCEC results were prioritized by ordering the sequences according to decreasing frequency based on
the numerical sequence calculations performed by the BETA code.
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Table 9-5 summarizes the results of accident sequences in EC-1. There is one sequence, namely th_ Fuel
Element Drop, that is postulated to have CC-2. This is worthy of note, since EC-I is a somewhat frequent
condition.

',,,, , , , ,,,, , ............... _ :.....,. _.

Table 9-3 Decreasing Frequency Ordering of NRCEC Accident
Classifications for EC-3

,,. ,, ..,,

Frequency Category Accident Sequence CC
, ,,,.,,,

III LOSP*APC 1
, , .... ,,

III TTRIP*APC 1
,, , , , ,,,,,

III TTRIP*AS*MS 1
,,,,

IV FWTR*APC 1
,, ,,

IV FWTR*AS 1
....,, , ,, , _ ,,

IV LOSP*PS 3
, , ,m ,.,,,,,

IV "I'I'RIP*BYPOP*RVSV 2
o., ,, , , , , , ,., I

IV TTRIP*BYPOP*AS 1
,, j ..,.,

IV TTRIP*BYPOP*APC 1

IV TTRIP*BYPOP*MS 1
,, , i

IV CM*APC 1
,,,,,,

V CM*PS 3
,,, , ,,

V SBIC*APC 1
,,

V LPPB 1
,, , , ,,,

V SS 1
,,

V LPPB*AS 1
,, ,,. ,

V SBOC*AS 1
, ,, ,,,

V SPPB*AS*MS 1
,,.

V SBIC*AS*MS 1

V FWTR*AS*MS 1

..... ' ' "'" ' I

V SS*I-CHF1 1
,,,.,,

V SS*I-LPPB*I-CHF 1
: .....

VI SS*PS 3
"'' _ ,,' __
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i _ i,i I _ i,_i,I........ i : ;i iii iiiu iii1,11iii

Table 9-4 Decreasing Frequency Ordering of NRCEC Accident
Classifications for EC-2

Frequency Category Accident Sequence CC
i ii i .... ill i i i 1 _

IV SPPB 1
ill illllll ...... ii ilUt i i Ul i iii,

IV SB1C 1
i, illll ii illll i ii ill ___

IV FB 1
.................................

IV SBOC 1
...... i i_ ...... , ill,i i

IV SPPB*AS 1
illl ii,,i ill l .... __

IV SBIC*ISO 1
i lill i

IV FB*CHF 2
............. ............ i

Table 9-5 Decreasing Frequency Ordering of NRCEC Accident
Classifications for EC-I

..........

Frequency Category Accident Sequence CC
.... _ ................ __

I LOSP 1
.... ,i

I '['TRIP 1
i i i ii illll ii

II FWTR 1
....... i ..............

II1 TT*BYPOP I
i, .........

III TT*AS 1
.................. ,lii,i __

IV FWTR*AS 1
................... illl __

III CM 1
................. i

III FD 2
ii ................... i, __

V CM*(1-RR) 1
..................

V CM*(1-MSIV) 1
.....
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t:urther understandingof plant safety is altorded by ident|ty|ng and pr.JritlZmg the ace|dentsequencesthat
le.adto the same type of accident consequem:es. Table 9_6 show,, the sequ,:ncesot act:idents leading to CC-3.
These sequencesare prioritiz_'xl according It) decreasingtrequencyol occurrence. Al_o inchlded in the Table Is the
NRC EC for the sequence. For example, the sequence o| first |nlpt_rtan_:ein Table q.6 i_ a I_,_ -f ()ff_Site Power
(LOSP) fblh_wed by a failure of the Passive Scram (PS). The se_.'ond rn_st ||np_rtant sequence is iailure of the

Passive Scram, fl_llowlng a Computer Malfunct,m. Both of these sequences are li('-2, namely an m/tlat.r between
F.-2 and E-4 eomhine_l with only a single failure. This illustrates the tmportan_:_"_f Passive Scram to PlUS safety.

The sequence LOSP*PS is so important, because loss of _tlsite power occurs lelatlvely frequently and also appears
to defeat the active and manual scrams ([urther explanat.m _f the PSII) or des|gn changes may revise this
assessment.) tlowever, the PlUS scram system (as analyzed in th|s study) was n_,t diverse m that the passive
scram underlies the scram mechanism whether or not the scram is initiated as an acttv,- or manual scram, Thus,

if there is a failure in the passive portion of the scram system, PItJS will n_t scram regardless of h_w it was
initmat',,M.This said, one must still recognize that the passive scram is very reitablt.,

The consistency of these conclusions will be shown by later Tables that rank initiators and systems, and
which rank I.OSP se_'ond in initiator importance and rank the PS first m system importance,

!

The list of pr'._ritized accident sequences is different lot the less severe accident consequence category, C'C-
2, than fi_rthe most severe category, CC-3. This tact results h_x:ause only s_m_: a,:_.:ider_tsequences can lead to
severe accidents, the remaining, different sequences lead to other c_,nsequence class,:s. "Fable 9-7 pre:4ents a
prioritiz.ation of the accident sequences that lead t_ CC-2.

titre, wc note that refueling accidents head the list, namely the iuel ek'mcnt drt_p and exct-ed|ng the Critical
flea| Flux fi_llowing Flow Blockage. The next most frequent sequence is the Stcamline Break Outside of
Containment follow_ by a failure of the stcamline isolation and a steam generat.r tube rupture.

Another important observation is that taking both Tables 9-6 and 9-7 t_geth_r only three sequences are
alcove Frequency Category V (E-4 to E-7.)
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........ I111n1111 II Pllfl- _ _ ....._ 7 ,̧,,i,........

Tible9-6 D_r_in_l FrequencyOrdenng ofAccidentof

SequencesLeadingtoCC-3
,|,, H ,,i ,i ,/ ,T/ , ,,,,.,,, ,,,,,,,,,, ,, L,',, ............ r, , , ' : '' . " l

EventC_8ory _ FrequencyCategory AccidentSequence, ,, ,, ,,...,_.j......................................

3 IV LOSP*PS
T , ,,,,p,.......... ........ : ,,,,,,,,, , ,,

3 V CM*PS
, ,,, , m,,, _ ,, ,,,.,,,., ,, ,. , , , ,,,,,.,..,,,r, , ,s L , , ....

4 V FB*RB*CHF*CNM*EWM

4 VI LOSP*APC*PPC*EWM*CNM
, , , , ,,,, , ,,, , , , , ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,, , .................................

3 VI SS*PS
, i: ,,,,,,,,,H , , i,, ,,,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,,

4 V[ SBOC*AS*MS*PS
,L,J , ,i,,,, i ,, , , , ,,,, , , ................................

4 V[ SBIC*AS*MS*PS

4 VI SPPB*AS*MS*PS
,,,,.., ,, , , , , , ,,, ,,,.,,,.,, .................

4 VI CM*APC*PPC*CNM*EWM

4 VI LPPB*AS*MS*PS
, LH ' , ,, ,,L,I ,,, , , , ,,, ,,,, ,,,,,,, ,

4 Vl SS* l -LPPB* l -CH F*A PC* PPC*CNM *EWM
,, ,,, ,,, n, ,, ,,,... ,,,,,q,

4 VI SBIC*|SO*APC*PPC*CNM*EWM
, ,, , , ., , i , , ,,, ,,,,, , ................. ,., , , .., , , ,, ,

4 VI FWT*AS*MS*PS
, I,,H , , , , ,,, ,,., ,,.,,,., .

4 VI SBOC*ISO*SGTR*APC*PPC*CNM*EWM
, !,,l,, , , ,,,,u,.,, . ,, , , , ,, ,,, , , ,

4 VI CM * I-RR*APC*PPC*CNM *EWM
,,,, ,,, ,, ,,,,,, , , , ,, ,

4 Vl CM I-MSIV APC PPC CNM EWM
.,'",,, ,,,, , ,, ,,,, ,,. ,,,,..,,,,i ,,,, ,,,,

4 VI TTRIP*BYPOP*AS*MS*PS*RVSVV|
,,,, , , , , , ,u,, ,, ,,,,, ,,,, ,.,, , ,,,

4 Vl SBOC AS ISO SGTR APC PPC CNM EWM
,,,,,, ,, ,,, , , ,, , , ,,,,,,,,,, , , ,, ,,,,, , ,,

4 VI SBIC AS ISO APC PPC CN EWM
, , , ,, , _ ,,,

4 VI SIBC*AS*MS*ISO*APC&PPC*CNM*EWM
.,,.,, ,, ,, ,,, ,

4 VI SBOC AS MS ISO SGTR APC PPC CNM*EWM
,, , , , , ..........., , , ,,,,,,,, i,,

4 V| SPPB*AS*MS*CHF*APC*PPC*EWM*CNM
,,,,, , ,,,,, , , ,,

4 VI LPPB*AS*MS*CttF*APC*PPC*EWM*CNM
, , , , ,, , .,,,. ,,,,

4 V1 TrRIP*AS*MS*PS*APC*PPC
_ ., , ,

4 VI TI'RIP BYPOP AS MS PS APC PPC
,, ,,, ,,...... , ....., _ , , ,,,, ,, ,, ,, , ,,' ,,_,, , , ,
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:,UL.,,I_' L' _: U ........I II Ill,nil I II q II li III lil.......

Table 9-7 Decreasing Frequency Ordering of Accident of
Sequences Leading to CC-2

Event Category Frequency Category Accident Sequence
.........

1 II1 FD
__ ....................... , .... , , ,, ........

2 IV FB*CttF
, ................. , , ,, , , ,,,,,,,,, , , , , ,,,, , ,, ,,,,, Ju ,, ,,,

2 V SBOC*ISO*SGTR
,,, ,11,,, , ,,, ,,,, ,, ,, ,,

4 V TTRIP*BYPOP*AS*RVSV
. ,,,,,,,m , , ,,l, i, ........

4 V SBOC*AS*ISO*SGTR
]J,J,., ._L_, ,u , ,, ,i, ,, , ,,.,,, , , - _:-_-

4 V FWTR*APC*PPC
, _ ,L ,,,m . ,,, ,,,,i,,, , , f ,, • i ,,, ,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,, . ,,,,,,,,,,,,

4 V SBIC*ISO*CN

4 V FB*CHF*CNM
, ,J , ,., , ,,, ,, ,,, ,,,.,., ,,, ,,,,,.......

4 V LPPB*AS*CHF
i ........................... , ,, , , , , ,,,,. --

4 V SBOC*ISO*SOTR*APC
,, , ,,,,.,,. , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , , , ,m, , --

4 V TTRIP*BYPOP*AS*MS*RVSV
, , ,,,,, ,, ,.,,,,,,,,,, , ,, ,,,,,,

4 V FB*RB*CHF*CNM
,, ,,,,,,,,.,, , , j,,,, ,, ,,,,,,,,| ,,,, ,,,, , ,,,

4 V CM*I-RR*CNM
,,,,,,,. , , ,,, ,,,,,.,,,,,,, ,, ,, , , , ,,,,,,,,

4 V SBOC*AS*MS*ISO*SGTR
_ ,,,, ,,, , , ,, ,, J ,,.., , , ,,, i , ,

4 V SBIC*ISO*APC*CNM
IL _ 'fill J... "' , ,, , , ,,, , , , Hill

4 V LOSP*APC*PPC*CNM
, ,,,.., , ,,, , , , , , , ,_, ,, , ,

4 V FWTR*AS*APC*PPC
,,,,, ,,, ,, .,,,, ,, ,,, ,,

4 V SBIC*AS*ISO*CNM
,.,., ,, , ., i ...................................

4 V SS*I-LPPB*CNM
, .n,,

_k _ Jk 414 VI FWTR AS MS APC PPC
- , , ,,,,.. , ,,,,,, ,, ,,,,,

4 VI LPPB*AS*MC*CHF*APC
J, , ., ,, , ,

4 VI SBIC*AS*MS*ISO*CNM
.,.

4 VI SBOC*AS*ISO*SGTR*APC
.. , , ,, ,, ,,, , ,..., , ., ,

4 VI SBOC*AS*MS*ISO*SGTR*APC
, ,, ,

4 VI CM*APC*PPC*CNM
, .. ,,...,

4 VI TTRIP*AS*APC*PPC
- ,.

4 VI SBIC AS ISO APC CNM

_k _ mk *k *k4 VI SBIC AS MS ISO APC CNM
.,,, ,., ..
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Table 9-7 Decreasing Frequency Ordering of Accident of
Sequences Leading to CC-2 (continued)

i ,,, i i,i , ::L__

Event Category Frequency Category ...... Accident Sequence

4 VI SS* I-LPPB* I-CH F*APC*PPC*CN M
, i,, i _ t,,, ,, , -

4 VI "VFRIP*AS*M S*APC*PPC
,,,,,,,, ,. .... ,,, ,,,, , ., ,J ,,, J J,,, ,, i!, ,it i

4 VI TTRIP*BYPOP*AS*APC*PPC
...... , ,,, • ,, ,,, i ,,,,, , i i , i, i, i

4 VI SBOC*ISO*SGTR*APC*PPC*CNM
i i i i ,, , i ,iii ,, 1 j i,.,, ._ _,,,

4 VI CM* I-MSIV*APC*PPC*CN M
............. _ _ , ii ,,,., i i , ,,,, ,,, ,,,

4 VI CM *1-RR*APC* PPC*C NM
_ L 1 ,,,,,,,,,, ,,, ,, , ,, _

4 VI SPPB*AS*M S*APC*PPC*CNM

4 VI TTRIP*BYPOP*AS*MS*APC*PPC
.... i,i ,i ,,,., i J,, i ,.., ,,,,,,,

4 VI LPPB*AS*MS*CHF*APC*PPC
.... ,,,,,,,,, ,,., ,, , , L ,.......................................... , ...............

4 VI SBOC*AS*ISO*SGTR*APC*PPC*CNM
,i i ,i,, i ,.,, ,,,,,,,, ,,, .,., ,,,, ,u ....,,, , , ,.,,, , ,, ,,,,i i i

4 VI SBOC*AS*MS*ISO*SGTR*APC*PPC*CNM
i t i ,i, ,,,,

9.3 Prioritized Tabl¢ of Accid.e,n_Initiators."

Table 7.2A shows the initiators that resulted from the integrated study of PIUS. An additional perspective
of the significance of the initiators is gained by prioritizing them by decreasing order of frequency of occurrence
as is done in Table 9-8. This table and subsequent tables were prioritized by using numerical values of the
frequencies as calculated by the code BETA, although these numbers are suppressed in favor of frequency classes
to avoid a misleading impression of precision, Initiators can also be compared by the magnitude or total frequency
that the accident sequences associated with them lead to various degrees of plant damage. The Consequence
Categories (CCs) are defined in Section 3.3 (also in Table of Definitions.) Table 9-9 orders the initiators according
to the frequency that they lead to CC-3 and Table 9-10 according to the frequency that they lead to CC-2, One
should note that a different ordering of the initiators is obtained depending on the measure used.

From Table 9-9 it is seen that Loss of Off-Site power is the most important initiator leading to CC-3 with
Computer Malfunction next. However, if we consider the next lower category of consequences, namely CC-2, the
most important is Turbine Trip followed by Flow Blockage. This ordering change reflects the kind of accidents
that the different initiators can produce.
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Table 9-8 Order of Initiators by Frequency of
Occurrence

I I II

Frequency
Category Initiator

- - ,,,,,, i,, , ............,,,,i__

1 Turbine Trip
.... , , , iJ ,,,, ,, __

I Loss of Off-Site Power
, ,,,,,,,,,............... ___ ,,i,, __

II Feedwater Transients
.... ,,,,, , ,,,i

III Computer Malfunction

iV Steamline Break
ii ,l . , ,,,,,me , ,, , .................. __

IV Flow Blockage During Refueling
i ,,, ,,,,,,, i L ,,, , i ,, ,, ,,

IV Snmll Primary Pipe Break

V Large Primary Pipe Break
,,,,,,,,,, , , ,,,,| ,i ,i,, ,,,,,, __

V Severe Seismic Occurrence

Table 9-9 Initiators Ordered by
Associated CC-3 Frequency

Frequency
Category Initiator

,,i H , i, .......... ,,, ,,,

IV Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP)
....... _

V Computer Malfunction (CM)

V Flow Blockage (FB)
,, '""L '' __

VI Feedwater Transient (FWTR)
,, ,,,, ............,, ,,,,, ,,,

Vl Small Primary Pipe Break
(SPPB)

• ,,,,, ,,,, _

VI Large Primary Pipe Break
(LPPB)

,,,,, __

VI Steamline Break Inside

Containment (SBIC)
,, , ,

VI Steamline Break Outside

Containment (SBOC)

VI Turbine Trip (TTRIP)
,u ,,,, ,

VI Severe Seisnfic (SS)
,,, ,!,_, _ ,,,,,,' 'i_',",,',, : ,-,',,,-_-_
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Table 9-10 Initiators Ordered by
Associated CC-2 Frequency

TI__.IIIII [

FrequencyClass Initiator
J

IV Turbine Trip
' _ ............... ....... • - , --- H

IV Flow Blockage

V Steamline Break Outside of
Containment

V Feedwater Transients

V Steanfline Break Inside of Containment

V Large Prin_, Pipe Break
-- [I,IH ilhl t IJLfil t t tt J

V Computer Malfunction
-- Hull lllu, II I I II ,,,I, I ,I, ,I I

VI Loss of Off-Site Power
,,, ,,,,,,

VI Severe Seismic

VI Small Primary Pipe Break
IIIII II I I I .........

9.4 Systems lmvor_t to Safety

In Table 9-8 to 9-10, the comparisons were based on the accident initiators themselves. The systems and

other top events involved in accident sequences can also be prioritized accordinll to their safety significance. Such
prioritizafion is valuable for resource allocation for design improvement, maintenance, inspection, and other
performance improvements to the plant systems. Various importance measures have been devised (see Fullwood
and Hall, 1988, for a summary of importance measures). The importance measure used in preparing these tables

is non-nomadized FusseI-Vesely (FV) importance (Ibid., Table 11.8-1). Physically, FV importance is a measure
of the rate of clumse of risk with respect to variations in the failure probability of the system of interest. Table 9-11

applies FV imlmrtance to the sum of plant risks for the systems (and other top events from the ET analysis)
identified in the table. If desired to obtain a list of only systems, the other event tree headings (such as CHF) could

be dropped, however maintainin8 these items illustrates the importance of such an assumption or design feature.
These systems are ordered by decreasing order of importance. As with initiators, the importance measures are
related to the expected consequences of the accident. Table 9-11 shows the system importance leading to CC-3.
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Table 9-11 Top Events of ET Analysis Ordered by
Importance to Safety (CC-3 Sequences)

Passive Scram (PS)

Active Scram (AS)

Manual Scram (MS)

Emergency Water M',tkeup (EWM)

Containment (CNM)

Remove Blockage (RB)

Exceeding Critical Heat Flux (CHF)

Passive Pool Cooling (PPC)

Active Pool Cooling (APC)

Steamline Isolation (ISO)

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

Large Primary Pipe Break under Seismic Conditions (1-LPPB)

Exceeding Critical Heat Flux under Seismic Condition
(CHF)

9.5 _KeyOperator Actions

In Section 7, potential accident sequences were identified and event trees were constructed. Various
mitigating functions were specified. Many of these c ,uld involve some form of dependence on the operator. They
could include monitoring or verification of function, and possible direct action to facilitate or restore a mitigation
function. In the PlUS PSID, there was no information on possible operator actions pertaining to mitigation or
accident management strategies for the plant. Therefore these operator actions were based on PIUS team

judgements from the PlUS design, the analyses presented in this report, and plant experiences with current LWR
plants.

Table 9-12 is a compilation of postulated operator actions involving mitigation functions for the accident

sequences analyzed in Section 7. The acronyms for the mitigation functions and accident types appearing in the
table are the same as those used in that section. No time estimates are given in the table for performing the actions,
but no tasks were identified that required fast operator response.

One of the first observations is that the operator is not part of the control system, which is why fast (on
the order of minutes) operator response is not required. Many of the operator actions are those of verification.
In some cases, the action of the operator is that of backing up a failed automatic action - in a sense, adding another
redundancy. More serious actions are those of initiation, such as initiation of reactor pool cooling via systems
323/721/724, or controlled venting of the containment. In case of Loss of Off-site Power, the operator initiates load
sequencing of the diesels to restore decay heat removal. In case of Turbine Trip, the operators initiate manual
operation of the steam dump valves or open the turbine stop valves to the low pressure stages. Also the operators
close the main steam isolation valves to initiate blowdown to the suppression pool and increase the pool cooling with
system 355. In case of Computer Malfunction, the operators may need to perform manually actions that would
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otherwise be controlled by the computer; for example, the initiation of borated water flow to the primary system
via system 3123. If blockage of the lower density lock occurs, the blockage must be removed manually, however,
the reactor must be disassembled as is done at refueling to gain access to the lower density lock.

The identified operator actions are presented in Table 9-12. Where mitigating functions and/or operator
actions are the same as for an earlier event sequence in the Table, they are not repeated. Thus, from Table 9-12
one can see the importance of the operator in many sequences. This tend_,_to contradict the impression left in the
PSID that operators and the main control room are not necessary to the PIUS design.

Table 9-12 Operator Response for Performing Mitigation

Event sequence Mitigation function Operator action
IIII I I I ' i I I|1 I II I I iii I

LPPB AS Verify SCRAM,if not then
manual scram.

MS Verify SCRAM through main
computer, if not, trip primary
pump, or trip turbine, or initiate
borated water flow to primary
system via subsystem 3123,

PS Verify SCRAM, if not, borate
and remove heat via system 413.

APC Initiate reactor pool cooling via
system 323 and/or system 721.

PPC Initiate reactor pool cooling via
system 724.

EWM Replenish water in reactor pool
using external source via fire
system connection.

CNM Initiate controlled venting of
containment.

SPPB Same as LPPB Same as LPPB.

LOSP Initiate load sequencing of diesels
to restore DHR function. Also

t',d_eactions to restore power.

q"I'RIP BYPOP Initiate manual operation of
steam dump valves to condenser
or open turbine stop valves and
flowpath to LP stages.

RVSV Close MSIV initiate blowde, vcn of

primary system to suppression
pool and maximize pool cooling
with system 355.
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Table 9-12 Operator Response foi" Performing Mitigation (Continued) '

Event sequence Mitigation function Operator action
il iii i illllll i ii ii ii i

SBIC ISO Initiate closure of MSIV and/or
initiate feedwater reduction.

SBOC Same as SBIC Same as SBIC.

Loss of Fe.cdwater Restore main feedwater or
initiate feedwater addition via

system 4634.

CM RR Initiate borated water flow to

primary system via system 3123.

MSIV Initiate reopening of MSIV
and/or manually trip turbine and
open steam dump valves to
condenser.

Move vital house loads to diesel

power supplies.

SS Initiate/restore load sequencing of
diesels to restore DHR functions.
Initiate borated water flow to

primary system via system 3123.

CNM Verify containment isolation.

FB RB Initiate removal of core blockage
and/or initiate emergency
boration via system 413.

' T

9.6 Summary of Results from FMECA, HAZOP, and Supporting Analyses

The major results from all the previous sections were extracted and then provided to the PIUS team

members for review and prioritization. The individual prioritizations of the team members were then arithmetically
combined to obtain a final expert opinion ordering, which is presented below in Table 9-13. It must be noted that
this summary table presents a condensation of our numerous findings. For more complete information, reference
should be made to Sections 4 through 6 for more details and for additional identified items and observations.
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Table 9-13 Summary of Major Results from FMECA, HAZOP, and Supporting Deterministic Analyses
'" , T" ,

1. Lack of diversity in the scram - there is only one way to scram PLUS, that is by activation of the pool
loop.*

2. Density lock blockage - a scram reduces the heat removal through the steam generators and activates the

pool loop. Cow decay heat cannot be removed effectively if pool flow is blocked. Either continuous
sensing of the ability of the pool loop to function, if called upon, or the ability to restore flow through the
steam generators would mitigate this condition.*

3. Lack of redundancy in the active scram - a scram is performed by removing power from a dedicated
pump. No redundancy, such as usually found in LWR scram systems, is indicated.*

4. Power distribution - in the absence of control rods, corrections to flatten the power distribution or to

compensate for xenon oscillations do not seem possible.

5, Boron stratification could result in low-borated water entering with the resulting reactivity transient.

6. Common-cause computer failure - PIUS is dependent on digital computer control and information
processing. The thyristor variable speed control of the main cooling pumps produces electromagnetic
interference, which could common-cause fail the computers.*

7. Failure to maintain adequate boration in the reactor pool - the concern is that the pool boration system
will deborate the pool. Protection against this is provided by monitoring the boron in the pool.

8. Seismic collapse of the flow structure - through structure-flow motion coupling may be severe enough to
damage the flow structure and to inhibit core cooling.

9. Benchmarking of thermal hydraulic codes against integral test results is needed.

9. Classification of systems mixes safety with non-safety systems.

11. During refueling, the incore instrumentation is removed; no explanation is provided with regard to the
approach to criticality.

12. Loss of heat insulation may result in entrained material that could cause loop-flow blockage.

13. Foreign objects that may enter during refueling or maintenance, or loose parts may cause blockage of
pool loop flow.

14. Failure of the reactor support structure would drive the gas cap down on the lower density lock and
block coolant flow.

15. A number of seismic design issues were identified, as summarized in Section 6.4

16. Materials issues were identified in the following areas: stainless steel pool liner, gas cover lock, wet
thermal insulation, re,actor internals, and boric acid leakages.

17. Status of Control Room (CCR) - Discussions in PSID seem to indicate low importance of CCR and

operators. CCR is designated non-safety grade.

18. Tendon inspection - tendons lose tension in service. If a sufficient number loose tension, a catastrophic
PCRV failure is possible. Tendon inspection appears to be difficult.

19. Gas-lock blockage - under degraded core conditions, gas may accumulate in the cap and block loop
flow.
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Table 9-13 Summary of Major Results from FMECA, HAZOP, and Supporting Deterministic Analyses

20. Accessibility for refueling - refueling PlUS requires flow structure disassembly and grappling fuel from
47 m (154 feet), most of which in water. The boundary fuel elements appear to not be accessible on a
straight line.

21. Thermal transients - when PlUS scrams, the rate of temperature change is about 20°C/min.
(> 2000°F/hr). These will occur several times per year and may lead to cyclic fatigue.*

22. Dynamic loads on systems during blowdown could result in failed internal structures that could
contribute to core flow or density lock blockage.

23. Multiple failure scenario was identified with the potential for large power oscillations and some fuel

damage. Failures consisted of: reactivity control system failure to inject pure water, inadvertent startup of
idle distilled water pump, scram failure, and feedwater trip.

24. The containment isolation valves are shown as motor operated. Such valves close fairly slowly and
would release more radioactivity than if they were air-operated valves.

25. No analyses for high winds, tornados, or floods performed to date.

* Comments received from ABB-Atom during the review of the draft report affect these results, generally by
providing additional information about the existing design or about a revised design since the issuance of the PSID.
This new information may change the observation or lower its ranking. This additional information is discussed
in Section 4.

Generally, PlUS embodies many passive safety features, as might be expected of an advanced reactor.
Some additional detail to our table entries will be given here:

1) The scram system is not truly diverse. In this analysis, we subdivided the scram into Active, Manual

and Passive. Strictly speaking, however, these are ways of initiating the scram and not diverse ways to scram.
Regardless of how it is initiated, a scram of PlUS is the same process namely, activation of the pool loop.
Activation of the pool loop is a passive process; however, it is not clear that the probability of this feature is less
than the probability of two diverse active scram systems failing for current LWRs. (This observation has been

mitigated somewhat by the recent PlUS design modification, adding an active scram system.)

2) Lack of redundancy in active scram results from the use of a dedicated scram pump with no mention
of redundancy in the system for removing power from this pump. (This observation has been mitigated somewhat
by the recent PlUS design modification, adding an active scram system.)

3) Should passive scram fail, there is no way to remove the decay heat except by boiling of the pool.
Activating the loop flow through the steam generators, if possible, would be highly desirable under such conditions.

4) Deboration of the reactor pool is hard to envision, since a large amount of boron must be removed.
But, if such did happen, the effects could be catastrophic.

5) Concerning incipient failure detection of the pool loop (e.g., low boron concentration or stratification).,

there does not appear to be a way, to continuously monitor the operating status of the pool loop for both scramming
and for decay heat removal. If such a method were available, the probability presented here for failure of the
passive scram and passive heat removal would be considerably reduced.
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6) The extensive use of digital computer control and monitoring might raise questions, partly on the basis
of lack of operating experience. Failure of the control and monitoring system may be a particular concern in PlUS
because of the electromagnetic interference (EMI) produced by the thyristor variable speed pump controllers. The
EMI was not discussed in the PSID. Presumably, there will be EMI suppression systems; if they were to fail, the
control and monitoring system migllt fail. (Supplemental information by ABB on the design to avoid EMI mitigates
this observation somewhat.)

7) Lack of diversity in the PlUS control and monitoring systems. Digital control and monitoring is used
throughout; any common cause failure eliminates the control and status monitoring. Some use of analog control
and monitoring would provide diversity; as an example, manual scram now takes place through the main computer
rather than by hardwiring the scram to the dedicated scram pump.

8) Refueling of PlUS appears to be difficult. It requires partial disassembly of the flow structure, grappling
for fuel from 47 m (154 feet), most of which distance is in water. This is a time at which objects could enter the
primary system and block flow.

9) There appear to be inconsistencies in the safety-grade system classification. We find that safety-grade
systems are supported by non-safety grade systems (see Appendix E), and vice-versa. (This could be partly a
documentation problem in the PSID.) This creates problems in the establishment of normal operating conditions,
the initial conditions from which transients begin, and in the actual mitigation of transients and accidents.

10) With the lack of control rods, the operator has no means of compensating for xenon oscillations or flux
tilts during normal power operation.

11) The status of the central control room as non-safety related and the treatment of control room operators
as essentially unnecessary for tran.,;ient response is a deviation from current LWR practice.

9.7 Maintenanc.e., Test, and Inspection Observation

Test and maintenance are activities that are important to all reactors and which when not implemented
properly have caused problems in the operation of LWRs. The same is potentially true of PLUS. In this section
we give the test and maintenance observations that arose during of the integrated PlUS study.

9.7.1 Maintenance Observations

Maintenance functions in nuclear power plants can affect plant availability, radiation exposure (ALARA),
and overall plant safety. For this design, the flow diagrams and building layout drawings were reviewed to
determine potential maintenance concerns. The review was limited because PIUS is in a preliminary design. Much
of the equipment location and sizing is not reflected on the drawings, which is to be expected at this stage of the
design phase. However, the review generated some observations that may warrant closer sc_'utiny.

1. On the drawings, the main reactor building crane appears to operate in one direction only. To support the
laydown of the reactor dome, it would also need to move in other directions.

2. A review of the flow diagram showed an absence of check valves in many fluid systems. Maintenance on
MOV could be time consuming without isolation capability. Large sections of system piping may have to
be drained for work to be performed.

3. Clearance for Main Coolant Pump and motor removal appears inadequate on the drawings. Also, work

on the pump will require the respective steam generator to be drained. Pipe sizing to facilitate draining
should be done to minimize the drain down time.
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4. Any work to be done involving the tendon anchor flange bolts appears difficult to perform because they
are not accessible.

5. Since this reactor has to be disassembled and reassembled for refueling, there is concern about the
following:

a) Disconnecting and reconnecting the primary coolant pipes from the nozzles.

b) Disconnecting and reconnecting instrumentation needed for power operations.

c) Removal and replacement of the outermost fuel assemblies in the core. It does not appear that
these fuel assemblies are reachable in a straight line from above due to reactor skirt geometry.

d) Replacement of damaged wet insulation which could occur during disassembly or reassembly of
the reactor.

e) Sufficient clearance to disconnect the various cylindrical sections of the reactor.

f) Rigging requirements as well as lifting lug placement on various sections of the reactor.

9.7.2 Test and Inspection Observations 2

In Section 7, certain key mitigation functions were identified. Those functions could become, or form the
basis for, the Technical Specification test requirements for PLUS. As such, the systems that support those mitigation
functions either directly or indirectly would be included in the testing or Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program.

Section 8 contains the PIUS systems that support each mitigation function identified in Chapter 7. For
selected systems deemed to be important to test, Table 9-14 was constructed. The type and frequency of testing
noted in Table 9-14 is based on tests performed in current operating LWRs as well as engineering judgement. In
particular, column 3, Frequency, presents typical current inspection practice and is not a suggestion for the PIUS
reactor. For cases where one train of a system is running during power operations, it is assumed that the alternate
train would be tested.

2'I"he PlUS PSID indicates that inservice inspection (ISI) information will be given later. The information
contained in this section that arose during the study presents concerns which may be addressed in the PlUS ISI
program, when submitted.
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Table 9-14 Table of lnservice Inspection Observations
,,,, , 1 ,i ,

Typical Mitigation Function
PIUS System Type of Test Frequency Supported

,, ,,, ,, ,

Batteries - 673 Verify operability Weekly All

Diesels - 651 Start and load Weekly AS, MS, PPC

Diesel starting air - 751 Bleed moisture from Every operator shift AS, MS, PPC
receivers

Compressed air system - Bleed moisture from air Every operator shift ISO
753 receivers

Primary pressure safety Operability and Every refueling outage AS, MS, PS, RVSV
relief valves - 314 calibration

Steam bypass valves - Stroke and hydro Every refueling outage BYPOP
413

Steam line safety relief Operability and Every refueling outage AS, MS, PS
valve - 411 calibration

I

Diesel blocked ESW - Functional Quarterly AS, MS, APC
712

Fuel pool cooling - 324 Functional Quarterly RB

Containment pool Functional Quarterly CNM
cooling - 355

Reactor pool cooling - Functional Quarterly APC
721

Reactor pool line Functional Quarterly APC, PPC
cooling - 722

Passive pool cooling - Functional Quarterly PPC
724

Reactor pool water Functional Quarterly APC, PPC
replacement - 325

Borated water supply - Functional Quarterly AS, MS
3123

Distilled water supply - Functional Quarterly PS
3122

,'7" "., ,, : , , ''
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Table 9-14 Table of Inservice Inspection Observations (Continued)
, , rr, ,, i , :,,,,,u,_ JuL ,, ,, ,, i iJ, , i ,,, ,,,

Typical Mitigation Function
PlUS System Type of Test Frequency Supported

Filtered water supply - Functional Quarterly PS

3121 i

Seismicmonitoring Calibration Monthly ISO,CNM

system-584

SGTR monitoring Calibration Monthly lSO
system - 554

Pipe rupture monitoring Calibration Monthly lSO
system - 546

Containment atmosphere Calibration Monthly lSO, CNM
monitoring system - 583

,, i i , ,,, ill i, i i/

9.8 Lessons-Learn_ in the Study and Considerations for Tests

The work plan that was developed did not originally envision the need for event tree analysis. The nee,d
for event tree analysis was realized about half-way through the study. This resulted in some inefficient changes to
the work plan.

The question arises as to whether an integrated study as conducted is necessary. The FMECA was valuable
for the condensed design descriptions and to aid in plant familiarization in addition to identifying potential failure
concerns, such as those in Section 4. HAZOP provided the valuable contribution of viewing the plant from a
process perspective which contributed to the completeness of the study. The HAZOP would have been improved
if the needs for supporting analyses could have been identified earlier and have been available at the time of the
HAZOP. The supporting analyses were necessary to assure the correctness and provide information for the accident
analyses. The study would have been improved if severe accident analyses had been available rather than using
judgment on the outcome of the accident sequences.

Considerations For PlUS Testing and Modelling

Based on the results of studies given in this report, we believe that the following would be fruitful areas
for further testing and/or improved modelling of the PlUS conceptual design :

1. The effectiveness of a partially blocked density lock in providing adequate flow from the reactor
pool to shut down the plant during accident conditions.

2. Natural circulation flow rates from the reactor pool through the core region for decay heat
removal.

3. Pool cooling with the passive heat removal system.

4. The density lock water interface control with the three level temperature measuring system that
is included in the current design.
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5. Core cooling to prevent fuel damage during simulated depressurization transients, The fi)liowing
transients would be of interest:

Primary system pnpe break
Pressurizer steam space break
Break in the steam system piping
Inadvertent relief valve opening
Steam generator tube rupture
Siphon breaker tailure injecting cold water into steam space

6. The potential ft_r the accumulation of unborated water at various locations in the primary system
(e.g., the riser funnel region).

7. Shaker-table testing of a scale model of PIUS with the pool water represented to investigate the
fluid-structure interactions and the possibility of rescmance.

8. The possibility of level oscillations in the siphon breaker region that could cause a loss of the
hot/cold interface in the density locks.

9, The structural integrity of the density locks for anticipated thermal transients.

10. The noise production from the thyristor pump controllers and the electrical power noise threshold
for the plant computers.

11. The capability of the wet insulation to maintain its structural integrity for design transients and
over the life of the plant.

9,9 Limitations Imoosed b.y Lack of Engineerin_ Detail

The PSID gives a general overview of PLUS-600, but many details are lacking; some examples follow:

I • General lack of control information needed for thermal-hydraulics modeling.

• Tolerance band on the system controlling the interface in the lower density lock, i.e. what are the
ranges of process upset before scram takes place.

• Conditions under which the critical heat flux will be exceeded.

• Conditions that could lead to boron and/or thermal stratification in the pool or in the primary loop.

• Criteria for determining a failed digital control system.

• Hove software QA will be periormed.

• The effects of thermal cycling on reactor components.

• Mechanisms tbr removing boron from the reactor pool.

• How electromagnetic interference from the thyristor speed control of the main pump will be
prevented from affecting the control and display systems.
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• Conditions under which pressure oscillations may take place.

• Methods of returning condensed steam from condensation pool to reactor pool (se¢ Section 7,3).

gc.flam.gn

R. Fullwood and R. Hall, *Probabilistic Risk Assessment in the Nuclear Power Industry," Pergamon Press, Oxford,
1988.
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APPENDIX A

SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS AND FMECA ANALYSES

A. 1 Pressurizer Systems 211 and 328
A.2 Reactor Internals, Reactor Fuel and Instruments Systems: 213, 215,261,216,

217, 291
A.3 Reactivity Control System 312
A.4 Primary Recirculation System (System 313)
A.5 Pressure Relief and Condensation Systems
A.6 Containment
A.7 Control and Monitoring Systems
A.8 Plant and T,,rbine Control Systems
A.9 Electric Po_er
A.10 Cooling



APPENDIX A.1 - PRESSURIZER SYSTEMS 211 AND 328

Following the PlUS Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) the FMECA analysis begins at the top of the
reactor - at the pressure dome. In procee,ding through the system listing to p_rform the FMECA, one will note
some overlap in components and subsystems, thus to avoid covering items twice, not every numerical system is
covered per m. For example, systems 321-325 are not listed separately since their components were addres_
elsewhere. "['his appendix ,_tion pre,_nts the dome which forms the upper pressure boundary mid closure to the
prestresvcedr_ctor vestal (PCRV). It is by removal of this upper structure that access is gained to the interior of
the PCRV and to the reactor proper. Tendons in the concrete ._rve the function of head bolts in a conventional
LWR to hold the head on the reactor under the operating pressure. "l'he ._ction also discusms the pressurizer that
receives steam from an external hoile/" to control the pressure inside of the PCRV. The pressurizer is rather large
b_ause one of its functions is to accept the.rmal expansion water from the PCRV.

A. 1.1 Structural Aspexts .of the UE_r Pressure V_ssel: Systt_m 2! 1

i
system 211 is shown in Figure A, 1-1 consists of:

21 i I The anchor flange with its underlying platform and connections to its hold down tendons

2113 The cylindrical ves_;¢l :;t,'el extension with piping connections, upper flange and support brackets
2115 "]"hevessel steel head with the pressurizer steam and water volumes, vessel head internals, and

connections for the pressure relief system 314), and some auxiliary systems.

Anchor flange (211 |)

The anchor tlange consists of a forged and machined ring with a truncated triangular cross-_dton. It is made of
pressure vessel steel, SA 533 B, and clad with stainless steel on its inside. The flange design ts shown as Figure
A.1-2.

Anchor flange 2111_

The anchor flange is a forged, triangular-cross section, ring of pressure vessel steel with stainless steel on its inside
welded to the lower end of the cylindrical vessel steel extension 2113), as shown in Figure A. !-1. The underside
of the anchor flange rests on a specially designed, ring-shaped welded and machined platform, that is cast into the
concrete at the top of the prestressed concrete vessel. The platform has a width of 1.5 m, and its total contact area
with the concrete is a/_mt 30 m2, which limits the contact pressure on the adjoining concrete to acceptable values.
The base of the IAatform has a thickness of 100 mm with holes for the hold down tendons. On its inside wtis ring-
shaped with a thickness of 0.2- 0.3m, extending up to a height of about 0.75 m. This inner l_rtlon acts as part of
the vessel pressure boundary and supports the cavity liner which on its inside is facing the reactor pcx)l water. {The
cavity liner is not I_mded to the platform, .just supported by it.)

Outside this ring, the plattorm is provided with 130 mm broad fins with a spacing of alxmt 450 ram, fl_r installation
of the hold down tendons. The upper side of these fins and of the inner ring is machined and turves as the support
surface fl_r the anchor flange proper.

The hold down tendons fiJr the anchor flange penetrate the outer portion of the platfl_rm, through the holes between

the fins. They are fastened to the underside of the anchor flange by means of transition pieces. One end of these
pieces is threaded into holes in the flange and the other around the tendon head. By rotating the transition piece,
both ends are disengaged, and the tendon can then be withdrawn. The transition piece can be remove_l radially
tmtwards.
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The tendons are basically of the same type as the ordinary prestressing tendons of the concrete vessel proper, with

an ultimate stress capacity of at least 10 MN 1 (2.2 Mlb). The hold down tendons are run down to the bottom of
the concrete vessel monolith and anchored at their lower ends.

The anchor flange and the platform are cooled by water from the diesel-backed closed cooling system for certain
components and pools 722) via a large atmospheric pool at a higher elevation. During normal plant operation the
cooling water flows through drilled holes in the flange and platform in forced circulation by means of the pumps
in system 722, which have a power supply from the non-safety-grade diesel generators. In a loss of power situation
the forced circulation flow stops, but the flange and platform cooling continues by natural circulation to the pool
- at reduced capacity.

Vessel Steel extension (21! 3)

The cylindrical vessel steel extension (Figure A. 1-1) has an inner diameter of 6.1 m, and a wall thickness of about
185 nun. It is made from forged rings of ASME SA 508 class 3 material with a stainless steel overlay welded on
the inside.

The upper flange is a conventional pressure vessel flange with metallic O-ring seals as used on other reactor
pressure vessels. About 3 m below the seal, the four main coolant outlet and four main coolant inlet nozzles for the
recirculation system 313) are welded to the cylindrical vessel. The two inlet lines for filtered and distilled water
from the reactivity control system 312) are connected at a somewhat higher level.

Just below the main coolant nozzles a number of brackets are welded to the inside of the steel cylinder. These

brackets support a ring which in turn serves as support for the uppermost flow guide structure 213). A support skirt
on the flow guide structure is pressed against the ring by means of hold down spring beams in the vessel head.

About two meters below the main coolant nozzles there are two DN 250 (250 mm nominal diameter) nozzles tbr

the outlet pipes to the forced circulation reactor pool cooling system 323) coolers.

The pressurizer is supplied with steam from an electrically heated recirculation boiler 328). The com, ectit_as to this
boiler are made via pipe nozzles which are located about 1.5 m above the main coolant nozzles.

Vessel steel h_,,td 2115)

The inner diameter of the cylindrical vessel is 5.6 m, and its wall thickness is about 1"/5 ram. _,e total h_igh! of
the head is about 6.5 m.

The head contains a riser funnel 2138) and the riser funnel hold down springbearr_. '_i;'_,_,the _e/_ ts: ,nstalled

on top of the vessel steel extension, the springs will press against the bottom flange _ q_; :_szr L _a,_ _ind press
it towards its sealing surface against the uppermost flow guide structure 213). This i_ _u_n_ 2_o.n2-_.res_e,dagainst
the ring on the support consoles on the vessel steel extension and thus kept in p!ace tr3 _'aear_ ._*"¢/'_",spring beams.

(_pI_siderati0ns

During normal full power operation, the lower part of system 211 is at a relatively low _.,, • ; ,,u_'e up to a point
.just below the support consoles for the uppermost flow guide structure. Then, a vertica_ _ernperature gradient
extends up to the level of the support consoles, Above the level of the consoles, the temperature is near that of the

I The interior diameter of the dome is about 4.34 m din. giving an area of 14.79 m2. At an operating pressure of

9 MPa, the upward force is 133.1 MN.
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outgoing riser water (290°C).

After a reactor coolant pump trip, the water temperature outside the thermal insulation in the lower part of the steel
extension increases by about 200°C. The water will then be cooled down by the reactor pool cooling System 323).
During this period, the anchor flange is thermally protected by the thermal insulation and kept cool by the cooling
system inside the flange.

A. 1.2 Pressurizer: System 328

System 328 normally controls and maintains reactor vessel pressure and absorbs coolant level fluctuations due to
temperature variations in the primary system. During a plant transient it limits pressure variations in the vessel by
acting as a manifold for the pressure relief system 314), and provides the third and top connection between the
reactor primary system and the reactor pool. During certain abnormal transients, it receives steam formed in the
primary system.

The pressurizer vessel (Figure A. 1-1) consists of the vessel steel head 2117) of the pressure vessel and the riser

funnel in the center of the vessel. The riser funnel cylinder is hydraulically part of the primary system and the
opening at the top connects it with the steam volume of the pressurizer vessel compartment.

The pressurizer has two compartments:

1) The upper pressurizer vessel compartment has a diameter of 5.6 meters and a height of 6.5 meters. The upper
part of the compartment is filled with saturated steam at 9.0 MPa, and the normal volume of this space is about 100
m3 which includes the upper part of the central riser funnel pipe.

2) The lower part of the compartment, called the pressurizer pool, is filled with water to a height of about 3.0
meters with volume of about 50 m3 and kept at the saturation temperature by the pressurizer heating system 3283).
The pool level must rise to 4.6 meters before water spills over into the riser funnel top opening.

The pressurizer offgassing system 3285) protects against build-up of explosive oxy-hydrogen gas.

Instruments are provided to monitor: pressure, temperature, and liquid level.

Considerations

Under stable plant operation, the pressurizer conditions are stable with little heating required to maintain pressure.
Under changing conditions, the primary system volume will vary leading to reactivity control system 312)
corrections and the reactor pool water replacement system 325) by adjusting the injection and withdrawal rates.

If these adjustments are not sufficient, the pressure control system 538) will order increased pressurizer heater
input, or initiation of the relief valves in the pressure relief system 314).

In certain transients, such as a hypothetical loss of feedwater combined with failure to scram, the primary system
volume will expand to such an extent that primary coolant will flow over the rim of the riser funnel (4.6 m) and
down to the pressurizer pool. To the extent that subcooled water is involved, steam condensation will take place,
thus reducing the pressure increase resulting from the primary system volume expansion.

A. 1.3 pressurizer Heater

System 3283 heats the water in the pressurizer pool and produces steam in order to control the pressure in the

reactor vessel. It uses an external electrically heated steam boiler inside the reactor containment. It is supplied
with water from the pressurizer pool by means of one of two redundant feed pumps with the pump flow rate
regulated by a control valve to keep the water level in the boiler constant. Steam is extracted from the steam dome
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of the boiler and led back into the pressurizer water pool via a control valve.

To avoid dilution of the boric acid concentration in the boiler water, about 10% of the feedwater flow is

continuously re,circulated from the boiler to the pressurizer pool by means of a small pipe and a flow regulating
orifice. The boiler is heated by 8 groups of 350 kW electrical heaters (2.8 MW). All heaters are used for startup
but only one for normal operation.

Each flow line is provided with a motor-actuated shut off valve outside the pressurizer and check valves to avoid
flow reversals during plant transients. The boiler is provided with redundant pressure and level measuring, a safety
valve and a nitrogen supply pipe to provide an inert environment in the boiler before startup.

The computerized control system builds up and controls the pressurizer pressure at 9 MPa (1305 psi). The boiler
pressure is limited to and kept at 1 MPa above the pressurizer pressure. Signals are taken from the pressurizer
pressure and the boiler pressure and level measuring devices. These are used to control the feedwater flow to the
boiler, the steam flow to the pressurizer, and the power input to the electrical heaters in such a way that the pressure
in the pressurizer can be kept constant or varied by the computer program.

Considerations

Before startup, compressed nitrogen is introduced into the boiler to establish a nominal water level in the boiler.
One of the feed pumps is started and the recirculation flow to the pressurizer is established. The control valve in

the return line is closed and the pressure rises from steam production while the water level is maintained constant
until the boiler pressure reaches 1.1 MPa when, the control valve begins to release steam to the return line

maintaining 1 MPa pressure difference between the boiler and the pressurizer until the pressurizer pressure reaches
9 MPa. When the pressure reaches 9 MPa, the steam flow rate is automatically reduced to about 110% and the
large return line downstream of the control valve is automatically closed after which, steam is supplied by the small
line.

If one heater group fails, a standby unit is automatically activated. If the operating feed pump fails, the standby
pump is automatically started. If both pumps stop, the water level in the boiler will drop because of backflow to
the reactor via the recirculation line. A signal of low water level in the boiler will automatically disconnect the
heaters.

A. 1.4 Pressurizer offeassing system (3285)

Radiolysis will produce gaseous hydrogen and oxygen which must be removed from the pressurizer vessel
compartment to prevent explosive concentrations.

The system consists of valves, coolers and level monitors. It is idle until the water chemistry control system 533)
or laboratory personnel decide that the concentration of permanent gases has become too high (> 0.4 MPa) in the
pressurizer dome compartment. Then two vent valves are opened to draw off 9.0 MPa/hr dome steam and condense

it leaving the non-condensible gases which are cooled and dried for release by their offgas system 341).

A. 1.5 FMECA

Tables A. 1-1 present the FMECA evaluations of systems 211 and 328 based on the availability of material at the
time of preparation.
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FMECA Notes for Appendix A-I

a) The lack of a gas-filled accumulator tank means that a LOCA will result in a fairly rapid depressurization of
PLUS. However, the fuel power density is low and critical heat flux may not be exceeded during the

depressurization transient. Thermal-hydraulic calculations are needed to address this possibility. Eventually core
dryout may occur but such will require many days assuming PCRV integrity.
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Table A. 1-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

[System: Upper Vessel: 211 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: September 10, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
L (sys/plant)

1 Head retention fracture corrosion, LOCA - rapid Low V There are multiple islnspection of tendons of the
tendon/retain upper material defect depressuri_tion tendons holding PCRV not described. Inspec-
vessel structure electrolysis, may exceed the head on. tion could be by tendon re-
against operating fatigue, critical heat and moval but difficult and time-

pressure, damage fuel consuming.
t PlUS has no accumulator for!

suppression of depressurization
transient. See note a.

2a Head nuts for ten- fracture material de- see above Low V see above Nuts would be respected at
dons/retain upper fect, over- each refueling.
vessel structure stress>

_. against operating
t

oo pressure.

2b Head bolts/retain fracture see above see above Low V see above Bolts would be inspected at
pressure dome each refueling.

3 pressure dome/ fracture material defect see above Low V see above Head inspection would be
primary pressure fatigue, similar to conventional reactor

envelope vessel inspection if not easier
because of lower radiation.

4 steam feed pipes pipe break material defect small LOCA - LOw IV none identified eSteam pipes are respectable.
/deliver steam to fatigue, plant shutdown olt is believed that the de-

pressurize the reactor pressurization would be too
slow to damage fuel.



Table A. 1-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Pressurizer: 328 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: September 10, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

5 pressure relief failure to open corrosion, failure to relieve Low III other valves could A systematic mis-calibration
valves/relieve excess binding, pressure could relieve the error could be a common cause
pressure bad adjustment lead to dome pressure !leading to over pressure.

!failure and large
LOCA

6 pressure relief failure to close corrosion, same as a small Low IV none The conditions and blowdown
valves/relieve excess binding, LOCA rate are not expected to result

pressure [txmr m fuel damage
maintenance

7 water drain pipe/ pipe break see item 4 small LOCA Low IV none identified water pipes should be inspec-
> dram water to control table
7" boron concentration

8 level sensor/provide sensor fails wiring, inability to de- Low II aone continued operation may result
indicators to the electronics, termine and in filling pressurizer dome to

steam supply -calibration control water form a "hard" system. It this
level in pressur- is followed by a fluid
izer. Likely expansion, the pressure could
forced shutdown, be damaging.

9 temperature sensor/ sensor fails see item 4 reduced knowl- iLow II none
monitor steam tem- edge about

!perature pressurizer



Table A. 1-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Pressurizer 328 heater and off gas systems Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: September 10, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

10 pressure sensor/ sensor fails see above inability to con- Low II none on the basis of the information,
monitor reactor trol pressurizer it is not known whether the
pressure steam flow and pressure would rise or fall in

regulate reactor the event of a sensor failure.
pressure

11 heaters/heat water to open circuit corrosion, loss of one heater Low II switch to one oth-
form steam for fatigue, for steam er of the 8 heaters
pressurizer chemical actiov generation

12 water for boiler/ failure of control failure, 350kW heater Low III temperature if the boiler envelope fails

water to form steam supply could overheat monitors from this cause, the blowdown
> supply failure and fail boiler would be through the steam
7" vessel. Blow- line and not very fast.

o down through
steam supply
line.

13 offgas release valve / valve fails to human error, explosion in Low V continuously vent continuous monitoring the
to vent non-con- operate or be valve actuator pressure dome gas from the explosive gas ratio is safer than
densible gases to the operated failure, causing large pressure dome and batch sampling based on
offgassing system valve failure, LOCA and fuel measure its human actions and decisions.
(3285) control failure, damage comlxmition.

sensor failure



APPENDIX A.2 - REACTOR INTERNALS, REACTOR FUEL AND INSTRUMENTS

Systems: 213,215,261,216, 217, 291

This appendix section describes the reactor core, support and flow structures as shown in Figure A.2-1. This figure
shows the metal dome, whose structural aspects were discussed, and the volume contained within the PCRV.
Contained within this are the 4 flow structures, all of which must be removed for refueling, the pool passive heat
exchangers, the connections to the steam generators and the core.

A.2.1 Reactor Internals System 213

System 213 supports the reactor core and provides structures concerned with coolant flow to the reactor. The PIUS
core is cooled by a parallel connection of two coolant loops: one through the steam generator and one through the
reactor pool. Which flow path provides core cooling in a given situation, depends on balances between the thermal

pumping head due to density differences and the pumping head provided by the primary pumps. System 213
contains all of the components for directing the flow to the loop that includes the reactor pool and some of the
components used for directing the flow through the steam generators loop. These alternative flow paths are unique
to PIUS.

Another unique PlUS feature is the reactor riser that:

• During normal operation, forms part of the equipment needed to develop the thermal pumping head that
is balanced with the mechanical pumping head to prevent reactor pool entry into this core-steam generator loop
thereby transferring heat to the steam generator.

• During cold shutdown, forms part of the equipment needed to develop the thermal pumping head to
circulate reactor pool water through the core and as such transfer core heat to the reactor pool.

• In transient situations, performs the cold shutdown function which brings borated water into the core and
shutdown the reactivity.

• In abnormal situations, conducts steam to the pressurizer region.

Detailed Descriptions

i System 213 will be discussed in terms of the following constituent systems:

2131 Core envelope structure
2132 Core bottom and side support structures

2133 Reactor inlet plenum components and the lower density lock
2134 Flow guide structure No 1 - upper support - with core upper support
2135 Flow guide structure No 2 - with flow shift - over arrangement and upper density lock
2136 Flow guide structure No 3

2137 Flow guide structure No 4 - with siphon breaker and main coolant nozzle connections
2138 Riser funnel

System 2131 Core envelope structure,

System 2131 supports the core, core bottom, side support structures (System 2132), provides reactor inlet plenum
components (System 2133), the lower density lock, encloses the recirculation loop (313) downcomer around the core

and seals to the lowest flow guide structure (System 2134) Figure A.2-1 presents the scope of the system.
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The core envelope structure is partly double-walled, cylindrical, made of 3 cm thick 304 stainless steel. The annular
volume between the two walls, above the flow crossover carries the heated coolant to the steam generator. Below
the crossover, coolant is returning from the steam generator to enter the core above the gas lock.

The inner and outer walls are connected together by 12 radially oriented steel sheets of about 3 m height, welded
along their edges to the walls. These sheets strengthen the structure and eliminates the risk of collapse of the inner
wall in the event of overpressure in the downcomer annulus (relative to the riser), e.g., due to a large break in the
upper steel portion of the reactor pressure vessel.

System 2132 Core bottom and side support structures

System 2132 which supports the core vertically and horizontally, consists of the core bottom support plate and the
core baffle. This system is depicted in Figure A.2-2. The core bottom support plate, (A) is made of 304 stainless
steel with a diameter of 4.2 m and thickness of 400 mm. It is supported by the bottom flange (B) and the inner wall
of the core envelope structure - system 2131).

The 213 fuel assemblies of the reactor core (D) stand on the core bottom support plate. Square holes are provided
under each fuel assembly position. On each corner of each square opening there is a guide pin which fixes the
position of each fuel assembly.

To protect the core support plate against thermal stresses from inflow of cold pool water when the pool loop is
activated following an inadvertent tripping of the main coolant pumps (System 313), a thermal sleeve structure is
placed in each square opening. This sleeve consists of a square plate, with a central hole to which a short vertical

core support hole liner pipe is welded. The length of the liner pipe corresponds to the thickness of the core support
plate, and protects it from direct contact with cold water from the reactor pool. Surrounding the core is the core
baffle (G).

System 2133 Reactor inlet plenum components

System 2133 consists of the reactor inlet plenum compartment, the pool water inlet baffle and the pool water inlet
pipes (density locks) which are bolted together.

The reactor inlet plenum compartment is divided into two by the pool water inlet baffle which forms an inner
compartment. The outer compartment for the flow from the steam generator loop is separated from the other flow
path by a lower funnel shaped bottom piece which extends from the bottom flange on the core envelope structure
(System 2131).

The natural circulation loop inlet plenum encloses the startup gas lock baffle (H) and is connected to the lower
density lock (C) with its buffer volume, thermal insulation and piping, located in the central hole of the bottom

piece. The system can be unbolted from the core envelope structure and removed to the reactor components storage
pool for inspection as a single unit after unloading of the core and removal of the core bottom and side support
structures (System 2132) leaving only a core envelope structure. If necessary the different parts of the system can
be unbolted from each other in the storage pool.

The upper wall of the pool water inlet baffle is conically shaped and penetrated by holes with the pool water inlet

pipes - one for each fuel assembly. The conical shape implies that the available height of the flow path for the
return flow to the core decreases successively towards the center to correct for the flow pattern from the pool and
assure uniform flow through the core.
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The pool water inlet pipes are welded at their bottom end to the comcai top of the pool water inlet plenum. Welded
to their bottom is an elongation that permits water entry but prevents collapse of the inner compartment in case of
hypothetical high outer overpressure which could block the natural circulation path through the core.

Thermal stress and fatigue from the rapid temperature change from pool water entry are minimized by three
concentric vertical flow baffles welded to the underside of the conical baffle. The water, in the enclosed volume,

remains hot during the transients. Also, thermal sleeves are used to avoid thermal weld stresses.

The bottom of the natural circulation loop plenum is shaped to minimizes its volume and thermal stresses. It is in
contact with but not bolted to the upper side of the flange by which the lower density lock assembly is bolted to the
funnel-shaped bottom piece.

The density lock proper (C) consists of a bundle of 55 mm i.d., 1 m long stainless steel pipes welded to a bottom
"tube sheet', welded to a stainless steel cylinder and flange for bolting to the funnel shaped bottom piece. Above
this tube bundle there is a 10 cm free space above which there is another pipe bundle (I) that serves as a buffer
volume to avoid transient-caused boron ingress from an upward surge of the hot/cold interfa_ in the lower density
lock. There are a number of small diameter pipes leading from the interspace between the two pipe bundles to the
volume between the core baffle and the inner cylindrical wall of the core envelope structure. During plant operation
there is a small flow in these pipes bypassing the core to keep the upper tube bundle at the primary loop coolant
core inlet temperature and composition. In case of a sudden temporary surge of pool water into the upper pipe
bundle, a small but insignificant amount of pool water will enter the primary system through these pipes.

An extreme accident might evaporate sufficient pool water to concentrate boric acid in the core and riser. Before
saturation, the increased density will result in discharging this concentrated solution through these pipes and density
lock into the bottom of the PCRV.

The riser consists of the following parts counted from its lower end upward:

• a large diameter plenum (F) above the upper core support plate through which core instrument lead tube.s
enter and a cylindrical section (J) where flow velocity is increased,

• a transition part (Figure A.2-3 (K)) where the riser flow is shifted from the center inside the downcomer
to the periphery,

• three concentric pipes passage which ends below the siphon breaker part,

• uppermost section containing siphon breaker and main coolant nozzles.

The reason for transferring the riser flow from the center to the periphery is to maximize the recovery of kinetic
energy of the incoming flow from the cold leg main coolant nozzles, to minimize the potential for flow induced
vibrations and to provide a central location for the siphon breaker. This design features long diffusers from the
nozzles to the downcomer. Moreover, the cold leg nozzle diameter is reduced to provide a flow constriction to
avoid a large underpressure in the downcomer in case of pipe rupture.
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.System 2134 Flow guide structure No. 1 with the core upper support.

There are four flow guide structures for coolant transport from the cold leg coolant pipe inlets to the upper
downcomer section of the reactor envelope. These flow guide structures are removed for refueling separately, to
a storage pool. Each of the structures has thermal insulation.

No. 1 is the lowest flow guide structure. It is 9.85 m long and consists of two concentric, partly cylindrical, partly

conical structures. The flange at the lower end is bolted to the core envelope structure and three similar flanges
must be separated for refueling. A typical flange of this type is shown in Figure A.2-4. Notice the thermal
insulation shown as corrugation.

!

The core top support structure is welded to the inner wall and is part of flow guide structure No. 1 which consists
of: upper core support plate, upper support ring, and instrument guide tubes. The upper core support plate, with
its 213 square openings, engages the top end plates of the fuel assemblies. It is welded to the upper support ring.

I

I

Figure A.2-4 Typical Envelope Flange

System 2135 Flow guide structure No. 2 with flow shiftover arrangement and upper density lock.

Just above the flange joining structures 1 and 2, in the 8.4 m guide structure, is the flow shift-over (Figure A.2-3
(K)).

Above and outside the crossover is the insulated, upper density lock (M) which is an annular array of many, 55 mm
inner diameter, 1 m high, vertical pipes welded to an annular "tube sheet" which is welded to the outside wall of
the riser.

Above the upper density lock is a buffer volume (N) to contain the expansion of the primary system under a
transient in which the interface in the lower density lock is held constant. Its volume is large to contain the
expansion from a step load increase of 10 % of full power without pool water ingress.
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A suction pipe continuously draws water from an annular slot inside the density lock pipe bundle and transports it
to the external reactor water cleanup system to prevent the buildup of borated water that could undesirably enter
the primary system when the power is increased.

System 2136 Flow guide structure No. 3.

Flow guide structure No. 3 (Figure A.2-3 (L)) consists mostly of three concentric cylindrical pipes with inner
diameters of 1.65, 2.6 and 3.2 m respectively, 8.15 m long. The largest pipe has a conical expansion at its lower
end and a flange that seals against its counterpart in flow guide structure no 2. The innermost pipe is the
downcomer. Its upper end mates, in a sliding joint, with its counterpart in flow guide structure No. 4.

The annular volume between the innermost and middle pipes is part of the riser for the annularly flowing water to

the steam generatol. The middle pipe mates similarly to the inner pipe with its counterpart in flow guide structure
No. 4. The volume between the middle and the outermost pipe connects the upper density lock with the upper end
of the riser and is part of the loop through the reactor pool.

In case of trip of the main coolant pumps, the ensuing natural circulation, driven by the core decay heat, will use
both paths. Analysis has shown that the flow through the upper main path is large enough so that all low boron
primary system water in it and in the external loops is displaced by pool water.

If the water level in the concrete vessel should fall below the upper end of the riser, ,so that the main natural
circulation flow path is broken, the flow through the by-pass holes in the middle pipe will be sufficient to allow the
passive removal of all core decay heat to the reactor pool. The passive reactor pool cooling system ensures efficient
cooling of the pool and there will be no boiling even at atmospheric pressure.

At the outer pipe, upper end of flow guide structure No. 3 is a bellows to absorb up to '_30 nun thermal expansion
of the central stainless steel column relative to the cold concrete vessel when the column is heated to operating

temperature. In order to avoid risk of stress corrosion cracking the bellows is placed in the cold pool water and
is only exposed to hot water on reactor scram or pump trip.

The upper end of the bellows is provided with a flange that connects with the lower end of flow guide structure
No. 4. Flow guide structures 1 through 3 are solidly connected to the core envelope and via the !atter to the liner
near the concrete vessel cavity bottom; flow guide structure no 4 is mounted on the pressu, e vessel steel extension.

System 2137 Flow guide structure No. 4 with siphon breaker and main coolant nozzle connections (2137)

Flow guide structure No. 4 is shown in Figure A.2-5:

• Constitutes the uppermost part of the riser
• Contains the uppermost part of the downcomer sending cold leg nozzle water downward
• Houses the uppermost part of the natural circulation path from the upper end of the riser down to the

upper density lock
• Houses the siphon breaker
• Provides with connections to and seals the eight main coolant nozzles
• Houses the inlet arrangement for filtered and boron free water from the reactivity control system

• Provides a path for back flow of water through the external loops in case of trip of all the main coolant
pumps.

The four cold leg inlet nozzles (M) in the pressure vessel steel extension are connected to the central downcomer
plenum via long diffusers (N), the purpose of which is to recover flow kinetic energy and minimize flow induced
vibration due to the 90 ° downward turn of the > 13000 kg/s (206,000 gpm) primary coolant flow. Each of these
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diffusers divide into a part that is left in the vessel and a part that belongs to guide structure 4 and is removed when
ref,-cling. Figure A.2-6 shows the arrangement that is used. By means of special tools, the springs and the bellows
are compressed to disengage the sealing surfaces so guide structure 4 can be removed.

As shown in Figure A.2-5, the flow from the four cold leg nozzles travels the diffusers to the centrally located

upper end of the downcomer and then turns 90° downwards. It then enters an annular section with small
cross-section area where the velocity is increa_xl, hence the static pressure is reduced to about that of the riser at
this level. A long expanding diffuser (O) reduces the velocity before the coolant enters flow guide structure No.
3.

In the center of the high velocity annulus there is a straight 640 mm inner diameter pipe which is open to the
pressurizer steam volume. The pipe ends (open) in the high velocity section but 140 mm below it there is another
concentric pipe with the _me diameter.

During normal operation there is no flow in the upper of the two central pipes. (There is never any flow in the
lower pipe.) The static pressure in the high velocity section at the pipe opening will determine the water level in
it.
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FigureA.2-5 UpperRiserStructure
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Figure A.2-6 Expansion Bellows

In case of a main coolant cold leg pipe break leading to extensive loss of reactor pool water inventory, the level
in the pool and riser may fall considerably below the main piping nozzles. However, steam flowing from the
pressurizer through the central pipe will break the siphon and stop the outflow, leaving enough water inside the
concrete vessel cavity to ensure the presence of the natural circulation coolant path through the core which is cooled
by external heat exchangers.

Holes, with a total square section of 0.05 m2 penetrate the wall between the riser and downcomer, at the siphon
i breaker elevation. These holes also help break a postulated siphon flow but their main purpose is to direct riser

water to the main coolant cold leg following a trip of all main coolant pumps. This is also the purpose of the flow
baffles in front of the entrance to the hot leg pipes that force the normal outgoing flow to a level that cannot be

reached by the cold water during natural circulation. Hence cold water enters the drilled holes just mentioned and
natural circulation through the external loops occurs in reverse.

Figure A.2-5 shows the arrangement used for adding pure water to the primary system for normal cleanup and for
startup and power increase (part of system 312, reactivity control system). Water enters through two pipes with
their nozzles bet_ :en the main coolant hot leg nozzles (Q). From there it is sent to a balcony (R) overflow
arrangement. Because the incoming water is colder than the primary water, it tends to move to the bottom of the

balcony. During plant operation it flows from there to the entrance of the hot leg nozzles through a suction pipe
to each nozzle; the suction being provided by the underpressure caused by the acceleration of the flow entering thenozzles.

If the flow of boron reactivity control system is accidentally started when the main coolant pumps are idle, cold
water will pass over the overflow weir and flow down to the upper density lock and into the large pool. There is
suction that can transport the cold water up to the hot leg nozzles under these conditions.

Thus, criticality accidents cannot occur as a result of local pockets of pure water from improper operation of the
pure water inlet system with idle main coolant pumps.

System 2138 Riser funnel

The riser funnel is the uppermost of the reactor internals and constitutes the connection between the primary system
(riser upper entlj and the pressurizer steam volume.
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The riser funnel consists of a 6.1 m high, 2.0 m i.d. cylinder (Figure A.2-5 item (S)) welded to a lower 0.6 m high
truncated cone (T) with an outside diameter of 4.4 m that seals to a flange at the upper end of the support skirt of
flow guide No. 4. During operation elastic beams inside the pressure vessel head press against this flange,

providing the sealing force for it and the force that keeps flow guide structure No. 4 pressed against its support
brackets on the ve,_sel steel extension.

The riser funnel houses the pipe leading from the pressurizer steam volume to the siphon breaker opening in its
center. During normal operation there is no flow in the riser funnel. The level in the funnel will be about 4.4 m
above that in the surrounding pool due to different average temperatures hence different densities in the two water
columns measured from the lower end of the upper density lock.

Transients, e.g., loss of feedwater without scram will result in an overflow of water to the pool over the upper rim
of the riser funnel. If the overflowing water is belew saturation temperature some steam condensation will occur.

In depressurization transients large two-phase flows will temporarily occur in the riser funnel.

Noel plant operation
During normal plant operation at full reactor power, the reactor outlet water temperature is --.290"C, and the inlet
temperature is ---2600C. The pressure drop in the inlet throttles (that are part of the fuel assemblies), across the
fuel assemblies themselves and the core support structures, as well as in the reactor riser pipe amounts to about 0.05
MPa (7.3 psi) at full reactor power when the core coolant flow rate is 13000 kg/s.

The difference in density between the hot riser water and the colder reactor pool water results in a pressure
differential of about 0.05 MPa (7.3 psi) between the lower and upper density locks inside the reactor primary circuit
up the riser pipe. This buoyant riser force is the driving force for the full power core coolant flow rate of 13000
kg/s 206,000 gpm. As long as the main coolant pumps (System 313) supply the reactor with a matching water flow
rate (which is determined by the pressure differential between the density locks), the pool loop is inactive.

Plant startup
At the beginning of plant startup from a cold shutdown, the temperature in the reactor riser is too low for stable
operation of the reactor pool loop. The gas lock (Figure A.2-2, item (V), System 3225) in the lower density lock
(System 3221) is filled with a gas bubble preventing inlet flow from the reactor pool until the reactor outlet water
temperature has risen to ---100°C corresponding to a flow rate of --- 20% of full speed of the main coolant pumps
(about 100 C).

The plant is normally shutdown by injection of boric acid into the core-heat exchanger loop. Alternatively tripping
one of the four main coolant pumps by the trip and interlock system (System 516) will upset the flow balance and
cause pool water to enter the core via the lower density lock and scram the reactor. If this is done, the inlet plenum
and the pool water inlet pipes will be expo_ to a rapid water temperature change from ---260°C to -.-50°C which
is ameliorated as described. If all four main coolant pumps trip, will the forced circulation inlet plenum be stressed
by being flooded with cold reactor pool water?

Refueling
At refueling, the riser funnel and the top three tlow guide structures (System 2134 to 2137) are lifted out of the
reactor vessel (the concrete vessel cavity and the vessel steel extension) and placed in a separate storage pool.

Abnormal situations

If the main coolant pumps stop, all the water brought to the top of the reactor riser will not be removed and all the
water needed in the reactor inlet plenum will not be provided which will activate the reactor pool loop transferring
the residual heat to the reactor pool (System 321).
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Certain plant transients will raise the reactor water temperature to boiling which will increase the buoyancy in the
riser, upsetting the flow balance and _ram the reactor.

Under loss of heat sink accidents, evaporation of the reactor pool water removes the reactor residual heat. If this
is prolonged, loss of water will cause the recirculation in the reactor pool loop to cease and boiling will occur. The
reactor riser could buckle ('the beer can syndrome') and stop the circulation of the reactor water in both reactor

loops. The flow guide structures are designed to prevent buckling.

In a guillotine break in the cold leg of one main coolant pipe, the extremely large break flow will subject the forced-
flow inlet to an underpressure transient. For this reason, a small diameter inlet nozzle in included in the cold leg
and the components are designed accordingly.

System 215 Reactor Assembly Supr_ortsand Restraints

The reactor assembly as defined in this report mainly consists of the thin-walled flow guide structures that direct
the coolant flow to and from the reactor core and the core suport structures. System 215 supports the reactor
assembly and is shown in Figure A.2-2. It consists of system 2151, reactor assembly support and system 2153
reactor assembly seismic restraint.

System 2151 consists of a support skirt - a truncated cone of 30.4 cm thick stainless steel. At the lower end it is
welded to cavity liner which is increa,_ed in thickness to about 30 mm in this region. The cone has a number of
holes for pool water flow. These holes are < 5.5 cm to prevent passage of material in the coolant that could clog
the lower density lock tubes. Blockage of a large number of holes is not likely. At the upper rim is a flange for
bolting the core envelope structure (system 2131).

System 2153, if found necessary will consist of a number of spokes arranged at the upper end of flow guide
structure 2 (system 2135) to restrict motion of the flow guide structure under seismic conditions.

A.2.2 Fuel Assemblies (Sy.stem 26!.)

Assembly desi_
The PIUS fuel assembly is shown in Figure A.2-7. It closely resembles a standard present day PWR fuel assembly

except for the shorter length (2.8 m). The assembly is built up of an 18 x 18 square array of rods. The comer rods,
and four of the inner rods in an assembly consisting of thick-walled zircaloy tubes and zircaloy spacer grids, to form
the assembly skeleton. The other 316 positions are used for fuel rods identical to standard PWR rods except for
the length. The four comer rods (tubes) are welded to the four zircaloy spacer grids. In this way protruding comers
of the grids that could engage with grids of adjacent fuel assemblies during fuel kandling are eliminated. The four
zircaloy tubes in the interior of the bundle are welded to the grids and may be used for locating in-core neutron
detectors,

The eight, unfueled tubes are closed in their lower end except for a small hole that passes enough water to prevent
boiling.

The 316 fuel rods are placed with their lower ends supported by the assembly bottom plate. The bottom and top
end plates are connected by the eight thick-walled zircaloy tubes. The upper end plate can be removed after picking
out inserts placed in the ends of these tubes. Several rods in each fuel assembly are provided with machined

elongations of their upper end plugs. The pellets in these rods contain gadolinia burnable absorbers. After the first
irradiation cycle, these rods can be removed (all at the same time) by means of a special tool and replaced by new
gadolinia containing fuel rods. These new rods then remain in the assembly for the rest of the assembly life.
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Fuel rods
The fuel rod cladding is a Zircaloy tube with an external diameter of 9.50 nun which is closed with welded end

plugs. The fission gas plenum length is about 100 mm and the total fuel rod length is 2.625 m containing uranium
dioxide pellets having a diameter at room temperature of 8.20 nun.

Other assembly com_nents

Egg-crate spacer grids made of lnconel X-750 are mechanically fixed to the lower assembly end plate. The other
grids are welded to the corner tubes. The assembly bottom end plate vertically supports the fuel rods and the

assembly. When the assembly is placed on the core support grid. engage two guide pins on the support grid to
define the position of the assembly. The assembly upper end plate consists of a grid of beams holding the sides
together. The latter are elongated with holes drilled in the elongation to engage with the fuel grapple in fuel
handling. The upper end plate is fixed to the upper end of the eight thick-walled zircaloy tubes which carry the
weight of the assembly during handling.

The top end plate is not designed to prevent upward movement of fuel rods because of PWR experience where the
lifting force due to the coolant flow is an order of magnitude higher than the PlUS design. Table A.2-1 summarizes
the assembly data,

Table A.2-1 Fuel Assembly Data

Fuel pellet diameter (mm) 8.20
i, ,,, , ,,,, r , ,,,,,,,, , , ,,,, ,

Cladding outer diameter (mm) 9.50
, ,r ,, , , , , ,,,

Nominal diametrical assembly clearance (mm) 0.16

Uranium dioxide weight/assembly (kg) 428,6

Total assembly weight (kg) 546.7
,,, , ,, , ,,, ,,, , ,,, ,

Fuel rod total length (m) 2.625

Fuel column length (m) 2.500
, ,,,,,r,, ,

Number of fuel rods 316

Number of unfueled (water) positions 8

Number of inconel grids 1
,,, Jl , ,,,, , i i

Number of zircalloy grids 4
- ,,,,,,,, , , ,,, ,, , ,,,, , , ,,,,, u,,, , ,,,

Assembly total height (m) 2.820
- ,,,,, ,,, ,,

Assembly square width (m) 0.2267
i ,, i i i ,,i,q,i i i H ii | I'

Operating situations
Some normal operation pertinent data of PlUS fuel rods as compared to that of a modern PWR (Doel 4) are shown
in Table A.2-2.

Load increases in zircaloy clad UO 2 fuel wds is known to cause cladding cracking in current LWR cores due to
pellet clad interaction (PCI) under certain co,ditions. However, this occurs only below about 30 kW/m linear heat
load which is well above PIUS (11.9 kW/m). During a main coolant pump trip, the core rapidly shuts down with
the coolant temperature dropping 200°C. This _ould lead to stretching (with plastic deformation) of cooled zircaloy
cladding over a hot and uncontracted pellet. However, ABB-Atom calculations show that the pellet contracts f_t

enough so that the gap actually increases during the cooldown transient.
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Table A.2-2 Comparason of PlUS and PWR Fuel Rod Operating Data
i, r, ,,,, , , ,, ,, , ,,,,, , , , , , , ,, ,

Criterion PlUS D_I 4

Average fuel rod linear heat load (kw/m) I 1.9 16.5
, , , . , , ,, J , , ,,, , ,

Average cladding heat flux (kw/m 2) 399 567

Average e_lant temperature (°C) 275 313

Core water flow velocity (m/s) 2.8 4.6

Core pressure drop (kPa) 36 167
- =,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,, ,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,, , , ,, ,

Core power density _W/I) 72 96.5
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A,.2, 3....Vessellnte.,rnallnst_.ments Supports - Systen!..2 !6

Subsystems in system 216 are:
2161 Support equipment for the neutron flux monitoring system (531) detectors
2162 Support equipment for the reactor outlet and inlet water temperature monitoring system (5361)
2163 Support equipment for the fuel assembly out- let water temperature monitoring system (5363)
2164 Support equipment for the reactor ptml temperature monitoring system (5364)
2165 Support equipment for the temperature monitoring system in the lower density lock (System 3221) 2166

Support equipment for the temperature monitoring system in the upper density lock (System 3222) 2167 Support
equipment for the concrete vessel temperature monitoring system (5366)

2168 Support equipment for the primary loop flow rate monitoring system (5367)

Herein are described only subsystems 2161 and 2163. These subsystems (Figure A.2-8) consist of guide tubes that
lead from a location inside or directly above the core to a special upward elongation of the drywell where the
instrument cables pass out through the primary system pressure boundary in the seal table. The 2161 guide tubes
for the incore neutron detectors are divided into five parts. The upper ends of the two lower parts are funnel-
shaped to ease the insertion of the instrument probes from above. The lowermost part is a 10 mm i.d. zircaloy
instrument guide tube that is an integral part of the fuel assembly skeleton. There are four such tubes where neutron
detectors can be inserted in each fuel assembly (in addition there are the four thickwalled corner tubes). The next
section mounted in the 2134 lowermost flow guide structure, is fixed to the upper core support plate and ends
directly above the corresponding zircaloy guide tube in a fuel assembly. From there it passes up through the
support plate and into the lowermost part of the riser. It is then bent outwards and passes through the lower part
of the inner wall of the lowermost flow guide structure to pass through the downcomer annulus between the 2134
flow guide structure and the upper part of the outer wall of the reactor envelope structure (2131) and end with their
funnel shaped ends immediately adjacent to the reactor envelope structure. The sections of the guide tubes passing
through the riser are held together by lateral beams to minimize flow induced vibrations. In their passage across
the higher velocity flow in the downcomer annulus, the guide tubes now coming together in four bundles) are
protected by an upstream flow deflector mounted on the flow guide structure. The next section of the guide tubes
(in bundles) have their ends welded to flanges bolted to the outside of the reactor envelope structure so that each
penetration in the flange directly faces a guide tube in the section below. The bundles then pass up through the pool
inside an envelope pipe in order to prevent movements due to flow in pool water. Their upper ends are welded to
another multi-tube flange that is located immediately outside in the pool side under the liner insulation. The guide
tube bundle(s) continue from this flange via the liner through a stainless steel pipe cast into the concrete. At the
upper face of the concrete this pipe ends with an inward flange. To this flange is bolted another multi-tube flange
for the guide tubes going through the stainless steel pipe.

The pressure inside the guide tube and in the outer envelope pipe is about the same (of the order of 9 MPa) but the

guide tube contains low boron primary system water whereas the outer tube contains high boron pool water. This
is the reason for all the sealing arrangements with the other, internal flanges. Another multitube flange faces the
pressure boundary flange just mentioned. In this is primary system pressure that continues upward with air on the
outside with missile impact protection. This uppermost part of the guide tubes ends at the seal table, where the
electrical instrument leads pass out of primary system region. The seal table is located in a special upward
extension of the dryweil at a level high enough to allow opening of the .seals and removal of instrument probes while
the reactor is in the refueling stage. Thus the 216 instrument guide tubes
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consist of five successive sections:

- in the fuel assemblies,

- in the lowermost flow guide structure,
- in the pool, in a pipe through the concrete and finally
- in air up to the seal table.

Their total length is about 40 m. In the three uppermost sections they are handled together in four bundles. If
necessary the various sections can be removed from the concrete vessel. This is done routinely in refueling for the !
two lowermost sections. Removal of the other three sections is not expected to be necessary but if it is, the section
inside the concrete is removed down- wards. The 2163 guide tubes are identical to those for system 2161 except
that they end in the upper core support plate. The 216 guide tubes make a 180" turn at the bottom of the cavity
before entering the lower density locks; their passage through the pool and concrete vessel is the same as for the
2161 guide tubes. The other guide tubes for the upper density lock will probably be similar.

A.2.4 Startup neutron sources 217

This non-safety grade system has the task of providing initial neutron flux during plant start'up. The system consists
of four neutron sources per reactor core, each incorporated in a fuel rod (System 261). The sources are located
fairly close to the SRM detectors. During the first reactor cycle, a neutron source consists of about 100 pg of
Cf-252, encapsulated in double welded cans of Zircaloy. During later cycles antimony and beryllium (Sb-Be)
sources supply the startup flux. The system also encompasses a shielded container for the transport of the Cf source
rods. The Cf sources have a half-life of 2.6 years. As they decay, the activation of the Sb-Be sources becomes
saturated and these become the neutron sources. The Cf sources are permanently installed into the fuel assemblies.
The 217 sources are left in the fuel in the spent fuel storage racks (System 243).

A.2.5 Wet thermal insulation - Reactor primary system 291

The PIUS Metalisol insulation system limits heat losses from the reactor primary loop to the reactor pool while
maintaining acceptable conditions from corrosion and reactor chemistry is supplied by Compagnie de Ateliers et
Forges de la Loire of France. It has been used in nuclear reactor gaseous atmospheres in France and large scale
tested in water by Studsvik Energiteknik in Sweden. The basic element of the Metalisol insulation is a "mattress"

consisting of a pile of screens, woven from stainless steel wire mesh and held together by stainless steel clips.
Each mattress is reinforced along its upper edge by a stainless steel U-profile metal. The Metalisol insulation

system c_nsists of a number of mattresses separated by thin stainless steel sheets and protected by stainless steel
cover plates. They are displaced with respect to each other in such a way as to minimize edge effect losses. The
whole system package is held together by stainless steel rivets.

For PLUS, the Metalisol type insulation has been selected, which was tested in water at Studsvik. This system is
characterized by 0.2 mm wire diameter, a pitch of 0.55 mm with 20 screens per mattress having a thickness of 5
mm separated by 0.2 mm sheets with a cover plate of 5 mm thickness for a total thickenss of 25 mm. The Studsvik

tests were performed at temperatures which are close to PIUS temperatures and can thus be used directly without
any resort to recalculations. The losses were on the average 10 kW/m 2 on vertical surfaces.
During plant operation and hot standby, the expected losses of heat through the insulation will be around 15 MW.

The wire may be subjected to general corrosion and to some extent to local pitting corrosion. Experience with wire
mesh mattresses in demisters shows that some stress corrosion may also occur due to stresses left in the wires from

the weaving operation. Wires may break in the insulation but not to the extent that system integrity is threatened.
Water will be esstentially stagnant inside the insulation system, and the system is not expected to affect the reactor
pool chemistry or corrosion product concentration to any important degree.
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A.2.6 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality A..nalysis

Tables A.2-3 provide failure modes, effects and criticality analyses for the equipment discussed in this section.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A-2

a. Blocking the lower density lock has many ramifications regarding safely shutting the reactor down. First it
would inhibit scram because the poisoned pool water would be denied entry. Shutdown would have to be achieved
by boron injection into the primary loop flow.

Forced flow with the primary pumps is possible with the lower density lock blocked. Such a flow mechanism would
have to be maintained until the residual heat drops to the point that no flow through the fuel is necessary.

b. See note a as well as the following comments: Details on the control of gas and its release from the gas lock
have not been found in the PSID. It is understood that the gas cap is designed to "leak" a continuous outflow into

the primary coolant to presumably collect in the pressurizer. The gas lock is actuated by flowing gas in faster than
it leaks out. If the opening(s) through which the gas leaks become blocked, the gas cannot be released hence the
pool loop cannot actuate. A high leak rate would make such an obstruction highly improbable with the penalty of
a heavy gas load to be removed from the coolant.

c. See notes a and b as well as: Under a severe accident, gas may be evolving from the overheated core. It would

rise vertically and collect in the pressurizer but gas will be entrained and returned to the core by the primary cooling
stream. Gas entry into the gas cap (see Figure A.2-2) is inhibited by the fact that the primary flow is injected above

the flow equalizer grid (V) and it is difficult to see how the gas could migrate downward to get under the cap and
be trapped.

Nevertheless it would be desirable to have no way that pool flow could be blocked short of physically blocking the

flow path.

d. If this were to occur, note a. would also be applicable as well as: Blockage in the tubes carrying pool water into
the core entry at the core support plate due to the accumulation of boron, insulation debris or whatever, would seem
to occur slowly and with time. It is apt to be an asymetric effect that is detectable by temperature sensing if it is
done at different radial and azymuthal positions (Section A.2.3 is not sufficiently specific). General indications may
be indicated by comparing the lower density lock water temperature with the core inlet and outlet temperatures when

operating under pool cooling.

e. The scenario that is being considered is: The reactor is operating under full power. The inner annulus flow

guide structure below the crossover, cracks, letting a considerable amount of primary flow to bypass the core and
be returned to the steam generator. This flow would add to the thermal-induced core flow such that pool flow may
not be actuated. The core will overheat with local steam formation. The pressure increase will result in flow into

the pressurizer. The core outlet coolant temperature is sensed to cause a scram.

f. Under degraded core conditions, debris may be carried by the flow stream upward to be deposited on the upper
entrance to the upper density lock. This would cutoff flow to the degraded core and result in further degradation.

g. The PIUS core, by necessity, has low flow impedance. For this reason, it is believed that changes in local flow
impedances will have more effect on the flow distribution throughout the core than would be the case with a higer
impedance core.
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Table A.2-3 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Reactor Internals: 213 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 16, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

1 Lower density geometry loose part/ Prevent scram, Low - see IV Loose part moni- Considering the diameter and
lock/admit pool change object, prevent pool note a. tots, inspection, wall thicknesses of the tubes
water, provide stag- blocking flow unrecognized cooling - no water chemistry !comprising the lower density
nant pool-reactor damage during emergency cool- ilock, this event seems highly
water interface mainte- ing - difficulties i/mprobable

nance\refuei- in shutting down

ing, earth- reactor.
quake,
corrosion,

metal fatigue,
boron accum-

> ulation,
radiation

_o_ imbrittlement

2 Gas lock/prevent Gas release/ Foreign mate- same as above Medium - lII Monitor on gas There is no direct way of
pool water entry accumulation rial, loose see note b flow to gas lock, sensing the status of the gas
during startup rate exceeding material inspection lock.

gasrelease rate blocking gas
release holes,
boron accu-
mulation in

holes,

failure of gas
injection
control.
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Table A.2-3 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis [

System: Reactor Internals: 213 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 16, 1991 I

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

2 !(continued) Gas production Core degrada- same as above Low - see IV None A positive means of preventing
rate exceeding tion and over- note c blockage of the lower density

gas leak rate heating lock is desirable. A better
alternative is to eliminate the J

gas cap. This would require
that the primary pump flow be
controllable to zero flow.

3 Tubes supplymg pool Blockage Boron accu- same as above Medium - III Inspection, water A mechanism for direct sens-
water from the flow mulation, see note d quality control mg core cooling flow patterns

equalizer plate to the foreign mate- under pool and loop flow

> core support plate/ rial such as conditions would be desirable.
inject pool water into insulation

rb the core for debris

emergency and
shutdown cooling

4 Core support/sup- Fracture Vibration, core drop, cool- Low V Design margins, Such an accident has only
ports the reactor core metal fatigue, ing channel inspection, vibra- occurred as the result of over-

flaw m manu- blockage, core tion detection, heating and core damage. Plus
facture, radia- geometry change metal samples for operates with low power
tion embrittle- damage detection density therefore no strenuous
merit, seismic requirements on core support

design.

No anticipated possibility of
recriticality from core geom-
etry change.



IS Table A.2-3 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysisystem: Reactor Internals: 213 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 16, 1991

No. Co_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

5 Lower inner core fracture flow vibration, bypass primary L IV Inspection of flow See note e
flow annulus/guide lfatigue, manu- flow from core structures,
primary flow to core facturmg flaw cooling vibration morn-
inlet toting

6 Upper density lock/ Flow blockage Weld break, Failure to scram, M IV Inspection, vibra- Blocking the upper density
remm flow for pool nmterial frac- Inability to tion monitoring lock has the same effect on
flow rare, thermal, secure adequate pool flow as blocking the

vibration shutdown cooling lower density lock, including
fatigue mhibitmg. See notes a and b.

Debris from See above M V None See note f

> degraded core
I,d
!

t,,J
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Table A.2-3 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
i i, ii, i

System: Fuel Assemblies: 261 Reference: PlUS PSID Prepm_r: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: _ 18, 1991
ill ill

No. Co--t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Eff_:ts Criti,-:_dity F_ Mifigaioa 1__
(sys/plant)

1 Fuel elements/ damage of Thermal shock Contanmmtion of Low H Design fuel for When the reactor is scrmmm_
!provides power for cladding - differential primary water Irq_ cooling the coolant te_lamflme drops
the reactor expansion, fuel very rapidly as the pool water

clad eme_ tSeco_ regio_

interactions,
radiation

embrittlemem,
_c

2 Core cooling chart- partial or full acctmudafion local fuel over- M IV Design, _ effect is no¢ expected to
uels/passage of coo- blockage of boron or _ possibly quality control, be significant m less time than

> ling water to remove other foreign propagafn___gto inspectioa, a fuel change, hogipieat effects
core heat matter, other rods. See rod _ and sumdd be detected at that time.

bowing, note e. constmmt
fuel swelling.
seismic
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Table A.2-3 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
, , i nl

System: Vessel Internal lnstnnnentation 216 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer:.R. Fullwood, BNL Date: _ 18, 1991
i .H . i . i i,ll i i

No. Co_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Fmqmmcy Mitigation Remmks
(sys/plant)

i Core instrumentation/Instrument Sensor failure, Reduction m Low ILl Redundant, mul- Single instrument loss is

monitor core and failure Instrumentation mfornmfion re- fiple instnnnenta- expe_.ed, even if all core
coolant status failure gardmg operating tkm in_ntmeataticm were lost,

conditions scram is not inhibited.

However, the roq._ of
RG 1.97_ severe

nmmtoring may not be
mpteaza_.

2 Instrument mount Break loose Fatigue, vibra- Loose part m Low III Loose part d_ec-

> tion, system tion
io

".it



APPENDIX A.3 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM 312

A.3.1 Discussion

PWRs controlreactivityby varyingtheboronconcentrationinthecoolantandby controlrods,PIUS doesallof

the reactivity control by varying the boron concentration, either by boron addition or dilution of the coolant or by
causing the highly borated reactor pool water to enter the core by upseting the flow balance by I pump trip.

System Purvoses

• Start the reactor from hot or cold conditions by diluting the boron content in the primary coolant with
cleanwater

• Control the power level and compensate for the gradual buro-up of the fuel during normal operation
• Shutdown the reactor to hot or cold conditions

• Supply the primary loop with cleaned makeup water and with chemicals for water chemistry control •
Control the hot/cold water interface level in the upper density lock

System 312 Composi[iQn

The non safety grade, System 312 is made 304 stainless steel, except for some components in the injection pumps,
the pressure pulse compensators, and some valves. It interfaces with the following subsystems which will be
described before the system:

3121 Filtered water supply system
3122 Distilled water supply system
3123 Borated water supply system
3124 Inlet-outlet system
3125 Normal withdrawal system
3126 Temporary discharge system

System 3121 Filtered water supply

System 3121 supplies the reactor primary system with clean water having the boron content required for the current
operating mode. In addition it: replaces the water withdrawn by the cleanup system 3125, adjusts the concentration
of lithium hydroxide and hydrogen in the primary systems, controls the hot/cold water interface level in the upper
density lock.

Figure A. 3-1 consists of:

- Two redundant 100% reciprocating pumps (A, Pll and P12). Each pump delivers 8.5 kg/s (135 gpm)
using a 90 kW motor supplied from system 643. They take water from the reactor water cleanup system (System
3311) and deliver it to the inlet-outlet system (3124) at about 9.2 MPa.

- Pump service valves (B) and a check valve (C) through which lithium hydroxide (LiOH) solution and
hydrogen (H2) flow to the pumps.

- A pressure pulse compensator (D, TII)
- A flow meter (E, K311)
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Figure A.3-1, FilteredWaterSupplySystem

The operating pump is controlled by the reactorpower controlsystem (535). The supply to the primarysystem
matchesthe varying demandsin the reactorprimarysystem.

Distilled water supply system

System 3122 supplieswater to the primarysystem withless than IOppmboron to: startthe reactorby dilutingthe
primarycoolant with clean water, controlthe power level, compensate for the fuel burn-up.

System 3122 shown in Figure A.3-2 is identicalin configurationwith that shown in FigureA. 3-1.

Figure A.3-2 Distilled WaterSupply System
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Thesystemconsist,of the followingmainparts:
- Two reciprocatingpumps(!)21andP22)ratedat 30 kg/s(476 lPm) drawing350kW fromsystem642.

Theytakesuctionfrom thedistilledwaterlank (331 "I"22)in thereactorwatercleanupsystem(system3312) or
LiOH and H2 and deliver it to the inlet-outletsystem (3124) at about9.2 MPa

- Pumpservice valvu anda check valve to system 3312.
- A flow meter(K321)
- A pressurepulse compensator ('1"21)after the pumps.

The pumpsare 100_ redundantforpower operationof the plantbut areused inparalleldurin8plant startup.They
are controlled by the reactorpower controlsystem (System $35).

System 3123 Boratedwater supply system

System 3123 suppliesthe primary with 7000 ppm boratedwater to adjustpower level, and shut down the reactor.
The system 3123 design shown in Figure A,3-3 is similarto the previous systems. It consists of:

- Two reciprocatingpumps(P31 and P32) rated at 6.0 kg!s (95 gpm) and 65 kW from system 643 which
takesuctionfromtheboratedwatertank(331T23) inthereactorwatercleanupsystem(System3312)andLiOH
solution and H2 delivering to the inlet-outletsystem (3124) at about 10.5 MPa.

- Pump service valves and a check valve to system 3312
- A flow meter (312 K331)
- A pressurepulse compensator(312 T31) afterthe pumps

Figure A.3-3. BoratedWater SupplySystem
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The pumps are 100 9t redundant for power operation of the plant but are used in parallel when nece.,_ary for rapid
reduction of reactivity, They are controlled by the reactor power control system (System 535),

Inlet-out system

System 3124: supplies and preheats the water from systems 3121, 3122 and 3123 for delivery to the primary system,
withdraws and cools water from the primary system for delivery to the reactor water cleanup system. System 3124
shown in Figure A.34 consists of:

- The supply pipe connections from the pump systems, systems 3121 (F), 3122 (G) and 3123 (H).
- One inlet pipe (F) for borated water (from system 3123), with
- Two containment isolation valves (VI01 and VI02)
- One flow meter (KA342)

- One regenerative heat exchanger (El)
Four motor-operated inlet valves (VI03 to VI06), one for each steam generator loop (cold leg) in the

recirculation system (system 313)
- One inlet pipe for filtered water (G, from system 3121) and one for distilled water (item H from System

3122) with

- Four containment isolation valves (V201 to V204)
- Two flow meters (KA 343 and KA344))

- One regenerative heat exchanger (E2), the two pipes unite upstream the heat exchanger
- Two motor-operated inlet valves (V205 and V206), one for each inlet header, (item I, TAI and TBI) -

Suction lines from the inlet headers (TAI and TBI) to the external recirculation loop hot leg outlet nozzles (System
3131)

- A normal operation water outlet pipe system with four outlet pipes from the four cold legs (immediately
downstream of the main coolant pumps), each equipped with shut-off valves (VI07 to VIlO)

Upstream heat exchanger El the four pipes unite, and the common pipe leads to the regenerative heat exchangers
El and E2, and from it to system 3125.

System 3124 is capable of a maximum flow of 70 kg/s (1110 gpm) consisting of: borated water, 0-12 kg/s, filtered
water, O-17 kg/s and/or distilled water, 0-60 kg/s.

Normal withdrawal system

System 3125: controls the primary water withdrawal rate via system 3124, cools the withdrawn water to
temperatures acceptable to the reactor water cleanup system (system 331), depressurizes the withdrawn water to
pressures suitable for system 331, continuously measures the boron content of the withdrawn water.

System 3125 shown in Figure A.3-4 (dashed block labeled (J)) consists of:
- One cooler (E3)

- One temperature measurement (KA551)
- One flow meter (IO,35 l)

- Outlets to the sampling system (System 336) and the water chemistry control system (System 533) -
Fixed throttles (VA531 to 533)

- Motor-operated shut-off valves (VSI 1 to 513)

The fixed throttles (VA531 to 533) reduce the pressure and control the flow rate. Shut-off valves (V$11 to V513)
are individually controlled by the reactor power control system (System 535). When large withdrawal rates are
required all valves are opened with all outlet pipe trains operating in parallel.
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S_stem 3126 Temporary discharge system

System 3126 has the following tasks: support the normal withdrawal system (System 3125) by withdrawing primary
water during certain plant transient.,,, and discharge primary water to the condensation pool of the reactor
containment (system 316).

System 3126 is shown in Figure A.3-4 in the dashed area (K) consisting of three parallel water withdrawal trains,
each comprising:

- One 25 kg/s (400 gpm) water blowdown valve (V601 to V603)
- One discharge throttle (VT01 to V703)
- One discharge pipe equipped with vacuum breaking check valve (Vg01 to V803)

A3.20oe_ ration of System 312

Normal Power Operation

During normal steady state plant operation, the withdrawal system (System 3125, Figure A.3-4) draws off about
8.5 kg/s (134 gpm) through the regenerative heat exchangers in the inlet-outlet system (System 3124). The water
is filtered in the reactor water cleanup system (System 331) and most of it is normally returned to the primary
system again via the filtered water supply system (3121). Water from the distilled water supply system (3122) may
be injected or borated water from system 3123, according to the reactivity needs. The withdrawal rate is set by
the fixed outlet throttles in the withdrawal system (System 3125). The inlet rate is controlled by temperature sensors
in the upper density lock system (3222) to keep the hot/cold water interface level constant in the density lock.

The core outlet temperature is adjusted during normal operation by adjusting the core power level. Distilled water
from system 3122 or borated water from system 3123 is pumped into the primary system according to the needs
for power regulation. The filtered water supply rate from the filtered water supply system (system 3121)
automatically compensates for this change in primary water volume.

Power Ascension

Start up is performed by pumping clean water into the primary system by the distilled water supply system(3122)
while removing an equal amount of the primary water by the withdrawal system (3125). The position of the
hot/cold water interface level in the upper density lock is sensed by temperature which is used to control the flow
from the filtered water supply system (item (G), 3121).

Power Reduction and Shutdown

When rapid step load reductions are required with rapid inflow of borated water, additional primary water is
discharged through system 3126 to the condensation pool (System 316) to minimize the outflow of primary system
water through the upper density lock (3222).

Normal plant shutdown is performed by pumping borated water at full capacity into the primary system by the
borated water supply system (3123). Attaining boron concentrations corresponding to hot standby (decay heat level)
takes about 12 or 30 minutes at the end or beginning of a core load cycle, respectively. Attaining boron
concentrations corresponding to cold shutdown takes about two or five hours at the end or beginning of a core load
cycle respectively.
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Abnormal System Behavior

if the balance between the system 312 inputs and outpuLs to the primary loop is not maintained, one of two things
will happen. Either primary loop water and energy will be lost through the upper density lock (system 3222) to
the reactor pool with unnecessary contamination. Or the upper density lock will be made inoperable because of
erratic composition and temperature of the water in the pipe bundle. Erratic boron concentration in system 3121,
3122 or 3123 will be reflected by erratic reactor power. If the reactivity swings are sufficient, the interlock system
and the reactor power control system (systems 516 and 535) will scram the reactor. Uncontrolled injection of
distilled water into the primary circuit will lead to a reactivity excursion and automatic scram. If this were to occur

during plant shutdown, the cold non-borated water will flow out into the concrete vessel pool via the system 312
inlet headers CTAi and TBI) without entering into the primary system.

A3.3 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

Table A.3-1 provides failure modes, effects and criticality analysies for the equipment for system 213.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A-3

Note a The scenario visualizes full power operation with 100% pump rotational speed. It is assumed that the
primary rotational inertia is in the motor rotor and shaft. Abrupt pump seizure will result in a high inertial impulse
tending to tear the pump from iLsmount and .sever the connecting pipes. If this were to occur, a back flow would
take place through the supply pipe from the 9 MPa reactor pressure. These pipes are small so it would be a small
LOCA.

Note b The inability to inject boron dibbles the ability to control reactor power; it would prevent a normal
shutdown of the reactor and necessitate a scram.

Note c A small LOCA &ssocmtexlwith flow back into systems 3121, 3122, or 3123 requires a very high order of
coincidence. A failure of the check valve in one of these lines must be accompanied by pump failure in the line
having the failed check valve, by the doubly redundant pumps in the line and by the check valve in that line.
Furthermore closing the containment isolation valves would also prevent the back flow.

Note d The differential pressure across the cooler is minirmzed by the throttling valve (V 107-110) controlling the
letdown rate into the cleanup system. The minimum is the pressure needed for the cleanup system. If this is lower
than the secondary pressure, the leak is from secondary to primary and no radioactive water will be release,d to the
environment. If the other way, there will be a release in proportion to the pressure differential.
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, , ,, ,i Table A.3-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Coolant Process Systems: Filtered Water 3121 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 18, 1991
i i

!No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

1 Reciprocating pump/ pump failure shaft lock at Potential for L IV Place check valve See note a.
supply filtered water power small LOCA after pump dis-
to primary coolant charge or use

shear pin

pump seal Loss of filtered L IIl Redundant pumps Losing a pump is expected.
failure, water supply, in design.
motor failure, Ia)ss can be

power failure, compensated by
coupling fail- 100% capacity
are, backup
rotor loose

> from shaft
5,

Excessive flow iPump speed Flow into pool, L III QA If not corrected fairly promp-
electronic dilution of pool tly, it would be necessary to
control failure poison shut the reactor down. It will

cause flow from the upper
density lock into the pool.

2 Fluid envelope / envelope cyclic fatigue Small LOCA L V Inspection, Any envelope failure after the
convey filtered water failure stress corro- Conservative check valves will result in a
to primary sion, seismic design small LOCA.



I Table A.3-1 PlUS 600 Failure Criticality Analysis !

I
Modes Effects and

m I

ISystem: Coolant Process Systems: Filtered Water 3121 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: g. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 18, 1991 ]

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

3 Check valve/prevent valve failure sticking, for- Small LOCA L IV Inspection [A check valve status indicator
back flow to the and failure of eign matter, would warn of this potential
cleanup system both pumps loss of flapper accident

4 Pressure pulse com- fails to smooth Idiaphragm increased pres- L III Inspection Failure detectable by dynamic
pensator/minimize pulses leak, loss of sure pulses in the !pressure monitoring of pres-
pressure pulses !gas water supply isure pulses

system

I

5 Flow sensor/measure fails to work Icloggmg of Inability to know L II QA
the rate of filtered [sensing the rate at which
water flow orifices, failure: filtered water is

> !of pressure dif- being supplied.
LJO

,b ferential m- May require
strumentation reactor shutdown



Table A.3-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Coolant Process Systems: Distilled Water 3122 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 18, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

l Reciprocating pump/ pump failure shaft lock at Potential for L III Place check valve See note a.
supply distilled water power small LOCA after pump dis-
to primary coolant charge or use

shear pin

impeller failure see above L III Inspection, pump !The scenario visualizes aa:iden
of primary casing of suffi- rotor failure that penetrates the
boundary cient strength to ipump casing causing a small

withstand impeller LOCA
failure also see
above.

> pump seal Loss of distilled L II Redundant pumps Loosing a pump is expected.
' failure, water supply, in design.
o motor failure, Loss can be

power failure, compensated by
coupling fail- 100% capacity
ure, backup
rotor loose

from shaft

!Excessive flow Control fail-ur- Reactivity excur- M III Design Rapid injection of distilled wa-

Design e sion ter would cause a reactivity
transient that would activate

the pool loop to scram the re-
actor. It will also cause flow

from the upper density lock.

2 Fluid envelope / envelope cyclic fatigue Small LOCA L V Inspection, Any envelope failure after the
convey filtered water failure, seismic stress con'o- Conservative check valves will result in a
to primary sion design small LOCA.



i

Table A.3-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and CriticalityAnalysis [

System: Coolant Process Systems: Distilled Water 3122 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 18, 1991 ]i

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

3 Check valve/prevent valve failure Isticking, for- Leak back into L IV Inspection The check valve in system
back flow to the and failure of eign matter, filtered water 3124 would prevent a small

cleanup system both pumps loss of flapper tank LOCA if this haplmned.

4 Pressure pulse com- fails to smooth diaphragm increased pres- L III Inspection Failure detectable by dynamic

pensator/minimize pulses leak, loss of sure pulses in the pressure monitoring of pres-pressure pulses gas water supply isure pulses
system

5 Flow sensor/measure kfailsto work clogging of Inability to know L II QA
the rate of distilled sensing the rate at which
water flow orifices, failure distilled water is

> of pressure dif- being supplied.
,_ ferential in- May require
- strumentation reactor shutdown



f Table A.3-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality AnalysisSystem: Coolant Process Systems: Borated Water 3123 Reference: PIUS PSID I_. R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 18, 1991

No. Co_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Freqmmcy Mitigation R_
(sys/plant)

1 Reciprocating pump/ pump failure shaft lock at Potential for L 111 Place check valve See note a.
supply borated water power small LOCA after pump dis- See note b.
to primary coolant chmge or use

shearpm

impeller failure see above L !ii Inspection, pump The _o visualizes sudden
of primary casing of suffi- rotor failure that penetrates the
boundary cient strength to 'pump c_sing causing a sm_

withstand impeller LOCA
failure also see
a_vc.

> pump seal Loss of borated L 11 Redundant pumps Loosing a pump is expec'.ed.
,_ failure, water supply, in design.

motor failure, Loss can be

power failure, compensated by
couplmg fail- 100% capacity
ure, backup
rotor loose
from shaft

Excessive flow Control faii-ur- Shut the reactor L !II Design Rapid mjection of borated wa-
e down ter will cause a rapid

shutdown. It will cause flow

from the upper density lock
into the pool.

Fired envelope / envelope cyclic fatigue Small LOCA L V Ins3mction. Any envelope failure after the

convey filtered water failure stress corro- Conservative check valves will result m a
to primary sion. seismic design _1 LOCA.
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Table 3-IPIUS 600 FailureModes and Effectsand CriticalityAnalysis
A.

,, ,

ISystem: Water3123 Reference:PIUS PSID R. Fullwood,BNL Date:December 18,1991
CoolantProcessSystems: Borated Prepm_.

No. Co--t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failme Effects Criticality Freqt_y Mitigation Remmks
(sys/pt.m)

3 Check valve/prevent valve failure sticking, for- Small LOCA L [IV lnspectioa The check valve m system
back flow to the and failure of eign matter, 3124 would prevem a small
cleanup system both pumps loss of flapper LOCA if this happmed

4 Pressure pulse tom- fails to smooth diaphragm increased pres- L _Ill Inspection Failure detectable by dynamic
_r/minimize fmlses leak, loss of sure pulses m the wessme momtoring of lines-
pressure pulses gas water _y sure pulses

system

5 Flow sensor/measure fails to work clogging of _ty to know L II QA
the rate of borated sensing the rate at which
water flow orifices, failure borated water is .

> of ptesmu_ dif- being mJpplied.
2. ferential in- May require

strummtation __
i
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Table A.3-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes _ Effects and Criticality Analysis
[ I i ii i iii i i iiiiii i iiiiiiiiiii ii iiiiiii iil!ll

!System: Coolant Process Systems: Inlet-Outlet 3124 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer." R. Fullwood. BNL Date: Decemhef 18. 1991
i i ii iii i i] ii i i i iiii ii iiiiii i iii L_ iiii I

iNo. Co_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigaticm
(sys/plant)

1 Piping to check Pipe failure [Fatigue frac- Small LOCA L ilV !Inspection. QA Pipe ruptme m these lilies
valves/carry filtered, itu_re,bad weld, wmdd _ the rea_
borated and distilled ivibration, sad allow reactor _ to be
water to reactor stress- neleased _ of the PCRV

corrosion but inside of _.

icracking.
seismic

4

2 Check valves Vl02 Valve failure Sticking, for- Small LOCA L V Inspection, QA, See note c
202,204/prevent to prevent eign matter, Mamtemmce
hack flow and reactor reverse flow loss of flapper
depressurization and failure

>

3 Regenerative heat Primary to Pitting. stress None L Ill Inspection
_, exchanger (E1)/heat secondary leak corrosion, bad

borated water before welds, vibra-

injection into the tion. seismic
primary

4 Motor operated inlet valve failure to valve binding, inabtlity to con- L Ill Mam_ This failure would probably
valves/control flow operate control failure, trol reactivity force ats_nun

from water supply motor failure
systems

5 Containment isolation See above See above inability to isolate L Ill Maintemmce Premnmbly these valves cotdd
Ivalves con_ be _y closed. See note

ivgLy__that there c
is a failure of the

connecting
system

" i i .................



Table A.3-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects lad Criticality Amdylais

System: Coolant Process Systems: lnlet-Omlet 3124 Rely: PlUS PSID _ R. F_, BNL Date: Decemt_ 18, 1991

No. Compmamt/Function FailureMode FailureCame Faihh-eEffects Critieal__ityFreqmag'y Mitiphoa P_
i

(_s/phaO

Flow meters/momtor Failure to Clogging of Inability to L II mU_mmce
reinsureflow _ _ reactivity

ohfic_, failure

ofpressuredif-
fenmtialin-

!
,..,..
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TableA.3-1 PlUS 600Failme_ and_ andCriticalityAnalysis
i , ii,ll ii I i ,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ' ,iilllmn i

Syslem:CoolamProcessSyslem:NormalW_ 3125 _ PlUS PSID _ R. F_ BNL Dale:_ 19, 1991
, ,,,, ,_ _ , ,_,, _, I"'1 I N I1_111

No. Compouem/FuactioaFailureMode FailureCame FailmeEHecls Critical_ Frequm_ M_ Reama_
(__)

u_ ,, ,,,i I

Cooh_,/coo_pmm.ry[,_kfrom _,vibm- Lmka_of MIm Momwqr_iS_oo_d
watertoa tempera-primaryto e_n._, pcinmTwaa= cooa_from
bu=efor cleanup seccmdary welding, dif- _ _ tadialim

_e=- wMerwiJh envi-
pmsi_, r_men_ release
seismic

,,, ,,,,,,

'2 Tempermm_ram- Semof or Sms_ fmlure.!_ So L IV
_ dexerm_ _ electromcs mmi_ the wma

the water tempmm_ failuremd f_iu_ _mpemu_
to clmmp _ of _ to c_

>
, , ,,,,,

_, 3 Flow enemmement/ Semor or Semor faih..'-e,_ to L IV ImpectKm
__ _ - " electronics momtorthe_"

fml_ of flow itocleanup
control

, i

4 Fixed ghfottles/ O,_,_,JL,U_ or iForei£nmat- Enor m knowing L 111
meaaneflowby erosion =r.bcmm flowrateor
diffenmtial _ delx)gtioo, blockageof "

Iddow=flow
,

5 golm-operaled ValvefailureValvesticking,_ tostop L II g_

, ,,,

Valvefailureseeabove No flow=ocleang 111 M.mmmnmz Thiswing lwevemthe

=oopen -upsysamz =ocem=_ the_ _
" wm=rmBt ben=kmed=o

. • =j=_=mma_ -==r.
.... I I_I



No. Compollml/Fmctim Fa/Im_Mode Failm_C.ame Faih_ _ _ Fnalomcy Milir_m_m P.ellmlgs
(s,_/l,l_)

I Dischar__ _or F_mat- _m'ea- L III Mainleemme Itmamstl_dmmarewide
linuttlmtrms/mt mmm ta.boma ores/redischar_ _ totheumsaaa

2 Molm-olmrakd Valvefailure Valvestickle,_ to L II M.aimlma_
dmmff va,h_s toclose comml faihu¢comml Umsimt

Valvefailmm s_alm_ Nollowh)trm- L IH _ Thiswmddl_sa_mltm

_opm s_mtdm:Imrl_ m_m_a,e _ 11o,,aad

> s,r'am d_la.F_ t_poola.,,._
_ qpl_ dmsitylock

3 F.avelop/Icaideflowpilmfailme _,sUcm Discharpimi_ L IV

aia:har_ ammioa, ofoam/a_m
Mddiq, am_
_,¢dat.m.
mismic



APPENDIX A.4 - PRIMARY RECIRCULATION SYSTEM (SYSTEM 313)

In current LWR plants, the reactor coolant pumpssupply the pre_ure differencethat force_ the reactor coolant
throughthe reactorcore, the hot and cold leg piping and the steamgenerator. However, in the PlUS design, the
reactor core and mmr pr_ure drop is suppliedby the density differencebetweena hot and a cold water column.
The main coolant pump t_d(_ the water from the top of the natural circulation loop and tnmsfers it to the bottom
via the steamgenerator(s) thu_keeping the natural circulationreactorpool loopinactive. The pump hasto provide
the Mm¢ preMure differential as that cau_d by the density difference through the core to e_tahlisha pre_ure
balance_roM the lower density lock (System 3221).

SV_t©m313 Puroo_

The purpo_mof System 313 includesthe following:

1. Providingsufficient primary loopflow to ensurethat thereactorpool loopis not activateddunng normal plant
operation;

2. Providing suctionpressurefor the reactivity control system inlet pipes (System 3124);

3. Allowing high boron contentpool water to enter the primary systemby naturalcirculation following a main
coolant pump tnp;

4. Ensuringthat the pool water enters the primary system from below the steamgeneratorand thus, minimize
the thermal st_,_ imposed on the components (primarily on the steam generator tubes).

_ystem 313 ComDosition

The recirculation system, shown in Figure A.4-t, consists of the following subsystem,t:

Hot and cold leg piping (System 3131)
Steam generators (System 3132)
Main coolant pumps (System 3133)

Hot and _;old les_ oioimz (System 3131)

The diameters of the hot and cold leg pipes are 665 mm and 635 mm, respectively. The pipes are made of forged
and machined sections of 304 stainless steel that are welded together. The cold leg inlet nozzles are elongated to
provide room for a nozzle with reduced diameter section to _rve as a break flow limiter. A potential failure of the
break flow limiter could cau_ an increase in the size of Io_s of coolant accidents that should he considered in the

design analysis.

Stem 2enerators (System 313;2)

The steam generators are a once-through, straight tube de,sign. The steam generator and the as.u_ciated primary

system piping is arranged such that low boron water can be drained in the event of a trip of all main coolant pumps.
The steam generators are mounted on supports that are fixed to the concrete ves_l and ar,_provided with snubbers

to prevent exc_sive movement in the event of an earthquake.

A.4-I





The thermal expansion of the hot leg pipes is relieved by pipe bends; however, there will be some displacement of
the steam generators through sliding in the bearings against the supports. The steam generators have the following
main parts:

- cylindrical shell;
- primary water inlet plenum;
- steam outlet plenum;
- tube bundle;

- feedwater inlet plenum;
- primary water outlet plenum with the main coolant pump impeller.

The cylindrical envelope, or the shell, has an inner diameter of 2.35 m with • wall thickness of about 35 nun. The
shell is thicker (55 ram) both at the upper end and the lower end at the location of the feedwater inlet and steam
outlet nozzles.

The inlet plenum, or upper head, has a hemispherical chamber of 2.1 m inner diameter with a wall thicknms of 100

nun. The inlet nozzle is located at the top of this chamber; and the upper tube sheet is the bottom of the chamber.

The steam outlet plenum chamber makes up most of the annular space between the shell and the tube bundle

compartment wall. The inner diameter of the shell and the outer di_r of the wrapper are 2.35 m and 2.12 m
respectively; the height is about 13 m. The steam outlet nozzle has a diameter of 900 nun.

The tube bundle compert_t is made up by the wrapper (a cylindrical steel plate with inner diameter of 2.1 m
and thickness 10 ram) surrounding the tube bundle along its length. The tube bundle is made up of 7000 tubes of

15 m length. The outer diameter of the tubes is 15.875 mm with a thickness of 0.86 nun. The tubes are arnmpd
in a triangular pitch of 22 ram. The tube sheets at the upper and lower ends are about 300 nun thick, at the location

where the tubes are expanded and welded to the sheets. Tube support plates are provided at regular intervals to
minimize tube vibrations.

The feedwater inlet plenum chamber is the lower annular space between the shell and the wrapper with a height of
2 m; the feedwater inlet nozzle has • diameter of 350 nun.

The primary water outlet plenum has an inner diameter of about 2.1 m and • height of about 1.7 m. The lower tube
sheet is at the upper end of the plenum and the main coolant pump impeller is inserted from the bottom into the
cone-diffuser structure. The pump header outlet nozzle that connects to the cold leg piping has • diameter of 700
mm.

The steam generator shell is made of SA 533, Class 2, Grade B material; the tube sheets and the upper and lower
heads are fabricated from SA 508, Class 3 material. Other materials in the steam generator design include:

- wrapper: SA 285, Grade C

- tube support plates: SA 240 Type 405 SS
- tubes: Inconel 600.

Main coolant pumps (System 3133)

The main coolant pumps are similar to the wet motor recirculation pumps utilized in the ABB Atom BWR plant
designs. The pumps have the following design data:

A.4-3



Speed 1450-1500 rpm
Head 80 mWG

Motor power 3.5 MW
Motor voltage 3000 V
Pump capacity 4.5 m3/s

The pump motors are water-filled asynchronous squirrel cage motors, supplied with power from the adjustable speed
drive converters of the main coolant pump power supply system (System 649). The power is supplied at a variable
voltage and frequency. (The ratio between voltage and frequency is kept constant to achieve constant electromagnetic
conditions m the motors.) The pumps are supplied with vibration dampers and are cooled by water from the non-
safety related closed cooling system (System 723). The cooling is accomplished with heat exchangers 313 EA31
through EB32. The motors are supplied with a purge flow from the high pressure distilled water system (System
734) to prevent ingress of primary reactor water.

The speed of the pump motors is controlled by the main coolant pump control system (System 534) and the main
coolant pump power supply system (System 649). The maximum pump speed is 105 % of the nominal speed. This
maximum speed is also referred to as "full pump speed".

Normal power operation

During normal power operation the main coolant pumps are operated at a speed that is a few percent lower than

the full pump speed. This mode of pump operation is used when the reactor is operating at full power and when
the plant is at part load. The pump speed is controlled by the main coolant pump control system (System 534 ) and
the main coolant pump power supply system (System 649). As described in system chapters 322 and 534, pump
speed control is required to keep the reactor pool loop inactive.The pressure head of the pumps is designed to
overcome the pressure drop in the steam generators and the recirculation system piping with the siphon breakers,
and the density induced pressure differences in the pool loop inactivation system(system 322) and the downcomer.
This will total 10.53 MPa (5.3 bar) . As discussed above, the pressure drop across the reactor core and the riser

is not overcome by the main ccmlant pumps but balanced by the density induced pressure difference between the
hot riser water column and the cold pool water column acting on the density lock interfaces.

The following data are representative of full power operation:

Main coolant pump flow rate: 13200 kg/s (2E5 gpm)
16.8 m3/s

Power transferred: 2000 MWt

Abnormal operating conditions

The reactor pool loop will be activated within a few seconds following a malfunction in System 313 or the main
coolant pump power supply system (System 649) that causes the main coolant pumps to stop. The reactor will be
shut down and residual heat will be removed by the reactor pool.

During normal operation, the main co_flant pump speed is controlled to keep the hot/cold fluid interface in the lower
density lock (System 3221) at the desired level. Pump malfunctions that cause overspeed conditions will force
primary coolant to leave the reactor loop though the lower density lock. Reactor pool water will enter the primary
loop through the upper density lock (System 3222) and eventually cause the reactor to shutdown.

The transients imp_sed on the plant during a main coolant pump malfunction mainly affect the reactor internals and
are discussexl in system 213.
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Seizure of the main coolant pump (e.g., locked rotor) or pump shaft failure can be serious transients in current
PWRs and may result in core damage. However, in the PIUS design, these transients will only result in a plant
shutdown in the same way as a pump trip.

Malfunctions in the plant that result in transients in the primary system water temperature i.e., power grid or
feedwater system failures will influence the thermal interface system. The main coolant pump control and power
supply systems (System 534 and 649) will respond to these transients and change the speed of the pumps to
counteract the motion of the density lock interface.

The transient analysis of the plant behavior takes the response of the main coolant pumps into account. This analysis
shows that the pump response does not affect the inherent safety features of the plant.

A.4.3 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

Table A.4-1 presents a failure modes effects and criticality analyses for the equipment in system 313 based on the
available information.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A-4

Note a A large LOCA (fracture of the largest primary cooling pipe) would result in dischage of primary coolant
inside of containment to the condensation pool. The drop in level of coolant is lirmted at the height of the sipho_a
breaker for reverse flow in the cold leg. In the hot leg, the drop in level of coolant is limited at the height of item
R Figure A.2-6 which is a bit above the siphon breaker level. It is impossible to uncover the core by this
mechanism. Core uncovery due to pipe LOCA can only occur by a break followed by sustained steam generation
without appreciable condensate return.

The steam pressure in the upper reactor dome, pressurizes both the pool and primary water. A loss of pressure
on the primary water will, to some extent, result in pool water being driven into the reactor through both density
locks. The amount of this effect depends on the inertia of the masse.s being driven and the flow impedances.

Note b

When PIUS scrams, the cold pool water flls the flow guides resulting in approximately a 200°C change in
temperature in 90 seconds. If primary pumps continue operation, the cold water will circulate through the primary
loop with s|gnnificant thermal shock.

Note c

This scenario assumes that abrupt stopping of a main cooling pump will result in such torque that the pump may
fracture its piping. For the PlUS pumps, it is not clear that there is sufficient stored energy because there is no
mention of fly-wheels to extend the coastdown time. The inertia of the rotating pump assemblies may not be
sufficient to cause such a break. Furthermore, it depends on the strength of the pump mounts to withstand the
force.

Note d

Figure A.4-1 does not show any check valves in the primary pump lines. This suggests that all 4 pumps must be
on at the same time. Additionally, if one pump fails, some flow will bypass the core and go through the failed
pump in reverse. If this impedance is small compared with the impedance thorugh the core, very considerable
cooling will be bypassed and activate the pool loop.
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Note e

Pump overspeed will result in discharge of primary coolant from the lower density lock and intake of pool water
through the upper density lock. When the entrained pool water travels through the steam generator back to the core,

it will tend to shutdown the core although a portion of the pool water will be discharged through the lower density
lock. However the poison that enters the core will reduce reactivity, and reduce thermal pumping which will result
in an increase in the rate of pool water entering though the upper lock. When the reactor is shutdown, the thermal
pump will be zero and the relative amounts of flow through the core and through the pool will be in the inver"_ ratio
of their impedances.

If it is conceivable that a pump could considerably overspeed (> 105%) to fracture the impeilor, or other rotating
parts, then the scenario becomes that of 3a and note c applies.
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Table A.4-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Primary Recirculation: Piping 3131 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 20, 1991 ]

No. ComlxmenffFunction Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

,,,,,,,

1 Piping (4 loops)/ pipe break crack growth Large LOCA M V Periodic NDE See note a
transport the hot and from cyclic fa- inspection
cold coolant from the tigue, stress

reactor upper corrosion
structure to the steam cracking,

generators and back unrelieved
to the reactor strains, seismic

loading

thermal fatigue see above M IV see above See note b

3_



Table A.4-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Primary Recirculation: Steam generators 3132 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 27, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

2a !Steam generators (4)/ tube leak crack growth primary to sec- !L II Periodic NDE Radioactive gases and particles
produce steam from cyclic fa- ondary leak inspection from a primary to secondary
powering the mr- tigue, stress steam generator tube leak will
bines, corrosion be contained within system

cracking, 441. Non-condensible gases
unrelieved are processed by system 442

stratus, denting for filtration and delayed
release.

2b tube(s) break over pressure SLOCA M IV see above Primary will discharge and
with or with- overpressure secondary causing

> out: crack failure of condenser and
growth from release of radioactivity to

oo cyclic fatigue, atmosphere.
stress corro-

sion cracking,
unrelieved

stratus,

denting, tube/
tube sheet weld

cracking
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Table A.4-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and EffecLs and Criticality Analysis

System: Primary Recirculation: Main Coolant Pumps 3133 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 18, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

3a Main coolant pumps Mechanical loose part, large LOCA M V Inspection, close See note c
(4)/(1) Circulate impeller lock- foreign object, control on foreign

prithromarYughwater up impeller frac- object entry, loosereactor and ture, bearing part monitoring,

steam generator and seizure bearing
(2) match the reactor temperature sens-
thermal head to ing, vibration

prevent pool loop sensing
activation.

b Motor failure open winding, loss of flow from L III !nspe_on, elec- See note d
short between one pump fol- trical detection of

> windings or to lowed by back insulation break-
_b ground flow and bypass down

of core cooling

c Drive coupling fracture see above L IV Inspection, vibra- See note d
failure tion sensing

d Pump power loss of off-site see above L II Supply redundan- See note d
supply failure power, supply cy, switchgear

breaker trip inspection

e Pump speed electromcs see above L III Redundant con- See note d
control failure failure trol, inspection
- under or no

speed



_ulatiou Table A.4--I PlUS 600 Failure Modes ami Effects and Criticality Analysis: Main Coolant Pumps 3133 Ref_: PIUS PSID Prelmrer:. R. Fullwood, BNL Date: Deceadmr 18, 1991
ii ii

No. Compcmeat/Functiou Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/phat)

3 Main coolant pumps Pump speed Electronics Activate pool L IV Design, redtm- See note e
(4)/(1) Circulate control failure failure loop - shutdown dancy
primarywater - ov_speed !thereactor
throu_ reac_ and
steam generator and
(2) match the reactor
themmi head to

prevent pool loop
activation.

!

Q



APPENDIX A.5 - PRESSURE RELIEF AND CONDENSATION SYSTEMS

A.5. I Pressure .Relief System 3!4

Safety grade system 314 discharges steam from the pressurizer steam dome to the condensation pool to: prevent
vessel overpressurization during plant transient and abnormal operating conditions, force blow-down of the reactor

pressure during certain plant abnormal conditions, manually actuate reactor pressure blowdown following a long
peritrl of residual heat removal by reactor pool water boiloff.

System 314 is diagramed in Figure A.5-1. It is fabricated from 304 stainless steel and consists of: safety valves,
relief valves, outlet system, and emergency blowdown valves. Safety (B) and relief valves (C), each 100 ram i.d.

are installed directly on the top of the pressurizer dome (A). The emergency blowdown valves (E), also 100 nun
i.d., are installed at the wall of the containment and connected to the pressurizer offgassing system (system 3285).

Safety V_lves

The safety valves prevent overpressurization of the reactor vessel during plant transient and" abnormal operating
situations. The four safety valves (314 VIIto V 14) will each discharge 25 kg/s (396 gpm) at full operating pressure.
They are operated by pressure actuated pilot valves (VII! to VII4) via servo valves (VI21 to V124). The set
opening pressure is 10.0 + 0.2 MPa for two of the valves and 10.2 ± 0.2 for the two others. The nominal valve
opening pressures are: 9.9, 10.0, 10.1, and 10.3 MPa

Relief Valves

The relief valves blow-down the pressure vessel during certain plant abnormal conditions (such as station blackout
for more than two hours). Valves V21 and V22 are operated by servo valves (V221 and V222) which in turn are

operated by solenoid valves (V211 and V212). The solenoid valves actuate the relief valves only on manual order.
The capacity of each relief valve is 25 kg/s (396 gpm) at full operating pressure - the same as the safety valves.

Discharge Pipe System

Each of the safety and relief valves has a discharge pipe to the condensation pool (F), (System 316), a vacuum-
breaking check valve on the discharge pipe (item (D), V31 to V34), a temperature monitor on the valve outlet (KSII
to K514) to monitor valve leakage, a pressure monitor (Kill to K114) on the valve outlet, both monitors have central
indication and alarm. The diameter of the discharge pipes is 150 mm i.d.

Emergency Bl0wdowa V._lves

The emergency blowdown valves enable depressurization of the reactor system if all the reactor pool cooling
systems (the forced circulation pool cooling system, system 323, and the passive pool cooling system, system 724)
have been lost. By doing so, water may be replaced from external sources by means of normally available low

pressure pumps. This is affected by two valves (V41 and V42), each with a capacity of 25 kg/s (396 gpm) at full
reactor pressure. The emergency blowdown valves are installed at the wall of the containment with their control

shafts extended outside the containment. The valves connect to the pressurizer steam dome by 100 mm i.d. pipe
of the pressurizer offgassing system (System 3285), and outlets to the relief valve discharge pipes.

A.4.20p¢_ rating ,Situations

Noel Plant Operati0n

During normal plant operation steam or water leaking through the valves will pass to the condensation pool (System
316). Leaks are detected and measured by temperature monitors.
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FigureA.5-1 PressureReliefSystem
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_en)re_surQ Situations
Safety valveshandleall overpre.,_suresituations, if a safety valves()pen, the steamdischargesinto the condensation
pool. The safetyvalves ar_ expectedto operatevery Infrequentlyor not at all during the life of theplant. They are
primarily for protection in ATWS transients.

Abnormal Situations

Failureswill involve valve leakageor inadvertentvalve opening; failure of the safetyvalves to open is a potential
safety issueaffecting the concrete ves._l integrity. Addition protection is provided by elongating the bolts
connecting the head of the vesselsteel extension (System 211) to relieve the pre.,_urelong before the ultimate
strengthof the tendons is exceeded.

i
Emergency Blowdown Situation
If the active and passivereactor pool cooling functionshave been lost for severaldays (a week), water will have
to he supplied to the reactorpool in order to avoid an eventualcore degradation.
This water replenishmentmay be by fire truck, but to do this, it is neces._ry to be sure that the reactorpressure
is reducedto a level where normally available ho_,_ and pumpscan be m_l.

A.5.2 Condensation System 316

System 316 is like the condensation systems in BWR plant containments of pressure suppression type. it receives
water from the temporary reactor water discharge system (System 3126), and receives steam from the safety valves
on the .secondary side of the steam generators.

After an accident, the system receives and condenses steam from the reactor pressure relief system (System 314)
and from ruptures in the reactor primary system. Water in the condensation pool is u:,_d for filling the reactor
service pool with water, When the reactor _rvice pool is drained, water is _nt to the condensation pool, thus
serving as water storage.

Figure A.5-2 shows the conden_tion system (316). It is located in the wetwall of the reactor containment consisting
of: a pool of water (G), a gas compession volume (H), blowdown pipes (L) from the drywell (J) into the pool,
revere flow (vacuum breaking) valves, (VI01 to V116) between the drywell and wetwell to let non-condensible

gases flow back to the do, well, temperature (K502) and water level (K401) instrumentation in the pool, and
temperature (KS01) and pressure (K 101) instrumentation in the compression volume.

The blowdown pipes from the reactor safety and relief valves (System 314) are located in six of the blowdown pipes
in system 316.

System 316 has: pool water volume of 2100 m3 (554,800 gal.), compression volume of 21500 m3 (5.68E6 gal.),
120 blowdown pipes, of 600 mm diameter, 100, 250 mm vacuum breaking valves.

N0_I Plant O_ration
During normal operation the pool may be heated by blowdown of hot reactor water from the primary loop via the
temporary reactor water di_harge system (System 3126) or by blowdown of steam from the .safety valves on the
._.,condary side of the steam generators.

The pool water temperature is kept below 40°C by water being circulated and cooled by the containment pool
cooling system (System 355). The boron concentration in the pool is about 2000 ppm. Adjustments of the boron
concentration and the total water inventory is done by transfer with the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system
(System 324).
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P_ Rupture Inside Reactor Containmen!
If a pipe break occur_ in the reactor primary system ,)r in the steam generator secondary side aside the reactor
contamment, a mixture ¢)fwater/condensate will flow from the drywell (J) down into the condenMtion system (O),
Steam flowing to the p_m)l,will contain entrained air and non-condensible gases. These gs,s_ will rise from the pool
into the compression volume and pa,+ through the vacuum breakers (I) into the drywell.

The pre,sure in the containment vessel _d the water temperature in the condensation pool depends on the type sad
size of the pipe rupture. The maximum pressure occurring after s double-ended cold leg break is about 2,6 bar sad
the maximum water temperature about 70°C, in certain c_ the pool water temperature may reach 95°C.

A,_S,3 Failure Modes Effects and critic:lilyAnal_st_

Table A.5-1 presents a failure nu_des effects and criticality analysis for the equipment in system 314 based on the
available information.

FMECA NotesforAppendixA.5

It might seem that a hlowdown of the primary through the pressure relief valves would have the effect of automatic
injection of pool water into the reactor with ,scramming. However this is not the case because the pool pressure
and the reactor pressure communicate in the upper head.

As the valve(s) remain open, water will be discharged and collected in the conden_tion pool as it is supplied by I
the system 312. Stopping the feedwater will stop the discharge but the reactor cannot be started until the stuck open
safety valve is closed and repaired, The core cannot uncover by this mechanism because the release point is much
above the core and pool water will enter to make up boil-off from the central region.

Note d

Overpressurizin8 the PCRV requires the failure of four _fety valves and failure of n-,anualactuation of the relief
valves _ manual actuation and failure of four relief valves. If this occurred, the pressure would stretch the tendons
and cause a blow-down leak.

Inability to refill the reactor from an external water supply requires the failure of the relief valves and the manually-
operated shaft-driven valves.
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Table A.5-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

: i i i i i, ,i ii,

System Pressure Relief System 314 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 27,
1991

,,, i i ,, ii i i i i i i ,,l , i i ii

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Freqtamcy MitigalKm Reamugs
(sys/plant)

i

la Safety valves/pre- Failure to opt_a Sticking of Overpressuriza- M IV Testing of safety Diversity m relief valves
vent overpresuriza- safety valve tion and fracture valves, strelching _ desirable. R seems that the

tion of the reactor proper, stick- of PCRV, vessel of _mdmm to three stage an'amgemem
vessel ling of pressure steel head, ten- _'n at head (sens_-se_o--valve) is

sensing valve dons, or primary seal, relief valves _. See notes a and d.
or of servo piping.
valve

lb Failure to See above Pool water will L II Testing and See note b.
close after flood reactor

!opening region and shut-
> down reactor

6, lc Opening at less Miscalibration, Inadvertent blow- L !II Testing and This would result m an urn-
than the set sensor failure down mmmtemm_. .:_ trmmient stress cycle

point redundant design on the reactor comlmnmm_
Otherwise no effect.

!

2a Relief valves/manual Failure to open Sticking of Inability to M 111 Testing of relief ill the relief valves failed to

relief of pressure for relief valve relieve pressure valves, olmrator _ as _, the safety
certain transients and proper, stick- under almomml traimng, saf_y calm should aukmmtically
external filling mg of solenoid conditions m- valves, tmdon open to limit the maxinnm

valve, Human cludmg pressure st.q_-hmg Ilmmsu_.
error in failing relief for external
to actuate addition of water

the
inability to open

the emm_ency
blow-down
valves.



Failure Modes and Effects and CriC_dity Analysis
Table A.5-1 PlUS 6OO

System: Pressure Relief System 314 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL 13_te: _ 30, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequem:y Mitig_xm Re_mu'ks
(sys/plant)

2b Relief valves/manual Failure to Sticking of Pool water will L II Testing and iFailure to reclose would

relief of pressure for close after relief valve flood reactor nmmLmmce prevent startup until the
certain transients and opening proper, stick- region and shut- valve(s) are closed and re-

external filling mg of solenoid down reactor prated.
valve,Human

errorm failing _S_enoteb.
toclose

2c Inadvertent Human error Inadvertentblow-L II T_ !Seeabove

opening down

3 Discharge pipe Pipe break Stress cycles, Pressurization of M IV Inspection, design, No pressure-refLevi_g_vems for
> system/transfer vibration, cou_t stress relief the coatamme_ have been
-'.a water from safety or unrelieved _. _y failure

relief valves to the strain, stress m _ the steam could

condensation system corrosion, ovor-pressun_ the
seismic com_mma_.

4 iEmergency blow- Failure to open Stuck valve, Inability to M IV Inspection, test- The mabdity to dep_ssun._
down valves/pres- valves misaligunz_t relieve pressure rag, _ [requiresa failure of both the
sure relief for _- of valve acre- sufficiently to relief valve system and the

gency external water atmg shaft, reject water from _ergency biow_ valves.
addition failure of a fire truck

shaft-to-valve

coupling,
Failureto take

action

.......... i, i ill i i



APPENDIX A.6 - CONTAINMENT

The purlx)ses are: containment of radioactivity after acc,dents, contribution to the residual heat removal function,
and cleanup of containment atmosphere.

The PlUS pressure-suppression containment re_mbles similar containment used in U.S. BWRs but the amount of
radioactivity that can be reh'a',ced to the containment from an accident in PlUS is believed to be considerably less
than pre-';cribed by U.S. h_.cnsmg practices as specified by USNRC Reg. Guides 1.3 (BWR plants) and 1.4 (PWR
plants). The amount of radioactive matter which could be releaa_ to the containment after a pipe break inside the
containment in a PIUS plant, can be estimated on the basis that a leakage corresponding to about 1% damaged fuel
in normal operation contaminating the primary ccxdant, but with no additional fuel damage occuring due to the
accident.

An important element in the tightness of the containment is the closure of the isolation valves in lines which
penetrate the containment. Isolation valves have the task of closing in the event of a pipe rupture as a part of the
leak-tight containment, however the leakage requirements for PIUS containment is less stringent since the amount
of radioactive matter which credibly cmt be released to the containment atmosphere is significantly lower than that
specified for a present day U.S. LWR plant. For a current LWR, the safety-related task in case of a pipe rupture
outside of the containment is to shut off the loss of reactor coolant to prevent core uncovery, and to limit the
atmospheric release of radioactivity. In the case of PIUS, the core will be left with enough water for passive long-
term residual heat removal with no isolation. Limiting the relea_ of radioactivity is less important than for a
present day LWR plant because there is less radioactivity relearned to limit.

Residual Heat Removal

The residual heat from the core can be dissipated in three ways in a PlUS plant: 1) normal heat removal system,
2) reactor pool cooling system (System 323) and the non-safety diesel-backed cooling systems (Systems 721 and
712) to the ultimate heat sink, and reactor pool coolers immersed in the reactor pool. In the event of loss of AC

power, reactor pool coolers dissipate the heat to the ambient air via the passive closed cooling system (System 724)
and dry natural draught cooling towers (System 714 _. Tlae,se systems are safety-related. No dedicated post-accident
residual heat removal system is required for the containment. The initial release of steam and hot water from the

primary system following a pipe break inside the containment is absorbed in the condensation pool of the
containment. The reactor and the reactor pool are kept at a temperature below 100*C. Should all residual heat
removal systems be lost, the reactor pool will still contain sufficient water for several days of residual heat removal
by evaporation.

Cleanup of the Containment Atmosphere
Cleanup of the containment atmo_,phere in a conventional LWR plant is used to reduce the requirements for

containment leakage and to recombine combustible gases. According to ABB Atom, in a PlUS plant, the cladding
temperature will be too low after a pipe break to produce significant amounts of hydrogen generated by metal-water
reactions. In a present day LWR plant, the usual way of reducing the amount of radioactivity in the gas volume is
to spray the containment (PWR) or by a combination of spraying and scrubbing in the condensation pool (BWR)
thereby substantially reducing condensable radioactive matter. In a PlUS plant, the condensation pool provides a
passive means for reducing the radioactive matter in the containment atmosphere (except for noble gases and organic
iodine). The condensation pool is very efficient during the blow-down phase after a pipe break. In the long-term
phase, there will be no relea_ of steam or water from the reactor system to the containment because the reactor
and the reactor pool will be below 100°C rendering a containment spray unnecess,.,,ry.
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A.6.1 Reactor containment system

The reactor containment system (System 152) consists of:

1521 Containment vessel,

1522 Elevated cooling tower compartments,
1523 Reactor service pool and fuel pool structure,
1524 Containment vessel access penetrations
1525 Containment vessel pipe penetrations

System 1521 Containment Vessel
The containment structure consists, of all the main structural parts of the reactor building outside the PCRV, except
the upper and outermost parts enclosing the reactor service and transport compartments. The b&se mat below the
containment is part of the containment structure.

Main Structure

The layout of the containment is shown in Figure A.6-1 which displays a vertical cut through the containment
structure. The reactor containment (H) is made of reinforced concrete. In the Figure, (A) identifes the PCRV, (B)

is the air-filled space underneath the reactor for access to the tendons, (C) is the drywell volume into which the
pressure relief valves discharge, (D) is drywell, (E) is a wetwell and (F) is a compression volume in addition to that
in the wetwell. The main load-bearing part is the base mat (G), extending from the center to periphery of the
containment's two concentric cylindrical walls. The outer wall encloses the suppression pool compartments, rising
to 10 m above ground, and the inner wall encloses the PCRV. The primary systems rise to the containment roof
level. The roof structure is comprised of a circular roof slab, structurally connected with the wall and the
containment steel dome. The main load-bearing parts are reinforced concrete structures, with the exception of the
removable steel dome. The primary leak-tight environmental protection barrier is an inside surface liner attached
to the concrete wall and slab structures.

Figure A.6-2 shows a more detailed cut through the reactor building showing the spent fuel storage pool and the
reactor internals storage pool used during refueling. (For scaling purposes, the distance from the bottom of the
basemat to the top of the containment is 72.5 m.)

In the pool compartments the liner material is made of stainless steel, otherwise it is carbon steel. The thickness
and the internal strength of the outermost walls and slabs of the containment is determined by requirements for
protection of the primary systems against large external missile impacts. Structurally, the containment and the
PCRV are connected at the base mat.

System 152.2 Elevated cooling towers compartment system
The system consists of four compartments placed on the roof structure of the containment. Each compartment
contains one cooling tower for the natural circulation reactor pool cooling system (System 714).

System 1523 Reactor Service Pool and Fuel Pool Structure
The pool and structure is divided into four separate partitions placed on the containment roof slab. The reactor
service pool with the main reactor internals storage pool and the spent fuel storage pool are placed perpendicular
to the reactor service room. Two pools communicate through a gate in the partition wall.. The other two partitions
are placed on opposite sides of the reactor service pool in the reactor. One compartment for the second reactor
internals storage pool with the spent fuel transport cask position and one compartment for the two cooling pools of
the diesel-backed closed cooling system for component and pool cooling (System 722) for the concrete vessel liner

cooling system (System 157).
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Figure A.6-1. Cross Section Through the Containment
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FigureA.6-2. DetailedCut Throughthe ReactorBuilding
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Systems 1524. and !525 Penetrations

The containment is penetrated by pipes and electric cables as well as access penetrations and an opening in the
containment roof above the reactor. The penetration pipes are anchored to the concrete structure to which the steel

liner is encased and serve as fixed points for the pipes and designed to withstand transferred loads from a pipe
rupture either inside or outside the containment without damaging the containment's pressure retaining and leak-tight
functions. Each of the two doors of an access lock is designed to withstand the containment design pressure, The
steel dome covering the opening above the reactor is bolted to an upper flange of a vertical steel cylinder. The
flange is anchored to the concrete roof structure and welded to the steel liner.

Compartmen.t.sand Installations

The containment vessel volume is mainly divided into two separate spaces, i.e. the dr)well and the wetwoll. The
drywell (25,000 m3) contains the high pressure portions of the reactor primary system, e.g. the whole reactor
re.circulation system with main coolant pumps and steam generators (System 313), reactor pressure relief system
(System 314) the reactor pool cooling system (System 323), parts of the reactivity control system (System and the

reactor pool water replacement system (System 325). It also contains the main steam and foedwater piping to the
steam generators including the safety valves for the main steam line system (System 411). Access to the dryweli
is possible through the access air locks. The wetwell is divided into a condensation pool (volume = 2000 m3) and
compression chamber (volume = - 22,000 m3). Access to the wetweli is possible from the drywell and leads to
the compression chamber through openings in the partition slab. The blowdown channels of the condensation system
(System 316) and the outlet pipes of the reactor pressure relief system (System 314) and the safety valves for the
main steam line system (System 411) lead to the condensation pool. Vacuum breakers are provided to prevent
overpressure in the wetwell against the drywell.

Containment Design

The PIUS containment has a relatively large volume with a condensation pool inside it to condense outflowing steam
from a pipe break etc resulting in a design pressure of 2.8 bars absolute.

The basis for the containment design is that the containment shall be able to withstand design pressure and
temperature, without exceeding a design leakage rate. These tightness requirements shall be demonstrated by
periodic integrated leakage rate testing. These requirements for the PIUS containment are the same as for a
containment in a present day LWR plant as specified by 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.

For the calculation of off-site consequences, the leakage rate of gas is specified by 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, to be
the design leakage rate divided by 0.75. For PIUS, a design leakage rate of 1% of the enclosed gas volume per
day at maximum pressure has been chosen. In the calculation of environmental consequences for the FSAR, chapter
15, a leakage rate of 1.33% per day has been used according to 10 CFR 50 Appendix J requirements.

The design basis for isolation valves can be divided into three parts:
1) General arrangement of isolation valves, i.e. whether there should be outer and inner isolation valves or

whether an outer isolation valve is sufficient,

2) The tightness requirements for isolation valves, individually as well as collectively, and
3) The requirements on closing times for isolation valves.

An important difference between PIUS mid conventional PWRs is that even if a pipe ruptures outside the
containment and the break is not isolated by means of an isolation valve, the core integrity will still be protected
by the inherent passive, self-protective features. The core will be covered with water for a number of days without
the function of active systems or operator actions.
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The tightness requirements are set by the acceptance criteria for the integral periodic leakage test of the containment.
In 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, type C te.stsare u.,_xtfor isolation valves, and type B tests are for air locks, penetrations
etc. The type A test is the integral leakage test for the containment including air locks, isolation valves etc.
Leakage during Type B and C tests, according to Appendix J, is 60% of the Type A allowed design leakage rate.
ABB Atom's practice is that the allowed leakage during Type C tests is 50% of the Type A allowed design leakage
rate. In accordance with subchapter 152.3.3 this leads to an allowed leakage through all isolation valves of 0.5 %
per day of the enclosed gas volume et the calculated maximum pressure.

The requirements on closing times for isolation valves will be based on the allowed environmental doses from
release of the radioac set according to the pipe diameter in question.

A,6,2 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

Table A.6-1 presents a failure modes effects and criticality analysis for the equipment in system 152 base on the
available information.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A.6

Failure of containment, to be significant, must be concurrent with a reactor accident. It is conceivable that an
earthquake could cause failure of the PCRV resulting in a large LOCA accident and fail the containment. Failing
the containment without a release of radioactivity by itself would not constitute a safety hazard. Also it might be
possible to sustain a core-damaging accident that resulted in over-pressurization of the containment and cause the
containment to rupture, since there is no pressure relief mechanism for the containment. However external missiles
such as tornado-driven or air crash must not only fail the containment but the missile must also result in a core-
disruptive accident such as rupture and draining of the PCRV.
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Table A.6-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis i

System: 152 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991Containment System:

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

la Containment vessel rupture of earthquake, air Release of M V design, inspection, See note a
1521/contain concrete walls crash, tornado, radioactivity to vented

radioactivity in the and missile, environment containment
event of an accidental containment overpressurizat
release of liner ion from

radioactivity reactor
accident

lb overpressurizat Release of M V pressure relief, See note a
ion from radioactivity to vented
reactor environment containment

> accident
O_

2 Elevated cooling Collapse of earthquake, air Remove passive L V design, inspection The cooling towers are only
tower compartments cooling tower lcrash, tornado, ct_lmg tower needed if there is a loss of

1522/protect cooling compartments missile, poor cooling from active cooling. Pipe break m
towers from possible !design and service - possible the passive cooling loop wouldresult in the loss of the

air crash construction pipe rupture affected loop

service pool Rupture of see above Overheating of M EV ee above The service and spent fuel pool

and fuel pool pool spent fuel and/or are thinner and more elevated
structure 1523/ boundaries release of for impact and earthquake

storage of radioactive including particulate from motion amplification than the
components and fuel liners, contaminated PCRV but have less internal

components pressure.
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Table A.6-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
,,

System: Containment System: Containnmnt Vessel 1521 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer:. R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991
i

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Ftequeacy Mitigation Rcnmd_
(sys/plant)

4 Containment vessel Failure of excess Containment leak L IV design, inspection, Such a failure is safety-

penetrations 1524/ access pressure, metal in excess of training, significant only if there is a
penetrations of the penetration fatigue, regulations containmmt leak concurrmt a_-ident.
containment for cracking, testing
mstalla_on and stress

service access _n'o_on,
unptoper
installation

5 Containment vessel Leak or blow- excessive Leak in excess of L III inspection, See above
pipe and electrical out _, regui__ations traimng, design,
penetrations _ leak testing of

:> material containmmt

b,, selection, fire,
O0

installation



APPENDIX A.7 - CONTROl., AND MONITORING SYSTEMS

A,7,1 Trip and interl_k system _ii6

System 516 differs from present day nuclear power plants in that it is not responsible for ensuring protection of the
core integrity becau_ of the inherent and passive protection functions thereby providing design simplifications,

System purposes
System 516 does the following: initiates actions to protect against significant releases of radioactive products from
the plant and damages to plant equipment, initiates actions which minimize the number of times that the inherent
and passive protection functions for core integrity protection are activated. It is a _fety-gr_e system,

System design and o_ration
System 516 consists of the following subsystems:

5161 Reactor scram trip system
5162 Hot reactor shutdown trip system
5163 Isolation trip system
5165 Startup interlock system

All four 516 subsystems consist of what in principle is a four channel arrangement with a two-out-of-four logic.

Reactor scram trip system (5161)

System 5161 shuts the reactor down automatically after incidents which make the plant unable to sustain further
operation above the residual power level and where a normal runback or shutdown of the reactor is not considered
sufficient.

The system is tripped by some of the events which trip the hot reactor shutdown trip system (System 5162), but
the analysis of the plant transient behavior does not yet allow a selection among them. When tripped, system 5161
will initiate the following actions:

. Trip one of the main reactor coolant pumps (System 313) via the main coolant pump power supply system
(System 649),

• Interrupt the power supply to the filtered and distilled water injection pumps in the reactivity control
system (Systems 3121 and 3122),

. Close the shut-off valves in the inlet lines,

. Trip a scram alarm in the alarm display system (System 517)
• Trip a scram alarm survey by the _fety parameter display system (System 527)

Hot reactor shutdown trip system (:5!62)

System 5162 has the task of shutting dow, t the reactor automatically after incidents which briefly make the plant
unable to sustain further operation above the residual power level. The following events trip system 5162:

• Manual trip in the control room,

. Excessive reactor power during power operation as indicated by the neutron flux monitoring system
(System 531),

• Excessive reactor power rate of increase during reactor startup indicated by signals from the measuring
channels K711-714 and K715-719 of the neutron flux monitoring system,
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• Excessive reactoroutlet temperatureindicatedby signals fromthe measuring channels K501-504 of the
reactor, reactorixx_land concreteves_l monitoringsystems (System536)

• Excessive PCRV press_lr_si_qlalsfrom the mecsuring channels KIOI-104 in the pressurizersystem
(System328)

Excessive pressurizerpool level, signals fromchannelsK401-404 in the reactorIxmlwater replacement
system(System 325),

. Tripping of the turbine (System 421) causing the turbine protection system (System 592) to block
bypassingof steam (System 413) to the turbineconden_r (System 441),

• Trippingof the isolation tripsystem (System5163)

System 5162 initiatesthe following actions when tripped:

• Initiates rapid reduction of the feedwater flow rate to the steam generatorsby throttlingof the steam
supply to the feed pumpturbinedrive (System463),

. Interruptsthe power supply to the filteredand distilled water injectionpumps in the reactivitycontrol
system (Systems 3121 and 3122),

• Initiatesinjectionof boratedwater into the primary Imp by the pumps in the reactivitycontrol system
(System 3123)

• Trips the hot reactor shutdownalarm in the alarmdisplay system (System517)
• Tripsa plant reactorshutdownsurvey by the _fety parameterdisplay system (System527)

Isolation.tripsystem _5163)
In case of pipe rupture in the plaint, system 5163 limits the loss of reactor pool water and releases to the
environmentby closing isolationvalves.

The system is tripped by the following:
Low-low reactor Ixml level signals from the measuring channels K401-404 in the reactorpool water

replacementsystem (System 325),
Excessive high radiationlevel in the half-hourdelayoffgas system (System 3412),
Excessive pressure in the main steam lines (411) as indicatedby signals from the measuring channels

KX1! I- 112 (KA, KB, etc),
Excessive high radiationin the main steam lines indicatedby signals from the steam generatortube

rupturemonitoring system (System 554), althoughthis may eventuallytrip isolationof the line involved.
Excessive temperatureor pressurein the reactorcontainmentindicatedby signals from the containment

monitoringsystems (System 583),
Excessive water level, temperature,or pressure in reactorbuildingrooms, or
Signals frompipe break monitoringsyster_s (System546) m_uring channels

System 5163 initiates the fi_llowingactionswhen tripped:
Closureof isolationvalves in the reactivitycontrol, the reactorpool water replacement,the pressurizer,

the steam line, and othersystems (Systems 312, 325,328, 411 etc),
Trips a subsystemin the turbineprotectionsystem (System592),
Trips the hot reactorshutdowntripsystem (System5162), or the reactorsystem (System 5161),
Trips an isolationalarm in the alarm display and alarmsystems(Systems 517 and 843), and
Trips a plant isolationsurvey by the safety parameterdisplay system (System 527)

Startupinterlocksystem (5165)
System5165 preventsreactorcriticalityduringcertainstagesof plantrefuelingandservice shutdowns• Itis tripped
by:

. Manual trip in the main control room, or
• Low pressure in the reactorvessel as indicatedby signals fromthe measuringchannelsKI01-104 in the

pressurizersystem (System 328).
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System5165 initiates the following actions, when tripped:
. Interrupt._the power supply to one maincoolant pump (System 313/649),
. lnterrupt,_the power supplyto the filtered and distilled water injection pumps in the reactivity control

system (Systems 3121 and 3122)

A. 7.2 Alan Di_lay_Sys!em

System 517 in PIUS plants is similar to the alarm annunciator panels of older nuclear plants. The PIUS system is
a pure software system which selects signals for display on the video display units (VDUs) of the control room
hum-machine interface system (System 523).

System 517 (non-safety grade) displays visual and acoustical alarm signals for alarm-tripped process variables.

_ystem desit,n and o_ration
The signals which trip alarms in the plant, come from contacts associated with various plant process systems, Signal
processing and display are performed by the plant computer systems (System 520). All alarms are assigned to a
specific system in a specific part of the plant having a specific priority. As indicated by Figure A.7-1, Alarms are
displayed automatically on:

. Several VDU units of the man-machine interface system (System 523)
• In the plant control room (System 511),
• On the shift supervisor desk,

. On the relevant plant operator desk, and possibly
• On the overall display panel.

Normally, a group alarm is first indicated on a VDU dedicated to this purpose, and then the operator can request
detailed information. All alarms are printed out by typewriter in chronological order or in alarm lists arranged into
system groups or plant operation modes.

A.7.3 Emergency Control Room System 518

Safety-grade system 518 facilitates monitoring of the conditions inside the reactor vessel and the reactor containment
if the buildings around the reactor building have been destroyed, or when the control building and the central control
equipment have been made inoperable.

It consists of the equipment in the emergency control room and cables from the containment and the reactor vessel

to the ECR. The equipment in the ECR consists of a scram button that trips one of the main reactor coolant pumps,
instruments for indication of temperatures and pressures in the reactor vessel and the containment, and the water
level in the reactor vessel. The emergency control room is housed in a separate compartment at the bottom of the
reactor building (building 121), beneath the condensation pool (System 316) of the reactor containment (System
152). It is thus physically well protected against external impacts, and since the whole reactor building is designed
to withstand seismic events, it is also earthquake proof. The compartment contains half of the safety-related parts
of the safety-grade control equipment, e.g. the reactor trip and interlock system (System 516), the pipe rupture
monitoring system (System 546), the containment monitoring system (System 583), and the control equipment for
different isolation valves. The other half is located in a separate compartment at the other side of the reactor
building, diametrically opposite to the emergency control room. Adjacent to these rooms, supply systems are
provided in the form of a safety-grade 110 VDC battery-backed power supply system (System 673). The well
protected cables, and pipe connections, to system 518 originate with sensors in the reactor pool, the pressurizer part
of the reactor primary system, the drywell, and the wet'well of the reactor containment.
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A.7.4 Main Process Computer System 521

System 521 performs all the tasks that the corresponding systems do in other modern nuclear plants, however the
system goes a step further by handling a number of tasks whtch are not computerized in current nuclear plants
because the tasks are safety-related. In PLUS, the self-protective process features allow the relegation to lower
protection levels.

Non-safety grade system 521 provides data processing, data storage, and information about plant conditions. It
consists of:

.Processing equipment,

.Storage equipment, and
•Maintenance equipment

as shown in Figure A.7-2. The data processing equipment consists of two redundant sets of mini-computers, each
with a front end computer and a process computer. The central unit is the process computer, which processes data
from the plant and performs calculations. It communicates directly with the control room man-machine interface
and the core management computer systems (Systems 523 and 525), and with the FP control processors in the
control processors system (System 524) and various other systems in the plant.

The storage equipment consists of a number of auxiliaries to the two sets of mini-computers such as:
. Floppy disk memories,
• Hard disk memories,

• Magnetic tape memory equipment, and
• Printers which have recording tasks.

The maintenance equipment consists of service stations with keyboards, alpha-numeric display units and some
computer capability.

Oeeratine situations

During normal plant operation, both computers of system 521 receive information from the plant control processors
system (System 524)• However, only one of the two sets is operative in the sense that it delivers information to the
plant systems and to the control room man-machine interface system (System 523). If the operating computer set

fails, the stand-by unit takes over its tasks automatically. During normal plant operation, system 521 provides the
following kind of information:

- General directives for the plant process systems

- System 523, input for displays in the man-machine interface system
- Printouts as ordered by the plant operators or by routines in system 521.

After abnormal occurrences in the plant, system 521 provides the following additional information: Event recording
print-outs Input for the safety parameter display system (System 523)

A.7.5 Control r_m _-tI_achipe interface system - 523

System 523 is similar to the corresponding systems in other LWR plants. It transfers exchanging information
between the plant systems and the plant operators by:

• Displaying fault alarms automatically, and on request,
• Displays process information to the operators

. Transmits directives from the operators to the main computer system (System 521)
• Enables process control and supervision of systems and objects via the control processors system (System

524).
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It consists of:

• Overall display panel, described in the main control room chapter (System 511),
• VDU screens, as outlined for the main control room and for the alarm display system (Systems 511 and

517),

• Operator keyboards and tracker ball equipment,
Printers, which may belong to the mr,in computer system (System 521), and possibly plotters•

The keyboards enable the plant operator to select different functions and pictures for display on VDUs. The tracker
ball controls a cursor on a VDU so the operator can select computer functions on the main computer system (System
521), or a process object for manual actions by positioning the cursor on the process display picture (System 524).

A.7.6 Control processors - system 524

Specifies the process control modules which are part of a number of systems in the plant and which act as
intermediaries between control room man-machine interface equipment (System 523) and process systems as well
as signal processors for process control in a number of plant systems.

The control processors, called functional processor (FP), consist of the following main parts:
• Tandem microcomputer system with floppy disk mass memory,
• Serial data communication links between systems served by the FP, the main computer system (System

521), and the control room man-machine interface system (System 523),
• Process interface units (PlUs), and

• Software for the computer and the interface systems.

The use of FP and PIU units for process control and as links between the process and the man-machine interface
equipment as well as the main computers is described under system 542• The FP units can each handle more than
100 process objects, always have a redundant unit as standby which automatically takes over all tasks. The process
interface units (PlUs) between the FP units and the plant process systems belong to the respective process system.

A.7.7 Core management computer system - Sy.,,t.m _25

Is similar to the corresponding system in the most modem BWR plants and some PWR plants. It does the
following:

• Supervises the core operation online, and

• Performs fuel management cat :ulations offline.

System 525 shown in block form in Figure A.7-3, consists of two redundant minicomputers with the required
memory, display, software, printers and offline data processing.

The two tasks of the system are to receive information from neutron flux monitoring, reactor, reactor pool and
concrete vessel monitoring systems (Systems 531 and 5363) via the main computer system (System 521) to calculate:

Core power distribution,
Core dryout margin,
Fuel burnup distribution,
Isotopic content,
Optimum reloading schedule, and
Optimum replacement fuel enrichment.

It uses a three-dimensional model of the core that is currently the most advanced system of its kind in the world.
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A.7.7 Safety parameter display system - system 527

This non-safety grade system is standard, original equipment and is an extension of the plant computer system. Its
purpose is to assist the plant operators during abnormal plant operations in evaluating the plant safety status for
nuclear safety and protection of major equipment. The system can also serve as a plant training simulator.

It consists of is a shared micro-computer with display on VDUs in the main control room (System 511), and
possibly in the plant security center (Systems 858). The software is modeled on the software of the more extensive

SPD systems for ABB Atom's BWR plants with a larger computer, the system can be used to train plant operators
in handling plant emergencies•

Operating situations
During normal plant operation, system 527 collects information; when something abnormal occurs, of safety or plant
protection significance, the system automaticaPy assumes its SPDS function. It synthesizes plant and system status
vectors for display on VDUs in the control room (System 511) to present:

Safety status of the whole plant
• Operating status of plant systems which ,are important to fuel integrity and the safety of the public and

the plant capital investment.
• Trends in plant and system behavior and forecasts of future situations.

A.7.8 Reactor and reactor pool control and monitoring systems - System 530

System 530 consists of:
531 Neutron flux monitoring systems

5311 SRM system
5312 IRM system
5313 PRM system
5314 TIP system

533 Water chemistry control systems
534 Main coolant pump control system
535 Reactor power control system
536 Reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel monitoring system
5361 Reactor outlet water temperature monitoring system
5362 Reactor inlet water temperature monitorinq system

5363 Fuel assembly outlet water temperature monitoring system 5364 Reactor pool temperature
monitoring system

5366 Concrete vessel temperature monitoring system
5367 Primary loop flow monitoring system

Neutron flux monitoring systems - 531

Safety-grade System 531 corresponds to the neutron flux monitoring system in other LWR plants. The monitoring
of the radial power distribution in the reactor core is supplemented by reactor outlet water temperature
measurements in the reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel monitoring systems (Systems 536). It measures the
neutron flux in the reactor core and supplies the core management computer system (Systems 525) with information
about core usage, gives alarm and scram signals, if the flux or the flux rate of change passes certain limits, and
possibly provides input to the reactor power control during plant startup. It consists of four subsystems;

, SRM system (5311),

. IRM system (5312),

. PRM system (5313), and

• TIP system (5314).
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The startup and intermediate range monitors (SRM and IRM) systems have four measuring channels each (531
K71 l-K719) with combined detectors, and the PRM (the power range monitors) system has 16 measuring channels
(531 K721-K737) with detectors of their own (LPRM - local power range monitors). The detectors are mounted
in wet guide tubes, belonging to the vessel internal instrumentation support equipment (216). They are located in
the four quadrants of the reactor core. The traversing incore probe (TIP) system consists of four measuring
channels (531 K742- K746) with movable detectors, mounted in dry guide tubes (belonging to system 216), one in
each core quadrant. The detectors are of the beta-type, and the measuring channels get their power from the
battery-backed a.c• power supply system (System 677)• The output from the channels goes to the computer systems
(System 520). which handle the protective alarm and trip functions as well as the process and display functions of
the system. In addition to these operations-related monitors there will probably be two to four out-of-core detectors
(531 K751-K752 (K754)) which provide information to the emergency monitoring station (Systems 518) so that

the subcriticality of the core can be verified after postulated severe accidents.

In the startup range, the SRM system measures the neutron flux but will scram the reactor if the neutron flux
increases too rapidly as indicated by 2 out of 4 channels. The IRM system performs the same function intermediate
power range. The PRM system measures the neutron flux at all times. The LPRM detector signals are grouped
into four average PRM (APRM) channels (K738-K741) which provide input to the trip and interlock system
(Systems 516) and other systems.

System 516 takes the following actions:
• The reactivity control system (312) gets a correction signal if any two channels show a flux which is 10%

above the full power operation,
• The reactor is scrammed if two out of four channels show a flux which is 20 to 25 % above full power

operation.

Water chemistry control system - 533
Non-safety grade System 533:

Performs online analysis
• Supervises to assure that prescribed limits are not exceeded

Controls the lithium hydroxide system (System 3333)

It consists of the following:
• 5331 Boron concentration monitoring system

5333 pH control system
. 5335 Hydrogen control system

5337 Conductivity monitoring system

System 5331:
• Monitors the reactor pool boron concentration during all plant operating situations,
• Monitor the boron concentration in the primary system, especially during approach to criticality.

System 5331 consists of a vessel, a neutron source and a neutron detector. The boron content of sampling system
(System 336) water flows through the vessel. The attenuation of neutrons by the solution is indicative of the boron
content of the water, and an alarm is given when the pool boron concentration drops below 2000 ppm.

The safety-grade system has two ranges:
Range A B
Limits 0-2500 0-500

Accuracy + 50 ppm + 10 ppm
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Dunng plant startup, system 5331 monitors the water from the withdrawal line of the reactivity control system
(System 3125), first on range A and later on range B•

During normal plant operation, system 5331 monitors alternately the reactivity control system (System 3125) and
the pool water replacement system (System 3253) every other day. The monitoring of the pool water replacement
system (System 3253) on range A will give assurance that the reactor pool does indeed contain boron in high enough
concentration to shut down the reactor.

Tasks requiring a higher accuracy of measurement than system 533 is capable of giving, such as the monitoring of
the reactor core burnup, will be handled by the plant laboratory.

pH control system (5333)
System 5333:

• Supervises the pH in the primary system and sounds an alarm, if it exceeds limits.
• Controls the lithium hydroxide system (System 3333)

The pH control of the reactor pool is not performed automatically, but is based on sampling (System 336) and plant
laboratory analyses.

System 5333 consists of the following:

• Two redundant on-line pH measuring systems, and
. A lithium hydroxide dosage control system.

The pH measuring systems measure the pH of water withdrawn by the sampling system (System 336) from the
reactivity control system (System 3125) using standard equipment, but at low temperature, therefore the control
system must calculate the primary system pH using temperature information provided by local temperature monitors
that are part of the system. The control system takes information from the following sources: pH measuring system,
reactivity control system (System 312) pump flow rate measurements, the plant power overall control system
(System 591) mode selector and adjusts the pH by controlling the lithium hydroxide system (System 3333) pumps.

Concentration control system (5335)
Performs the following tasks:

• Supervise the hydrogen concentration in the primary system and sounds the alarm if it passes limits,
Controls the injection of hydrogen, when needed.

The hydrogen concentration of the reactor pool water is not controlled automatically but is adjusted based on
sampling and plant laboratory analyses.

System 5335 consists of the following main parts:

• Two redundant on-line hydrogen measuring systems, and
• Hydrogen injection control system•

The hydrogen measuring system uses sampling system (System 336) water from the reactivity control system
(System 3125)• The control system takes information from the following sources:

. The hydrogen measuring system
• The reactivity control system (System 312) pump flow rate measurements, and
• The plant power overall control system (System 591) mode selector switch

to control valves in the hydrogen injection lines.
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Conductivity monitoring system (533_7)
Has the task of monitoring the conductivity of the water m some system.s, particularly after the filters in the
condensate cleanup system (System 467). It consists of a number of conductivity measuring cells, located in hoods
in the sampling system (System 336). Whether the system will shut the plant down or just give a warning has not
been determined.

A.7.8 Main. cool.ant p.ump cont.r.ol svstern (534)

Non-safety grade System 534 is similar to the corresponding system in ABB Atom's BWR plants, since the pumps
are very similar. However, the control function is quite different. The system controls the speed of the main i
coolant pumps of the recirculation system (System 313) via the ma|n coolant pump power supply system (System
649) in such a way that the reactor pool loop is not activated during plant operation. System 534, shown in Figure
A.7-4 consists of:

• An FP microcomputer processor (System 524), which it may share with some other system,
A set value generator for the location of the hot-cold interface in the lower density lock (System 3221),

and

A set value generator for determining pump speed as a function of reactor outlet temperature.

System 534 gets inputs from:
- 'Ilae plant power overall control system (System 591) which gives the operating mode selection orders,

and

- The temperature interface monitors 322 KS01 through 503 in the lower density lock system (3221) of the
reactor, and

- Current mixed reactor outlet temperature data from the detectors 536 K 501 through 504 in the reactor,

reactor pool and concrete vessel monitoring system (System 536)•

System 534 has three operating modes:

Mode A, plant operation. System 534 uses the hot-cold interface set value generator and controls the pump
speed to maintain a constant interface position.

Mode D, plant startup from cold shutdown. System 534 controls the pumps at constant low speed (the
minimum speed level). When the reactor outlet temperature has increased to about 100°C, the pump control system
switches to mode E.

Mode E, hot standby mode. System 534 utilizes the pump speed set value generator and the hot-cold
interface set value generator to control the pump speed and maintain a constant interface position.

Plant start'upfrom cold shutdown
During plant startup from cold shutdown, the pumps are brought to 20% of full speed on manual order, and the
gas lock (System 3225) is established in the lower density lock region• System 534 then takes over the coolant
pump control and operates in mode D. The boron concentration in the primary loop is reduced by dilution to
reactor criticality and subsequent nuclear heating. A small continuous flow of gas to the gas lock keeps the lock
active and the reactor pool loop inactive.

When the reactor riser temperature has reached about 100°C (corresponding to 20% speed of the main coolant
pumps), system 534 is switched to mode E and the pump speed is increase, to keep the reactor pool loop inactive,
as the reactor riser temperature increases. The pump speed set value generator transforms the riser temperature

measurements into a pump speed control signal, and the hot-cold interface set value generator provides a corrective
signal for pump speed adjustment so that the interface position will be maintained within close limits.

When normal operating temperature has been attained in the reactor riser, System 534 switches to mode A and the
pump speed control signal is supplied by the hot-cold interface set value generator.
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Plant s.te#dy state operat!ng conditions

System 534 operates in mode A under the following plant conditions:
• Full power operation (plant overall mode A)

Part load operation (plant overall mode A), and
' Changing power requirements (plant overall modes B and C)

This means that the coolant pumps are operating at almost full speed during all these conditions. At hot standby

or other situations when the primary loop operates at reduced temperature, system 534 will operate in mode E (plant
overall mode E) and the pump speed is adjusted to the actual reactor riser temperature by the pump speed set value
generator. The hot-cold interface set value generator performs the fine control function to maintain the interface
at the correct position during both mode A and E operating conditions• During cold shutdown, system 534 is shut
off manually.

Plant transients

During non-shutdown transients, the pool loop inacttvations system acts as a buffer to prevent borated pool water
from entering the primary loop. System 534 remains in mode A, but, in certain situations, in mode E resulting in
the coolant pumps trying to counteract the transient effect on the lower density lock.

It is important to plant safety that this action does not prevent activation of the pool loop when such is required.
The RIGEL code analysis including this effect has yet to find a detrimental influence.

Malfunction

Usually a failure in System 534 result in activation of the pool loop. However, under sabotage, during a positive
power transient, System 534 must not command faster than the limit value of the pump speeds or the transient could
lead to local core dry-out• It is presently envisaged that such a malfunction shall be prevented by having System
534 give a "negative" control signal to the pump power supply system (System 649), which is zero at a pump speed
which is a few percent higher than the normal operating point•

A.7.9 Reactor power control system - System 535

System 535 is equivalent to the corresponding system in other LWR plants, although the operating modes and
.specific tasks in various plant operating conditions differ• System 535 controls the reactivity control system (System
312), and:

- During plant power operation and hot standby controls the reactor power output,
- During plant startup controls the reactor power rate of change, and
- During plant power operation, hot standby and hot shutdown, controls the hot-cold water interface level

in the upper density lock (System 3222).

A .schematic logic diagram for system 535 is shown in Figure A.7-5. The hardware consists of a shared FP (System
524) micro-computer processor. It receives the following inputs:

• Operating mode selection orders from the plant power overall control system (System 591),
Mixed reactor outlet temperature set value from system 591,

• Current mixed reactor outlet temperature data from the reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel
monitoring system (System 536) measuring channels K501-505,

Reactor inlet temperature data from the reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel monitoring system
(System 536) measuring channels K511-512,

• Reactor neutron flux data from the neutron flux monitoring system (System 531)
• Upper density lock temperature data from the pool loop inactivation system (System 322) measuring

channels K521-522,

• Reactivity control system flow rate feedback data from the reactivity control system (System 312) (K 311,
K 321, K 331 - 332, K 343 - 344)
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System 535 provides the following outputs:
- Flow rate control to the injection pumps in the reactivity control system (System 312), and the control

valves in the system, and
- Withdrawal rate orders to the valves in the withdrawal lines of the reactivity control system (System

3125)

_rat_ng modes
The operating modes are:

• Power operation mode
In mode A, system 535 keeps the reactor outlet temperature constant at 290"C. It receives the set value from the
plant overall control system (System 591) and the present value from the reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel
monitoring system (System 536) measuring channels K501-505. The reactivity control system (System 312) is
ordered to pump a constant flow rate of filtered water from the filtered water buffer tank in the reactor water

cleanup system (331 Til) with small additions of distilled or borated water from the storage tanks for such water
(from 331 T22 or T23) to compensate for core bumup and inleakage of pool water to the primary system. The
withdrawal system (System 3125) is ordered to withdraw an amount equal to that supplied.by the water supply
systems (Systems 3121 - 3123) via the inlet-outlet system (System 3124). The set values for supply and withdrawal
rates are set manually by the plant operator to meet the cleanup requirements of the reactor water.

• Power decrease mode

When the plant power is to be decreased, the fe_dwater flow rate is decreased, resulting in a reduced steam

generation rate. The reactor water inlet temperature increases as does the reactor outlet temperature. The average
primary loop water temperature thus rims which in turn reduces the reactor power due to the negative moderator
temperature reactivity coefficient, and results in an expansion of the water volume. In mode B, System 535 orders
the reactivity control system (System 312), to stop pumping filtered water (subsystem 3121) into the primary loop,
and orders subsystem 3125 to withdraw water at maximum rate which in turn calls for switching to the withdrawal
line II in the inlet-outlet and withdrawal systems (Systems 3124/3125), or possibly to activate a temporary discharge
to the condensation pool (System 316).

In the event of power changes beyond the 30% control range, subsystem 3123 is ordered to pump borated water
into the primary loop at high rate to restore the reactor outlet temperature, i.e., reducing the reactor power to
balance at a lower temperature. The mode is terminated automatically by the plant power overall control system
(System 591) when the reactor outlet temperature is close to normal again and or the temperature monitors K 531
- 540, etc. in the upper density lock (System 3222) signal that the location of the upper density lock hot-cold
interface is high.

• Power increase mode

When the plant power is to be increased, the feedwater flow rate is increased, resulting in decreased reactor water

inlet temperature and reduced reactor outlet temperature resulting in a shrinkage of the water volume. The average
primary loop water temperature thus is reduced which in turn increases the reactor power due to the negative
moderator temperature reactivity coefficient.

In mode C, subsystem 3121 of the reactivity control system (System 312) continues pumping filtered water into the

primary loop, and the inlet-outlet system (subsystem 3124) is switched to inlet line II. Simultaneously, subsystem
3125 is ordered to stop withdrawing water. In the event of power increase beyond the 30% control range,
subsystem 3122 is ordered to pump distilled water into the primary loop at high rate to restore the reactor outlet

temperature, i.e_, increasing the reactor power to balance at a higher temperature. The mode is terminated
automatically by the plant power overall control system (System 591) when the reactor outlet temperature is close

to normal again, and/or the temperature monitors K 531-540 in the upper density lock (System 3222) signal that
the location of the upper density lock hot-cold interface is low.
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Plant startup m_x/es
These modes are fi_r the time being assamed to be manually controlled and GOBLIN calculations indicate that there

is no problem during the passing of criticality. If the heating of the primary system is too rapid for manual control,
automatic modes may replace the manual mode. Such modes could for instance be specified as follows:

- In the precritical mode, DI, system 535 could control the rate of change of the reactor neutron
flux. The system would then utilize a neutron flux period set value generator which would belong to system 535
and receive present period values from the neutron flux monitoring system (System 531).

- in the system heating mode, D2, system 535 could u_ heating rate information from the mixed

reactor outlet temperature measuring channels K501-505 of the reactor, reactor pool and concrete ves_l monitoring
system (System 536) and control the reactor primary loop water temperature rate of change. The plant power
overall control system (System 591) will switch to mode A when the reactor outlet temperature approaches the
operating region, leaving system 535 in operation mode A.

In hot standby mode, E, system 535 controls the reactor power to maintain a constant reactor
outlet temperature in the same way msin mode A. The reactor power is kept at a very low level (only about 1%),
determined by the heat losses to the reactor pool and in the steam generator loops.

- In shutting down mode, mode F, system 535 initially orders the reactivity control system (System
312) to pump borated water at full flow from subsystem 3123. The primary loop temperature decreases, i.e. the
water volume shrinks, and subsystem 3125 is ordered not to withdraw any water.

Upper density lock tSvstem 3222) restoration mode

In mode R, system 535 will order the withdrawal subsystem (System 3125) of the reactivity control system to stop
withdrawing water temporarily. When the hot-cold interface position has reached the very low level, the mode is
terminated and subsystem 3125 withdraws water at high rate to reestablish the normal position.

Steady state powet"operation
During normal steady state plant operation, system 535 operates in mode A and controls pump rates and control
valves in the reactivity control system (System 312) in such a way as to keep the reactor outlet temperature constant
at 290°C. If a detailed analysis should indicate a need for special measures to control the high - low boron interface
in the upper density lock (System 3222), the mode R outlined above may be implemented. At intervals, system 535
may then switch to mode R, i.e. ordering a lowering of the hot-cold interface, and a subsequent restoration of the
interface level. This will take about 10 minutes, and after that, system 535 returns to mode A.

The mixed reactor outlet temperature set value for mode A is currently 290°C. It may be necessary for the reactor
outlet temperature set value to vary during the cycle. The basic criterion is that the core hot channel outlet

temperature shall be at saturation for the 9.0 MPa pressure of the concrete vessel i.e. there shall be no net boiling
_t the core outlet.

Chan_in_ _wer r_uireme.nts

When the plant power requirements change, the feedwater control system (System 598) changes the feedwater flow
rate. This causes:

. The steam generator outlet steam pressure to change which is handled by the turbine control system
(System 597).

The reactor inlet temperature to change, and in order to keep the reactor outlet temperature close to
290°C, system 535 has to change the reactor power. System 535 goes into mode B or C.
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For small normal change rates, system 535 can remain in m(ude A and the composition of the make-up water
changes somewhat. The flow and withdrawal orders to the reactivity control system (System 312) during power
changes are cau_,_dby the changes of primary Itx>pwater volume that accompanies the changes in temperature drop
across the reactor as discus:,_d for system 537.

Plant startup
During plant startup from cold shutdown, system 535 operates in manual mode D. Limitations are imposed by
the neutron flux period information from the neutron flux monitoring system (System 531) and possibly by the
reactor outlet temperature time constant information from the reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel monitoring
system (System 536), subsystem 5361, reactor outlet water temperature monitoring system. {

If it is found that these changes are too rapid fi)r manual operation, the instruments which give the limiting factors [
may instead be made into actual value generators for automatic operation. Mode D may then be split up as
indicated under "System operating modes'.

,_hutting down. shutdown. _d hot standby
When the reactor is to be shut down but not scrammed, the plant power overall control systam (System 591) puts
system 535 in mode B, with borated water being pumped into the reactor primary loop at full speed, reducing the
reactor power to residual level after 15 to 30 minutes, depending on the operating situation. If the reactor is to
remain at hot standby, system 591 switches system 535 to mode E when the hot standby power level has been
reached. If the reactor is to be shut down to the residual power level, the mode switching is instead made to mode
F, when the neutron flux monitoring system (System 531) shows that the reactor is sufficiently sub-critical.

At hot standby, system 535 has the task of making the reactor produce enough power to maintain the pressure in
the steam line at 4.0 MPa.

Pool loot> activation

When the reactor is scrammed or the pool loop is activated, system 535 goes into mode F. This makes the
reactivity control system (System 312) pump water at full speed into the primary system, in order to make up for
the shrinking of the volume of the total water mass in the concrete vessel. No water is withdrawn by the subsystem
3125.

A.7.10 Reactor, reactor pool. and concrete vessel monitorina systems - System _6

System 536 differs from corresponding systems in preseat day nuclear plants in the following ways:
- The reactor pool adds some extra tasks to the system,

- Core power distribution monitoring tasks are added to one system tasks, and
- Only parts of the systems are safety-related

System 536 measures and monitors several variables in the reactor primary and pool systems and the concrete
vessel, which are not easily assigned to process systems.

Safety-related system parts
For systems 5361, 5362, 5364, and 5366 the following parts are treated as being safety- related:

- The parts inside the concrete vessel,
- The parts which supply the emergency control room (System 518) with information,

Non safety-related system parts:
- The parts that supply the main control room (System 511)with information, and
- The main control room displays etc.
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Other _;ommon systemdesert t_tures

In order that pipe ruptures outside the concrete vessel shall not be able to drain the reactor pool, the following
requirements are impo_d:

- The concrete vessel penetrations are IocaO',din the top of the vessel above the level where the embedded i

membrane ends.

- The guide tube interior communicates with the 9.0 MPa water somewhere in the reactor pool above the
level defined above.

-Instrument probes are designed in such a way that they cannot drain water at 9.0 MPa.

The guide tubes for detectors inside the reactor core envelope structure enter through penetrations in the concrete
vessel upper part and pass along to the measuring position. Those guide tubes for detectors in the lower density

lock pass down the concrete ve.s,_l cavity liner across the concrete vessel bottom and up to the measuring position
and is part of the internal instrumentation support equipment system (System 216). The temperature detectors are
resistance thermometers where this is possible, otherwise they are thermo-couples. The output from all 536
instruments is via the control processors (System 524) to be input to the main process computer system (System 521)
for storage and possibly logged and typod out. Some instrument outputs are used for process system control and
for :rip functions etc. The measurement channels are treated in separate control processors, and those related to
the reactor pool and the concrete ves_l in other proces_r units.

Reactor outlet WgtOrt.¢rnperaturemonitoring system (536 I)
Subsystem 5361 consists of five detectors: (536 K501-505) located in the reactor riser high enough above the reactor

to provide good mixing of the outlet water from the fuel assemblies in the reactor core. Four detectors give scram
signal information to the trip and interlock system (System 516). They also give the input signal to the main coolant
pump and the reactor power control systems (Systems 534 and 535). One detector is a spare.

Reactor inlet w_ter temperature monitoring system (5_
Subsystem 5362 co_sists of two detectors: (536 K511-512) detectors are located in the reactor lower plenum to give
inputs to the reactor power control system (System 535) control functions and to the computer system (System group
520) for various trip functions.

Fuel a.ssembly outlet water temperature monitoring Lvstem (5363)
Subsystem 5363 consists of ten to twenty detectors: (536 K521-530 to 540) located at the outlet of coolant flow
guide tubes from selected fuel assemblies in the reactor core. The probes are entered from above through the
reactor core envelope structure. The 5363 detectors monitor the margin to net b_filing in the reactor core. Their

output is compared by the core mana_,_':nent computer system (System 525) with the calculated temperature at the
! detector locations, and this comparison is utilized to establish:

- The current radial power distribution in the core,
- The current margin to net boiling in the hot channel

Reactor pool temperature monitoring system (.5364./
Subsystem 5364 consists of ten detectors (536 K 541 - 550) located in such a way that they can monitor:

- Hot conditions in the pool upper parts
- Layering effects in the reactor pt_)!
- Malfunction of the reactor pool cooling system (System 323)

Increased temperature in the reactor pool upper parts will cause automatic startup of the standby pump in system

323 and possibly the standby pumps in the diesel-backed cooling systems (Systems 721 and 712), if this is needed
to keep the temperature down in these systems.
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__on_et¢v©ss¢ltem_rat_re monitunn_ system(5366)
System 5366 has not been designed but is expected to consist of about ten dct_tors (536 K 561 - 570) located
behind the vessel liner in the upper v_sel parts where hot water will collect when the reactor p,x_l loop is activated.

]_fimarv loop flow monitoring system (5367)
System 5367 has the task of measuring the flow rate in the reactor primary loop for infi)rmation purposes. Sysl_m
5367 consists of a venturi measuring system located in the cold leg inlet nozzles of the reactor recirculation system
(System 313). Four differential pressure transmitters are conn_te, d to these venturis, one at each nozzle.

A.7.11 Pressurizer _1 level control s.ystem 537
Non-safety grade System 537 is similar to corr_ponding systems in present day PWR plants. Its purpo,_ is the
controlling the pressurizer pcx)l (System 328) water level and hence the reactor pool water level, via the reactor p_x)l
water replacement system (System 325). System 537 consists of a shared FP (System 524 ) micro-computer
processor and associated software.

The system receives infi)rmation from:
- The plant power overall contr_l _y:,tem (System 591) about plant operating modes, and
- The instruments in the reactor pcx)l water replacement system (System 325) and possibly in other plant

systerrL_.

System 537 controls the pumps P! and P2, the control valves V33 and V34, and the valves V37 and V38 in the
reactor pool water replacement system (System 325). The system may also control the reactivity control syst_n_
(System 312) via the reactor power control system (System 535) in tho_ cases, where the pool water replacen_ _t
system (System 325) needs help from the reactivity control system (System 312) to counteract rapid changes in the
pressurizer pool surface level.

System o_rating modes

System 537 and thus the reactor pool water replacement system (System 325) has the following operating modes:

- Normal plant operation

This mode is ordered by the plant power overall control system (System 591), when this system is in mode A. Pipe
A is used in the reactor pool water replacement system (System 325). The flow rate within the pipe A range is
ordered by the plant operator on grounds of pool cleanup needs. One pump operates in the system and controls the
pressurizer pool level.

- Power de,cre.&,_e

This mode may be order_ by the plant power overall control system (System 591) in mode B, but more likely by
the reactor pool water replacement system (System 325) instrumentation. Pipe B is used to counteract swelling of
the reactor pool volume, if the reactivity control system (System 312) cannot prevent primary water spills over into
the reactor pool. The pumps in the reactor pool water replacement system may be stopped.

- Power increase and reactor _ram

This mode may h. ordered by the plant power overall control system (System 591) in mode C but more likely by
the reactor pool water replacement system (System 325) instrumentation. The withdrawal of pool water is stopped
and both pumps may operate briefly in order to counteract the decrease in volume of the total reactor water mass,
Mode C in system 537 is also ordered by the trip and interlock system (System 516) or the plant Ix)wer overall
control system (System 591) at re.actor ._ram. The withdrawal of re,actor pool water is stopped and the water
injection subsystem will operate with both pumps at full spe_ for some time to
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comDen_tefor the_:onstderablecontractionof"thereactorIXX)iwatervolume. F ColdshutdownM(xle F is a
manual m(xlefor system 537.

A.7.12 Reactorpressur_control system 538
Non-_fety grade System 538 Is equivalent to the correspondingsystems in present day PWRplants. Its purpose
is to keep the pressurizer steam dome (System 3281) pressure constant. The system al_ controls the blow-down

of the pressurizer offgassing system (System 3285), when the steam dome is purged of nonconden_ble gases.

System 538 consists of a shared FP micro-computer proces_r (System 524), and the associated software. It
receives information from the following sources:

- The plant power overall control system (System 59I) about plant operating modes, and
- Instruments in the reactor pool water replacement system (System 325) and the pressurizer systems

(System328), and possibly otherplant systems.

System 538 controls the following systemsand components:
- The switchgear in the pressurizerheater power supply system (System 648),
- The control valve V513 and shut-off valves V511, V521 and V522 in the pressurizer offgassing system

(System3285), and
- Controland shut.off valves for a pressurizerspraysystem.

A.7,13 Process control and measurementssystems_40
Systems 540 consistsof the following subsystems:

541 Process measurementprinciples
542 Process control principles
543 Process operationprinciples
545 Leak detectionprinciples
546 Pipe rupture monitoringsystems

Process measurementprinc,ioles 541
System541 is similar to the correspondingsystemin ABB BWR plants. This section establishesthe principles, but
does not specify the performanc_and scope of measuring equipment in a process systenl. These principles apply
to reactorplant process measurementsinvolving limit switchesand the measurementof quantities such as pressure,
level, flow, temperature, etc., which are used for status indication, control purposes, alarms or initiation of
automatic operations in process systems of the plant. Measuring a process variableand converting the measured
value to the required form requires:

1. A tnmsducer which converts the process variable (e.g. temperature) to a quantity of an electrical
character (e.g. resistance),

2. A transmitterwhich converts the output signal of the transducerto a standardizedelectrical signal (e.g.
4-20 mA).

3. An analog input circuitboardforconnection toprogrammablecontrolequipment for signal processing.

Equipmentconsisting of such components formeasuringa processvariable is called a measuring channel. All signal
processing (such as limitchecking) in the measuring channels is performedwith programmableequipment.

The process values are presentedon CRT display units in the centralcontrol room. By means of portableplug-in
units, the values may be displayed locally at the electronicscubicles.

Important process parametersare recordedand stored in the computersystem. On request, or continuously, the
trend of such parameters can be shown on the CRTs and the values printed. The measuring equipment is
standardizedboth electrically and mechanically. The following methodsare normallyused for measuringdifferent
process parameters:

- Liquidlevels aremostly measuredaccordingto the hydrostaticmethod.Level monitorsare mostly floating
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or ultrasonic type switches. Differential pressure and bubble methods may also be used.
Flow rates are usually measured as differential pressure across orifices, venturis, annubars or by

rotameters and inductive sensors.

- Differential pressures are measured by means of differential pressure cells of diaphragm or bellows type.

- Pressures are measured by means of Bourdon tube, diaphragm or bellows type pressure transmitters and
switches.

- Temperatures are usually measured by means of resistance thermometers, i.e. resistance elements of the
Pt 100 type. Thermocouples replace the resistance thermometers, when the conditions so require.

- Conductivity in water is measured with common types of conductivity sensors.
- Pump or fan speeds are measured by tachometer generators or pulse frequency measuring devices.

The transducers, transmitters, switches etc. are located in special rooms or protected areas, separated from areas
with high potential for radiation, in order to shield them from erroneous signals mad make them easily accessible
for maintenance, testing and calibration. The output from transducers and transmitters will normally be 4-20 mA
d.c., but 0-20 mA or 0-10 VDC may also occur. These analog signals are transmitted to an electrical apparatus
room, using twisted and shielded cables.

Process control principles - 542
The control systems structure has five operating levels as shown in Figure A.7-5:

- Signal conditioning equipment
- Process interface equipment
- Signal processing equipment
- Supervising equipment
- Operator interface equipment

The equipment for communications between these five levels is subdivided into:
- Process communications equipment
- Inter-computer communications equipment

Sinai conditioning eauiDment_ _ _

The signal conditioning equipment transforms the output from the various instrument systems to a standard signal,
for instance, 0-10 V d.c. These signals are then inputs to process interface equipment, PIUs. PIUs also described
in the control processors system chapter (System 524), is based on standardized electronic plug-in units. These P_Us
contain control logics and signal input and output circuits, which are designed to interface with contactors, acttuttors,
transmitters and other control systems and measuring system hardware via signal conditioning units. One PIU can

handle either one complete control function for a process object such as a pump drive or a number of analc,g or
digital inputs and outputs, for instance, measurements channels. The PIUs are mounted in racks and cabinet_ and

are distributed in electrical rooms throughout the plant. Each control PIU has the ability to serve as an independent
control station and does not necessarily need connections to a higher control level. Manual control of a pump or
a valve can be carried out locally from its PIU.

Sinai t_rocessin_ eauiDment

The signal processing level control equipment is mostly non-standard. Examples are interlock and automatic control
systems and generation of process pictures to be used for display and manual control via the operator interface
systems. Automatic operations, closed-loop control, manual control and information display are
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Figure A.7-5. Reactor Power Control System
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all carried out by control processors (FPs). Automatic sequences by systems that have importance for plant safety
or for protection of major equipment, are initiated through these FPs which are described in the control processors
system chapter (System 524).

Sut_ervising _u_men_t
The main objective of the supervising level is to assist the plant operators by providing information related to the
plant operation. Current and historical measurements can be presented on demand, or as a trend. The alarm display
system functions (System 5171) and generation of various reports are also performed at the supervising level.

Op_eratorinterface equipment
The operator interface equipment for the main control room has been described in system 523.

Process communication equipment
The exchange of information between the FPs and the PIUs is performed by means of serial communication links
using conventional cables, each link serving several PlUs. All PlUs are connected to both of their two redundant
FPs, which means that a single link failure will not lead to loss of the control.

Inter-computer communications equipment
The communication between FPs and between FPs and computers in the main computer system (System 521) is
performed by means of serial links based on the HLDC (High Level Data Control) standard.

Leak detection principles
PlUS 600 has out-of-vessel coolant loops with steam generators and coolant pumps, as well as other system pipes
carrying warm, pressurized primary system water, similar to present day PWR plants. The integrity of these parts
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is not as important from the core protection point of view as in other PWR
plants consequently the requirements on leak detection can be eased compared with those of USNRC Regulatory
Guide 1.45. Leak detection detects and monitors leakage of reactor coolant into the containment area, and other
leakages that may affect the protection of the reactor core against overheating and damage, or affect the
environment.

The PlUS plant does not have a specific leak detection system, but these functions are performed by other systems.
Leakage in the concrete vessel liner is monitored by the concrete vessel venting system (System 159). The vent
lines are small pipes thus limiting the outflow. Leaks in the piping and fittings of the main coolant loops (System
313), the reactor pool cooling loops (System 323), the pressure relief system (System 314), the warm portions of
the reactivity control system (System 312) and the pool water replacement system (System 325) are detected by
the containment monitoring systems (System 583). Leaks in the coolers and heat exchangers of the reactor pool
cooling system are detected by equipment in the diesel-backed closed cooling system for the reactor pool (System
721). Leaks in the steam generators are detected by monitoring of the radioactivity level on the secondary side by
the steam generator tube rupture monitoring system (System 554), by the half-hour delay offgas s)stem inlet
radiation monitor (System 552) and by the stack radiation monitors. Leaks in the cold portions of control system
(System 312), the pool water replacement system (System 325), and the reactor water cleanup system, as well as
other systems carrying primary system water, are detected and monitored by the pipe rupture monitoring system
(System 546) or the other process monitoring system (System 547). Leaks in stuffing boxes for valve stems etc.
are detected and monitored by the controlled drains system (System 338).

Pipe rupture monitoring systems - 546

Safety-grade System 546 is similar to the corresponding system in ABB Atom's BWR plants, but considerably
smaller, since PlUS has fewer and smaller systems with primary water outside the primary volume of the
containment than ABB Atom's BWRs. System 546 has the task of detecting pipe fractures and ruptures in systems
with primary system water and to initiate their isolation. The system monitors the steam and feedwater lines
compartment outside the reactor containment as well as the turbine building proper to detect fractures and ruptures
in the steam lines (System 411) and the feedwater lines (System 463) and to initiate reactor scram via the trip and
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interlock system (System 516). It monitors rooms containing hot water by detecting excessive temperature,
temperature and/or pressure change. Rooms containing cold pressurized water are monitored by means of pressure
or pressure change measurements and/or water level transducers located in the monitored floor drain system (System
345). The following sets of measuring channels are assumed for the system:

- Four pressure monitors (KA101, KB101, KA102, KB102) which are located in the rooms containing the
pumps of the reactivity control system (System 312) and pool water replacement system (System 325), as well as
the inlet pipes to the reactor water cleanup system (System 331) and its evaporators,

- Four temt_rature monitors (KA501, KAS02, KBS01, KB502), located with the above pressure monitors,
- Two pressure monitors (KAI03, KBI03) and temperature monitors (KA503, KBS03) in the

steam/feedwater line compartment outside the containment,
- Two pressure monitors (KA104, KBI04) and temperature monitors (KA504, KB504) inside the turbine

building at a high location, and
- Eight flow monitors (KA301-KA304, KB301-KB304) in the main portions of the monitored floor drains

system (System 345).

A.7.14 Radiation monitoring svste_ - 550

System 550 consists of the following subsystems:
551 Extended delay offgas system input radiation monitor
552 Half hour delay offgas system input radiation monitor
553 Stack radiation monitors

5531 Sampling systems
5532 Stack noble gas monitor
5533 Stack aerosol monitor

5536 Emergency stack monitors
554 Steam generator tube rupture monitoring system
555 Room radiation monitors
556 Portable radiation monitors
557 Environmental radiation monitors

Extended delay off, as system input radiation monitor - 551

The PlUS plant offgas systems are more similar to BWR offgas systems monitoring the input to the offgas system,
where longer delay times than the statutory 30 minutes (in Sweden) may be needed. Non-safety grade System 551
measures and records the input to the delay chamber of radioactive matter in the extended delay offgas system
(System 3411) and gives alarms if certain levels are exceeded. It consists of a gamma-sensitive scintillation detector
along the pipe from the reactor water cleanup system (System 331) to the sand tank of the offgas delay system (341
TII) to measure the nuclide Xe-133, but can be used for gamma spectrometry although no local multi-channel
analyzer is included. The output is displayed in the main control room and printed. System 551 operates
continuously to provide prewarning and release prevention Samples can also be drawn by the sampling system
(System 336) for analyses in the plant laboratory.

Half hour delay off gas system input radiation monitor - 552
Non-safety grade System 552 in PlUS plants is analogous to the system which measures the radioactivity of the
turbine condenser gas removal system, in plants where 30 minutes or less of delay of offgas is used.
System 552 measures and records the input to the delay line of radioactive matter in the half hour delay offgas
system. It consists of a gamma-sensitive detector along the pipe from the condenser gas removal system (System
442) to the delay volume of the offgas delay system (341 T21) to measure Xe-133, Kr-87 or Kr-88. It can be used
for gamma spectrometry. The output is displayed in the main control room and
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printed. System 552 operates continuously to warn the plant operator at least 30 minutes to act before any
radioactive products leave the delay volume (341 T21) and enter the stack.

Stack radiation monitors - 553

Non-safety grade System 553 has the task of measuring and recording the release of air-borne radioactive matter
to the plant environment via the stack (System 144). It consists of the following subsystems:

5531 Sampling system
5532 Stack noble gas monitor
5533 Stack aerosol monitor

5536 Emergency stack monitors
All of system 553 is located in a room at the main plant stack (System 144).

Subsystem 5531 consists of a fan duct system with a flow rate of about 1 m3/s taking air isokinetically at several
locations across the suck cross section and bypassing this air from the stack (System 144) to the noble gas and
aerosol monitor systems (5532 and 5533). It is designed to prevent loss of particles in the sampling.
Noble gas and aerosol monitors (5532, 5533)
Subsystem 5532 has a gamma-sensitive detector, which normally measures Xe-133, but can be used for gamma

spectrometry with a collocated multi-channel analyzer; it also has an iodine and particulate filter. The 5532 output
will be displayed in the main control room and printed by the main computer system (System 521).
E.mergencv monitors (5536)
System 5536 has two self-powered gamma detectors and two ionization chambers which are inserted into the stack.
They measure dose rates in the intervals 105 to 108 rad/h and 1 to 105 rad/h, respectively.

A.7.15 Steam 2enerator tube rupture monitoring system

Safety-grade System 554 gives alarm and optionally trips the isolation of the steam lines (System 411) when steam
generators are subjected to tube ruptures or large tube leaks. It consists of three detectors per steam generator,
which measure N-16 gamma radiation. The detectors monitor the steam lines (System 411) close to the steam
generators and may trip closure of the corresponding isolation valve in a 2/3 arrangement if counting rates exceed
certain limits.

A.7.16 Room radiation monitors - 555

System 555 has the task of monitoring radiation dose rates in plant rooms to trip alarms or cause automatic actions.

System 555 is mostly not safety-grade but there are some safety-related parts. It consists of four gamma detectors
in the reactor service room. They trip the following actions in a 2/4 arrangement after a postulated refueling
accident:

- Alarm systems (Systems 517 and 843)
- Startup of the safety parameter display system (System 527)
- Shutting down of the reactor building ventilation system (System 742)

- Startup of the emergency ventilation system (System 749)
There may be some other areas in the plant which will have to have radiation alarm systems for personnel
protection.

A.7.17 Containment monitoring systems - 583
System 583 is similar but smaller than the corresponding system in ABB Atom's BWR plants. It monitors the
atmosphere in the reactor containment to check the performance of various auxiliary systems during normal
operational situations and to detect the occurrence of minor leakage in process equipment, and to initiate safety
measures during or after accidents within the containment and to supervise the function of the safety measures.

System 583 is generally not a safety-grade system, but there are safety-related parts. It consists of measuring
channels divided into four separate and independent parts. The signals from the measuring systems are connected
to control processors located in local rooms (in the reactor building (System 121) or in a bunker in its vicinity).

These control processors initiate and supervise safety measures and communicate with the computer systems (System
520) for indication in the main control room, for recording and for alarm annunciation, as well as providing inputs
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to the trip and interlock system (System 516). Sampling pipes passing through the containment wall are provided
with shut-off valves. Depending on the functions of the measuring channels, these valves are operated manually,
either locally or remotely, or automatically, -- via the control proces_rs or via the trip and interlock system (System
516). The system consists of the following measuring channels:

- One channel for monitoring the pressure during normal operation (KlO1),
- Four channels for monitoring the pressure to indicate pipe fracture inside the containment primary volume

(KX 102) (X denotes A, B, C and D),
- Two channels for monitoring the pressure after an accident inside the containment (KA103, KB103)

(indication in the emergency monitoring station (System 518)),
- One channel for monitoring unidentified leakage by measurement of sump drainage (K321),

One channel for monitoring unidentified leakage by monitoring of drainage flow from the ventilation
coolers (K311) in the containment atmosphere cooling system (System 7415)

- Four channels for monitoring the temperature of the atmosphere, for indicating pipe fracture inside the
containment primary volume (KX501),

Six channels for monitoring the temperature of the atmosphere, for supervising the performance of the

cooling equipment and for locating small leaks (KA502-KA504, KB502-KB504),
- One channel for measuring the temperature in the space surrounding the top of the steel ves_l extension

(K511),
- Two channels for monitoring the total gamma activity in the containment after an accident (KA721,

KB721)

In addition, it is possible to take _mples of the containment atmt_phere for analysis in the laboratory.

During normal operation, the pressure and temperature of the atmosphere in the reactor containment is monitored
to check that the cooling arrangements are functioning, and that no large primary system leakage has occurred. The
functioning of redundant channels is checked automatically by comparison of signals. In the event of a pipe failure
in the containment primary volume, _fety measures are initiated by the monitors for pressure (KX 102) or tempera-
ture (KX501). The shut-off valves in the sampling pipes will be closed automatically, except for the pipes to the
pressure measuring channels. In the event of a large rupture (very high pressure and/or temperature increase) the
containment spray function is initiated. After an accident, the containment atmosphere is monitored by channels
KA103 and KBI03 for pressure, channels KA501 and KB501 for temperature, and channels KA721 and KB721 for
radioactivity. The signals from the_ channels are recorded by a special logging program in the computer system
(System group 520) and by recorders in the emergency monitoring station (System 518). The unidentified leakage
detection system compri_s sump and cooler drainage monitoring, which is recorded by the computer system.

A.7.18 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

Table A.7-1 presents a failure mode effects and criticality analysis for the equipment covered in this appendix based
on the level of information available.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A.7

Note a

The PSID states that the reactor scram trip system trips one of main reactor co_lant pumps via its power supply
(649). It is not clear that there is a _parate scram channel for each pump i.e. all four pumps can be used to _ram
or if there is a designated scram pump. If the latter, it would seem that the redundancy of scramming is greatly
reduced.
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Note b

It is not clear if there is redundancy in the manual scram i.e. a scram button that actuates redundant switches and
or redundant scram buttons.

Note c

In addition to tripping a main cooling pump, system 5161:

1) interrupts the power to the filtered and distilled water injection pumps in the reactivity control systems
(3121 and 3122),

2) Closes the shut-off valves in the inlet lines,

3) Displays a scram alarm in the alarm display system,
4) Trips a scram alarm on the safety parameter display system.

Note d

System 5162 initiates the following actions when tripped:

1) Rapid reduction of feedwater flow to the steam generators by throttling the steam supply to the feed
pump drive turbine,

2) Drops the power to the filtered and distilled water injection pumps in the reactivity control system,
3) Initiates injection of borated water into the primary loop by the pumps in the reactivity control systems,
4) Trips a reactor hot shutdown alarm in the alarm display system,
5) Trips a plant reactor shutdown survey on the safety parameter display system.

Note e

System 5163 isolates the containment. A trip of system 5163 results in:

1) closure of isolation valves in reactivity control, reactor pool water replacement, pressurizer, steam lines
and other systems,

2) turbine trip,
3) trips the hot reactor shutdown (5161),
4) trips alarm on alarm panel, and

5) trips isolation indication on the safety parameter display system

Note f

System 5165 when initiated:

1) Trips the power to one main coolant pump
2) Trips the power to the filtered and distilled water injection pumps

The safety grade emergency control room facilitates monitoring conditions inside of the reactor vessel and the

reactor containment if the buildings around the reactor are destroyed or their equipment is inoperable.

The emergency control room is located in the bottom of the reactor building. Its close proximity to the reactor
raises questions of its survivability or flooding vulnerability.
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Note h

Both process computers will operate at the same time each accepting the same data and performing the same data
processing, but only one is sending information for display and control. If the active computer fails, the backup
is switched over to presenting data and control signals.

Notei

Because the PSID describes system 521 as providing safety-related computations, display and control, it is assumed
that the technical specifications (Tech Specs) will require that both computers be operative before startup. It is
assumed that limited operation may continue with one computer failed.

It is assumed that the computers and plant are operating thus the programs necessary to make the computers work
have been loaded. A storage medium now fails. If the medium had been failed before startup, it may not have been
possible to start unless it is possible to make transfers between the two computers.

Note k

The pump speed (see Figure A.7-4) is controlled by comparing averaged temperature measurements at 3 heights
in the lower density lock with the average of the outlet temperatures. This may be viewed as using the outlet
temperature as a reference and comparing with an average temperature in the lock. If the hot-cold interface in
centered in the lock a certain AT will be measured. If the interface moves down, the average temperature in the
lower lock rises and the AT decreases which is used as a signal for less pump speed and conversely if the interface
moves in the other direction.

The gist of this is that the interface location is not directly sensed but inferred from the two measurements.

Note i

System 535 provides the flow rate and withdrawal rate control signals to the injection pumps and to the control
valves, respectively, in the reactivity control system.

Note m

The pressurizer level control computer accepts mode and reactor pool replacement signals to control pumps P 1 and
P2 and valves V33, 34, 37 and 38 in the reactor pool replacement system 325 to introduce and release water from
the pressurizer.

Note n

The reactor pressure control computer gets information on the mode and signals from the reactor pool, pressurizer
and other systems to control the heaters, pressurizer offgassing valves and pressurizer spray valves to control the
reactor pressure.
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Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

t} Reference: PlUS PSID R. BNL Date: December 30, 1991Trip and Interlock System 516 Preparer: Fullwood,

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

1 Reactor scram trip failure of a) human error Possible core H IV Redundancy, Subsystem uses 2-out-of-4
system 5161/scram manual scram to initiate damage independence logic. See notes a,b and c
the reactor manual diversity, and

scram, testing

b) failure of
electronics

c) failure of
controls

2 failure to trip a) mis-c,alibra- see above M IV see above Subsystem uses 2-out-of-4
on neutron tion, logic. See notes a and c.

> power flux b) set-point
monitors drift,

go c) electronics_O
failure

3 failure to trip see above see above M IV see above
on excessive

rate of power
increase

4 failure to trip see above see above M IV see above see above
on excessive
reactor outlet

temperature .......

!5 failure to trip see above ,see above M IV Isee above see above
on excessive

PCRV temp-
erature



lIT Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysisrip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

I

r6 Reactor scram trip failure to trip a) mis-calibra- Possible core M IV see above Subsystem uses 2-out-of-4
system 5161/scram on excessive tion, damage logic. See notes a and b.
the reactor (cont.) pressurizer b) set-point

pool level drift,
c) electronics
failure

7 failure to trip a) electronics see above M IV see above see above
on turbine trip failure,

b) welded con-
tacts

8 failure to trip a) electronics see above M IV see above see above
on isolation failure,o
trip b) welded con-

tacts



i 'I ..... ,,1 , , ,
Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

i;, ,' ,i' ,," .... ' "

Trip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PlUS Preparer:
PSID R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991

'"' ',I ' '", ,,,, ,,,,,

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

9 Hot shutdown trip failure of a) human error Possible core H IV Redundancy, Subsystem uses 2-out-of-4
system 5162/shut- manual scram to initiate damage independence logic. See note d
down the reactor manual diversity, and

scram, testing
b) failure of
electronics

c) failure of
controls

,,, . ,,

10 failure to trip a) mis-calibra- see above M [V see above see above
on neutron tion,

> power flux b) set-point
-.a monitors drift,

c) electronics
failure

11 failure to trip see above see above M IV see above see above
on excessive

rate of power
_crease ,,, ,,,

,, ,.,

12 failure to trip see above see above M IV see above see above
on excessive
reactor outlet

temperature ,

13 failure to trip see above see above M IV see above see above
on excessive

PCRV temp-
erature

,,,. ,,,, , ,,", ,,,. ,,,_



I

Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis I
i

Trip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991 ]

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks

(sys/plant)

14 Hot shutdowr, trip failure to trip a) mis-calibra- Possible core M IV see above Subsystem uses 2-out-of-4
system 5162/shut- on excessive tion, damage ilogic. See note d
down the reactor pressurizer b) set-point
(cont.) pool level drift,

c) electronics
failure

15 failure to trip a) electronics see above M IN/ _ee above see above
on turbine trip failure,

b) welded con-
tacts

16 failure to trip a) electronics see above M IV isee above see. above>
..a on isolation failure,

trip b) welded con_t,_

tacts



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Trip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. FuUwood, BNL Date: January 2, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

17 Isolation trip system failure of low- a) mis-calibra- Failure to correct M V Test, inspection, Safety impact requires the
5163/isolate the low reactor tion, low reactor pool redundancy concurrent occurrence of a
reactor from the pool signals b) set-point water preceding radiological release inside of
environment and or elec- driR, core uncovery the containment. See note e.

tronics to trip c) electronics and isolate
containment failure containment

isolation d) sensor
failure

18 failure to see above Failure to detect M IV see above Core damage must have

detect and or core damage and occurred before this failure

respond to act to prevent would have safety impact. See
high radiation release to the note e.

m the half- environment
hour delay off-
gas system and
isolate the
containment

19 failure to see above Failure to correct !M IV see above Excessive steam pressure may
detect and or excessive steam result from a reactivity tran-

respond to pressure that sient or improper operating
exce_ive might precede conditions. See note e.
pressure in rupture of a
main stemn steam line
lines and
isolate the
containment



Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Trip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991

o. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

solation trip system ure to a) mis-calibra- :ailure to detect III Test, inspection, The primary is at higher
;163/isolate the and or tion, steam generator redundancy pressure than the steam loopthus allowing contaminated
reactor from the respond to b) set-point tube failures and
environment high radiation drift, act to prevent primary water into the sec-ondary system and release.

in the steam c) electronics release to the
ines Failure environment. See note e.

t) sensor
'ailure

i1 Above in see above Failed steam M V See above See above
conjunction generator tubes

> with core m conjunction
-_ with core damaged_ damage
¢- could result in a

_evere envi-
xmmental release

failure to see above Failure of the M V above For this to be safety signifi-
detect and or containment due :ant, it must occur concur-

respond to to excessive rently with an accident in con-
excessive pressure or due tainment. The design does not

temperature to excessive include a pressure relief for thexmtainment. See note e.
and pressure in tentperature
the contain- weakening of

concrete



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
m,

Trip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 2, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

23 Isolation trip system failure to a) mis-calibra- Flooding, and M III !Test, inspection, ISee note e.
5163/isolate the detect and or tion, excessive tem- iredundancy

reactor from the respond to b) set-point perature can
environment excessive Idrift, result in common

water level, ic) electronics mode failures of
temperature, failure equipment in
land or pres- d) sensor reactorbuildings.
sure in the failure Excessive

reactor build- [pressure may
ing rupture pressure

> boundaries.
-._ These are
'_ taccidant initiators

!and should be

responded to

immediately __._---

24 failure to see above Flooding can M IV see above See note e.
detect and or result in common

respond to mode failures of
signals from eqmpment in
the pipe break parts of the plant
monitoring that are flooded.

system These are acci-
dent initiators
and should be

responded to
immediately



........ ,,
Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

., , ,,, ,'I , ,,. ,

Alarm Display System 517 Reference: PILLSPSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: December 30, 1991
,, .,,, ,, , ,,,,

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failur_ Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

25 Isolation trip system failure to _,) mis-calibra- Flooding, and M llI Test, inspection, See note e.
5163/isolate the detect and or tion, excessive tem- redundancy

reactorfrom the respond to b) set-point perature can
env_t excessive drift, result in conunon

water level, c) electronics mode failures of
temperature, failure equipment in
and or pres- d) sensor reactor buildings.
sure in the failure 'Excessive

reactor build- pressure my
ing rupture pressure

boundaries.

> These are
._ accident initiators
c_ and should be

responded to
immediately

26 failure to see above Flooding can M IV see above See note e.
detect and or result in common

respond to mode failures of
signals from equipment in
the pipe break parts of the plant
monitoring that sam floo_l.
system These are acci-

dentinitiators
and should be

i responded to
immediately

IIII II



I Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Criticality Analysis
Modes and Effects and

Trip and Interlock System 516 Reference: PIUS PSID P_r: R. Fullwood, January
BNL Date: 2, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

27 Startup interlock failure of s) human error Possible core H [] Redundancy, The PSID indicates a power
system 5165/prevent manual scram ito initiate damage, expo- independence trip to one pump. If this trip

criticality during imanual sure of personnel diversity, and is _, the scram will
certainstagesof plant b) scram, to radiation testing fail. Additional redundancy is
refueling and service failure of needed. See note f.
shutdown electronics

ic) failure of
controls

28 failure to a) mis-calibra- Allows criticality M IV the above and This failure alone would not
detect and or tion, while at low training result m criticality. It would

> respond to low b) set-point reactor vessel also be necessary to either
-_ pressure drift, pressure block the flow or match the
.._d_ signals from c) electronics thermal flow with the loop

the reactor failure flow and then remove poison

vessel d) sensor from the water passing through
failure the core. See note f.



[ Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality AnalysisAlarm Display System 517 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 2, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

29 VDU's in the plant failure of failure from: inadequate H IV Redundancy, Single VDU failures are
control room/pro- VDU's, failure electronics, information on independence anticipated. Common mode
vide operators with of signal improper plant condition, diversity, and VDU failure would require
plant status informa- conditioning environment, testing. Training reliance on display and alarm
tion and transmis- for operation m panels. Human factors shock

sion, failure of absence of VDU's should be considered after
contacts reliance on VDU's.

30 VDU on the shift see above see above see above M IV see above shift supervisor would loose all

supervisor's desk/ information
provide shift super-
visor with plant sta-

> ms information
,-,d

31 VDU on the plant see above see above see above L IV see above plant operator would loose allOO

operator's desk/pro- information

vide plant operators
with plant status
information

32 VDU on the overall see above see above see above L IV see above loss of information displayed

display panel/pro- on the overall panel
vide plant status
information



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Emergency Control Ro_)m System 518 Reference: PIUS PSiD Preparer: R, Fullw_, BNL Date: January 2, 1992
,,

No. Component/Function Failure M,i_te Failure Cau_ Failure Effects Critlcahtv Frequency l Mitigation Remarks

I , [ i
33 _'ram button/tr:.ps fails to open shorted, short- Inability to _'ram H V Redun"dancy See note g. A scenario that

one of the main ed wiring, or the reactor from destroyed the buildmgs for

cooling pumps 9ump trip the ECR normal reactor scram would
equipment likely scram the reactor with-
moperable out the necessity for ECR

scram. Such massive destruc-

tion might short the scram
wires. Again there is concern
in the lack of redundancy in
tripping a main cooling pump.

....

34 Instrumentation failure of wiring broken Inability to know H V Redun "dancy, See note g. The lack of the

> display/provide indication or shorted, the core status testing, design for core status information will
-a remote indication of electronics survival affect emergency planning

,_ temperature,and failure probably necessitating the
pressure in the adoption of worst case sce-
reactor vessel narios.

35 Instrumentation failure of wiring broken Inability to know H V Redundancy, see above

display/provide indication or shorted, the core testing, design for
remote indication of ielectronics uncovery status survival
the water level in the !failure
reactor vessel

....

36 Instrumentation failure of wiring broken Inability to know H V Redundancy, see above

display/provide indication .or shorted, the containment testing, design for
remote indication of electronics status survival

temperature,and failure

pressure m the
contamment

.... ,,.



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Main Process Computer 521 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 3, 1992,,,,,

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Renuu_
(sys/plant)

I

37 Central processing stops working operator error loss of both L II [Redundancy, See notes h and i. The PSID
unit/accept infor- electronic computers would training provides no information on the
marion, perform component force a plant rTech. Specs. as to whether or
opet_ons on the failure, fire. shutdown, not PIUS can be started or
data and provide earthquake, operate with only one process
temporary storage flood, hazard- computer open.re.

ous coetrol
roonl

38 sends out see above initiate an reac- M IIl Self checking and See notes h and i. The PSID
erroneous tivity transient cross process idca_ not provide mformation
safety-related comlmterchecking,oncrosscheckingbetween

> data algorithm comlmL,a,s or what determines
"_ a computer error that would
o irequire • switch to the backup

!computer.

39 Storage media/store stops working see above inability to store L Ii Redundancy [See note j. It is presumed that
data. programs and data in a pre- the recording is highly
operating history ferred form redundant and the loss of a fast

storage medium is backed by a
slower medium.

40 [Printing media/ stops working see above inability to pies- L II Redundancy Failure of a printer may be

=printouts as required ent hardcopy to ameliorated by magnetic
by plant oi_-rators operators storage for a later printout or

for an off-line printout.



I Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

i
Con__trolRoom Man-Machine Interface 523 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 3, 1992

No. Co_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

41 Display of fault failure of one ielectronics reduction in M II Redundancy of Failure of individual display
alarms/indications of or more dis- failure, inhab- knowledge about data display, panels is expected

faults to the operators iplays !itable control plant operability automatic indica-
room tion of failure

42 failure of many shorts m Inability to H IV Cable separation, Multiple loss of indicators

display panels wiring such as control plant redundancy of should signal a manual scram.
caused by fire lines such as
or loss of through fiber

power optics.

43 Display of process failure to electronics reduction or lack M III Redundant and Significant loss of process
> reformation to oper- display process failure, inhab- of knowledge diverse presenta- mfommfion should signal a

ators/reform opera- mformation Rable control about plant tion manual sctmn.
-- tors of thermody- room operating condi-

namic _itions tions

44 Operator control to failure of see above inability to con- H III Redundant con- Loss of control should signal a
the process comput- exmtrol trol reactor trois manual sga'am
ers/_con_troi_re.___tor

45 Enables process failure of see above inability to con- M III see above see above
control and supervi- control trol at the pro-
sion via control cessor level "

processors 524/
pmlx)sesameas
description

i ,



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Control Processors 524 Reference: PIUS PSID Pre _arer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 3, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

46 tandem microcom- fails to work electronic loss of control M II Rediauhncy - the Details on distribution and
pater system/process failure, fire, and reformation use of tandem routing of signals is not indic-

control and signal flood that is processed computers ated in the PSID. The pro-
processors by the failed FP cesmng should be diverse and

redundant.
,,,,,,

47 ._'ial data links/ failure of fire, mechani- see above M Ili Redundancy such see above
transmission of data transmission cal damage, as through fiber
from sensors, condi- corrosion optics
tioners, to FP's and
from FP's to control

> room

_- 48 process interface failure of electronic see above M III Redundancy
units/signal and data aperation failure, fire,
conditioning for use flood
by FP

49 software/computer _odmg flaw human error, see above H IV Software QA A coding error might be a
instructions to make design error common mode effect affecting
the FPs work all FPs.



,,, ,,, ,, , , ,, , ,,,,,,, , ,, ,, ,'|, , ,m,[ ,, , , '

TableA.7-IPlUS 600 FailureModes ..adEffectsandCritic_dityAnalysis I
, ,,,,, ,

Core Manag_t Computer System 525 Reference: PIUS PSID Pre__.rer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 3, 1992 ]
_ ,, ,, , , ,,ff ',q,,, ,,,, ,, ,,

No. Co_ffFunction Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remad_
(sys/plant) ....

.SO Core management con_ut_ fails decL,xmic, Lossof mfor_- L I! Parallel _ [n_ in ccM0nl_u_ntkmof
computer/calculates human error, tion on core core burnnp has no safe"
the corecomposition enviromnental burnup for the implicatiom as _ as it is of
as it produces power conditions time the com- short (- few days) duration

purer is failed

51 Data storage/store failure of human error, Loss of mforma- L II Red'midst backup

programs and data storage equipment tion - presumably of data
error the data are

backed up

>

,,,, n' ' .



, , , ,,, i , i,,

Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Amlysis

Safety P_ Display System 527 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer:. R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 3, 1992
• .... , ,,, ,, ,,

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Cri6cah'ty Frequency Mitigation Rmmks
(sys/plant)

52 Microcomputer/ Computer human error, very little L II Training for The SPDS is considered to be
pn3cess and display failure electronic _mtion in the ram-safety grade. Pedmps the
data of safety signif- ifailure absem:e of the greatea effect of its loss would
icance . SPDS be in the psyclmlogical effect

of its adbam_.



,. ,' ,,,. ,,,

I Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

'", , . ,, ,,, . ' 7, "'

R_ctor and Reactor Pool Control and Monitoring 530 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 3, 1992 •,,,, ,I,

,,., ','.,,,.... ,, ",'. ,,,,

No. Component/Function! Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

, ,

52 Neutron flux moni- momtor reads short, deple- power increase L II Periodic inspec- Operator confusion may be

toting systems (SRM, lower than tion of active and or reactor tion safety significant;
IRM, PRM, and TIP/correct value material, trip, provide maintenance, common cause effects could be

ireactivity (power) power supply imisleading infor- operator training power supplies or detector
momtoring voltage low, marion to opera- depletion

component tor
failures

53 monitor reads ishortJ open power decrease L II Periodic mspec- Operator confusion may be

Ihigher than circuit, power and or reactor tion safety significant;
correct value isupply voltage trip, provide maintenance, common cause effects could be

2> high, compo- misleading mfor- operator training power supply failures
-a nent failures mation to opera-
2_
t_ tot

,,.

54 Boron concentration monitor reads electronic more reactivity M II Use of a process Details on signal validation are

momtormg system/ lower than drift, or failure than required, computer for self- not prov:_xl in the PSID but
measure neutron correct value excessive improper mixing consistency this is c_y a case requiting

absorption in primary voltage on of distilled and checking, labora- validation
coolant and pool detector poisoned water, tory measmemmts
w_a_r ..

monitor reads less reactivity M II _e above _eeabove
than or failure than required,

value low voltage on improper mixing
of distilled and
_oisoned water.



Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

! 'Reactor and Reactor Pool Control and Monitoring 530 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 7, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

56 pH control system monitor reads electronics improper water L II Alternative meth- Improper water chemistry must
5333/monitor cool- lower than failure or drift, chemistry possi- ods such as labo- be sustained for weeks to

ant water pH to correct value improper bly leading to ratory measure- months to have an effect.
control corrosion etc. sampling, material degra- ments

human error dation

157 monitor reads electronics see above L II see above see above
lower than failure or drift,
correct value _mproper

sampling,
human error

:> 58 hydrogen concentra- monitor reads electronics see above L II see above see above
tion control system lower than failure or drift,

5335/monitor cool- correct value improper
ant hydrogen content sampling,
control corrosion etc. human error

59 monitor reads electronics see above L II see above see above
lower than failure or drift,

correct value improper
sampling,
human error



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Reactor and Reactor Pool Control and Monitoring 530 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 7, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

60 Water conductivity monitor reads electronics !improper water L II Alternative meth- Improper water chemistry must
monitor 5337/ lower than failure or drift, chemistry possi- ods such as labo- be s_lstained for weeks to
monitor water correct value improper bly leading to ratory measure- months to have an effect.

conductivity for sampling, material degra- ments
water quality human error dation

61 monitor reads see above see above !L iII see above see above

higher than
correct value

.-d

2_
-,.d



Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis
and

....,

Main Coolant Pump Control System 534 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: Fullwood, BNL January 7,
R. Date: 1992

No. Component/Function I Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks

I (sys/plant)

62 FP microcomputer computer electronics improper main M II tandem Improper pump flow will result
shared with system failure failure or pump operation computation in activating the pool loop
524/provide the failure of in the various
algorithmic power or system operating
computations for peripherals for modes
pump control the computer

63 Set value generator/ set value driR electronics shift of hot-cold L II redundant The effect of set value drift is
control pump speed failure, power interface to comparisons of set to increase the frequency of .
based on comparing supply failure, extreme of range values and hot- spurious scrams.
the average calibration such that a cold interface
measurement of error transient results measurements

> temperature in the in scram
..a lower density lock&
oo with the set value

64 Set value generator/ see above see above see above L II see above see note j
control pump speed
based on an

algorithm that
compares the outlet
temperature with the
set value

,,

65 Input from mode failure to electrical- improper pump L III redundant and
selection input/set receive mode electronic profile for validated mode
pump control isignal failure operating mode specification
according to Iwould cause a
operating mode scram



I Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis . !

!

IMain Coolant Pump Control System 534 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date! January 8, 1992

No. Component/Functioni Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

66 Interface temperature failure of a open sensor, Inability to sense L II Multiple It hardly seems that three
momtors/sense sensor electronics interface - temperature temperature profile sensors is

lower density lock failure, wiring probably result in profile sensing adequate. The loss of one
temperature profile failure scram sensor biases the sensing high I

or low or some place in the IIlock.
I

67 failure of electronics see above L II Multiple channels This has potential for causing a _!
validation rfailure scram :

circuitry

68 Mixed outlet failure of a open sensor, Loss of one L [I !Multiple sensing

> temperature sensors/ sensor electromcs sensor would already exists
.._ sense the outlet failure, wiring have little effect
.k temperature to failure is the signal,o

determine lower lock validation is

interface position sufficient.
Multiple failures
would cause
scram

69 failure of electromcs Inability to sense L II Multiple channels This has scram potential
validation failure interface -

circuitry probably result in

scram

!



TableA.7-1PIUS 600 FailureModes and Effectsand CriticalityAnalysis

ReactorPower ControlSystem535 Reference:PIUS PSID Preparer:R. Fullwood,BNL Date:January8,1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure EffecL_ Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

70 !Shared FP computer electronics failure of M II tandem or Dqmadmg on the mode of
microcomputer/ failure failure, automatic redtmdant failure, this could came a
compute the power peripherals reactivity control computation with reactivity excursion before
control algorithm failure, power - probably result unmterruptable scram. See note 1

failure m scram power

71 Operating mode improper mode electronics see above M III diffi,_ult to Improper mode specification
selector/specify selection failure, wiring, mitigate could lead to a variety of
operating mode human error problems

72 Mixed reactor outlet sensor/elect- see above see above M 11I redundant set

temperature set romcs failure valmm
value/set desired

>
.._ temperature
6_
o 73 Current mixed see above see above see above M III redundant sensing

reactor outlet and signal

temperature from validation
reactor, pool and
PCRV channels

KSO1-505/input

parameters for
ireactivity control

74 Current mixed see above see above see above M III redundant seaming
reactor outlet and signal

temperature from validation
reactor, pool and
iPCRV channels

KS 11-512/input
!parameters for
ireactivity control



Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
,, ,,, ,,

Reactor Power Control System 535 Reference: PIUS PSID Prelmrer:.R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 8, 1992 "', ,,,,,

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality F_y Mitigati_
(sys/pt,nt)

75 Reactor neutron flux Loss of sensor failure, failure of L II redumtancy and

data from system aeutron flux electronics automatic signal validation
531/provide neutron signals failure, reactivity control
flux, power data for transmission - probably result
reactivity control failure m scram

,,,,,

76 Upper density lock Loss of see above inactivation of M II see above
_mre data w_mre pool

from pool mfonmtion
inactivation system
322/control for

> inactivation of pool
",,,I

6, 77 Reactivity control Loss of flow see above failure of L II see above
-- Flow rate feedtmck / feedlmck automatic

feedback control information reactivity control
information - prolmbly result

in scram



Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality AmdysisReactor, Reactor P_I, and PCRV Monitoring System 5315 Re_: PlUS I_ID _ _ R. F_II_ BNL D_: January 8, 1992
, , i i

No. Co--t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequetmy Mitigation Rmmdts
(systpttaO

78 Reactor outlet Loss of outlet sensor failure, Loss of M [] mdamdmcy - the

temperature temperatu_ _ im¢ortmtion for system has one
monitoring5361/ melk.qutmamt _ure, _-ntm spare minor

measurete_ mmstaission
of reactor outlet for failure

79 Reactor inlet Loss of inlet _ failure, Loss of control L III ttdmtdmmy - the
temperature temperature ¢lectromcs inforamioa system has two
monitoring 5362/ meastLmmem failure, sensors .

mmm_ tetaperamre aaamfissice i
> of reactor inlet for failure
-J pump, reactor and
6_ trip signalstJ

80 Fuel assemblyoutlet Loss of see above Loss of outlet L IV redundancy ]'here are 10 to 20 sensors.
watertemperaturetemperature temperatme Theccammaisacommon
monitor 5363/ measu,-cment me_ancmeat mode that would fail all of the

measure radial power would lead to sensor chammY.
distribution and scram .

margin from boiling

81 Reactor pool Loss ot _ee above Loss of pool !L IV redundancy There are 10 to 20 sensors.
temperature monitor :temperature status information The camccm is a common
5364/monitor measurement mode that would fail all of the

condition in upper settsor chammls.
pool, layering
effects, failure of

pool cooling t
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Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Cri_ty Analysis J

ihessmizer Pool Level Control System 537 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer:. R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 8, 1992 ]
in i ii I] i i iiiisill I lllI Ili1117II I

No. Compcment/Functiou FailureMode FailureCause FailureEffects Cri_ty Frequency M_
(sys/plaa0

82 Shared FP Control failure electronics, failure to control M II tamlem, redundant See note m

microcomputer/ software, _ level computers
process input for the peripherals, - too high will
control of reactor human error result in a hard

pool water system with pipe
reOaceme_ system break potm_,
325 too low will

introduce steam
outside of I

inesmre dome

83 Mode signal/to Mode imiicator electnmics, see above M HI redundant signals
indicate to the failure transmis_ou ami

i,,

84 Signals from the _o of _ee above see above M m see above
rea,_orpool uepmper
rep_ system/
process informatiou

,, ,i i iii iiiii ,,, ,,



Table A.7-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects md Criticality Analysis

Reactor Pressure Cxmtrol System 5J8 Referem_: PIUS PSID _ R. F_ BNL Dale: Jamiry 8, 1992
,, . .................... . ...................... ,l,,,H,,,,

No. _t/F_ FailureMode FailureCause" FailureEffects Cri_,ty F_ M_ Remarks

85 Shared FP Computer _, Ifailmetoconsul M II _ redumbmt See note n

tmc_t failure software, reL-tor pressure - compme_
input for the ,_fi_, 'if too high may

control of_ human error lead to Wemau_

rd/ef trip and
scram, if too low
reduce the

_may ,
result

86 Mode signal/to Mode indicat__, seeabove M fll redundantsignals
._ indicate to the failure mmsmis_ • and mmaamafie8
.,..d

n_recou_ the failure .
reactorme_e

87 Signals from the No or seeabove seeabove M HI seeabove

_actarpoolwa_r improper

re0_mem sr_e_ _
processinf_

88 Signals from the No or see above see above M [] seealbov¢

pr_sam__ imp_p_
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Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and cntic_,ty Amlym

Pipe Rul___ Mom__to_n9Sy_,_,n 546 Referent: PlUS PSID Prepm_: R. Ftdlwood, BNL Date: Jsmmry 8. 1992
, , i i i i "

No. C_UFuuction Failure Mode Failure Cst_ Failure Effects Critic_ty Frequ_cy M_ Renmrks
(sy_ptmt)

89 Shared FP Computer _s. fs/lure to detect M IV tandem _ The _ty of this failure

mi_/ failure software, _ break will _._'-s. ts the _.lity of failure of

alarm of pipe ruptm_ roman _rrf_ _ software QA. _ that a pipe bresk has

of the ovemlJ f:_m'c ts ve_j
low.
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Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failme Modes and E_ts and _
F uu,|, u i uu iIH,, i

_ M_ S_u_n546 _-_rmce: mUSPSrD Pmmer:.R. F_ BNL D,_: _mary 8. 1992
' , .......... _,,.................... '11 ' IIH I I

No. _unctioa FailureMode Fail-meCause FailureEffects _ F_ _ P,emmks

i

92 2pressmeand2 Soot" ela:trmm_, _metodeted M IV mdJmdla_mmocs _Imimeamltempe_tme

_mpeme_em0_ors,i_ emsmimim Fipeb_ak_ll _sipal _mmnactinmd_dm_/a_l

Imecomparunem acuam
omae of __
_ ck_ect __S
ixpebreakb_
peessmeand or
_mpe_am_e increase

93 2_and2 Noor elecUmsics, failureto_ M IV _mm_s me_

-., highm theturbine sign,s _ ae_y_ _ sad
o, _ng/dmect pipe ,cOcms

W_e__ premu_ __
andortempmmxue amd_miq
increase

94 8flowmomtorsm Noor _, f_uretodmea M IV redumdm_semsons Tnmefloordsainsemorsare

_hem,miu_redfk_or_ _ pipebn_kw/tt amd_ u_osepm'mmJtobecomsidemud
dnm,system/detectsignals failure ,k_y _gm_cm com_mum_md
pipe_ byvmuer ,_imm '
em,_,m,Ums _ UmpecUoe
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A.7-1PIUS600FailureModesand_ andCriticality_mlysisTable

Radiation PIUSPSID R.Fullwood,BNL Date:Jmuary8,1992MomtonngSystems550 Refe_mce:

No. C_.ompe_mffF_ FailureMode FailmeCause FailureEHec_ Cri6cali_ Frequency Mitigation Remmks
oy_ptm)

_5 Extendeddelay SensorfailureFailmeof: FailuretodetectL IV Redmxlm_, Othersemocsslwuldindicale
offgassysteminput _, excessive periodictestingm upset_ _ of
momtor5St/ _Shvom_. _ _ _ n,dio._eOs.
measureradioactivity etecmmms delay
of gas_ to the
delay

96 Half hour delay Semor fa/lme Fmlme of: see above L IV II_hmdmq, see aba_
off_system_ _, pmodic

momtor highvoltae_,
552/measure

_, _vity of
turbine_ gas

-.i removalsystem and
mpu_to the delay line
from the half hour

delayoff gas system

97 Stackradiahon Noblegasand seeabove FmlmresodemctL IV meabove meabo_
monitors553/ oraerosol excessive
memtor _ monitors 5532, radiation
_l_,,_ina, _ __u_k 5533w,o

98 Emergency seeabove Failureto M IV see above _ system has two self-

moait_s 5536 momtm very _ _ to cov_
higb_ ,_Z hishdo_ m_
dose levds

|
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Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
i ii i

Steam Generator Tube Rupture Momtormg System 550 Reference: PlUS PSlD Prqmr_: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: Jamau7 8, 1992
,,,,,, , i i i i i ii i i i

No. ComlxamaUFunction Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Freqtamcy Mitigatkm Reamdm
(sys/phnt)

99 N-16 gamma failure or low low high failure to detect M Ill redumlan_j, Detector failure must coincide
detector/detect steam gamma voltage, !steam generator _ testing, with steam ICme_.tor tube
generator robe failure detection detector tube leak leading self cah'lmaion failme. System stamld be
by primary efficiency deteriomfon, to radioaOivity m exanme for power supply
contamination electronics secondarycoolant

and offsite
irelease

high efficiency high voltage, unnecessary L II1 signal vaJ_idatioa, 2/3 voter logic used for signal
or noise in detector shutdown because pefi¢_c testing, -,adidation
detector deterim_on, of believed steam_ self calilmaioe

electronics geaerator tube
._ failure

I00 Control circuitry/ control failure electronics failure to isolate M III perkaiic testing
close isolation valve steam generator
on detection of on steam

excessive N- 16 generator tube
failure
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Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Mod_ and Effects and Criticality Analysis I

Containment Monitoring System 583 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: IL Fullwood, BNL Date: January 8, 1992 [

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency MitiBation Remarks
(sys/plant)

101 Shared FP Computer electronics, failure to indicate M IV tandem redundant The probability of failure
microcomputer/ failure software, containment computers, under acc_ conditions is the

process channels for _eripherals, conditions periodic testing, prolmbility of this failure
containment human error normally and software QA. that a _ has been made

monitoring during accident to the containment
conditions

102 pressure monitoring none or sensor, lack of L II redundancy,
channel/monitor erroneous electronics, containment periodic testing

contamng_t pressure [pressure signal status under
under normal indication transmission normal conditions
conditions2>

",,.1

103 4 pressure channel/ see above see above failure to detect M V see above This failure requires
,o detect pipe break _ipe break inside concurrent pipe break and all

inside containment of containment detector failures or else a
common mode failure of

p_m_ smang

104 2 channels/post see above see above iinability to know M ',IV see above Since there is no lnesmre

accident contaimnent iPOSt-accident relief on the containment,
containment mfornmti(m regarding the highpressure monitoring
pressure pressure cammt be acted Ulme
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Table A.7-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

] Containment Monitoring System 583 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 8, 1992

1

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plmt)

105 sump depth aone or sensor, lack of L II redundancy,
monitoring channel/ erroneous level electronics, information on periodic testing

monitor for leaks into indication signal unidentified leaks
sump transmission

106 flow monitor/detect none or see above see above L II see above

drainage flow in erroneous flow,
ventilation cooler indication

107 4 channels of none or see above failure to detect L III see above

temperature erroneous leaks
monitoring/pipe temperature

> break detection inside indication

& of containmento

108 6 temperature sensing see above see above lack of L III see above
channels/air temp., information on
equipment monitoring equipment status
and small leak inside of
detection containment

109 1 temperature sensing see above see above lack of L !III see above
channel/air information abouv

temperature above pressure dome
the steel vessel status

!110 2 channels gamma none or see above lack of post L III see above
monitoring/post erroneous accident
accident monitor reading information



APPENDIX A.8 - PLANT AND TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEMS

This system consists of the following subsystems:
591 Plant power overall control system
592 Turbine protection system
593 Turbine plant process control system
594 Turbine plant supervision systems
595 Turbine plant automatic operations systems
597 Turbine control system
598 Foedwater control system

A.8.1 Plant power overall control system - 591
PlUS plant control systems will be more computer-based than in most current nuclear plants for which there are
no analogous systems. System 591 controls the plant power by:

- Selecting the mode of operation for major plant control systems,
- Generating set values for a number of variables in the

plant.
- To control the plant participation in grid frequency control,
- To control the plant during the switching to house load operation after a grid load rejection.

System 591 is incorporated as software in the main computer system (System 521) and is given keyboard
instructions through the man-machine communication system (System 523). The system can be divided into the
following major parts:

- The plant operation mode selector, discussed later,
The plant power selector, which gives the input to the flow rate set value generator In the feedwater

control system (System 598),
The reactor outlet temperature set value generator, which controls the reactor power control system

(System 535) in most plant operating modes. The present tasks and future development possibilities for this
generator are discussed under system 535.

- The steam generator pressure set value generator, which has a normal operation output of a constant 4.0
MPa, but which may allow for pressure decrease during plant power increase, and pressure increase during power
decrease. The pressure set value will normally be varied during changes in plant power to maintain a rather
constant superheating of the steam from the steam generators, but temporarily wider changes in the set value may
occur during step changes in plant power.

Power operating modes

The following operating modes are tentatively defined for the plant operating mode selector:

A) Power operation mode,
B) Power decrease mode,
C) Power increase mode,

D) Plant startup mode
E) Hot standby mode
F) Cold shutdown mode

In its various operating modes, System 591 orders plant control systems and other systems when and how to select
their operating modes. For some of the major control systems (the main coolant pump speed control (System 534),

the reactor power control (System 535), the turbine governor (System 597) and the feedwater control (System 598)
systems), this mode selection is shown in Table A.8-1.

A.8-1



Table A.8-1 Relating Modes, Conditions and Systems

591 534 535 597 598

A Power operation A A A A
B Power decrease A B B B
C Power increase A C C A

D Plant startup D D D D
E Hot standby E E E E
F Cold shutdown (F) F (F) (F)

A. 8.2 Turbine protection system - 592

Modem ABB Atom BWR plants have analogous systems to that of PLUS, but not so computerized. System 592
has the task of protecting the turbine plant against accidents and other major structural damage by tripping the steam
admission, the steam by-pass and the reactor trip and interlock systems (Systems 422, 413,516) and others.

The hardware of system 592 is a shared FP micro-computer using software that is essentially identical to that of
the reactor trip and interlock system (System 516).

A. 8.3 Turbine plant process control systems - System 593

Is a common system for all turbine plant process systems. For the time being it is assumed to be the turbine
manufacturer's standard design.

A.8.4 Turbine plant supervision systems - System 594

System 594 has the task of monitoring turbine vibrations to give alarms tripping the turbine protection system
(System 592) if certain vibration amplitudes are exceeded. It of a shared FP micro-computer (System 524) or, if
the turbine manufacturer so requires, a separate micro-computer. The system receives information from the turbine
overspeed and vibration protection devices systems (Systems 4291 and 4293) and other systems and trips the turbine
protection system (System 592), if the turbine is not operating properly.

A.8.5 Turbine plant automatic operations system - 595
System 595 coordinates turbine plant systems when the turbine plant switches from one operating mode to another.
Its hardware consists of a shared FP micro-computer (System 524) or, if the turbine manufacturer so requires, a
separate micro-computer. The system receives information from the plant power overall control system (System
591) and turbine plant systems and gives out signals to the turbine plant process control system (System 593).

Turbine control system - 597
All turbine manufacturers have their own turbine control systems, thus the turbine control is described in ABB
Atom's terms, System 597 has the task of controlling the turbine control valves (422 Vll-Vl4) and the turbine
by-pass system (413 VII-V15)control valves to:

- Keep the pressure in the main steam lines system (System 41 l) constant at 4.0 MPa during normal plant
operation at constant plant power, and at slightly higher or lower values during normal plant power decreases or
increase.s,

- Permit temporary lowering, or increase, of the pressure in system 411, when rapid plant power increases,
or decreases, are requested, and

- Keep the pressure in system 411 below the trip level of the steam lines relief valves during most plant
transient and abnormal conditions.

A.8-2



The 597 hardware will essentially consist of a shared FP micro-computer processor (System 524). System 597 gets
the following inputs:

- Operating mode selection orders from the plant power overall control system (System 591),
- Steam generator outlet pressure set value from system 591,

Current steam pressure from the monitors KI31- 132 in the steam lines system (System 41 I)

System 597 gives the following outputs:
- Orders to the steam admission system (System 422) control valves to open or close, and
- Orders to the steam by-pass system (System 413) control valves to open or close.

Operating modes

System 597 presently has the following operating modes, the selection among which will be made by the plant
power overall control systen (System 591):

Mode A: Power operation mode - System 597 keeps the steam system pressure at the set value (normally
4.0 MPa) received from the plant power overall control system (System 591). The current value is received from
the steam line system (System 411) pressure monitors KI31-132.

Mode B: Power decrease mode - During rapid power decreases system 597 will probably temporarily
operate at a pressure set value exceeding 4.0 MPa.

Mode C: Power increase mode - During rapid power increases system 597 will probably relax the set value
of 4.0 MPa and permit lower values for the steam line pressure temporarily.

.Operating Situations
The operating modes of system 597 may be divided into several modes, if features such as transition to house load
operation and participation in grid frequency control are requested. During most plant operating situations, where
the steam generators operate in the once-through mode, system 597 operates in mode A. It keeps the steam

generator output pressure constant at 4.0 MPa or as adjusted by the steam pressure set value generator of the plant
power overall control system (System 591) by controlling the turbine control valves in the steam admission system
(System 422).

During plant power decreases, the steam pressure set value will probably be. raised somewhat in order to make more
rapid power decreases possible. System 597 will then operate in mode B.

During plant power increases, the restrictions against lowering of the steam line pressure may be eased somewhat
in order to make rapid increase possible. System 597 will then operate in mode C.

A.8.6 Feedwater control system - 598

System 598 is analogous to some B and W PWR plants, e.g. the Mulheim-Kahrlich plant in the Federal Republic
of Germany. System 598 controls the plant feedwater flow rate by means of the feedwater pump turbine (System
4632) steam admission control valve and the steam generator inlet piping (System 4636) control valves and:

- Controls the plant power duriljg plant operation, and
- Controls the reactor outlet temperature during plant power decrease.

During startup and shutdown operations, the system will control the feedwater flow rate by means of the auxiliary
feedwater pumps (System 4634) control system. The 598 hardware will essentially be limited to a shared FP
micro-computer processor (System 524). System 598 receives the following inputs, all from the plant power overall
control system (System 591):

- Operating mode selection orders,
- Reactor power order, and
- Limiting factor information.

A.8-3



System 598 gives the following outputs:
- Orders to the feedwater pump turbine (System 4632) control valves,
- Orders to the auxiliary feedwater pump control system (System 4634),
- Orders to the steam generator inlet piping (System 4636) control valves

System 598 o_ratinf modes

System 598 has at present the following operating modes, the selection among which is made by the plant power
overall control system (System 591):

Mode A: Power operation mode - System 598 controls the feedwater flow rate through the main feedwater
pump (Systems 4631 and 4632) and the steam generator inlet control valves (System 4636). It receives the set value
from the plant power overall control system (System 591) and the current value from 463 K301 and K3 61-3 64
(m the steam generator inlet lines). The set value may vary during grid transients and loss of load situations.
During plant power increase, system 598 receives a higher set value from the plant power overall control system
(System 591) but also preprogrammed instructions of an increased feedwater flow rate, which take the time constant
of the reactor primary loop into account.

Correspondingly, in plant power decrease situations a lower set value is received from the plant power overall
control system (System 591).

Mode B: Power decrease mode - system 598 keeps the reactor outlet temperature at 290°C. The system
receives the set value from the plant power overall control system (System 591) and the current value from the

reactoroutlet water temperature measurements K501-505 in the reactor, reactor pool and concrete vessel monitoring
systems (System 536). The mode is terminated automatically by the plant power overall control system (System
591), when the set plant power has been attained and system 598 reverts to mode A.
A.8.7 Failure Modes l_ffects and Criticality Analysis

Table A.8-1 presents a failure modes effects and criticality analysis for system 590 according to the information
available at the time of preparation.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A.8
Note a

System 598 gives the following outputs: to the feedwater pump turbine control valves (4632), to the auxiliary
feedwater pump control system (4634), and to the steam generator inlet piping control valves (4636).

A.8-4



Table A.8-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

,, ,,, ,,,,, .............

Plant and Turbine Control Systems 590 Reference: PIUS PSID Prelntrer:. R. FuHwood, BNL Date: Jammty 9, 1992
, ,,, r " , ,,,, ,' ' '" ' • ,,',i ,,l " i,, "i , i ,,ml ,n i,

No. Comtxment/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/phmt),,

1 IPlant power overall main computer electronics, plant control !H II Redumiancy. System 521 of which this is a

Icontrol system 591/ Ifailure peripherals, failure tandem computing part, is described as n<m-safety
specifies the mode human error, grade, two redundant sets of
for other systems, software, m_mlpute_

generates set values, electric power
synchronizes to grid,
controls plant during
switching to house
Loadafter grid

rejection .........

2 set value electronics, reactivity excur- H [] Diverse periodic See above, the dual

generation human error, sion followed by self-checking of could inchtde A-D converters
> non-safe software scram set values or digital comparitors for
O0

6_ diverse cenfirmahon of set
values

, , ,,,,

3 Turbine protection shared FP see above turbine tr_ M II Redumimcy, Implemmting additiomd
system 592/protect microcomputer _cau.,-inga cold periodic testing, _ against
the turbine from failure water reactivity software QA turbine trip may be cotmter to

upsets ,, excursion _, asmmagtripwhenneeded
4 turbine over- M V diverse tmbine The _ of the turbines

speed resulting m speed iurat seems to be such that a turbine
missile greet- missile would not fail the
ation prinmy _'y

,

5 Turbine plant process
control 593/
insufficient/nfo_aa-
tion

, ........... ' , ' " ,, ,,,I" ,,
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Table A.8-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
i ] i i i i iiii

Plant and Turbine Control Systems 590 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9, 1992
i , , i i,i ii

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigatkm Renmrks
(sys/p_t)

5 Turbine plant super- shared FP electronics, turbine trip with M III diverse and re-
vision systems 594/ microcomputer peripherals, cold water reac- dundant monitor-
momtor turbine failure human error, tivity excursion hag
vibrations and ex- software,

pansions and trip on electric power
exceedance

6 failure to detect M HI see above

incipient turbine
failure before

blade throwing

> 7 Turbine plant auto- shared FP electronics, wrong turbine M Ill _verse and re-
oo matic operations microcomputer peripherals, operation for dundant monitor-

system 5951 coordi- failure human error, _g mode ing
mites turbine plant software,

systems when mode electric power
changing

8 Turbine control command low See above under tmwer M Ill self checking

system 596/control or blocked transient, steam control
turbine control valves flow overpressure

9 command high See above over cooling M llI See above
flow transient

10 Feedwater control shared FP electronics, excessive feed-w- L III diverse and re- See note a, the excessive feed

system 598/control microcomputer peripherals, ater flow reac- dundant monitor- water flow transiem _ be
feedwater turbine failure human error, tivity increase ing fairly slow

sof_0vare,

electric power



I Table A.8-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality AnalysisPlant and Turbine Control Systems 590 Refenmc.e: PlUS PSID Pt-eparm_.R. Fullwood, BNL Dale: Jmma.ry9, 1992
i i i ] iiiilli

_o. Comlmnent/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failmm Effects Criticality Frequency Mitiptioa L,,_azks
(sys/phnt)

11 Feestwater control shared FP electromcs, inadequate feed- L III diverse and re- See note a, the maler feed

system 598/control microcomputer peripherals, water flow reac- dmalam moaitor- water flow traas/mz wouht be
feedwater turbine failure human error, tivity decrease ing fairly

software,
electric power

O0
!

",,I



APPENDIX A.9 - ELECTRIC POWER

The PIUS electric power system consists of the following subsystems:
610 High voltage system.,,
620 Grid connections

621 main grid swi_hyard

622 Startup grid switchyard
630 Generator Bus systems
640 ReBular auxiliary AC power supply

642 6.0 kV auxiliary AC power
643 660 VAC auxiliary
648 Pressurizer heater power
649 Main coolant pump power

650 Diesel plant
660 Diesel-backed AC power
670 Battery-backed power supply systems

672 Regular II0 VDC auxiliary power
673 Safety-grade I I0 VDC power
677 Battery-backed auxiliary AC power

680 Electrical power control
682 Synchronizing
683 Feeder switching
684 Motor sequencing
685 Relay protection
686 Power measurements

689 energy logging
690 Power cables

Some of these systems are identified in Figure A.9-1. At the top, left, is the tie to the 400 kV system, this connects
with the 640 auxiliary power distribution system. The 660 V bus has disconnects at each end powered by diesel
generators as well as diesel powering the rest of the bus (4 diesels). On the 110 V level are the battery DC and
battery-powered non-interruptable AC power supplies.

A.9.1 Hi2h volta2e systems - Systems 610

The PlUS electrical power is similar to that in most nuclear power stations with the exception that the transmission
line voltage is assumed to be 400 kVAC corresponding to the main voltage in Europe.

611 Main Transfo,_er - 61 t

Non-safety grade System 611 feeds the plant power to the power grid. During startup, it feeds power to the
auxiliary systems, and during loss of load, disconnect the plant from the grid.

During plant startup, the generator circuit breaker (System 631) is open, and the grid feeds power to the 6.0 kV
auxiliary power AC system (System 642) via the plant auxiliary transformer (642 TI). A redundant route is via the

startup transformer (642 T2) from a start'upgrid. The following abnormal conditions open the plant main circuit
breaker and reverts the plant to house load operation.

- Plant loss of load

- Nearby short circuits on the high voltage grid

- Short circuits farther out in the grid, which lower the grid voltage below certain limits for more than a
certain period of time

A.9-1



A,9,2Qnd connections_,Systems620
Thedesignissite_'ific,

A,9,3 Generatorbus sy_tenm- Systems 63..Q
ABB Atomprovidesfull generatorcircuitbreakercapacityratherthanhindswitchesas USpractice for PlUS plants,
The reasons are the complexity thataccompany the load switch alternativeand the freedom the circuit breaker
alternativegives for the locationof the main circuitbreakerconnection to the main grid (System 621).

Non*safetygrade System 631 does the following:
- During normalplant operation, provides power from the turbine generator(System 431) to the plant

auxiliary power systems (Systems 640, 660, 670) and the externalgrid (System 610).
- Duringpltnt startup,separates the turbinegenerator (System 431) from the main transformer(611 TI)

and plant auxiliary transformer(642 "13)to makepossible the transferof grid power to the plant auxiliary power
systems(Systems 640, 660, 670).

- During loss of the high voltage grid, feeds power to the plantauxiliary power systems (Systems 640,
660, 670) in house load operation.

In the two latter tasks, the system functionis backedup by the plant startuptranstbrmer(642 T2).

System 631 consists of:
- Generatorbusbars of encapsulatedisolated phasebus (lPBs) type
- Busbercooling system
- Generatorcircuitbreaker
- Circuitbreakercooling system
- Circuit breakercompressedair system
- Surge capacitorsand groundingequipment

The system voltage is conventionalto the site (about 20 kV).

Duringnormalplantoperationsystem631 transmitspower to the grid via the main transformer(System 61I) and
plantauxiliary power to the 6.0 kV auxiliary power AC system (System642).

During plantstartup, the generatorcircuitbreakermay be open, with the main transformer(System 611) feeding
power from the grid to the 6.0 kV auxiliary power AC system (System 642).

If the plant load is lost, the main circuitbreakeropens, and the generatorbus system (System 631) feeds power to
the 6.0 kV auxiliary power AC system(System 642) in house loadoperation.

Total loss of the generatorbus system(System 631) will trip the turbineand scram the reactor.

A.9.4 Reeularauxiliary ac _wer supply systems- Systems ¢40

System 642 6,0 kVAC Power
Non-safety grade System 642 has the _sk of feeding power from the generator bus system (System 631) to the
following loads:

- The 660 V AC buses tn the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system (System 643)
- Auxiliaryplant loads which cannotbe accommodatedon the660 V buses in system643 because the motor

size exceeds 350 kW.
- The general power distributionsystem (System 837) for 240V AC loads and occasional 400V loads.

A.9-2
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System642shownin FillureA.9-1 consistsof _ followingmainl_rt_:
- Theplantauxiliaryt_forrner (642TI) with circuitbre.keraon the6.0 kV side
- Theplanttmtrtuptam,former(642T2) whichinconnectedto anotherpowerlinein theexternalgad than

is themaintramiformer(6il 111).
- Two sy_ric buses642A and642B with theiroutputcircuitbreakers(withonecubicleeach), Two

cubiclu perbus for incomingfeedersmadonetnemmrem_tscubicleperbus.

Ooeretineattuatiooa

Durinll_l plantopcmttinllsituatiotmwheretheileneretorbussystem(System6:)i) getspowereitherfromthemain
Ipmemtor(System43I) or fromtheumintnmaformer(Systsm61I), system642 tnm_,m.itspowerfromsystem6:t
to the loadsconnectedto thesystem,

Thefollowinllsituationsleavesystem642withoutpower:
- Lea of tiw geammtorbussystem(System63I)
- Lea of the maintnumformm'(System611)andhdlureof thephmtto switchtohouseloadoperation
- Lea of System 642 it_!f, e.g. by a bus shortcircuitand sub,axluentfeeder breakerfailure.,,.

The loss of power will trip the turbine, scram the reactor and startup the diesel sets (System651). The pumps
,applied by symem642 will notbe powered, and the diesel-backedAC power supply system(System 661) will be
suppliedwith power from the dicmelIlenenttors(System65).

_] _ V Auxilim'YI)owef AC system
Non-safetyIlmdeSystem643hamthetaskof feedingpowerto all660 VAC loadsintheplantexceptthosethatneed
diesel-backedorbattery-backedpowersupplyandoccuiomdloadsandsomeheaters,whicharesuppliedwithpower
by thegeneralpowm'distributionsystem(System837), System643 asshownin FigureA.9-1, consistsof two
identicalbus_, eachwith thefollowinllmaincomponents:

- Inputtnmaformerefrom therelgular6.0 kV auxiliarypowerAC system(System642)
- Incomingfeedercircuitbre&keraandmeasuringcubicles(twocubiclesCousbar)
- Busl_ra
- Outputair circuitbreakersandcontsctorswithfuses.(Feederstosub-distributionsareprovidedwithload

switchesandfume).

Eachbus in System 643 is fed fromthe correspondingbus in the regular6.0 kV power supplysystem(System642).
The numberof cubicles for each bus is determinedby the load. Some of the loads belong to the diesel-backedAC
power supply system (System661) and do not have cubicles in system 643.

If power is lost in the regular6.0 kV auxiliary(System 642), System 643 also loses power, the turbinetrips, the
reactorscrams and the outgoing feeders to process loads tripon undervoltage. The power supply to the diesel-
backed AC power (System661) is lost, the diesels are startedto providepower to the 661 and capital investment
loads.

046 Pressunzer heater_wer supply system
Non-safetygradeSystem648 suppliesthepressurizerheaters(System3283) withpower in accordancewith theneed
of the pressurizer(System 328) for pressurizationof the reactor system during startupand for maintaining the
reactorpressureduringnormaloperation. System 648 consistsof two subsyste_,_:

- Two 6.0 kV/400 V threephase transformers(648 TAIand TBI) of 1.5 MW.
- Low voltage switchgearanddistributionequipmentfor the pressurizerheater(System3283). The heater

elements are connected in eight groups with separate feeders from the distributionequipment, The transformers
are powered fromthe regularmediumvoltage power supply system (System 642), througha circuit breaker. The
low voltage switchgear outgoingfeeders are controlledby the reactorpressurecontrol system (System538). The
heatingpower of each heatergroup is 350 kW which is sufficientto compensate forall heatIo_s in the pressurizer
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(System 328) during normal steadystateplant operation. Power is provided to one heatergroup of the pressurizer
heater(System 3283) with on-_)ffcontrol keepingthe pressureat 9.0 MPa in the pressurizersteamvolume. When
necessary,more heatergroupsare switchedon.

Notable casesare:

- Plant startup, when heating the pressurizer, and pressurizing the reactor system.
- Scram, when the total mass of water in the reactor vessel shrinks, the steam volume in the pressurizer

increase, and the pressure in the reactor vessel thus drops.

- At increasing reactor power, which makes the volume of the water in the primary system decrease.
- At blow-down of the pressurizer with the pressurizer blowdown system (System 3285).

During plant startup all the heater groups are connected, drawing a total heating power of 2.8 MW. This is
followed by a "pressurization" period - of about 5 hours.

f_49..Main coolant Dump po_r supply system
System 649 is similar to System 649 of ABB Atom's BWR plants in that they have thyristor converters and control
wet motor pumps. The BWR system has reactor power control tasks, while the PlUS power control is indirect by
controlling the hot/cold water interface position in the lower density lock (System 3221). The requirements on the
PlUS system are concentrated on the prevention of interface sloshing in system 3221 rather than on fast pump
rundown.

System 649:

- Supplies the main coolant pump motors in the recirculation system (System 3i3) with power
- Transfers reactor power to the steam generators
- Contr,)ls of the hot-cold interface level in the reactor pool loop lower density lock (System 3221).
- Performs the reactor scram function in association with the trip and interlock (System 516) by tripping

one reactor main cooling pump.

The system is generally not a safety-grade system, but one of the four converters is assigned to Safety Class 3
because of the reactor scram function.

System 649 consists of the following main components:
- Transformers of 6.0 kV which are connected to the buses A and B of the regular 6.0 kV auxiliary power

supply system (System 642). The transformers are distributed on the two buses to even the loads.

- Thyristor converters, which are fed from the transformers and in turn feed the main coolant pump motors
(System 313) with 0-6000 VAC power at a constant frequency/voltage ratio with 4 transformers supplying 4.0 MVA
and 4 converters supplying 3.5 MVA,

During normal full power operation, all main coolant pumps operate at almost full speed and receive full power
from system 649. The main coolant pump speed control system (System 534) keeps the interface in the lower

density lock (System 3221) at a constant level. During plant startup, the pumps are started individually, one at a
time and run up to their minimum operation speed. Then the main coolant wimps are operated at progressively
higher speed, as the reactor primary loop temperature increases. (This is de_ribed more fully for Systems 313 and
322.)

A.9.5 Di_l plant, .System 050

Non-safety grade System 651 in PlUS plants should not be compared with the diesel plants (1.2 MW each) of
present day LWR plants which have important tasks with respect to the safety of the public. The only role of the
PlUS diesels is to protect the plant capital investment in the turbine plant, concrete vessel and other major plant
components, when all regular power systems are lost in the plant by supplying power to the buses in the
diesel-backed AC power supply system (System 661). They are provided with systems for automatic startup and
fuel for ten days of operation at rated power.
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Tests may be performed as:
- Test of a diesel startup reliability by allowing it to start against a non-loaded system 661 bus
- Test of a diesel unit power generating capacity by allowing it to take over the load on one of the system

661 buses, in a plant operating situation where this is I_rmisstble, or by running it in parallel with the regular power
swply to the 660 V auxiliary power AC system (System 643),

- Test of the automatic power take-over function by disconnecting one of the system 661 buses from system
643 dunng plant shutdown and possibly at hot stand-by.

System 651 is only operated for normal system testing, if auxiliary power is lost on a system 661 bus, the
corresponding diesel is started automatically to feed power to system 661, The sequence of load takeover is
described for system 661.

Malfunction of the diesel unit during testing may make plant shutdown advisable, although it is only required for
plant capital investment protection reasons.

A.9.6 Diesel-backed AC power supply systfms - Systems 6760 !
System 661 in PlUS plants have no safety function and should not be compared with the diesel-backed power supply
systems of present day nuclear plants.

Non-safety grade System 661 has the following tasks:

Supply power for plant capital investment protection loads, normally from the regular 660 V auxiliary
power AC system (System 643) and from the non-safety-grade diesel plant (System 651) when the regular supply
of power from System 643 is interrupted

- Supply battery-backed AC bus (System 677) with power, when its regular supply fails
- Supply the safety-grade 110 V DC AC power supply system (System 673) with power.

System 661 shown in Figure A.9-1 consists of two buses, which can be connected either to the corresponding buses,
or to the diesel generating units (System 651). The number of cubicle,,_ for each bus is 24.

A.9.7 Battery-backed t_wfr supply systems - 670

Safety-2rade 110 VDC auxiliary_power supply system - Systems 673

System 673 has the task of supplying power to some safety-grade loads needing uninterruptable power. It is not
shown in Figure A.9-1 but consists of:

- A rectifier fed from the diesel-backed AC power supply (System 661),
- 673 bus,

- Battery capable of supplying the load for one hour.

Normally the batteries are kept charged. If power is lost, the non-safety grade diesel (System 651) will provide
power to the bus. Failures such as rectifier failure will not impact for a few hours because of the charge in the
battery. Complete loss of 673 will cause loss of the associated measuring channels, but the plant can be monitored
and controlled by the normal instrumentation powered by system 672/673, and by channels powered by the 673 bus
until repairs are made. The system is located in separated safety-grade equipment rooms in the bottom of the
reactor building.
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440 V Battery-backed auxiliary power AC system - System 677
Non-safety grade System 677 feeds power to loads requiring uninterruptable power. It consists of two identical
subsystems containing:

- Thyristor rectifier powered by the corresponding 660 VAC diesel-backed supply
- An intermediate 110 VDC bus

- Lead-acid battery capacity for 30 minutes
- Thyristor converter from 110 VDC to 440 VAC, 3-phase
- Thyristor switch
- 440 battery-backed AC system busbar
- Standby connection to the corresponding 660 V diesel-backed system by a transformer.

The thryistor switch provides switching from the inverter to the standby feeder from the diesel-backed system
without power interruption.

In the event of loss of power, the 440 V busbars will be battery fed but within a minute, the diesels will come up

to power and assume the load. If one diesel fails to start, its loads will be supplied by battery for 30 minutes.
Rectifier failure does not directly affect operation because power will be provided by the battery. Loss of battery
is mitigated by the thyristor providing power from the 440 V busbar to the diesel-backed feeder. Failure of an
inverter causes a similar problem.

A special problem related to static inverters is the fuse size limitation but the thyristor switch provides a backup.
This switch allows switching the 440 V bus to the standby feeder at any time, e.g., repair and maintenance. The
loss of the 677 bus trips the turbine and scrams the reactor; the reactor can be maintained at cold shutdown by the
other 677 bus. Total loss of the 677 bus activates the self-protection features of the reactor for shutdown and heat
removal.

A.9.8 Power cable systems - Systems 690
The cable systems comply with normal safety requirements for cables that are part of battery-backed safety-grade
systems including separate A and B parts which are in the cable room.
In cable rooms the physical separation is by distance only for:

- Division A and B cables,

- Power system and control system cables.

The 6 kV and 660V power cables are run on separated cable racks, with the larger cross-section cables installed
with appropriate spacing to ensure cooling. Small area cables are lumped together without any requirements on
spacing in one or several layers.

The control and power supply cables to minor equipment, e.g. the distributions from the battery-backed systems,
are run in closed or semiclosed conduits of galvanized magnetic material or aluminum to provide some
electro-magnetic shielding and mechanical protection. The cable conductors are generally copper but for larger
cross-sections cables with aluminum conductors may be used. The in-plant earthing system consists of copper
conductors which are run along the cable racks, between major components. Motors and pumps are normally
connected to earth by means of the copper shielding in the power cable. The in-plant earthing system is connected
to the external earthing system (System 872) at one location - a fix-point in the vicinity of the main transformer (611

Ti). Some major cable rooms in the reactor, turbine and chemical systems buildings (Systems 121, 122 and 124)
may be made part of the control building (System 126) from the entrance, ventilation and fire protection points of
view.
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A.9.9 Failure Modes Effects and Cnttcahtv Analysis

Table A.9-1 presents a failure modes effects and criticality analysis for the electric power system based on the
available information at the time of preparation.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A.9

Note a

The generator bus, during normal operation, distributes generatol power to the plant auxiliary systems and the
external grid. During startup, it dlsta3nnects the generator from the main transformer and plant auxiliary
transformer to transfer grid power to the plant auxiliary power systems. During loss of off-site power, it feeds

power from the auxiliary plant power systems to house loads.

Note b

"[he 6 kVAC power system supplies power to the 660 VAC buses in the low voltage auxiliary power system, to
auxiliary plant loads requiring higher voltage than 660 VAC (power > 350 kW), general distribution to 220 and 440
VAC loads.

Note c

The non-safety grade 660 VAC system 643 supplies all 660 loads in the plant except those requiring diesel or battery
backing and a few loads and heaters which are supplied by the general power distribution system.

Note d

In power operation sufficient pressurizer heating can be achieved with one of eight heaters. Other heaters are
needed at: startup, after scram when the mass of water in the reactor vessel shrinks, thus expanding the steam

volume and requiring more steam to keep the pressure constant, with increased reactor power which decreases the
volume of water in the primary, and at biowdown of the pressurizer.

Note e

Diesel emergency power preforms no safety function (according to the vendor) at PLUS. It is provided for capital
investment protection. It supplies 660 VAC auxiliary power (643), powers the battery-backed AC bus 677 and
safety grade 110 VDC system with power.
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Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Electric Power 600: High Voltage System 610 & 620 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

1 High voltage sys- failed trans- over heating, loss of load, loss M III Multiple traas-
tems, main trans- former moisture of off-site power, formers, fast
former 61 l/increase ingress, tran- cold water switching

generator voltage to sient insulation reactivity tran-
transmission levels failure, leaked sient

oil, lightning

2 Grid connections Depends on
620/connect to siting insuffi-
electrical grid cient reforma-

tion

_D

,b



Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Electric Power 600: Generator bus system 630 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

3 Busbars/distribute Failed insula- Failure of Multiple common M !IV Inspection, main- Failure of auxiliary power
power - see note a tion busbar cooling, mode failures Itenance, QA, results in many failures how-

moisture probably leading electrical break- ever for systems designed to
ingress, for- to scram down monitors fail safe, the results of the i
eign matter, failure lead to scram and
mechanical passive heat removal
damage

4 Circuit breaker/ Fails to open Failure of Failure to dis- H III See above. Also Manual disconnect would allow
connect and discon- circuit breaker connect auxiliary iuse multiple series a delayed restoration of

nect power or CB control, bus from main disconnects emergency power

> contacts weld- transformer -
ed, circuit unable to supplyi

breaker cool- emergency power
ing, circuit
breaker com-

pressed air
system to blow
out the arc

5 Fails to close !Failure of Failure to con- L III Inspection, main- Manual closure could be used
circuit breaker nect auxiliary tenance, QA, but might inhibit some safety
or CB control, power to gener- action

circuit breaker ator limits power
cooling availability and

would force a

shutdown



Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Criticality Analysis
Failure Modes and Effects and

Electric Power 600: Generator bus system 630 Reference: PIUS Preparer: Fullwood, January
PSID R. BNL Date: 9, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

6 Surge capacitors/ short over-heating, Short out the H Ill Fuse the capaci-
suppress electrical transient- auxiliary power - tots
transients caused insula- prevent the use

tion break- iof emergency
down, vibra- power
tion

7 open vibration, Failure to sup- M IIl Parallel capaci-
conductor press line tran- tors, periodic
failure sients that may inspection, moni-

affect computing tor line noise
> equipment lead-
,o mg to colnnlon

" mode failures
,,

8 Grounding equip- open circuit corrosion, Electrical noise M II Monitor line noise
ment/transient vibration affecting corn-

suppression putmg equipment
leading to
common mode
failures



Table A.9-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Electric Power 600: Regular Auxiliary AC Power Systems 640 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitig_on
(sys/plant)

9 6 kVAC plant auxil- Shorted tram- Heating, JLoss of power M III Instruction, elec-
iary transformer (642 former moisture for plant systems trical breakdown
T1)/see note b regress, vibra- on 6 kVAC monitoring, dis-

tion !power - result in connects to re-
turbine trip, move failed
scram and diesel tnmsformer from

start auxiliarypower

10 Otxm trans- Vibration, see above L IIl Inspection, elec-
former conductor trical breakdown

failure monitoring

,o 11 16kVAC plant startup Shorted trans- Heating, Loss of power L IV Inspection, elec- In normal operation, this

'-- transformer (642 'iformer moisture !for plant systems trical breakdown transformer is standby as well
I"2)/see note b ingress, vibra- !on 6 kVAC monitoring, dis- as this grid connection

tion ,power - result in connects to re-
Iturbme trip, move failed
scram and diesel transformer from

start auxiliary power

12 !Open trans- Vibration, see above L IV Inspection, elec- see above
former conductor trical breakdown

failure monitoring
L

13 Busses 642 A and B/ Open breaker Control cir- see above M IH See above, manual
see note b curry, vibra- transfer

tion, particu-
late



Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Electric Power 600:660 VAC Auxiliary AC Power Systems 643 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9, 1992
!

No. Component/Function ! Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant) ,,

14 660 VAC plant auxil-_Shorted trans- Heating, Loss of power M III Inspection, elec- See note d
iary transformer / see former moisture for plant systems trical breakdown
note c regress, vibra- on 660 VAC monitoring, dis-

tion power - result in connects to re-
turbine trip, move fiuled
scram and out- transformer from

going _feederstrip iauxiliary power
on under-voltage

,,,,,

15 _ trans- Vibration, see above L ill /nspection, elec- i
former conductor trical breakdown

failure monitoring
,,

16 Busbar and circuit Open breaker Controlcir- seeabove M HI Seeabove, manual
!breakers/distribute curry, vibra- transfer

power tion, particu-
late

|



,, , , , ,,, i | ,|, i ,ll ,, i lll ,i

Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
, ,, , , ,,,,, ,,,,, J i , i ,, , i

Electric Power 600: Pressurizer Heater Power Supply System 648 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9, 1992
,,,, i i , i i ii ,i ii i , ii Hi i

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

,,,,,,,,,,

17 r6 kVAC/400 VAC Shorted trans- iHeating, Loss of power L III Inspection, elec-
1.5 MW / supply former moisture for the pressur- trical breakdown
!power to the pres- Fmgress, vibra- iizer heaters while monitoring
surizer heaters during tion m power

istarmp ,operation would
result m a loss of

operating
pressure and
necessitate a
shutdown. If the
loss occurred at

:> startup, the plant
would shutdown

!

._ from repair.
.., q .,,, ,.

18 Low voltage switch- Otg_ Control fail- see above L Ill Inspectioo, elec-
gear/control heaters switchgear ure, grit, trical breakdown
and to run on only improper monitoring
one mmjntenance

! ...........



Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Electric Power 600: Main Coolant Pump Power 649 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 9. 1992
,.,

No. Comtxment/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

19 Transformers 6 kV/6 Shorted trans- _,Heatmg, Loss of a power L !II Inspection, dec- The transformers are

kV/transfer power to former moisture transformer for trical breakdown to busses A and B of the
thyristors ingress, vibra- the primary monitoring auxiliary power to _tmte

tion pumps would the load. The thynstors
cause an auto- generate electrical nmse

i

matic scram, detrimental to the cotapu_

The disconnects operation. The traasf_
"shouldfree the will provide some isolation to

auxiliary power _ess thts noise.
Ifrom the "shortto

allow emergency
power

xO

_, 20 Electrical noise !Failure to I_ capaci- Electrical noise H III Inspection, elec- The PS1D is mate with regards

suppressors/prevent suppress noise tot(s), shorted may result m trical noise morn- to problems m thyristor
electrical noise inductance, erratic computer toting operation and the getmr-,ama

generated by pump open spike control and and suppvessam of electrical
control thyristors iclippers !possibly unsafe noise m the system. Thynstm"
from affecting com- !operation dectncalnoise varies with the

load - it is great_ at low load.puters .....

21 Thyristors and sup- One or more Thyristor fail- Loose one or L I1 Waveform morn-

port circuitry/control open thyristors ure, thyristor more phases to totting
the power and speed control failure one or more

to the primary pumps I pumps to cause a
$cl'ltm

,,,, , .........., ...............
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Table A.9-1 PIUS 600 Fmlure Modes _d Effects and C_:_ Almly_
,, , ,, ,,,,

Electric Power 600: Main Coohmt Pump Power 649 Ref_: PIUS PSID _ R. Fullwood, BNL Dae: J_mu, y 10, 1992
i fill " ll,¶i i Ill i ill ,i, II ,,,liii i ,,,1, ,,i ii fill iilii ,,i,,,,1,1 ,ll,[ilir 'II I

No. CouqxamntJFunction Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Fmqmag'y Mitigation
(sy_i,l_)

22 Thyristors and sup- One or more Voltage punch- Pump overspeed L II Wr_efonn nmm-

Iport circuitry/control shorted thy- through, day- resulting m tmiag .
'_thepow_ and speed ristors riaor coum>i
to the prmm_ pumps failure ....

123 Speed control elec- Overspeed Electronics See above L Ill Redundant mem-
tromcs/convert _ •
computer control to
thyristorcontrol ,, ,, L ,, , "

24 Underspeed Electronics Pump unde_lm_ L [] Redmalaat nmm-
resentingin
scram

_D
!

,,.,..

O_

b
, , ,,,, , ,,,, ,,, ........................... , ,,,,



Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Cnuczltty Analysts

Electric Power 600: Diesel Plant 650 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL D-_: JJmmu'y10, 1902

No. Co_t/Functionl Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects cnticality Frcque_y MiUg_n Re_,fr_
(sys/_t)

25 Diesel engines Failure to start Mechanical, No em_gency L II l_-ttott, test- See note d. Diesel power..

power emerg_cy starting equip- ipower (except rag. redunda_'y although noo-safety grade
.generators ment, fuel, battery power) _ _ to the safety-

maintains, undera loss of grade__ AC
electrical loft site power supply sy__em. _
_mtn>l con_ nmy be ex_

by thed/eselpowerextendt_
tl_ un_ lt_ _ cm

the_ wdl _y the
load duri_ cn_ um_s.

• ,, ,, ,,,

>
;_ 26 Failure to run See above See above L II See abovt_ See above

--..I

,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ...... , ,,, ,, ,,,,. ,, ,, ,,,., ,
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Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis ]

Battery-Backed Power 670- Safety-Grade I l0 VDC System 673 Reference: PIUS PSID Prelmrer:. R. Fuliwood, BNL Date: Jmmary 10, 1992
,,, r,i , ,, , , , ,i i,=

No. Co_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failm-e Effects cnticality Frequency Mitigaticm Remadcs
(syslptant)

27 Rectifier/charge Failure to !Diode(s) short, Loss of charging M Ill Stm'e spsxe peas One hour may dapse before
batteries from AC .rectify AC transient, power for bat- that are readily disdmrge of the kmtenes
mains power excessive heat, iteries - eventually replaced becomes

failure of loose vital

_x_oling ieXl_ sup-

i

28 Battery/storecharge BatteryfailureOpen circuit,Lml© effect L HI I_ _ Seeabove. Batteriesare

fire, hydmge_ because rectifier _msce, _ _y ccmnecsed m series sad
explosion from cam supply the conditioo nmni- pm'allel. If failed routs are

> vent_t_on loads _ fused, thece_gmmm is_0
'_ failure, _
oo s_fation, poor ,

mamtemnce

29 Battery failure Open cir_t, Loss of vital DC H IV T_, Pmm_
coincident with hydrogen power. Plant emergmcy actions
toss of exxon from will scram and to _ and
charging pow- ventilation core will be
ertobattery failure, passivelycooled
(e.g. rectifier sulfation, poor but tmable to
failure, AC maintemmce momtor plant

power to sUttusand per-
rectifier) Iform ccmtrols

! H L30 bus/distribute DC Open or !Corrosion, See above m V See above

power shorted bus thermal cy-
cling, moisture
regress,

I overheating ....



Table A.9-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Battery-Backed Power 670: Uninterruptible AC Power 677 Reference: PIUS PSID Preparer: R. FuIlwood, BNL Date: J_mary I0, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Freqtamcy Mitigatiea Rctnm_
(sys/ptant) ,,

31 Thyristor rectifiers Rectifier Semiconductor Loss of charging M III Alarm m control Batteries have a 30 minute

!powered by diesels/ failure failure, forbatteries roomoe lossof _ witho,..tcharlp.ng
charge batteries electronic charging

control, exces-
sive heat,
excessive

moisture

32 Batteries/store Battery failure Maintenance, No effect if L IV Alarm m control BatiStes are usually c_
electrical charge heat, fire, charging current room on battery m series and _. If failed

explosion is still available failure (obvious traits are fused, the

> from ripple on configmatlon is h.ghly redun-
DC to the .
mve_or)

33 Invertor/transform lnvertor failure Semiconductor Little effect L Ill Alarm on loss of
DC mt 440 VAC, 3 [failure, because the mvert_

phase ,electronics unmtermptable
control, heat, power can be
,moisture providedfrom

the normal AC

34 [nvertor/transform Invertor failure Semiconductor Loss of unmter-r- M V Training and
DC int 440 VAC. 3 coincident with failure, uptible AC pow_ emergency act/on

phase failure of off- electronics autonmtic to restore
site power and control, heat, reactor scram unm_ble AC
diesels moisture and passive

coolingbet loss
of control
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Table A.9-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
,,,,,, ,,,,

, , i ii , , i ,, i , i i , ii ,

Battery-Backed Power 670: Unmterruptible AC Power 677 Refe_aw.e: PlUS PSID _ R. FulFa,ood, BNL Date: Jmamry 100 1992
, ii ,, , r i ii i i ll,i ill i

No. Comlxxmat/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Cri_ty F_y Mitigatkm Remmks
(sys/pt_)

35 Thyristor switch/ Failure to Semiconductor Loss of uninter-r-iM HI Training amJ In this case the reqmnma_t to

provide switching transfer failure, uptible AC power emergeag'y action ttmmfer is initiated by the
from the mvertor to electronics - automatic to restore invea'.zr fro'line Imnce cofre-

the standby feeder control, heat, reactor scram unmterruptible AC lated. If the trm_er switch
from the diesel nmisaae land passive fails, ua_egmpfible AC fails.
igenerator cooling but loss i

of control

36 Busbar/distribute Open or Corrosion, See above H V See_ove

lunmterruptible AC shorted bus thermal cy- i
cling,moiaare
regress,

> _verheatm__g_o

o 37 Transformer con- Failed trans- Heat, moisture Loss of this M HI [Inspectkm, elec-
nection to 660 VAC former !ingress, vibra- transformer is trical tneakdown

idiesel i)ower/backup tion similar to item 35 monitoring, re-
AC m preventing the Iplacemmt parts

AC tmckuptothe

unmte_al__ible

,i

38 Fuses/limit mvertor Blown fuse Heat, moisture Loss of one fuse M Ill Detectkm of

current especially at ingress, vibra- loses one invert- mvcrtm status and
mvertor starting tion er but it is fast repmr

bacl_ by item
35 - the rmetm"



Table A.9-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

Electric Power 600: Power Cable System 690 Reference: PlUS PSID Preparer: R. Fullwood, BNL Date: January 10, 1992

No. Component/Functionl Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

38 Division A cables/ Open or Corrosion, Loss of all divi- M V See above

supply power to shorted cables thermal cy- ision A power
division A loads cling, moisture resulting in

ingress, scram and pas-
overheating, sive heat removal
fire

39 Division B cables/ See above See above Loss of all divi- M V See above

supply power to sion B power
division B loads resulting in

scram and pas-

> sive heat removal
_O

th 40 Power system cables/ See above See above Loss of all non- M V See above
supply power to safety loads
miscellaneous would affect the

nonsafety loads operators and
result in scram

and passive
cooling

41 Control ca- See above See above Loss of control tH V See above

bles/control opera- would result in
tions scram, passive

cooling but no
control

38 through 40 ;ee above Fire is the Scram, passive H V _e above
various common mode cooling but no

combinations that could do control or
this information



APPENDIX A. 10 - COOLING

A. 10.1 Diesel-backed service water system
Non-safety grade System 712 has the task of cooling the following systems in the plant:

- Systems, which can use sea or river water for cooling
- Systems, which need diesel-backed cooling for protection of plant capital investment
- Systems, from which no leakage of radioactive matter needs to be assumed.

System 712 is shown in Figure A. IO-I. The protection against uncontrolled relea_ of radioactive matter to the
plant discharge by leakage to system 712 is prevented by either of the following arrangements:

- System 712 is separated from radioactive or potentially radioactive systems by intermediate cooling
systems, i.e. the diesel-backed closed cooling system for the reactor pool (System 721), the diesel-backed closed
cooling system for components and pools (System 722) and the diesel plant (System 651). These intermediate
systems are sampled regularly.

- System 712 has a higher pressure in the heat exchanger than the potentially radioactive intermediate
cooling system.

KSll x_tZ1<_r__'_i_,

Figure A.10-1 Diesel-Backed Service Water System
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The Service Water system consists of four pumps (712 Pl to P4) and pipes from the pumps to the heat exchangers

In the diesel-backed closed cooling systems for the reactor pool, for components and pools, and for the diesel plant
(Systems 721,722 and 651). The pump motors PI and P2 are powered from the A bus of the diesel-backed AC
power supply system (System 661) and P3 and P4 from the B bus. One pump on each bus is part of the automatic
start-up sequence after loss of external power. The pumps are located in the water intake (System 1121) after the
cooling water intake rinsing system (System 711). They supply .seaor river water to the heat exchangers. The main
pipes are fabricated from carbon steel, lined with rubber, or from centrifugally cast concrete. Distribution pipes
to other loads are made from stainless steel. The outlet water from system 712 goes to the warm water channel

m the condenser cooling system (System 451). System 712 assists the circulation water systems makeup water
system (System 456) in its water makeup function, when the plant is provided with a cooling tower. The system
consists of 4 pumps at 240 kg/s (3800 gpm), consuming 180 kW from supply system 661.

System 712 is equipped with the following instrumentation:

Local flow meters (712 K301-304) for the pump flow rates
- Flow meters (712 K311-312) with central indication and low flow rate alarm
- Local thermometer (712 K501) for the system inlet temperature
- Local thermometer (712 K507) for the system outlet temperature
- Pump motor temperature monitors (712 K511-514)

During normal plant operation, one of the pumps PI and P2 and one of P3 and P4 operate continuously, irrespective
of the water temperature. About 12 MW of heat is transported from the diesel-backed cooling system for the
reactor pool (System 721 ) and about 3 MW from the diesel-backed closed cooling system for component cooling
(System 722). At an assumed maximum river water temperature of 30°C, the outlet temperature will be about
40°C. Activation of the reactor pool loop will increase the outlet temperature to 60 to 70°C.

Pump failure causes the standby unit on the bus to start automatically. Loss of offsite power fails the pumps,
activates the pool loop, and initiates diesel startup followed by two pumps startup, according to diesel-backed AC

power supply (System 661) startup sequence. Loss of all of system 712 in a station black-out situation may cause
damage to the turbine. The reactor core integrity does not depend on the function of system 712.

i

A. 10.2 Non-diesel-backed service water system - 713

In PlUS plants, non-safety grade system 713 serves both the reactor plant and the turbine plant. It has the "taskof
cooling systems in the plant:

- Which use river water for cooling
- Which do not need diesel-backed cooling
- From there can be no leakage of radioactive matter

System 713 is shown in Figure A. 10-2. It consists of two pumps (713 PI and P2) and the pipes from these pumps
to the heat exchangers, served by the system. The pumps are 100% units and the motors are powered from the A
and B buses of the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system (System 643). The pumps are located in the
water intake (System 1121) after the cooling water intake rinsing system (System 711). The main 713 pipes are
fabricated from carbon steel, lined with rubber, or from centrifugally cast concrete. Distribution pipes to other
loads are made from stainless steel. The 713 outlet water goes to the warm water channel in the condenser cooling
system (System 451) and system 713 thus assists the circulation water systems makeup water system (System 456)
in its makeup water function. The two pumps provide a flow rate of 300 kg/s (4750 gpm) consuming 240 kW from
system 643.

System 713 instrumentation consists of:

- Local flow meters (713 K301-320) for the pump flow rates
- Flow meters (713 K311-312) with central indication and low flow rate alarm
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Figure A. 10-2 Non-Diesel BackedService Water
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- Local thermometer (713 K501) for the system
- Local thermometer (713 K507) for the system outlet temperature
- Pump motor temperature monitors (713 K511-512)

A.IO.3 Cooling tower for cooling the reactor pool - 714
Safety-grade System 714 has no analogy in any other LWR plants. It has the task of cooling the water in the

passive closed cooling system for the reactor pool (System 724) in order to insure the reactor pool cooling function
during plant transient conditions. The system consists of four loops which are located in separate compartments
and physically separated from each other.

Each loop consists of:
- A cooling tower (EAI, EA2, EBI and EB2),

- Two water coolers (EAII/EAI2, EA21/EA22, EBII/EBI2 and EB21/EB22).

- Water from the passive closed cooling system for the reactor pool (System 724) flowing through the pipes
of the dry cooling tower and

- Air flowing by natural circulation on the outside of the pipes cools the water. The water cooler pipes
are equipped with fins to increase the transfer area. The four cooling towers are located on top and at each corner
of the containment building. Each cooling tower is capable of removing 4.3 MW at an inlet temperature of 32°C

(90°F - dry). The carbon steel water cooler pipes (aluminum fins) have a design pressure of 10.5 MPa (1522 psi).

The cooling capacity depends on the temperature difference between the pool and inlet air. Normally, the pool
temperature is 50°C (122°F) and the capacity is low. Activation of the loop activates systems 714 and 724 to limit

the pool temperature to 95°C (203°F) even if one loop in system 724 has failed or one cooler in system 714 has
failed and the reactor pool cooling system (System 323) has failed.

A pipe rupture or le'xk in system 714 will be detected by loss of water in the passive closed cooling system for the
reactor pool (System 724). Rupture or leak will not affect the other water coolers because of their separation.

A. 10.4 Closed Cooling Systems -,Systems 720

Systems 720 consist of the following subsystems:

721 Diesel-backed closed cooling system for the reactor pool
722 Diesel-backed closed cooling system for components and pools
723 Non-Diesel-backed closed cooling system

724 Passive closed cooling system for the reactor pool
726 Chilled water system
727 Local air coolers

Diesel-backed closed cooling system for the reactor pool - 721
Non-safety grade System 721:

- Cools the reactor pool (System 321) via the reactor pool cooling system (System 323) and
- During plant operation keeps the reactor pool temperature (System 321) between 40°C to 60°C (104 -

140°F)

- During plant transient conditions, when the reactor is shut down and the reactor pool loop is activated,
limits the water temperatures in the top of the reactor pool (System 321).

System 721 consists of the following subsystems:
- 7211 Reactor pool cooling system
- 7215 721 stainless steel AISI 304 pump system

A. 10-4
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Figure A. 10-3 Diesel-Backed Closed Cooling System for the Reactor Pool
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Reactor gruel coolin_ system (721 !)
Provides the heat exchangers in the reactor pool cooling system (System 323) with cooling water, System 721 I,
shown in Figure A. 10-3, consists of the following main parts:

- Pipes connecting the pump system (7215) with the heat exchangers (323 EAI and EBI) in the reactor pool
cooling system (System 323).

- Containment isolation valves 721 VAI through VA4, 721 VBl through VB4.

System 7215, has the task of supplying system 7211 with water, when regular or diesel-backed power is available
m the plant. It consists of:

- Two heat exchanger (721 EAI,EBi)

- Two pumps (721 Pl to P2)
- A buffer tank (721 TAI)
- A shunt system for temperature control.

The heat exchangers, the pumps and the shunt system are located in the auxiliary cooling systems building (System
123). There are 2 pumps of 250 kg/s (4000 gpm) consuming 230 kW powered from the A and B buses of the
diesel-backed AC power supply system (System 661), respectively. The pumps participate in the diesel startup
sequences.

The temperature control system shunts water past the heat exchanger, and keeps the outlet temperature at 25°C,
if the inlet water temperature to system 721 drops below 18°C.

During normal plant operation, system 721 transmits 5-10 MW from the reactor pool cooling system (System 323)
to the diesel-backed closed c.-oling system for the reactor pool (System 712). The system outlet temperature varies
between 25°C and 37°C and the return between 35°C and 50°C when the inlet temperature varies between O°C
and 30°C.

Activation of the reactor pool loop will increase the temperatures in system 721. The system forward temperature
will rise to about 60 to 90°C, and the return temperature to above 140°C, depending on the inlet water temperature
(O to 30°C). Loss of plant external power stops all pumps in the system. Loss of an operating pump will cause
automatic start-up of a standby pump.

Black-out in the plant auxiliary power systems causes loss of the system cooling function. The cooling of the
reactor pool is then performed by natural circulation in the passive closed cooling system for the reactor pool
(System 724).

Leakages or ruptures in system 721 outside the reactor containment will cause loss of the main reactor pool cooling
function and necessitate shutting down of the plant for repair.

Leakages or rupture inside the reactor containment will lead to loss of one (out of two) of the heat exchangers, when
that part is isolated. The plant operation may continue without significant restrictions after isolation of the leakage
or rupture until a suitable time for plant shutdown for repair.

Leaks and ruptures in the tubes of the heat exchangers 323 EAI, 323 EBI in the reactor pool cooling system (System
323) cause loss of reactor pool water to system 721 in which case alarms are initiated and the containment isolation

valves closed. If the leak or rupture has occurred in one cooler only, that cooler can be isolated and the plant can
continue operation without restrictions. If both coolers are leaking, the reactor plant is shut down in a regular way.

Diesel-backed closed cooling system for components and pools - 722
The system pools are the unconventional aspect of system 722. The pools give extra inherent capital protection
features beside those provided by the pump system itself. During normal operation, the system:

- Cools the upper part of the wall of the concrete vessel cavity liner (System 157),
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- Anchor flange of the pressure vessel upper parts (System 2115),
- Main coolant pump motors in the re.circulation system (System 313) and the
- Pump motors in the reactor pool cooling system (System 323).
- Cools the spent fuel pool via the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system (System 324) and the condensation

pool (System 316) via the containment pool cooling system (System 355).

During plant transients, including extended loss of auxiliary power, reactor shut down and reactor pool loop
activated, it limits the temperatures in the upper part of the concrete vessel wall and in the anchor flange of the
pressure vessel upper parts. System 722 has no safety-grade function.

System 722 consists of:
- Wall cooler system
- Pump cooler system
- Condensation pool cooling system
- Spent fuel pool cooling system
- Pump system

System 722 is completely fabricated of stainless steel AISI 304.

Wall cooler system (722l)
System 7221, shown in Figure A. 10-4 supplies the anchor flange cooler (System 2115) and the concrete vessel liner
cooler (System 157) with cooling water, consists of the following main parts:

- Two steel vessel pools (722 TAI, 722 TBI), each with a total water volume of 150 m3 (4000 gal.). They
are located in dedicated closed compartments on the top of the containment structure and filled with highly borated

water (2000 ppm) at 30.40°C during normal plant operation.
- A jet pump in each pool fed by the incoming water from the pump system (System 7225).

Pipes with isolation valves (722 VA3 through 722 VB4) connecting the pools with the anchor flange
coolers and the concrete vessel liner coolers (System 157).

- Pipes with containment isolation valves (722 VAI through 722 VB2) connecting the pools with the pump
system (System 7225)

- A vent pipe system with containment isolation valves (722 VA5 through 722 VB6) from the pool to the
atmosphere and to the condensation system (System 316).

The jet pumps receive water from the pump system (System 7225) and inject it into the inlet pi_s to the anchor
flange and the concrete vessel liner cooling system (System 157). The water flow rate to the coolers will be about

twice the flow rate from the pump system because of the jet pump effect.

Pump cooler system (7222)
System 7222, shown in Figure A. 10.4, supplies the motor coolers of the pumps in the recirculation system (System
313) and the reactor pool cooling system (System 323) with cooling water. It consists of:

- A pipe system connecting the water supply with the motor coolers of the main coolant pumps (313 EA31
through 313 EB32) and the coolers of the reactor pool cooling pumps (323 EA2 and

- Four containment isolation valves (722 VA7 through 722 VB8)

_densationJL)ool coolin8 system (7223)
Shown in Figure A. 10-4, has the task of supplying cooling water to the containment pool cooling system. It consists
of pipes with valves connecting the pump system (System 7225) with the heat exchangers 355 EAI 1 and EBI 1.
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S_nt fuel __)oIc_oolin_ system (722.4.]
Syetem ?224, shown in Figure A, 10-4 supplies c(x)ling water to the spent fuel Ixx)l cooling and cleanup system
(System 324). It consists of pipes with valves connecting the pump (System 7225) with the heat exchangers 324
EAI and EBI.

Pump system (7225)
System 7225 (Figure A. I0-I) supplies the wall c_)ler, pump cooler and pool cooling systems (Systems 7221 through
7224) with water, when regular or die_l-backed power is available. The systemconsistsof:

- Two heat exchangers(722 EAI and EBI)
- Two pumps(722 PAl and PBI)
- A pipe system
- A shunt system for temperature control

The heat exchangers, pumps, and shunt system are located in the auxiliary cooling systems building. There are 2
100% capacity pumps delivering 200 kg/s (3200 gpm) and drawing 125 kW. The pump motors are powered from
the diesel-backed AC power supply system (System 661). The pumps participate in the diesel startup sequences.
The temperature control system shunts water past the heat exchanger, and keeps the 722 outlet temperature at 25"C,
if the inlet water temperature to the die._i-backed service water system (System 712) drops below 18°C. It keeps
the level constant in the ix_)is 722 TAI and 722 TBI.

Plan_o_rating _ituations
During normal plant operation, system 722 transmits alxmt 3 MW from the pump motor coolers in the recirculation
system (System 313) and the reactor p(xfl cooling system (System 323) to the diesel-backed service water system
(System 712) in which ca.,m pools 722 TAI and TBI are hardly involved. Residual heat from spent fuel is
transmitted from the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system (System 324) and whenever needed heat is
transmitted from the condensation pool (System 316) via the containment pool cooling.

Activation of the reactor pool loop will incre.a_ the temperatures in system 722. Loss of plant external power

supply cau._.,s all pumps in system 722 to stop. When the diesels have started, both pumps are started according
to their start up sequence. Loss of an operating pump will cau_ automatic start-up of the standby unit.

A black-out in the plant auxiliary power systent_ (including loss of diesels) results in loss of the forced cooling
functions, i.e. loss of the reactor pool cooling system (System 323), the diesel-backed closed cooling system for
the reactor pool (System 721), the die,_l-backed cJo:_,dJcooling system for components and pools (System 722) and
the diesel-backed service water system (System 712). The upper part of the wall of the concrete vessel cavity liner

and the anchor flange of the vessel are then cooled via the pools (722 TAI, TBI) in natural circulation. The pool
water volumes are large enough to provide cooling for a total station black-out for 48 hours with boiling if the

blackout is protracted.

Envelope ruptures in system 722 necessitate shut down of the plant for repair. The plant will be brought down to
cold conditions in the normal way using the steam generators and s_condary systems or by means of the natural
circulation in the passive clo:,_l reactor pool cooling system (System 724).

_0n-die_!-backed c!o_ cooling system- System 723
Non-safety grade System 723 (Figure A. lO-5) cools systems in the plant which meet both of the following
characteristics:

- Need of an extra protection harrier against leakage of radioactive matter out of the plant with cooling
water

- No need of diesel-backe_ power for the pump motors.
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It consistsof the following main components:
- One heat exchanger (723 El) to the non-diesel-backed service water system (System 713),
- Two pumpswhich are 100% for normal Ioad_and 50 to 75% for maximum load
- A pipe system
- A shunt system for control of the system temperature with a control valve (723 VI)
- An expansion vessel (723 TI) with auxiliary equipment
- Pneumatically operated valves in pipes to systems which are pressurized by radioactive water.

System 723 is fabricated from carbon steel except for the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger, pumps and the shunt
system are located in the auxiliary cooling systems building (System 123).

The dominating load for system 723 is the c(x)l|ng of the primary system water withdrawn by the reactivity control
system (System 312) and cooling in the reactor water cleanup system (System 331). Another major load is the
cooling demands from the containment atmosphere cooling system (System 741), the local air coolers (System 727)
and the air inlet coolers of the ventilation systems (Systems 740). The 312 E3 heat exchanger handles up to !0 MW

i during normal plant operation. The maximum loads occur during power decreases - going up to about 20 MW.
The system provides a flow rate of 240 kg/s (3800 gpm) consuming 270 kW from system 643.

It has instrumentation as follows:

- Local thermometers (723 K501-502) for the system inlet and outlet temperatures.
- Temperature measuring channel (723 K503) for the control of the system outlet temperature.
- Flow monitor (723 K301) for indication, alarm and standby pump startup automatic function.
- Level monitors (723 K401 and K402) in the expansion vessel.

During normal plant operation, system 723 transmits a power of some I0 to 15 MW to the non-diesel-backed service
water system (System 713). At the maximum inlet water temperature of 30°C to system 713 and maximum load
on system 723, system 723 will have outlet and inlet temperatures of about 35°C and 50°C, respectively, at normal
system loads. If the 713 inlet temperature drops below 20°C, the shunt valve of system 723 will keep the 723 outlet
temperature at 25°C. Failure of a 723 pump will automatically result in startup of the standby unit during plant
operation, Loss of external power will stop the function of system 723

Passive closed cooling system for the reactor _1- 7_4
Safety-grade System 724 (Figure A. 10-6), having no analog in other LWR plants, cools the reactor pool (System
321) during plant transient conditions, including a total loss of feedwater and an extended loss of diesel-backed
auxiliary power, when the reactor pool loop is activated. The system which limits the temperature in the upper part

of the reactor pool to 95°C consists of eight parallel loops. Each loop consists of the following main components:

- One heat exchanger (EAII, EAI2, EA21, EA22, EBII, EB12, EB21 and EB22).
- Two inner containment isolation valves.
- Two outer containment isolation valves.

- One pressurizing vessel (TAll, TAI2, TA21, TA22, TBil, TBI2, TB21 and TB22).

System 724 passively transfers, by natural circulation, the residual heat of the reactor core from the reactor ptx)l
(System 321) to the cooling towers. The design is for an essentially atmospheric pressure system that limits the
water temperature in the upper part of the reactor pool to < 95°C when the inlet air (dry) temperature to system
714 is 32°C with each loop providing a cooling capacity of about 2. ! MW. If one loop is assumed to be out of

operation, the remaining seven loops have a total heat transfer capacity of 15 MW. The top of the heat exchangers
(reactor pool water inlet) is located approximately 20 meters below the water c(_)lers in the cooling towers for
cooling the reactor pool (System 714). The design is for 8, 500 tube heat exchangers with 2.14 MW heat transfer
capacity receiving 95°C water at O.15 MPa (design maximum is
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< 10.5MPa). Each tube is 16/19 t.d./o.d. (ram). The system parts located outside the concrete pressure ves._! are
fabricated from carbon steel - other parts are fabricated from stainless steel.

Pipe ruptures or leak,; in system 724 are detected by alarms for high/low pressure and or high low level in the
pressurizing vessel. A rupture or leak in one loop will not affect the operation of the remaining hx)ps in system
724 since they are separated from each other. Pipe ruptures or leaks in the water coolers in the cooling towers for
cooling the reactor po<d (System 714) are detected by alarn_,_for low pressure and low level in the corresponding
pressurizing vessel. The containment i_,lation valves in the actual loop will then be clo.',_ed. The rupture or leak
will not affect the operation of the remaining loops in system 724 since they are separated from each other.

Chilled,w41¢ersystem 720
Non-safety grade System 726 has the ta.,_kof supplying coolers in the air cooler system (System 727) and several
ventilation systems (System 740) with chilled water. It consists of the following subsystems:

7261 The refrigerator system
7263 The closedcooling water system

The large components of the system are located in the auxiliary cooling systems building (System 123). System
7261 consisk,_of two 50% refrigerating units having a cooling capacity of 200 kW each at a temperature drop of
5°C in the coolers cooled by the non-diesel-backed closed cooling system (System 713). Each refrigerator u_ 100
kW powered from the A and B bums of the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system 643.

The closed cooling water system con.,4sts of:
- 100% redundant pumps (726 P31 and p32) providing a flow of 25 kg/s (400 gpm)
- 30 kW pump motors power from the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system 643
- Carbon steel pipe thermally insulated.

System 726 is used in normal operation in r(x)ms occupied by personnel. The control building has a small air
conditioning system powered by diesel-backed power.

A. 10.5 Water Treatment and Distribution SYs!em:;- 730

Systems 730 consists of the following subsystems:
731 Raw water treatment system
732 Water demineralizing system
733 Demineralized water distribution system
734 High pressure distilled water system

7341 Pump system
7343 High pressure purge water system

Raw water treatment system - 731
System 731 cleans available raw water, so that a water quality suitable for water demineralizing system and the tap
water system (Systems 732 and 761) is achieved. The system comprises a chemical flocculation and two parallel
continuous sand filters, designed to remove flocks and other suspended solids. In order to avoid problems of
incrustation and bacterial attack, the water is pre-chlorinated.

The system is supplied with water by raw water pumps which deliver the water flow to be cleaned through the .sand

filters. Fiocculent solution is added to the water at the filter inlet. The filter sand is continuously cleaned during
normal operation, and a small proportion of the raw water flow is di_harged _ waste water. The filtered water

is then, after pre-chlorination, delivered to collecting pool TI of 300 m3. The system is sized to supply fresh water
to meet the total plant demands during normal operation as well as during overhaul work. The system can deliver
filtered water at a rate of 2 x 20 m:_/h. The raw water is assumed to have such a quality that flocculation and sand
filtering are sufficient for cleaning.
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Water demineralizine system

Non-safety grade System 732 (Figure A. 10-7) has the task of producing demineralized water for the following u_s:

- Makeup water for the reactor water cleanup system, the condenser makeup water system (Systems 331,
446) and other systems

- Makeup water for the condensation pool (System 316) and the elevated water pools (System 722)
- System cleaning and flushing
- Controlled access area room cleaning

The system consists of two parallel-water treatment lines, each with a production capacity of 5 m3/h of
demineralized water. The water pre-treatment comprises prefiltering through a fine filter and filtering through a
reverse osmosis (RO) membrane. For the demineralization the system consists of two mixed-bed ion exchangers.
Common equipment for both lines is an ion exchange feeding tank, a chemical storage tank, a dosing pump for pH
adjustment of the water to the RO lines and regeneration chemical tanks for the ion exchangers. The filtered raw
water from the raw water treatment system (System 731) or municipal water from the tap water system (System
761) is pumped to the RO lines. Sulfuric acid is added to the water flow by means of a dosing pump to get a
suitable pH in order to attain a long lifetime of the RO membranes. The flow is divided into two pre-tre,atment
lines. In each line the water is led through a free filter (CII/C21) where undissolved particles are removed. A high
pressure pump (PII/P21) gives the necessary pressure for the reverse osmosis membrane (C12/C22), after which
the water from both lines is collected in a common tank (T2) of 5 m3. This tank is a feeder tank for the two
parallel ion exchanger lines of the final demineralization stage. Each line contains a mixed-bed ion exchanger
(CI3/C23) with a feeder pump (PI2/P22). The regeneration system with tanks T3 and T4 is common for both ion
exchangers. From the exchangers a common pipe takes the water to the storage tank in the demineralized water
distribution system (System 733) via the resin trap C4.

The system operation is automatic and governed by water demand. There are level monitors in the storage tank
of the demineralized water distribution system (System 733). During normal system operation, one line is on duty
producing the demineralized water needed; the other line is on standby, as backup and spare capacity for special
situations. When regeneration of an ion exchanger is started, the parallel line is put into operation. Regeneration
is initiated manually by starting an automatic sequence. The mixing of regeneration chemicals is manual. Washing
of the reverse osmosis membrane is automati," at r_redetermined time intervals. Each line can produce at least 600
m3 of demineralized water between regeneration of the mixed-bed ion exchangers when the incoming water meets
the water quality requirements. The water quality is monitored after each treatment step, and if limits are exceeded
disconnections and alarms are initiated.

Demineralized water distribution systeri 733

Non-safety grade System 733 (Figure A. 10-8):
- Stores and distributes demineralized water from the water demineralizing system (System 732) to the

points where it is used
- Stores demineralized water for service campaigns so as to diminish the load on system.

The system consists of the following main components:

- A storage vessel with a volume of 400 m3
- Two pumps of 4 kg/s each (733 PI and P2)
- A gas cushion pressurizer (733 T2)
- A feeder pipe system
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Figure A. 10-7 Demineralized Water System
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Figure A. 10-8 Demineralized Water Distribution System
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The system, fabricated from AISI 304 stainless steel, supplies water to the following systems:

In the reactor building (_ystem i 21):
- Passive closed cooling system for the reactor pool (System 724)

- Faucets, including the _mpling system (System 336) (System 733)

The concrete vessel cavity is filled and replenished via the reactor pool water replacement system (System 325).
The spent fuel pool (System 243) and the fuel service pool (System 242) are filled via the spent fuel pool cooling
and cleanup system (System 324). The condensation pool (System 315) is filled from the reactor water cleanup
system (System 331). During refueling shutdown the reactor service pool (System 244) is filled with water via the

spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system (System 324), with water from the condensation pool and from the
storage tanks in the reactor water cleanup system.

In the turbine building (122) the systems are:

- Condensate makeup water system (System 446)
- Condensate cleanup system (System 467)

In the auxiliary cooling systems building (System 123) the system is the non-die_l-backed closed cooling system
(System 723). The diesel-backed closed cooling systems (Systems 721 and 722) are supplied with highly borated
water from the chemical additives system (System 3331).

In the chemical systems building (System 124) the systerrhsare:
- Faucets, including the sampling system (System 336) (System 733)
- Reactor water cleanup system (System 331)
- Chemical additives system (System 333)
- Liquid waste system (System 342)
- Waste solidification system (System 343)
- Decontamination system (System 344)

In the active workshops building (System 129) the systems are:

- Faucets, including the sampling system (System 335) (System 733)
- Decontamination system (System 344)

In the water treatment building (System 135) the system is the water demineralizing system (System 732)

High pressure distilled water system 734

Non-safety grade System 734 (Figure A. 10-9) has the task of supplying wet motor high pressure pumps (313 PAl,
PA2, PBI, PB2 and 323 PAl, PBI) with purge water. System 734 consists of the following subsystems

7341 Pump system
7343 High pressure purge water system

The system consists of the following main components:

- Two redundant reciprocating pumps (PII and P12) for 1.7 kg/s (27 gpm) at 9.4 MPa powered from the
regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system (System 643).

- Two pressure pulse compensators (TII, T12)
- Two filters (CIi, C 12)
- One gas cushion pressurizer (T 13) of 0.2 m3

- Level and pressure instrumentation and central alarms in the pressurizer T13 and a control systems by
which the pressurizer level controls the pumps.

PII and PI2 take water from the distilled water tank T22 in the reactor water cleanup system (System 331) or from
the demineralized water distribution system (System 733) and deliver it to System 7343.
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Figure A. 10-9 High Pressure Distilled Water System
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High pressure pur_e waLer system (_7343)
System 7343 consists of the following main components

- A chemical degassifier (C31) for I00 g/s

- A distribution pipe system to the pumps in the recirculation system and the reactor pool cooling syste_,_
(System 313 and 323)

- A central flow alarm and a local flow monitor (K331) in the main feeder pipe
- One local flow monitor in each individual pump feeder
- Isolation valves and containment ves_l penetrations for each individual pump feeder.

System 7343 delivers about 20 g/s of degassed water to each wet motor, high pressure pump in the plant. This
water keeps oxygen-rich and high boron content water from entering the pump motors. The water to the pumps
of the rec_rculation system (System 313) flows on into the primary loop and the water to the pumps of the reactor
pool cooling system (System 323) into the reactor pool. 10 ppm boron is acceptable to the 313 and 323 pump
motors. At this concentration boric acid acts rather as a corrosion inhibitor, and the water in the pump motors has

a very much higher conductivity than the purge water. 7341 is operated at a constant capacity during normal plant
operation. The pump system is operated at about 50% capacity.

A. 10.6 Containment Ven_tilationSystem - 740

System 740 consists of:
741 Containment ventilation system
742 Reactor ventilation system
743 Chemical systems building ventilation system
744 Turbine building ventilation system
745 Other controlled area ventilation systems
746 Control building ventilation systems
747 Electrical and diesel buildings ventilation systems
748 Ventilation systems for other non-controlled areas

Containment ventilation system -741
Non-safety grade System 741 (Figure A. 10-10):

- Keeps the temperature of the atmosphere in the containment drywell at about 50°C during normal
opeJ .:ion and hot shutdown

- Keeps a low humidity in the containment drywell atmosphere
- Cools some components directly in the containment during normal operation.

System 741 comprises the following subsystems:
7411 Air supply system
7413 Air exhaust system
7415 Air cooling system

Air supply system (7411) consists of:
- Air supply inlet dampers (741 VA12, VB12)

- Two parallel fans (QAII, QBII) providing a pressure of 1.5 kPa, 35,000 m3/h each using 20 kW motors
powered from the A and B buses of the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system (System 643).

- Check dampers for each fan (741 VAIl, VBI2)
- One air filter (741 CII)
- Cooling coils fed by system 723 (741 Ell)
- Differential pressure meters across the filter (741 K211) and across the fans (741 K212)
- Two containment isolation valves (74l VAI3, VBI3)

The supply system is connected to the air cooling system (System 7415) inside the containment.
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Air exhaust system (7413) consists of:
- Two parallel fans (QA31, QB31) for 2 kPa, 35,000 m3/h each, and with 30 kW motors, powered from

the 643 A and B buses

- Check dampers for each fan
- One differential pressure monitor across the fan set for alarm purposes (741 K231)
- Air exhaust outlet dampers
- Two containment isolation valves (741 VA33, VB33)

Air cooling system (7415) consists of:
- Two air filters (741 FASI/FBSI).

- Two sets of cooling units (EASI, EB51), each comprising a number of identical coolers.
- Two sets of fans (QA51/QA52, QB51/QB52), each comprising two fans with 50 _ capacity each.

- Temperature monitors (KA551/KB551, KA552/KB552) before and after the coolers.
- Differential pressure monitors across the fans (741 K251 and K252).
- Condensation flow rate monitors (System 583) from the coolers to the condensation pool (System 316).

- Drain pipes from the cooler sets to the condensation pool (System 316).
- One combined iodine (charcoal) and HEPA filter unit with fans (QA53/QB53).

- Differential pressure monitors across the filter (741 K253) and across the fans (741 K254)

The coolers and fans are located in the containment drywell area. The cooling units are equipped with drain pipes,
discharging to the containment monitoring systems (System 583) for monitoring of leakage from systems carrying
hot, pressurized primary system water, condensing in the coils. The cooling coils are cooled by the
non-diesel-backed closed cooling system (System 723). The material used in the system is painted carbon steel and
galvanized steel. Aluminum may be used for certain components. Drain parts are fabricated from stainless steel.
The fans QASI through QB52 are axial flow fans providing 1.5 kPa, 100,000 m3/h each, by 60 kW motors,
powered from the 643 A and B buses. The filter unit fans (QA53/QB53) provide 20,000 m3/h each, with 10 kW
motors.

During normal plant operation, the air supply system (System 7411) and the air exhaust system (System 7413) are
shut down and the inlet and outlet dampers are closed. The air cooling system (System 7415) operates, with two
circulation fans, one per set. The motors of the fans that are not running are heated by 0.1 kW electric heaters in
order to prevent condensation. Some air is drawn to the cooling units from the top of the containment and some
is drawn directly from the space surrounding the steel vessel dome. The cooled air is distributed through annular

ducts to the spaces where major heat dissipating components and equipment are located, to the space surrounding
the steel vessel dome and the floor above the concrete vessel, and along the walls of the shafts.

The filter circuit (with the fans QA53/QB53) is used to clean the atmosphere from radioactive material, when
personnel is to enter the containment for inspection and minor service. When major personnel activity inside the
containment is planned, the air supply and air exhaust systems (Systems 7411 and 7413) are put into operation.

The normal system operation mode of system 7411 and 7413 is that one fan in each subsystem is operating, yielding
an air exchange rate of 2-2.5 times per hour. Failure of one fan results in automatic startup of the redundant fan.

In the event of a failure in system 7415 or the non-diesel-backed closed cooling system (System 723) that causes
the air temperature in the containment to rise, an alarm is initiated by the temperature monitors.
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Reactor building ventilation system 742
Non-_fety grade System 742:

- Supplies the reactor service room with clean air
- Heats the reactor building during cold seatson refueling and during reactor service outages
- Cools the reactor service room during hot season, especially during refueling and reactor service outages.

- Facilitates monitoring of the radioachvity of the area exhaust air

- Facilitates filtered emergency ventilation of the reactor building after postulated refueling accidents.

System 742 serves the plant controlled reactor _rvice room in the upper part of the reactor building and other
compartments in the reactor building. It consists:

7421 Air supply system
7423 Air exhaust system Air supply system (7421)

i

System 7421 consists of:
- Air supply inlet dampers (742 VAI2 and VB12)
- Two parallel fans (742 QAIi and QBII) each providing I kPa at 30.000 m3/h using 10 kW motors powered

from the A and B buses of the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system (System 643) - Check
dampers lor each fan (742 VAIl and VBII)

- Two motor operated dampers in the supply duct
One air filter (742 Cll)

- Heating coils fed by the plant heating system (System 763)
- Cooling coils fed by the non-diesel-backed service water system or the chilled water system (System 713

and 726)

- Differential pressure monitors across the filter for supervision (742 K211) and across both fans for alarm
(742 K212)

- Temperature monitors for local indication (742 K511), alarm (742 K512) and building temperature control
(742 K513)

Air exhaust system (7423) consists of:
- Two parallel fans (742 QA31 and QB31) giving 1 kPa, 30,000 m3/h each, using 10 kW motors powered

from the 643 A and B

- Check dampers for each fan (742 VA31 and VB31)
- One differential pressure monitor across the fan set for alarm purposes (742 K231)
- Air exhaust outlet damper (742 VA32 and VB32)

The exhaust air is discharged to the plant stack. In addition, there is an outlet damper (742 VA41) for connection
to the emergency ventilation system (System 749).

During normal plant operation, the reactor service room is not occupied. There are no moving parts and no heat
.sources located there. System 742 replaces the room air about once per-hour. The temperature ranges between
5°C and 40°C. When work is to be performed on tools and components in the reactor service pool, the temperature
on the floor is 15°C to 30°C and is done during refueling and service outages. If required, the chilled water system
and the local air cooler system (System 726 and 727) remove the heat and moisture from the open reactor pool.
The temperature in the reactor pool will not exceed 50°C when the reactor vessel cover has been removed. Water
evaporating from the pool surface removes the maximum cooling power stated in system 742 to be 200 kW. In a
refueling accident with radioactive release to the reactor service room, radiation monitors (System 555) will stop
the fans, close the inlet and outlet air dampers, and start up system 749 (the emergency ventilation system).
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Chemical systems buildin_ veotihtion system 743
Non-_fety grade System 743 (Figure A. 10-1 I)does lhe fi)llowing with respect to the area definM below:

- supply it with clean air
- heat it during the winter
- cool it during the summer
- facilitate filtration of the exhaust air from rooms with potential for contamination
- facilitate monitoring of the radioactivity of the exhaust air.

The 5000 m3 plant controlled areas _rved by system 743 are the chemical systems building (System 124) and the
active workshop building (System 129) built together as one building unit, in addition, System 743 serves the
chemical system building area which consists of:

- The chemical systems parts

- The waste handling systems parts

System 743 consists of the following subsystems:
- 7431 Air supply system
- 7433 Air exhaust system
- 7435 Point exhaust system

Air supply system (7431_
This system, located in the chemical system building, consists of the following main components:

- Air supply inlet damper (743 VI2)
- Two parallel, 100% fans (743 QAII and QBII) giving 1.5 kPa, 50,000 m3/h each from 20 kW motors,

powered from the A and B buses of the regular low voltage auxiliary power supply system (System 643)
- Check dampers for each fan (743 VAIl and VBII)
- Heating coils fed by the plant heating system (System 763)
- Cooling coils fed by the non-diesel-backed service water system and the chilled water system (System

713 and 726)

- Differential pressure monitors across the filter for supervision (743 K211) and across both fans for alarm
(743 K212)

- Temperature monitors for local indication (743 K511) alarm (743 K512) and building temperature control
(743 K513).

Air exhaust system (7433)
The system consists of the following main parts:

- Two parallel 100% fans (743 QA31 and QB31) providing 1.5 kPa, 50,000 m3/h each from 20 kW motors
powered from the 643 A and B buses

- Check dampers for each fan (743 VA31 and VB31)
- A differential pressure r onitor across the fan set, for alarm purposes (743 K231)
- An exhaust air radiatit.a monitor (743 K731) for alarm purposes, and switchover to the offgas filter

system (System 749)
- Air exhaust outlet damper (743 V32)

The exhaust air is passed to a stack. If excessive radiation is detected, damper (743 V33) routs the air through the
offgas filter system (System 749).

Point exhaust system (7435)
Consists of the following:

- Point exhausts in the rooms containing the offgas systems (Systems 341 and 349), filters and evaporators
in the water cleanup system (System 331), the storage tanks for filter aids and resins from cleanup systems (System
342) and the solidification equipment in the solid waste system (System 343).
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Figure A. 10-11 Chemical Systems Building Ventilation System
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- An exhaust fan (743 QSI) for aix)ut 1.5 kPa, 3,000 m3/h with 4 kW motor, powered from the 643 A
bus.

- A filter set, comprising an air filter (743 C51) and a HEPA filter (743 C52)
- A differential pressure monitor across the filter set for supervision (743 K251)

System 743 has one operating mode. For the mo.',tpart, the permissible temperature range is 5°C to 40°C in the
building, In rooms where people work, the range will be 15°C to 30°C provided by local heating and cooling
systems. At certain locations, with potential for contamination, directed ventilation may he operated via the point
exhaust system with filtering of the exhaust air. If excessive radioactivity is detected in the exhaust air, by the
radiation n_)nitor, the air exhaust outlet damper is clo._xl, and the exhaust air will then be routed to the offgas filter
system (System 349).

A. 10.7 F_ilure Modes Effects _ Criticality Analysis

Table A. I0-1 presents a failure modes effects and criticality analysis for the cooling systems based on the available
information at the time of preparation.

FMECA Notes for Appendix A. 10

The PSID indicates that a backup pump may be available following the loss of an operating pump. However,
backup pumps are not shown on Figure A. 10-3.

The PSID does not identify the components located in containment. The operation of these components could be
affected by excessive containment temperature and humidity.

Notec

Figure A. 10-10 does not indicate that filter differential pressure measurements are displayed remotely.
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Table A. 10-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysts
......... I''

System: Diesel-backed Reference: PlUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992
Service Water System: System 712

No. ComponentFunction I Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Freqt,macy Mitigation Ibmmxks

(sys/plant)

1 Pumps Electrical Motor Loss of flow M IV Pump flow rates Two _ are needed for
(P1 ,P2,P3,P4) failure, short,open are monitored normal _ Two pumps

circuit with remote are back_
_anda
low flow alarm

,,, ,, , ,

2 Piping system [Rupture/leak Missile, Loss of all M V See above Loss of all seavice water flow
vibration,weld flow,depending may _ tmbine damage but
failure on location not core damage.
!

;> 3 Flow instrumentation Loss of flow Electrical No flow L IV

indication short, _indication
rb vibration,

o, Ihuman error ...........



Table A.10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
,, i i , i i ii

System:Non-diesel-hacked Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Infommfion Docmnent Preparer:. B. Shier, BNL Date: Jmamry 10, 1992
Service Water System: System 713

, , , i ,i i i i , , i , i, i , iii

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Cri_ty Frequeag'y Mitigation Renmrks
(sys/Omt)

1 Pumps Electrical Motor Loss of flow L IV Pump flow tales
(P1,P2) failure short,open ate

circuit with only locally

2 Piping system Rupture/leak Missile, Loss of all L V See above
vibration,weld flow,delmmtiag
failure on locat__im

-..-0
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Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effocts and Criticality Analysis

System: Cooling tower for Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992
cooling reactor pool System 714

No. Cov'4_one_t/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

6 Piping for coaling Rupture or External Loss of 1/4 pool M V Leakage will be
water leak missile; cooling capacity detected by loss of

seismic water in System
724

7 Piping system Plugging due Corrosion Reduced pool L IV Reduced cooling
to foreign products cooling capacity by System 721
material will cause a slow

Ibuildup pool he,amp

>

9
b2
oo



Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
i,

System: Diesel backed closed Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992
cooling for reactor pool: System 721

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

8 Heat exchangers Leakage Corrosion / Leakage from L III Reduced flow in
(EA1,EA2)/heat cyclic fatigue/ System 712 System 712 is
lexchange with unrelieved alarmed
System 712 strains

9 Pipe rupture/leak Loss of Missiles / Loss of cooling L V Buffer tank Leakages inside containment
cooling vibration/ function appears to have will result in loss of one (out
function corrosion/ pressure and level of two) heat exchangers and

weld failure instrumentation can be isolated. Leakage

> outside containment will
,- require plant shutdown for
_o_ repair.
_D

!

10 Isolation IFailedclosed Valve failure Loss of one L IV System outlet Passive closed cooling system
valves/isolate one !or' ,: _vertent or human error cooling system temperature will (System 724) provides

cooling system l_l_.),_,ui_, : increase additional means of cooling the

_ . ! o reactor pool



Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
E

[System: Diesel backed closed Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Date: January 10, 1992
cooling for reactor pool: System 721 Preparer: B. Shier, BNL

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

11 Pumps/circulation of mechanical Overheating, See above L IV See above See note a
cooling water failure, i.e., fatigue failure,

failed impeller, aging
failed shaft,
cavitation

12 Temperature Loss of !Electrical Erratic system L IV
instrumentation/ temperature failure fluid temperature
control of heat control

exchanger outlet
> temperature

O

:_ 13 Temperature sensors Loss of Corrosion / Loss of L V Fluid temperature
o integrity cyclic fatigue/ [texture at heat exchanger

!vibrations control outlet will be
erratic



Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Diesel-backod closed Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Docmnent Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992
cooling for components and pools: System 722

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

14 Heat exchangers Leakage Corrosion / Loss of cooling L III Reduced cooling
(EA1,EB2) cyclic fatigue/ capability will cause system

unrelieved fluid temperature
strains / tube to rise
tubesheet weld

cracking

15 Piping system Rupture/leak Missiles / Loss of cooling L V The PSID does
vibration/ function not describe any

> corrosion/ remote operator
weld failure actions

!

.,,.a

16 !Isolation Failed closed Valve failure Loss of one L IV

valves/isolate one or inadvertent or human error cooling system See above

'cooling system closure



Table A. 10-1 PlUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Diesel-backed closed Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Docmn_t Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992
cooling for components and pools: System 722

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

17 Pumps Loss of flow Overheating, Loss of cooling L IV Each pump can supply 100%
(PA1,PB2) electrical capability of

failure,shaft the required flow
failure,
cavitation

18 'Te_e control Loss of Electrical Erratic system L IV
system function failure, sensor temperature

> failure,aging response could

effects :effect system
cooling capabilityt_



Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis

System: Passive Closed Cooling Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document
System for Reactor Pool: System 724 Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

19 Heat Exchangers Reduced heat Flow Reduced heat L V PSID does not indicate
(EA11,EA12,EA21,E removal obstruction removal instrumentation for temperature
A22,EB 11,EB 12, or flow monitoring
EB21,EB22

20 Heat Exchangers Low flow Foreign Reduced heat L V System consists of eight
material removal parallel loops
accumulation,c
orrosion

21 Pipingsystem Rupture/leakWeld failure,Lossofoneloop M V
> missiles, cooling
c_ ibratiV on_

seismic

22 Isolation valves Failed closed Electrical Loss of one loop M V

failure, cooling
obstruction



I Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Ana?ysis

System: Containment Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Preparer: 13. Shier, BNL Date: January I0, 1992

' Ventilation System: System 741
r
No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks

(sys/plant)

23 Air Filter Clogged Foreign Reduced L IV Fig. AIO-10 See Notes b. and c.
(CA51, CB51) material containment indicates a

accumulation, cooling differential
moisture pressure

measurelnent

across the filters.
Containment

texture is
monitored and
excessive

:> temperature
-- change activatesC)

i an alarm

24 Cooling units Coolant Vibration, Loss of unit L IV See above tbr Exact number of cooling units
(EA51,EB51) leakage corrosion,agin cooling capacity containment is not specified

g effects temperature
monitoring

25 Cooling units Air flow Foreign Reduced cooling L V See above
(EA51, EB51) blockage material capacity

accumulation



ll
[I Table A.10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis [!
u

i System: Containment Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: January 10, 1992Ventilation System: System 741 , _ ,,,

No. Component/Functioni Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality Frequency Mitigation Remarks
(sys/plant)

Loss of Short circuit, Loss of unit L IV See above26 Fans

(QA51/QA52) electrical open circuit cooling
(QB511QB52) power

27 Fans Loss of flow Fan blade Reduced unit L V See above

,(QA51/QA52) failure cooling capacity

(QB5 l/QB52)
.....

>
i.,,a

o

r! ..... , ........



Table A. 10-1 PIUS 600 Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis
H,

System: Reactor Building Reference: PIUS Preliminary Safety Information Document Preparer: B. Shier, BNL Date: Jam,m-y 10, 1992
Ventilation System: System 742

[

No. Component/Function Failure Mode Failure Cause Failure Effects Criticality [ Frequency Mitigation Remarks

..... (sys/plan0 [ .......

28 Air supply/exhaust Blocked or Foreign Reduced heating L IV Building
failed closed material and cooling te_ is

accumulation/ capacity monitored and
mechanical alarmed
failure

29 Air supply and Loss of power Electrical open Loss of room L IV See above
exhaust fans circuit or short heating and

cooling
>
tma

o 30 Building temperature Loss of Electrical Erratic building L V See above
o, control system temperature failure,sensor temperature

control failure
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Following are iogsheets fi)r HAZOP sessions of the following Ix_rtions of the system:

the pressurizer, including the dome, rimr funnel, siphon breaker standpipe, and pool, down to
below the level at which steam is injected;

the pressurizer heating system (boiler and assoctated piping, pumps, etc.);

the upper and lower downcomers;

the core channels (two were defined in the thermal hydraulic ncxtalization).

Some time was spent investigating the core entrance region and the lower density lock. These sheets are
not provided, because the discussions were based on an inaccurate picture of those portions of the system.

Each portion of the record is introduced by a sheet giving a description of the segment being analyzed and
a characterization of the design intent. The participants in that particular session are also listed. The record of each
session gives the guittt, words, the causes associated with each, and the consequences associated with each cause.
Special assumptions which must be borne in mind by the reader are also noted. In many instances, questions came
up whose resolution could not be accomplished within the time frame of the discussion; these were noted, and
individuals were assigned to determine the answers. In mot;t c&_s, the information available did not lend itself to
resolution of the issue.

In a CPI HAZOP, the "Recommendations" column would contain such guidance as "add a valve." Suich
recommendations are beyond our scope; we have recommended analyses, not hardware modifications.

These sheets were generated on-line by the HAZOP recorder, as the discussion proceeded. The software
(obtained from Technica) provided a screen image of the logsheet; this was projected live by a viewgraph projector,
so that the team could read the record of their deliberations as it was being generated.

Many column entries are "PC" for Previously Considered, or "NA" for Not Applicable.

In addition to the HAZOP reviews of particular subsystems, a HAZOP of the stamp procedure (as
described in the PSID) was conducted. Each step is characterized by its design intent, and deviations from this
intent are generated and discussed. A typical deviation might be "more action", meaning that the operator went too
far in carrying out some mandated action. On these sheets, the "cause" column for that deviation lists instances
or examples of the indicated deviation (turn the knob too far), rather than "cause," which, for errors, might be
"argument with boss." The consequence column has its usual meaning.
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Revlsion: 3 Section: 001 Page: I

Date: 11/27/91 Time: 11:20:07

Session: Team: (see below)

Leader: RY Recorder: CC

Section Description: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER
PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER] .. Organization: BNL

NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTION SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING Location: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Revision:

PiUS 600 DWG,
FIG 211.A,

Design intention: GENERATES AND MAINTAINS NORMAL 89-12-15
OPERATING SYSTEM PRESSURE BY MAINTAINING TEMPERATURE IN

TOP FEW FEET OF _ATER, PRESSURE RELIEF, CONTROL OF
NON-CONDENSIBLES, LIMITS PRESSURE VARIATIONS DURING
TRANSIENTS, MAINTAINS PZR POOL LEVEL, MAINTAINS RISER
FUNNEL LEVEL, MAINTAINS SIPHON BREAKER LEVEL

Team Members:

R. YOUNGBLO00 R. MORANTE B. CHAN
S. CI_,,G B. LUCKAS P. SO0

BROCKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: PIUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 001 i Page: 2
!

Section Desc: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTICN
SYSTEM OR PO(]LCOOLING

............

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE IRECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS

LOitERREACTIV. N/A
i.

HIGHER REACTIV. N/A

MORE BORON N/A

LESS BORON IN NORMAL STEAM UNBORATED SLUG IN THE SOME
RISER FUNNEL CONDENSATION RISER FUNNEL HYDRAULIC

PERSON SHOULD
LOOK AT
CONSEQUENCES
OF GETTING
THIS SLUG
INTO THE
PRIMARY LOOP

LESS BORON IN SEE "LESS BORON IN REF. SYSTEM
SIPHON BREAKER RISER FUNNEL" 328 DISCUSSES

BORON
CONCENTRATION
OF BOILER
FEEDWATER AND
THE MEANING
OF THIS HAS
TO BE
NVESTIGATED

NO STEAM FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM TOLD SLOW PRESSURE DROP
IT NOT TO COME ON, LEADING TO A TRIP
MALFUNCTION IN
NON-HAZOPED PART DOWNWARD TEMPERATURE

DRIFT

BREAK IN STEAM SEE CONSEQUENCE FOR
INJECTION SYSTEM "MORE RISER FUNNEL

LEVEL"

REVERSE FLOW PIPE BREAK LOSE PRESSURE

!VERY FAST
DEPRESSURIZATION

INVENTORY LOSS

MORE STEAM FLOW CONTROL SYTEM INCREASE PRESSURE ASSUMING THE RELIEF
MALFUNCTION CAPACITY EXCEEDS

STEAM INJECTION
CAPACITy

OSCILLATING PRESSURE

STRUCTURAL'
EXCITATIONS

OPEN RELIEF VALVE,
BLOWING DOWN TO
iCONTAI_MENT

INCREASE IN POWER
GENERATION?

BROOKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: PIUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 001 Page: 3

Section Desc: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT |NCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECT|ON
SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING

.... ,.

GUIDEWORDS !CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND, INDV ACTION COMMENTS

MORE STEAM FLOW INADVERTENT OPENING BLOWING DOWN TO
(con't) OF SAFETY RELIEF CQNTAINMENT

VALVE
REDUCE PRESSURE

POTENTIAL SCRAM

ANY LEAK IN PRIMARY PC
PRESSURE BOUNDARY

LESS STEAM FLOW MALFUNCTION IN STEAM GRADUAL PRESSURE DROP
INJECTION SYSTEM

PC (SEE NO STEAM
FLOW)

OSCILLAT. STEAM OSCILLATING PRESSURE PC
FLOW

CHUGGING RELIEF VALVE STRUCTURAL
EXCITATIONS

PRESSURE CONTROL
SYSTEM PROBLEM

h

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
B-5
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Project: PIUS SYSTEM STUDY Revision: 2 Section: 002 Page: 1
......... ..... __

Date: 12/23/91 Time: 09:30:00

Session: Team: (see below)

Leader: RY Recorder: CCCJP

Section Description: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER
PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) .. Organization: BNL

.....

NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTION SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING Location: BLDG 130

.............. _

P&ID's: Revision:

PIUS 600 DWG,
FIG 211.A,

Design Intention: GENERATESAND MAINTAINS NORMAL 89-12-15
OPERATING SYSTEM PRESSUREBY MAINTAINING TEMPERATUREIN
TOP FEW FEET OF WATER, PRESSURERELIEF, CONTROLOF
NON-CONDENSIBLES, LIMITS PRESSUREVARIATIONS DURING
TRANSIENTS, MAINTAINS PZR POOL LEVEL, MAINTAINS RISER
FUNNEL LEVEL, MAINTAINS SIPHON BREAKERLEVEL

Team Members:

R. YOUNGBLO00 R. MORANTE B. CHAN G VANTUYLE (AM ONLY)

S. CHENG (AM ONLY) B. LUCKAS P. SO0

BR_KHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
B-6
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 002 j Page: 2

Section Desc_ PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTICN
SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE _ONSEQUENCE IRECOMMEND. INDV IACTION COMMENTS

MORE PZR POOL DROP IN PRESSURE AND LOW PRESSURE SCRAM WHAT SYSTEM IS
LEVEL MORE STEAM l_JEClEb .. RESPONSIBLE FOR

LEVEL CO,_TROL?

REACTIVITY CONTROL OVERFLOW IN RISER, _JL LOOK INTO POOL LEVEL WHAT LEVEL IS
SYSTEM ERROR OUTFLUX THROUGH CONTROL, SYSTEM #325 CONTROLLED, RISER OR

DENSITY LOCKS POOL_

PRESSURE INCREASE?

LOSS OF POOL COOLING POOL TEMPERATURE IS CVCS LEVEL
SCRAM SENSING INDEPENDENT

OF SCRAM LEVEL
SENSING?

SCRAM IS ON POOL
EVEL.

MALFUNCTION OF POOL NFLUX THROUGH THE
LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM DENSITY LOCKS

LOSS OF SECONDARY PRIMARY HEATS UP
HEAT SINK

LESS PZR POOL BREAK IN PRESSURE PC
LEVEL BOUNDARY

STEAM INJECTION PIPE PC (SEE REVERSE FLOW)
BREAK

REACTIVITY CONTROL UNCOVER HOT LEG WHICH S CHECK WHETHER YOU
SYSTEM ERROR WILL LEAD TO A IUNCOVER SUCTION TO

SHUTDOWN (UNCOVER POOL COOLING SYSTEM
POOL COOLING SYSTEM?) BEFORE HOT LEG

BECOMES UNCOVERED

POOL LEVEL CONTROL OUTFLUX THROUGH
SYSTEM ERROR DENSITY LOCKS

LEVEL DROPPED BELOW JL EXPLORE THESE

STEAM INJECTION POINT UNDETERMINED
HAS UNDETERMINED CONSEQL_ENCES
CONSEQUENCES FOR
PRESSURE CONTROL

MORE RISER DROP IN PRESSURE AND MORE POOL LEVEL
FUNNEL LEVEL MORE STEAM INJECTION

REACTIVITY CONTROL FUNNEL OVERFLOW,
SYSTEM ERROR OUTFLUX THROUGH

DENSITY LOCKS...

LOSS OF SECONDARY FUNNEL OVERFLOW,
HEAT SINK INFLUX ...

STEAM INJECTION PIPE BLOW DOWN THE PRI ABB EVALUATE LOADS FROM
BREAK THROUGH THE RISER THIS EVENT AND

FUNNEL, STRUCTURAL ANALYZE VESSEL HEAD
MISSILE/JET FOR STRUCTURAL
IMPINGEMENT ON VESSEL DAMAGE
HEAD

INADVERTENTLY CPENED PC (SEE MORE STEAM
RELIEF VALVE FLOW)

BR_KHAVEN NAIICNAL LABORATORY

B-?
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Project: PIUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 002 J Page:

Section Desc: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTICN
SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE 'CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS

LESS STEAM DOME OPENING SAFETY RELIEF;POT i

PRESSURE VALVE I "

(con't)
PRIMARY BREAK PC

PREMATURE ELONGATION RAPID

IOF STEAM DOME BOLTS DEPRESSURIZATION, PC?

POOL COOLING SYSTEM PCBREAK

STEAM INJECTION PC
SYSTEM BREAK

DOME FAILURE DEPRESSURIZATION,
LOSS OF SUBCOOLING

OSCILLATING STEAM INJECTION rC
STEAM DOME CONTROLLER FAILURE
PRESSURE

CHUGGING RELIEF VALVE PC

OSCILLATING POWER IF SU_COOLING MARGIN
!.EVEL IS LOW, OSCILLATIONS

CAN BE LARGE_ IF
ISUBCOOLING MARGIN IS il

IGREAT, OSCILLATIONS

ARE LIMITED

OSCILLATING _ATER DISTURB DENSITY
LEVEL (VOIDING AND 'LOCKS, POTENTIAL FOR
COLLAPSING) PO_ER OSCILLATION

1
t

MORE STEAM DOME MORE STEAM INJECTION ;PC I

TEMPERATURE I
i

MORE PZR POOL ILOSS OF POOL COOLING HEATUP OF UPPER POOL I

k

TEMPERATURE FUNCTION REGION IF POOL bCOOLING CIRCULATION

IS LOST; SLOW HEATUP
OF UPPER THIRD OF

POOL IF CIRCULATION
CONTINUES BUT HEAT
REMOVAL IS LOST

FAILURE OF REACTOR MORE HEAT LOAD ON

THERMAL INSULATION POOL COOLING SYSTEM;

ACTIVATE THE SECOND

LOOP
S!!UIDC;'_N PRIMARY _ATER OUTFLOW

_ORE STEAM INJECTION ,iiTO POOL '

LOSS OF SECONDARY PC
HEAT SINK

, 1
OS_ILLAT. SIEAH CYCLING OF STEAM CYCLING OF BOLTED

DC,E TEMP. INJECTION SYSTEM !FLANGE CONNECTION

BROOKHAVENNAIICNAL LABORAIGRY

El-g



PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 002 i Paqe, 5
z

Project:
I

Section Desc: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTICN
STSTEMOR POOl COOLING

__._
GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. IDV ACTION COMMENTS

OSCILLAT. STEAM OSCILLATING RELIEF PC
DOME TEMP. VALVE
(con't)

OSCILLAT, POOL OSCILLATING POOL THERMAL CYCLING OF DETERMINE WHAT
;TEMPERATURE COOLING SYSTEM: STEEL PRESSURE VESSEL CONTROLS AMOUN[ OF

OSCILLATING SYSTEM NEAR REACTOR POOL COOLING
FLOW WITHDRAWAL SYSTEM

325.3

OSCILLATING POOL POOL RETURN WATER
COOLING SYSTEM: THERMAL OSCILLATIONS

CONSTANT FLOW, !AFFECTING CAVITY
OSCILLATING HEAT LINER
REMOVAL

STEAM INJECTION PC
SYSTEM

OSCILLATING PRESSURE PC
RELIEF VALVE

OSCILLATING RISER (I) PUMP SPEED
FUNNEL LEVEL CONTROL RESPONSE, (2)

MAKEUP LEVEL CONTROL

RESPONSE, (3)
CHALLENGE UPPER
DENSITY LOCKS

OSCILLATING CORE POWER LARGE OSCILLATION
RISER FUNNEL OSCILLATION WILL CHALLENGE
TEHPERATURE DENSITY LOCKS

OSCILLATION OF LARGE OSCILLATION
SECONDARY SIDE HEAT WILL CHALLENGE
REMOVAL DENSITY LOCKS

OSCILLATING PRIMARY LARGE OSCILLATION
PUMP SPEED WILL CHALLENGE

DENSITY LOCKS

, J

BROCKHAVEN NATIC';ALLABCRATORY B-IO



Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Revision: 1 Section: 003 Page: 1

Date: 12/30/91 Time: 09:30_00

Session: Team: (see betow)
.................. , .......

_Leader: RY Recorder: CC

Section Description: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER ........
PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) .. Organization: BNL

NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTION SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING Location: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Revision:

.... PIUS 600 DWG,
FIG 211.A,

Design Intention: GENERATES AND MAINTAINS NORMA_ 89-12-15
OPERATING SYSTEM PRESSURE BY MAINTAINING TEMPERATURE IN

TOP FEW FEET OF WATER, PRESSURE RELIEF, CONTROL OF
NON-CONDENSIBLES, LIMITS PRESSURE VARIATIONS DURING
TRANSIENTS, MAINTAINS PZR POOL LEVEL, MAINTAINS RISER
FUNNEL LEVEL, MAINTAINS SIPHON BREAKERLEVEL

Team Members:

R. YOUNGBLO00 B. LUCKAS B. CHAN
R. MORANTE P. SO0 B. SHIER

BROOKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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J.................................................................................... ................................................................................................. i ]

l'ro)rct: I)ILiS',YSIFM SIUDY Section: 003 Page: 3

i...............................................................................

...............................................

I SeLtlon l_'g_;: ;RFc,!;URi/IR (tJ;PLR H!AF', L'I';ER r't_Nt_M, IOP PORTION OF UPPITR RISER) NOI INCLUDED ARE SIEAM INJECTICNSYSTEM OR Pf)q{ C(K;I INC

LEg% SIi'HfJN tFSS K'ISF! >, tIJNNEL IPC

!!!kEA_ER/SIAhD IFHP ! '° i

_PIF'f II'MP i
I

t

!I_OTE VISCOSITY N/A t
i

LESS VISCOSIIY N/A il

CCNIA,MINATIr:!t FATLLJRE lq _E>Mr)vE !SilI-!Et< (FASIt{R)
OF STEAM ':" r ,..,_, A_- NON-SO,,iOfr NS_BL i: "- !PRE_-;SL!RE R[SI-:'ONSE

I
i

iM_)N_!LIKELY IO POP A
i

IREI Ill VALV#

!OXYGEN CONTAMINATION

CAN l. EA[i I0 AN

L '(Pl (;iS [ ON

i
GA;" R{:L{:_,SE ICCNIAMINAT{

iCC",IAIN,m,{NI iF RELtti-

; VAt '4L t;i I,:NS
i

i l_ ..... _+-_ _,()Ri(Ei->i

i ,'-- :,<,_E DUE TO
i [',t_!l l {_d P Of

!OONIA;MI NAT ION IN

<:,'e"_M" NEIFD TO l

i.i[_Z_;UI¢_MINAIE MORE t,

i _p T{]N I

lCC'_TA_INA,_ ION {GAP RELEASE PC

OF RISER FUNNEL I

ICON i'A_IN. OF NIA

CON!AM.IN. OF 'tT];ilYAMIHA]IC;q 7PL.'t. t,u,r'_i),-_..<,.,,:-,i -:l;r-r¢,c<.>['JEi-{t_!.]S <
'k<;7 ;r_: :.T!A_I tNJLCIlO_i ',,fD_'_[ii{- NAIbRE OF TI.IE

ICCNiAFIINANfS AND Ti41S
iWlLL I.IEHAZOPi.,D IN

i !-iES[rAH INJECTION
SfS,i!M; POSS_ BI.E

LC!_<,_O. INCILJDE

CO;'_)SION AT DOMF

',4rt17F SYS 314 -
_Oc-Il D

SOMEONE

DETERMINE

IHE DESIGN

BASIS 01- THE

PZR RfLIEI

VALVES
IN_ti_tJHi_;.;'._Ti_i)L i WLeWS GENERAIE A HIGH

I LEVEL SCIIEMATIC OF

PROCESS SIGNALS
WH|CH IIAVE CONTROL

] FL;NCIIONS

1
'.,:<_,tI_,G RY GENLRAIE A IIIGH

LEVEL SCIIEMAIIC OF

iSAMPLED QUANI" Ii IES

WHICH HAVE CONIROL

FtJNCTIONS, SEE SYS

i 336
"- ................................................................................. L.......................................... _ ...............................
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 003 ] Page: 4

Section Desc: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECTICN
SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING

i

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. NDV ACTION COHMENTS

CORROS./EROSIONISTEAN IMPINGEMENTON BIG HOLE WILL REDUCE
RISER FUNNEL PRESSURE IN THE LOOP

_ND CAUSE INGRESS
THROUGHDENSITY LOCKS

SHALL HOLE NAY GO
UNDETECTEDBECAUSEIT
IS COMPENSATEDFOR BY
THE POOL LEVEL
CONTROLSYSTEM & THE
REACTIVITY CONTROL
SYSTEM

STEAM-INDUCED EROSION POPPING THE LINE OFF,
AT THE STEAM PC--REFER TO STEAM
INJECTION INLET INJECTION LINE BREAK

CORROSIONON EXTERIOR DOME RUPTUREOR
OF PZR OR BOLTS FROM LEAKAGE
BORIC ACiO LEAKAGE
THROUGHFLANGE

,,, -- _.

BROCKHAVEN_ATICNAL LABORATORY
B-14



Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Revision: 1 Section: 004 Page: 1

Date: 12/30/91 Time: 1S:24:23

Session: Team: (see botow)

Leader: RY Recorder: CC
Section Description: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER
PLENUH, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) ". Organization: BNL

NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAH INJECTION SYSTEM OR POOL COOLING Location: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Rovision:

PlUS 600 DWG,
FIG 211.A,

Design Intention: GENERATESANDMAINTAINS NORMAL 89-12-15
OPERATINGSYSTEM PRESSUREBY MAINTAINING TEMPERATUREIN
TOP FEW FEET OF WATER, PRESSURERELIEF, CONTROLOF
NON-CONDENSIBLES, LIHITS PRESSUREVARIATIONS DURING
TRANSIENTS, HAINTAINS PZR POOL LEVEL, MAINTAINS RISER
FUNNELLEVEL, MAINTAINS SIPHON BREAKERLEVEL

Team HenC>ers:

R. YOUWGBLO00 B. LUCKAS B. CHAN
R. HORANTE P. SO() B. SHIER

BROOKHAVEWNATIONAL LABORATORY
B-15
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Project: PlUS _;YSTEMSTUDY Sectlon: 00_ I Page: 2

Section Desc: PRESSURIZER (UPPER HEAD, UPPER PLENUM, TOP PORTION OF UPPER RISER) NOT INCLUDED ARE STEAM INJECT!CN
SYSTEM OR POOL.COOLING

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE iRECOMMEND. INDV ACTION CCHMENIS

RADIATION CONTAMINATION (GAP PC
;RELEASE) ..

STRUCT. INTEGR. OVERPRESSURE: PREFERABLY HEAD BOLT
FAILURE OF PRESSURE ELONGATION TO RELIEVE

RELIEF SYSTEM IN PRESSURE; POTENTIALLY
CONJUNCTION WITH A DOME RUPTURE
SEVERE IRANSIENT

FLANGE INTEGRITY IS POSSIBLE DOME FAILURE
THREATENED BY THERMAL
CYCLING DUE TO LEVEL
iOSCILLATION

(VARIETY OF BREAKS PC
AND DEPRESSURIZATION
EVENTS HAVE BEEN
CALLED OUT UNDER

OTHER GUIDEWORDS)

I_ _=INTERNAL D_A _'_ POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON GVT MAJOR RESEARCH

N OT MANY NOOES iPROJECT TO ESTABLISHi
= iLOADS

I
GEOMETRY iPC

CIRCULATION SPILLOVER FROM RISER PC
FUNNEL

LEAKAGE THROUGH RISER PC
FUNNEL

THERMAL PC
STRATIFICATION

IORON NORMAL OPERATION MAY WE ARE NOT SURE WE
STRATIFICATION LEAD TO BORON CARE

CONCENTRATION IN
UPPER PZR POOL

FLO_ TILT iNIA

PO_ER TILT IN/A
I

SERVICE FAILUREILOSS OF SUPPORTS TO MORE LIKELY TO LIFT

RELIEF VALVES SAFETIES

I ' oss,L

II
1

MAINTENANCE /A

IGNITION HYDROGEN/OXYGEN IOVERPRESSURES JB LOOK UP
MIXTURE IN THE STEAM AUTO-IGNITION IEMP

DOME SPACE :OF HYDROGEN
SPARE ECUIP. N/A

EXTERNAL EVENTS SEISMIC STRUCTURAL FAILURE

EXTERNAL MISSILE STRUCTURAL FAILURE

SAFETY 'NONE IDENTIFIED

_ROOKHAVEN NATIC'IALLABORATORY
B-16
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Revision: 2 Section: 001 Page: I

Date: 02/14/92 Time: 10:00:00
,i

Session: Team: (see below)

Leader: RY Recorder: CC

Section Description: BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS,
ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES . Organization: BNL

..... .

(REVISIT LOWERREACT, THROUGHOSCILLAT, FLOWAND Location: BLDG 130
CONSIDER ENTIRE SYSTEM, NOT JUST BOILER)

....

P&ID's: Revision:

..... ABB AA 245 889

Design Intention: MAINTAIN TEMP & MIXTURE OF WATER &

STEAM, HEATING TOP 3 METERS, MAINTAIN PRIMARY SYSTEM
PRESSURE AT 90 BARS, RECIRCULATE PZR WATER, MAINTAIN
BOILER PRES. OF 100 BARS, MAINTAIN BOILER LEVEL, LIQUID
RETURN LINE TO MAINTAIN PUMP MINI-FLOW & RECIRCULATE
POOL WATER TO PREVENT BORON BUILDUP IN BOILER

Team Ment)ers:

R. YOUNGBLOOD R. MORANTE G. VAN TUYLE B. LUCKAS (REVI) V. WILKINSON (ORNL)
P. SO0 A. SZUKIEWICZ (REVI) S. CHENG B. SHIER M. OLSZEWSKI (ORNL)

......

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Section: 001 Page: 2

Section Oesc: BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS, ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES (REVISIT LOWERREACT. THROUGHOSCILLAT. FLOW
AND CONSIDER ENTIRE SYSTEM, NOT JUST BOILER)

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOHMEND. NDV ACTION COMMENTS

ALL FOUR LINES
• - PROBABLYHAVE THE

CONSEQUENCES
PREVIOUSLY
ASSOCIATED WITH
STEAM INJECTION LINE
BREAK

BOILER:

LOWERREACT 'N/A

HIGHER REACT N/A

!MOREBORON BOTH PUMPS FAIL SHUT OFF HEATERS ON
LOWBOILER LEVEL

LOSE SYSTEM PRESSURE,
SHUTDOWN

PLUG RECIRCULATION HEATERSTURN OFF
LINE

BOILER GOES SOLID

LOSE SYSTEM PRESSURE,
SHUTDOWN

BOILER STEAM SPACE LOSE PRIHARY PRESSURE iQUESTION WHETHERV13
BREAK CONTROL, SHUTDOWN WILL CLOSE UNDER

THESE CONDITIONS
WITH HOT WATER
FLASHING TO STEAM

POSSIBLE BLOWDOWN OF IS THERE A NEED FOR
PRIMARY IF V13 DOES A REDUNDANT

NOT CLOSE ISOLATION MECHANISM
IN THE FEEDLINE FOR
BOILER STEAM SPACE
BREAKS?

POSSIBLE BLOWDOWN OF
PRIMARY IF V17 DOES
NOT CLOSE

BREAK IN STEAM LINE PC ._

EXCESS HEATERS _IGHER PRESSURE IN
BOILER

_PRESSUREWILL
INCREASE IN THE
PRIMARY

POTENTIAL TO STICK QUESTION WHAT

OPEN PRIMARY RELIEF CONTROLSV14, DOES
VALVE V14 CLOSE ON EXCESS

BOILER PRESSURE?

LESS BORON NO CAUSES KNOWN TO
HAVE APPRECIABLE
CONSEQUENCES

INO FLOW N/A

REVERSE FLOW N/A

MORE FLO_ N/A

BROOKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Section: 001 | Page: 3

....

Section Desc: BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS, ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES (REVISIT LOWER REACT. THROUGH OSCILLAT. FLOW
AND CONSIDER ENTIRE SYSTEM, NOT JUST BOILER)

...............

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS
....................... , ,

LESS FLOW iN/A
=.

OSCILL. FLOW N/A

MORE LEVEL SECOND PUMP STARTING MAY ACTUALLY CONTROL
WHILE FIRST PUMP PROPERLY, NOT SURE
STILL RUNNING

LESS RECIRCULATION PC

LESS STEAM FLOW PRESSURE IN PRIMARY
TRENDING DOWNWARDS,
SHUIDOWN

V9 OPEN TOE}FAR BOILER TRENDS TOWARD
A WATER SOLID

i

CONDITION, CHALLENGE
RELIEF VALVE V11
POSSIBLY WITH LIQUID

HEATER SHUTOFF ON
HIGH BOILER PRESSURE

LESS LEVEL BREAK IN THE BOILER PRIMARY INVENTORY
LOSS THROUGH PUMP
FEED LINE

DEPRESSURiZATION
EVENT

LESS INLET FLOW HEATER SHUTOFF

PRIMARY PRESSURE
LOSS, PLANT SHUTDOWN

BREAK IN V20 SHOULD CLOSE TO
RECIRCULATION LINE PREVENT PRIMARY
DOWNSTREAM OF CHECK INVENTORY LOSS
VALVE

BOILER BLOWS DOWN AND
PRIMARY BLOWS DOWN
THROUGH THE BOILER

SEE DISCUSSION UNDER
BOILER BREAK

BREAK IN PC
REClRCULATION LINE

NEAR VESSEL

BREAK IN FEED LINE PC
NEAR VESSEL

BREAK IN FEED LINE VI SHOULD CLOSE,
i DOWNSTREAM OF OTHERWISE YOU WILL

ISOLATION VALVE BLOW DOWN IHE PRIMARY

IBREAK IN STEAM SPACE Vl SHOULD ISOLATE,
OR OPEN RELIEF VALVE OTHERWISE THERE WILL

BE PRIMARY INVENTORY
LOSS

POOL LEVEL DROPPING REACTOR SHUTDOWN
BELOW TAKEOFF POINT

PUMPS WILL BE
STEAM-BOLINDOR WORSE

..........

BROCKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (32837 Section: 001 I Page: 4

Section Desc: BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS, ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES (REVISIT LOWER REACT. THROUGH OSCILLAT. FLOW
AND CONSIDER ENTIRE SYSTEM, NOT JUST BOILER)

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS

LESS LEVEL POOL LEVEL DROPPING _POSSIBILITY OF SIPHON SC CHECK DIMENSIONS AND
(con't) BELOW TAKEOFF POINT IBREAKER LEVEL CONTROLLER SE_POINTS

IDROPPING TO VENIURI, TO SUPPORT
FOR EXAMPLE? DISCUSSION OF POOL

,LEVEL DROP

TOO MUCH HEATING INCREASED FEED TO TRY
TO MAINTAIN BOILER
LEVEL

MORE STEAM TO PZR

i
I
I

I

b
BRC)CKHAVENNAFIO_,ALLABORATORY
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) iRevi_ion: 2 Section: 002 Page: 1

Date: 02/14/92 Time: 13:30:00

Session: Team: (see below)

Leader: RY Recorder: CC
Section Description= BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS,
ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES ,. Organization: BNL

Location: BLDG 130

P&ID_s: Revision:

ABB AA 245 889

Design Intention: MAINTAIN TEMP & MIXTURE OF WATER &
STEAM, HEATING TOP 3 METERS, MAINTAIN PRIMARY SYSTEM

PRESSURE AT 90 BARS, RECIRCULATE PZR WATER, MAINTAIN
BOILER PRESSUREOF 100 BARS, MAINTAIN BOILER LEVEL,
LIQUID RETURN LINE TO MAINTAIN PUMPMINI-FLOM &
RECIRCULATE,POOLWATERTO PREVENTBORONBUILDUP IN
BOILER

Team Members:

R. YOUNGBLOOD R. MORANTE G. VAN TUYLE V. WILKINSON (ORNL)
P. SO0 S. CHENG B. SHIER M. OLSZEWSKI (ORNL)

BROCKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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, Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Section: 002 I Page: 2 /

GUIDE_IORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMEN
_ _ ,..........

MORE PRES. RUNAWAYHEATERS PC I

1
o,

COMPLETECLOSUREOF DOWNWARDTRENDOF
STEAM LINE INCLUDING PRIMARY PRESSURE(PC) i

'V14
POSSIBLE CHALLENGETO P. 538-2, THE
Vll (SEE COMMENT) REACTORPRESSURE

CONTROLSYSTEM IS
NOT YET DESIGNED,
EXAMPLE, "THERE MAY i
BE A PZR SPRAY
SYSTEM IN THE
FUTURE" I

I
STARTUP OF SECOND PC i
PUMP

!RECIRCULATION LINE PC
BLOCKAGE

LESS PRES. BREAK IN BOILER, PC
ASSOCIATED LINES

LOSS OF PUMP FLOW PC

LOSS OF HEATERS PC

LESS LEVEL PC

LOSE FEED FLOW

NCREASEDSTEAM PC?
_DEMAND

TREMENDOUS INCREASE
IN STEAM FLOW THROUGH
STEAM LINE EITHER BY
INCREASED DEMAND OR

LINE PERMITTING TOO
MUCH FLOW

OSCILLAT. OSCILLATIONS IN GRADUAL AND WE DON'T
PRESSURE. HEATER CONTROLLER CARE i

CHUGGING RELIEF VALVE SMALL LOSS OF !
INVENIORY

OSCILLATING V14 SHALL OSCILLATIONS OF
PRIMARY

i

OSCILLATIONS IN THE PC
PZR WHICH GENERATES
OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR
OF VI4 (STEAM CONTROL
VALVE)

IOSCILLATING POWER OF PC
REACTOR

MCRE TEMP. EXCESS POWER TO INCREASE IN BOILER
!HEATERS PRESSURE; CHALLENGE

iPRESSURE RELIEF

!REDUCED INVENTORY PC

LESS TEMP. HEATER FAILURE PC

BROCKHAVEN NAIICNAL LABORATORY B-22



Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Section: 002 i Page: 3

Sectlon Oesc: BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS, ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES

............................. imp,, jGUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COM
........ =.... .. , .... ,_ _ ............

LESS TEMP. LESS POWERTO HEATERSPC t
(con't) ..

IMORE INVENTORY DUE TO PC
CONTROLLER
MALFUNCTION

LOWERINLET TEMPDUE WE NEED NUMBERSTO !
TO UNSPECIFIED iDETERMINE
CIRCULATION IN THE CONSEQUENCESOF THIS
POOL

LESS PRESSURE PC

OSCILLAT TEMP SEE OSCILLATING
PRESSURE

MOREVISC. N/A

LESS VISC. N/A

CONTAMINAT. NON-CONDENS|BLESIN IF THIS CAN OCCUR
iTHE BOILER THEN CHALLENGEOF

RELIEF VALVE WOULD
RELEASE COMBUSTIBLE
GAS

CONTAMINATEDINLET ICHALLENGEOF RELIEF
WATER VALVE WOULDRELEASE

CONTAMINATEDSTEAM

SOMETHING THROUGHTHE HEAVIER THAN WATER
PUMP OIL CONTAMINANTWOULDGUM

UP PRESSURETAP AT

BOTTOMOF VESSEL;
POSSIBLE LEVEL

RELIEF NO SIGNIFICANT ISSUES CONTROLERROR J

IDENTIFIED

INSTRUN/CONT CONSIDER MEASURING

FLOW IN FEEDLINE, l_j
STEAM LINE, AND IN I
REC|RCULATION LINE I
FOR DIAGNOSTIC J

PURPOSES I
CONSIDER MONITORING !
ACTIVATION OF RELIEF i

VALVE

SAMPLING

CORROS/EROS LEAKAGE OF BORATED POSSIBLE INVENTORY CONCERNWITH LEAKAGE
WATER CAN LEAD TO LOSS AROUND HEATER
RAPID WASTAGE OF FLANGES DUE TO

CARBONSTEEL, E.G.. CORROSION; CORROSION
HEATER MOUNTING PRODUCTSAFFECTI_
FLANGES SENSORS

IEROSION OF VENTURI LEAD TO TOO MUCH
RECIRCULATION

BUILDUP OF OXIDE ON SLUGGISH CONTROL
HEATER SURFACE RESPONSE
ADVERSELY AFFECTING
SYSTEM CONTROL

BROCKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Section: 002 Page: 4

Section Oesc: BOILER, BOILER FEED PUMPS, ASSOCIATED PIPING AND VALVES

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV IACTION COMMENTS

RADIATION CONTAMINATED POOL PC
WATER

STRUCT. INTEG. VALVE SLAMMING POSSIBLE VIOLATION OF FURTHER NEED

LEADING TO PRESSURE SIRUCT. INIEG. iANALYSIS DESIGN/FABRICATION
TRANSIENT REQUIRED DWGS TO SHOW

PHYSICAL LAYOUT

VIBRATION IN AREA OF POSSIBLE BREAK IN
PUMPS PRIMARY

GEOMETRY LOOSE CHECK VALVE BLOCK ANY OF THREE
DISK LINES

HEATERSCONTINUING 10 LOSS OF BOILER
RUN IN DRY BOILER (NO INTEGRITY
FLOW THRU FEEDLINE
SEGMENT)

CIRCULATION N/A

STRATIFICA- N/A
TION

FLOW TILT N/A

POWER TILT N/A

SERV. FAIL. LOSS OF HEATER POWER PC

LOSS OF CONTROL POWER UNPREDICTABLE CONTROL
SYSTEM RESPONSE:

PRIMARY PRESSURE,
HEATER POWER (BOILER
PRESSURE), BOILER
LEVEL

MAY AFFECT ISOLATION

VALVE LOGIC AS WELL f

1LOSS OF MOTIVE POWER INABILITY TO ISOLATE
TO THE ISOLATION
VALVES

LOSS OF MOTIVE POWER LOSS OF FEEDLINE FLeW
OF PUMPS

ABNORM. OP. N/A

MAINTENANCE N/A

IGNITIO_ IGNITION OF PC
NON-COMBUSTIBLES
COMING OUT OF THE

RELIEF VALVE

POWER CABLE FIRES, CAN'T REALLY ASSESS
PUMP FIRES CONSEQUENCES

SPARF ECUIP. hO SIGNIFICIANT SPARE I
EQUIPMENT ISSUES

EXIEPNAL EVENTS SEISMIC QUALIFICATION
A_D ASSOCIAIED PIPING
IS AN ISSUE

BROCICHAVENNATIONAL LABORATCRT
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Project: PRESSURIZER HEATING SYSTEM (3283) Sectlot_: 002 j Pa9o: 5

Soctlon Oesc: 801LER, BOILER FEED PUHPS, ASSOCIAtEO PIPING AND VALVES

gUIDEI_RDS CAUSE CONSEOUENCE R_COHMEND, INDV IACTION !COMMENTS

SAFETY NO MAJOR ISSUES i
IDENTIFIED ". !

!

i

...... J
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY iReviston: Section: 001 Poqe: 1

Date: 12104/91 lime: 09152149

Session: Team: (see betow)
,,,,, ,J,, , ,,,,,,, _ . ,L_ , ,,,,,,, _ .,,........ , ...... : .......... ................ ,

Leader: RN Recorder: CC
Section Descriptions UPPER AND LC_ER OOWHCObIER$(UDC AND ........ ...........
LDC) .. Organization; BNL

Location: BLDG 110

P&lO's: Revision:

............................... S. CHENG'S PIPA 12/4/91

Design Intention: SUPPLY PRIHARY COOLING WATER TO THE
CORE, TAKES WATER FROt THE COLD LEG AND DELIVERS THE
WATERTO THE COREENTRANCE, PROVIDES SUFFICIENT DRIVING
HEAD FOR THE NAIM COOL|HG LOOP, HOUSESSIPHON BREAKER
MHICH WILL PREVEHT REVERSE FLOWiN CASE OF COLD LEG
BREAK

Team Members:

R. HORAHTE P. SO0 G, VAN TUYLE (11-12)
B. LUCKAS S. CHEHG J. HIGGINS (11-12)

BROOKHAVENNATICHAL LABORATORY
B-26
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 00i I Pa_e:

Section Desc: UPPER AND LOWERDO_NCOMERS(UDC AND LDC)

............

GUIDEt,/ORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. OV ACTION COMMENTS

i

NIGHER REACTIV. N/A

MOREBORON MALFUNCTION IN REDUCE POWER ;,WL FURTHER
REACTIVITY CONTROL ,NVESTIGATICN OF
SYSTEM RAMIFICATIONS OF

INADVERTENT BORON
iNJECTION IN PRIMARY

LOOP

NORMALREDUCTION OF REDUCEPOI_ER
PCYl,/ERTHROUGHTHE
REACTIVITY COHTROL

' SYSTEM

!ACTIVATION OF THE REDUCEPOWER

POOL LOOP _SHUTDO_/N
LESS BORON IMALFUNCTION IN INCREASE POU C,WL FURTHER

IREACTIVITY CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF

SYSTEM RAMIFICATIONS OF

,INADVERTENT RORON
DILUTION IN PRIMARY
.OOP

INORMAL INCREASE OF ilNCREASE POWER
JPG_/ERTHROUGHTHE i
IREACTIVITY CONTROL

SYSTEM
NO FLOW /ACTIVATION OF SIPHON PC

!

IBREAKERDUE TO COLD
LEG BREAK i

COLD SHUTOCY_N OK

REVERSE FLOW ICOLD LEG BREA_ PRIOR !LOSS OF PRIMARY
TO ACTIVATION OF iCOOLANTUNTIL

SIPHON BREAKER ACTIVATION OF SIPHON

BREAKER
MOREFLOM IPLANNED INCREASE IN CHANGEIN PCY,/ER

PUMP SPEED
IMALFUNCTION IN PUMP PUSH gATER THROUGH
JCONTROLLER LOgER DENSITY LOCKS
I INTO THE POOL,

LEADING TO A SLOM

I SHUTDC)_/N
_MAtFtI_CTION OF ? TEAM gILL DISCUSS
_R[ACTIVITY CONTROL ' THIS UNDER

SYSTEM I REACTIVITY SYSTEM

NOOE

LESS FL_ [BREAK IN OC_NCGHER ACTIVATE OENSITY LOCKi EXPECT[OMINimaU

I_ALL I iCONSEOUE_CES,BUT

t,_EA<INTHECCLDLEGIPc(REFERTOREVERSE JL_D_EOOIRE

FURIHER

FLOg) ,

BROCKHAVENNATICqAL LABORATORY
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 001 I Paqe: 3 !

Section Desc: UPPER AND LOWERDOWNCOMERS(UDC AND LOCI i
!

I

6UIDE_::)ROS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND.IINDV iACTION !COMMENTS _I

LESS FLOW MALFUNCTIONOf PUMP PULL WATER FROMTHE
(ton't) CONTROLLER IP_3L INTO THE CORE

THROUGHTHE LOWER
DENSITY LOCKS,
LEADING TO Stt!JTDOWN

LOSS OF PUMP PUSH WATERFROM THE
POOL INTO THE CORE
THROHGHTHE LOWER
DENSITY LOCKS,
LEADING TO SHUTDOWN

MALFUNCTION OF TEAM WILL DISCUSS
REACTIVITY CONTROL THIS UNDER

SYSTEM IREACTIVITY SYSTEM I
_NOOE

PLANNED DECREASE IN CHANGE IN PO_ER
PUMP SPEED

_PRINARY LOOP BREAK ACTIVATE DENSITY GVT FURTHEREVALUATION THIS APPEARS TO BE A
ILOCK LEADING TO !NEEDED DESIGN-BASISiANTWHEREOUTSIDE OF

ItHE REACTOR, EXCEPT ISHUIDOWN iACCIDENT CCNDITICN'COLD LEG BREAK ,
iRAP|D

DEPRESSURIZATION,

iLEADING TO VOIDING

POTENTIAL FOR i
_STRUCTURALDAMAGE !

!FLC)_/ BLOCKAGEIN ACTIVATE DENSITY I

i 'PRIMARY LOOPS LeCK, LEADING TO i !
SHUTDOWN i _ i i

STEAM GENERATORTUBE C_NTAHINATION OF : i
RUPTURE SECONDARYSIDE i

DEPRESSURIZATION i

I

I_RIMA_YINVENTORY ! I
)LOSS )

OSCIlLAl. FLOW BREAK IN COLD LEG iPOTENTIAL TO DEFEAT iGVT !NEED TO UNDERSTAND CAN THE COLD LES

iTHE SIPHON BREAKER IF - i iHOW THE SIPHON BREAK BE FED BY

THREE INTACT lOOPS i !BREAKER PREVENTS CONTINUED C_EratIcr
ICONTINUED IN (FLOW FROM THREE OF THE THREE INTACT

!OPERATION (THIS IS A I_INTACTLOOPS iLOOPS EVEN IF THE

iPOTENTIAL CONSEQOENCE _
FOR ANY "BREAK IN i _iSIPHON

BREAKER NAS
BEEN ACTIVATED AND

'co D ( llS FUNCTICNI_G_i , LEG'* CAUSE

' 1MALFUNCTION OF PUMP POTENTIAL FOR LOWER
CONTROLLER _DENSITY LOCK DAMAGE

AND/OR LO_R CORE I
DAMAC,E DUE TO FLOW }

INDUCED VIIiRATION I+

MALFUNCTION OF !WILL Cg_SIDER UNDER
_EACTIVITY CONTROL ThE REACTIVITY

SYSTEM ICO_IRUL SYSTEM NE_E

_ORE LEVEL N/A

i ESS LEVEL NIA

BROC(HAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: PlUS SYSTEMSTUDY Section: 001 _ Page: 4

Section Oesc: UPPER AND LOWERDOWNCOMERS(UDC AND LDC)

: _ ..... J

GUIDEtmlORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION CCMMENT$

MOREPRESSURE INCREASEDPRESSURE IN SEE PRESSURIZER NOOE
THE PRESSURIZER ..

HIGHER PUMP SPEED PC (REFER TO MORE
FLOg)

LESS PRESSURE DECREASEDPRESSURE IN SEE PRESSURIZER NOOE
THE PRESSURIZER

LOWERPUMP SPEED PC (REFER TO LESS
FLOW)

BREAKANYWHERE1N THE PC (REFER TO LESS

PRIMARY LOOP IFLOg)
' BREAK IN DOgNCONER IPC (REFER TO LESS

WALL IFLOW)
OSClLLAT. PRESS OSCILLATING PRESSURE !SEE PRESSURIZER NODE

• IN THE PRESSURIZER 1
I

BREAK 1N THE COLD LEG;PC (REFER TO

OSCILLAT. FLOW)
MALFUNCTIONOF PUMP IPC (REFER TO

CONTROLLER IOSCILLAT. FLC_)
IMORE TEMP. DECREASE IN SECONDARYPOWERREDUCTION

SIDE LOAD

MALFUNCTIONOF I :CONSIDERED AS A
REACTIVITY CONTROL !i i, CAUSE, BUT DISMISSED
SYSTEM i _ BASED ON USE OF

REGENERATIVEHEAT
EXCHANGERSAND LO_

INCREASEDTEHPERATUREI NCREASE IN CORE RM NEEDS FURTHER 't FLOW
IN THE RISER INLET TEHPERATURE EXPLANATION i

LESS TEMP. INCREASE 1N SECONDARYPC
SiDE LOAD

PLANNED INCREASE IN PC
PUMP FLOW

MALFUNCTIONOF PUMP PC
CONTROLLER

MALFUNCTIONOF TBC (TO BE
REACTIVITY CONTROL CONSIDERED)
SYSTEM

LOSS OF REACTOR REMOVEHEAT FROMTHE
INSULATION DO_NCOMER

REACTORPOWER IT IS POSSIBLE THAT
INCREASE THE REACTO;_WILL

FIND A NEW STABLE
OPERATING POINT

POOL HEATUP

INSULATION COLLECTS
ON SUPPORTSKIRT;
FLO_/ IMPEDANCE IN
SKIRT

.... i ...... -

EROCKHAVENNATICNAL LABORATORY _-_9



Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: OO1 Pago: 5
.... ,,, , ,, ..... , ....... ___ ......... i - - ......

Section Oesc: UPPER AND LOWERDOWNCOMERS(UDC AND LDC)

, ,, : ,, ......... ........ _ ....... .......

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INOV ACTION COMMENTS
L,,,,,, , , ,,,,,, , ,,,,,,................ ,_ ,,......

LESS TEMP. LOSS OF REACTOR
(con't) INSULATION ..

DECREASEDTEMPERATUREPC
IN THE RISER

OSCILLAT. TEMP. MALFUNCTIONOF TBC
REACTIVITY CONTROL
SYSTEM

MALFUNCTIONOF PUMP PC
CONTROLLER

TURBINE BYPASS REACTORPOWER
MALFUNCT|ON OSCILLATION

PROBABLESHUTDOWN

OTHER SECONDARYSIDE PC
UPSETS

BROCKHAVENNATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Revision: Section: 002 Page: 1

Date: 12/06/91 Time: 10:03:4S ,

Session: Team: (see be(ow)

Leader: Recorder: CC

Section Description: UPPER AND LOWERDC_NCOMERS(UDC AND
LDC) ,. Organization: BNL

_Location: BLDG 130

P&ID0s: Revision:

S. CHENG'S PIPA 1216191

Design Intention: SUPPLY PRIMARY COOLING WATER TO THE
CORE. TAKES WATER FROMTHE COLD LEG AND DELIVERS THE
WATERTO THE CORE ENTRANCE, PROVIDES SUFFICIENT DRIVING
HEAD FOR THE MAIN COOLING LOOP, HOUSESSIPHON BREAKER
WHICH WILL PREVENTREVERSE FLOg IN CASE OF COLD LEG
BREAK

Team Members:

R. MORANTE P. SOO (TILL 11 AM) R. YOUNGBLO00
B, LUCKAS S, CHENG

6ROCKHAVENNATICNAL LABORATORY
B-3I
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 002 I Page: 2i

..... A

Section Desc: UPPER AND LOWER DC_NCO_,ERS (UDC AND LDC)

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS
.....

MORE VISC. N/A
o.

LESS VISC. N/A

CONTAMINATION SEE CONTAMINATION PC
GUIDE WORD IN CORE
CHANNEL NOOE

SCALE COLLECTION IN POSSIBLE BLOCKAGE OF PREVIOUSLY NOTED
THE ELBOW OF THE PIPING TO LOWER ACTION TO
LOWER PLENUM DENSITY LOCK INVESTIGATE THAT
DOWNCOMER INTERFACE

RELIEF N/A

INSTRUM/CONTROL TEAM REVISIT THIS ALL KINDS OF INCCRE
GUIDEWORD INSTRUMENTATION GOES!

THROUGH THE
DOWNCOMER

SAMPLING N/A ?

CORROS/EROS FLOW HITTING SIDE OF PC (REFER TO
SIPHON BREAKER PRESSURIZER NODE)

EROSION AT TIP OF PC (REFER TO
SIPHON BREAKER IN THE PRESSURIZER NODE)
THROAT OF THE VENTURI

FAILURE OF PRIMARY PC
CHEMISTRY CONTROL

RADIATION FUEL FAILURE PC (REFER TO CORE
CHANNEL NODE)

STRUCT. INTEG. UNEXPECTED iPOTENTIAL FOR FATIGUE

OSCILLATIONS IN FLOW, iFAILURES AND
TEMPERATURE, AND/OR IGENERATION OF LOOSE
PRESSURE PARTS

LARGE PRIMARY BREAK CRUSH DOWNCOMER

LEAKAGE IN JOINTS IN LEAKAGE FROM
SECTIONS OF REACTOR DOWNCOMER TO RISER
ENVELOPE STRUCTURE

LEAKAGE OUT OF
DOWNCOMER INTO THE
POOL

EFFECTS ON RM FIND OUT HOW THE IF INSULATION IS

INSULATION? INSULATION IS PUT ON SECTIONED, THEN
THERE WOULD BE A
THERMAL GRADIENT AT
iTHE JOINT

GEOMETRY !N/A

MORE BIGGER HOLE BETWEEN SEE ACTION ITEM SC ASK ABB WHAT THE REF P. 213-19
CIRCULATION IRISER AND DOWNCOMER DEAL IS

LESS iBLOCKAGE OF HOLE SEE ACTION ITEM FOR
CIRCULATION iBEIVEEN RISER AND MORE CIRCULATION

I

D_NCC_ER
STRATIFICAIICN iN/A

i
BROCKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: PIUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 002 t Page: 3
m

Section Desc: UPPERAND LOWERDOWNCOHERS(UDC AND LDC)

,,

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COHMENTS
.......... i....

FLOWTILT CAN'T THINK OF ANY
CAUSES "-

PC_ER TiLT N/A

SERVICE FAIL. N/A

ABNORM.OP. TBC

MAINTENANCE TBC

IGNITION , N/A J

SPARE EQUIP. NIA t

EXTERNALEVENTS EARTHQUAKE PC

SAFETY N/A

I

1

' t

8ROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Revision: Section: 001 Page: 1
+

Date: 11/25/91 Time: 15:04:06

Session: Team: (see betow)

Leader: RY Recorder: CC
Section Description: CORECHANNEL1 (CRI-IA) ..........

• . Organization: BNL
!.......

ILocation: BLDG 130

P&ID_s: Revision:

S CHENG_S PIPA 11/25/91

Design Inten¢lon: OPERATING AT CRITICALITY, PO_/ERLEVEL
SHOULDBE NOMINAL FULL POWER, PRESSURE9 MEGA PASCAL,
13,200 KG PER SEC, INLET TEMP 260, OUTLET TEMP 290,
BORONCONCENTRATION375 PPM, FUEL TEMP 469, 1000 MWT, NO
NITROGEN, NO OXYGEN, NOMINAL VISCOSITY, PO_ER TILT-NONE,
FLOWTILT'NONE, AMBIENT CONT,

Team Members:

R. YOUNGBLO00 G. VAN TUYLE B. LUCKAS P. SO0
R. HORANTE S. CHENG B. LHAN R. FULLWCX)O

BROCKHAVENNATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 001 I Page: 2 I
l

Section Desc: CORECHANNEL1 (CRI-IA) 1

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECC_NEND. NDV ACTION COMMENTS t
........... _ ........... _ ......... o . :_ _

LOWERREACTIV. BORONINTRUSION VIA POWEROSCILLATING YOU CAN'T EXPECT ANY
THEREACTIVITYDOWNWARD EXCITE.EN,OUTOF
CONTROLSYSTEM LO_ERKEFFECTIVE
BORON INTRUSION VIA POWEROSCILLATINGtHEDENS,TYLOCKSDOWNWARD
MOOERATORTEMP REDUCESPOWER
INCREASE

DEPRESSURIZATION OSCILLATION LEADING
CAUSEVOIDING TO SHUTDOWN

REDUCEDRATE FLOWTO iCHALLENGELOWER
REACTOR DENSITY LOCK

FAILURE OF REACTIVITY GRADUALPOWER
'CONTROL SYSTEM (fl312) REDUCTION

LOSS OF FEEDWATER REDUCESPOWER
FLOWTO SG

RC PUMP SLOWSDOWN CHALLENGETHE LOWER

DENSITY LOCK

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWERSCRAMS

GEOMETRYCHANGE LOWERPOWERLEVEL

HIGHER REACTIV. BORONDILUTION INCREASEDPOb/ER,
OSCILLATION

TEMPERATUREREDUCTION

IGEOMETRYCHANGE

INCREASE IN FEEDWATER
FLOW

DECREASE IN INLET
FEEDWATERTEMPERATURE

INCREASE IN STEAM
FLOW

MOREBORON REACTIVITY CONTROL DECREASING POWER
SYSTEM

POOL LOOP ACTIVATION OSCILLATION AND
DECREASINGPOWER

TEMPERATUREREDUCTIONMORE POWER

LESS BORON REACTIVITY CONTROL MORE POWER
SYSTEM i

BURNUP GRADUAL UPWARD DRIFT
OF POWER

TEMPERAIURE INCREASE LESS POWER

L....

BROCKHAVENNATIC4AL LABORATCRY
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Project: PlUS _;YSTENSTUDY Section: 001 t Paqe: _f

Section Desc: (:ORE CHANNELt (CRI-IA) i
f

NO FLC_ IMAJOR;GEOMETRyDISRUPTIONOF I_EEL;D'-_.N
REVERSEFLC_

MOREFL_ GEOMETRY DON'T KNO_ IS FURTHERSTUDY

VOIDING )DON'T KNO_g IS FURTHERSTUDY
l

INCREASE IN PUMP IHIGHER VELOCITY

tSPEED

DISRUPT DENSITY LOCK
LESS FLOW GEOMETRY tCORE HEATUPi

i !ACTIVATE DENSITY(
) ILOCKS

!DECREASE IN PUMP iSCRAM
ISPEED t

I 'LOOSE PARTS CORE DAMAGE

PRIMARY BREAK ACTIVATE DENSITY
LOCKS

OSCILLAT. FLCh,t PUMPCONTROLSERVO THERMALCYCLING OF RM REVIEW KEIJO'S THIS IS POTENTIALLY
SYSTEM FLOWSTRUCTURE REPORT ONE OF THOSE FURTHER

(DENSITY/GAS LOCK) ANALYSIS THINGS WE
ARE CONSIDERING
INCLUDING IN THE
FINAL RECOMMENDATION

FLOW INDUCED
VIBRATION

LOOP ACTIVATION

VOIDING

MORE LEVEL

LESS LEVEL

MORE PRESSURE CHANGE IN PRESSURIZER
SETPOINT DRIFT

BLOCKAGE DOWNSTREAM PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED
OF THIS NOOE (BURP OUT THE LO'"R

DENSITY)

REDUCTION OF PREVI_JSLY CONSIDERED
SECONDARY HEAT SINK

BOILING IN THE CORE POWER REDUCTION DUE
TO VOIDING

DENSITY LOCKS

ACTIVATED

LESS PQESSURE CHANGE IN PRESSURIZER POWER REDUCTION
SETPOINT DRIFT

BOILING

iIROCKHAVENNAIICHAL LABORATORY
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T
Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Sectlo_: 001 | Paqe: 4

Section Desc: CORECHANNEL1 (CRI-IA)

GUIDEWORD$ CAUSE CONSEQUENCE IRECONMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS

LESS PRESSURE BREAK PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED
(con't) ..

INCREASE IN SECONDARYPO_/ERINCREASE
HEAT SINK

UPSTREAMOF NOON PREVIOUSLY OISCUSSED
BLOCKAGE i

i
POWERREDUCTION NO NEWCONSEOUENCES I

REDUCTION IN PUMP PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED ;

FLO_ 1

OSCILLATING , RELIEF VALVE CYCLING BOILING IN THE CORE 1 IPRES. !
SIGNIFICANT t
OSCILLATION IN PC_ER 1
ANO FLOW

ACTIVATE DENSITY SC RUN THIS WITH PIPA
LOCKS

iHORETEMP. LESS FLOW PREVIOUSLY CONSiOERED i
I !

LOSS OF SECONDARY PREVIOUSLY CONSIOERED
HEAT SINK (PC)

I

f MORE CORE PO_ER PC

t

.LESS TEMP. MORE FLC_ PC

INCREASE IN SECONDARYPC
HEAT SINK

LESS CORE PO_ER PC

ACTIVATE LOWER PC
DENSITY LOCK

_LO_ERPRESSURE PC

COOL WATER INJECTION PC
REACTIVITY SYSTEM

OSCILLAT. TEMP. FLC)IgOSCILLATION THERMALCYCLIC
STRESSES/FATIGUE

PC_ER OSCILLATION PC

PRESSUREOSCILLATION PC

_OCKHAVEN NATIC_AL LABORATORY
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Project: PlUS SYSTEM STUOY Revision: Section: 001 Pnqe: 1

Date: 11/56/91 Ti_: _2:30:_9

Session: T_am: (_ee b_iow)

Leader: RY Recorder: CC
Section Oescriptton: CORE CHANNEL1 (CRI-1B)

• . Organizat4on: BNL

Location: BLDG 130

P&IDes: Revtston:

Design Intention: OPERATING AT CRITICALITY, POWERLEVEL
SHOULDBE NOMINAL FULL POWER, PRESSURE9 NEGA PASCAL,
13,200 KG PER SEC, INLET TEHP 260, OUTLET TEMP 290,
BORONCONCENTRATION37_ PPM, FUEL TEMP 469, 1000 MWT, NO
NITROGEN, NO OXYGEN, NOMINAL VISCOSITY, POWERTILT -
NONE, FLOWTILT - NONE, AMBIENT CONT.

Team Hemi_ers:

R. YOUNGBLO00 S. CHENG B. CHAN R. FULLWO00
R. HORANTE B. LUCKAS P. SO0 B. SHIER

BROCKHAV[NNATICNAL LABORATCRY B-3B



Proiect: PlUS SYSTEM STUDY Section: 001 | Pnqe: 2
i

Section Dose: CORE CHANNEL1 (CRI-IB) 1
!

CUID[WORDS CAUSE CONSEOUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV iACTION COMMENTS

CONTAMINATION REFUELING OPERATIONS STRESS CORROSION

CRACKING i

ICO_ROSION

REACTIVITY CONTROL
DISTURBANCE

FAILURE OF COOLANT CONDUCTIVITY
CLEANUP SYSTEHS

SECONDARY SIDE INCREASEDWORKER
INLEAKAGE EXPOSURE

MINOR FUEL FAILURES

RELIEF NOT CONSIDERED FOR
THIS NOOE

INSTRUM/CONTROL(NOT DOABLE)

SAMPLING (SEE CONTAMINATION)

CORRO_/EROS (SEE CONTAMINATION)

RADIATION CLAD FAILURE CONTAMINATINGTHE
PRIMARY AND SECONDARYI
(PC)

FAILURE OF CHEMISTRY PC
CONTROL

STRUCT. INTEGR. FLOW INDUCED PC
VIBRATION

THERMALCYCLING

GEOMETRY COREHELTDO_N PC

RADICAL PO_/ER PC
EXCURSION

STRUCTURAL COLLAPSE PC

IClRCULATION N/A

STRATIFICATION N/A

FLO_/ TILT PO_ER TILT NON'UNIFORM TEHP.

CHANNELOVERHEATING

DAMPEDOSCILLATION

ASYMMETRICALBLOCKAGENON-UNIFORM TEMP

CHANNELOVERHEATING

POSSIBILITY OF
CHALLEhGING tHE
DENSITY LOCK

1DISRUPTION IN THE 1
CRIFICING

BROCKHAVENNATIGNAL LABORATORY B-39



P,oj.,: piussysTEMSTUDT _,,o.: UO_! _.:
.......................................................................................................... _ ....................... _ ....................

Section Oe_c: CORE CHANNEL1 (CRl.lii)

............................ _ .................................. , ...................................... _ ....

GUIDEWORD$ CAUSE _C_NSE_ffNCE ! Rt _M-I+ M). Ihov ACTION cC_MENI5

POWERTILT FLOWTILT ipC 1
o,

XENON OSCIL,LATIG_ ;'C
+

!NON.UNIFORM MIW_N_ _F C_ANN_L _vL_!HiAT_N_
INJECTED BORON

i

ASYMMETRIC LOADINO OF CHANNEL CiEP_gATING i I

ITHE GADOLINIUM

SERVICE FAIL. N/A J

ABNORM.OP. 1N/A
t

MAINTENANCE IN/A

IGNITION [N/A i

SPARE EQUlP. _N/A !

EXTERNAL EVENTS EARTHQUAKE PC (BLC_A_) i

SAFETY iNIA ii '

B_IKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUPOF PlUS - 1 Revision: j Section: U01 Pnge: 1
+

)ate: 03130192 / Ti.HO: 14:24:28

Session: J te_m: (see boIo_)

1Leader: Rv Recorder: CSC

Sect*on Desrriot_on: PRESSURIZE AND PUt REACTOR PRESSURE
UHOERSYSTEN CONTROL ,. iOrgantzattnnl BNL

_..-N - --,++

Ill|el |tartup) Location: ULDG t30

P&ID's: Revisionz

Oesitn Intention: (1) TURN OH STEAM INJECTION, AND
UNOERHANUALOPERATION, PRESSURIZE TO FINITE AMOUNT
ABOVE LO_ER LIMIT OF CONTROLSYSTEM; (2) PLACE PRESSURE
CONTROLIN AUIOMATIC; ASSUMING POOL COOLING IS WORKING
PROPERLYAND EVERYTHING ELSE IS NORMAL

Team HentDers:
t

R Y_JNGBLO00 S SHIER P SO0
P KROEGER R MORANTE

BROCKHAVENNATICNAL LABORATORY
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T
Project: STARTUPOF PlUS - 1 Sectlon: 001 I Page: 2

Section Oes¢: PRESSURIZE AND PUT REACTORPRESSUREUNDERSYSTEM CONTROL Eft|el startup)

......... _: __ _ ,,

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEGUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS

MOREACTION IPRESSURIZE TO()HIGH, LOW TENP
MAYBETO RELIEF OVERPRESSURIZATION?
VALVE PRESSURE
SETPOINT

LESS ACTION PRESSURIZE BELOW NOTHING SIGNIFICANT
DESIRED, BUT ENOUGH
TO ENABLE SYSTEM
CONTROLTO TAKEOVER

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE NOTHING SIGNIFICANT
MINIMUM CONTROLLABLE
PRESSURE

WRONGACTION NONE IDENTIFIED K LOOK FOR WRONG
NOOE SETTINGS OF
_CONiROLLER

NO ACTION PRESSURIZES BUT DOES STARTUPWiTH
NOT PUT SYSTEH UNDER INSUFFICIENT
AUTCMATIC CONTROL PRESSUREWILL LEAD

TO BOILING IN THE
CORELATER?

INDICATIONS WRONGPRESSURE PC
INDICATION (HIGH OR
LOW) MAY LEAD TO
INSTANCES OF
INCORRECTACTION

STEP TO0 SOON GO UNDER AUTO PC
CONTROLTOO SOON

STEP TOO LATE GO UNDER AUTO OVERPRESSURIZE, HAY
ICONTROLTOO LAIE GO THROUGH

SUBSEOUENT STEPS AT
EXCESSIVE PRESSURE

GO UNDER AUTO HAY BE POSSIBLE TO
CONTROLTOO LATE TAKE SUBSEOUENT

STEPS AT LOWER
PRESSURE. LEADING TO
|OILING IN THE CORE
LATER?

MORE TIME NA OR PC

LESS TIME NA

WRONGTIME START MAIN COOLANT NPSH NOT MET?
PUHPS BEFOREDESIREC
PRESSUREREACHED

NO TIME PC

TCO FAST NA

TC3 SLC_ PC

BROC_HAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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_o,.,: S,.TU_o,,,us• Z .v,.,oo, s._,,o.:ool "--: _ I

Session: Team: (see beto.) i
...... . ...... .. ........... ' .......................... --_4

Leaoer: RY Recorder: CSC i
Section Description: ADD HYDRAZ1NE .......................... _ ......... _..j

Organ*;at_on: 8NL ](f4te: hydraz)

Locatton: BLDG 130 j
!

PilO'S; Revision:

Oesign IntentiOn: 10 ACHIEVE ADEOUAIE CONCENTRATIONOF
HYDRAZINE IN ORDERTO SCAVENGEOXYGEN I

m • ,,, , ................................................

Team Members:

R YOUNGSLO00 8 SHIER
P KROEGER R MORANTE

6ROCKHAV[NNATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUPOF PlUS - 2 Section: 001 Page: 2 i

Section Oes¢: ADD HYDRAZ|NE (fire: hydraz) i
)

GUIDEWOROS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. 1NOV iACT10N CCMWENIS

MORE ACTION ADDITION OF EXCESS _? PSCX3 IMATER1ALS PROBLEM_
HYDRAZINE ". i

I

LESS ACTION ADDITION OF TOO TOO LITTLE OXYGEN 1
LIITLE HYDRAZINE SCAVENGING_ITH I

ASSOCIATED LONG TERMt L
PROBLEMS 1

_RONG ACTION

NO ACTION PC

INDICATIGNS NS

STEP TO{] SOON ADD HYDRAZINE TOO NO SIGNIFICANT
SO@N CONSEQUENCE

STEP TOO LATE ADD MYDRAZINE TOO PC
_LATE

MORE TIME HA i

lESS TIME NA /

WRONGTIME PC [ 1NO TIME PC

TOO FAST NA

.TOO SLC_ NA

t
i
i

I
_;_{HAVE4 NAT ICWAL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUPOF PIUS - 3 Revision: Section: 001 Page: 1

Date: 03/31/92 Time: 09:31:23

Session: Team: (see betow)

Leader: RY Recorder: CSC

Section Description: START MAIN COOLANT PUMPS AT 20%
PUMP SPEED .. Organization: BNL

(rite: startmcp) Location: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Revision:

Design Intention: GET ALL FOUR PUMPS RUNNING BEFORE THE
NEXT STEP IS TAKEN, MANUAL 20_ OF FULL SPEED

Team Members:

R YOUNGBLO00 P KROEGER B CHAN
R MORANTE B SHIER

BROCKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUP OF PIUS - 3 Section: 001 I Page: 2

Section Desc: START MAIN COOLANT PUMPS AT 20% PUMP SPEED (fire: startmcp)

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION COMMENTS
.............

MORE ACTION N/A

LESS ACTION TURN ON LESS THAN 4 REDUCED CORE FLOW
PUMPS

REVERSE FLOW IN IDLE
LOOP(S)

IF PUMP IS TURNED ON
AFTER THE GAS LOCK

S ESTABLISHED, GAS
LOCK WILL BE LOST

WRONG ACTION BRING UP PUMPS TO TOO MUCH FLOW,
WRONG MOOF DIFFICULTY

ESTABLISHING GAS
LOCK

PUMP MAY RUN FLAT
OUT IF IT TRIES TO
CONTROL THE
INTERFACE LEVEL
(THERE IS NO
INTERFACE) (MAY LEAD

TO PUMP TRIP, P.
534-4)

NO ACTION STARTING NO COOLANT DELAYED STARTUP,
PUMPS TREATED BELOW

INDICATIONS !NEED RELIABLE FLOW DEBORATING WITHOUT
INDICATION PROPER FLOW WOULD BE

_A CONCERN

STEP TOO SOON PC

STEP TO0 LATE POTENTIAL TO START ESTABLISH WHAT
DEBORATING BEFORE BORON

i PUMPS ARE STARTED CONCENTRATION
i TAKES THE CORE

CRITICAL AT 50C,
I00C; DITTO FOR
PROMPT CRITICAL;
HOW DOES LETDOWN i
WORK DURING

STARTUP, WHAT IS
NATURAL

CIRCULATION RATE
THROUGH THE STEAM

POTENTIAL TO WHEN PUMP STARTS,
!ESTABLISH GAS LOCK NITROGEN IS LOST AND
BEFORE PUMPS ARE THEY HAVE TO
STARTED RE-ESTABLISH THE GAS

LOCK

THERE IS A SYNERGISM
BETWEEN THE TWO
CAUSES OF "STEP TOO
LATE" AND BOTH
CAUSES CAN BE CAUSED!

BY THE SAME ERROR !

MORE TIME NA

LESS TI_E NA ,.,

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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T..........................

Project: STARTUP OF PIUS- 3 Sectlon: OOl | P_qe: 3 j
L J.....................

Section Desc: START MAIN COOLANT PUMPS AI 20% PUMP SPEED (fire: startn_p) I

i

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE IRECOMND. INDV ACTION COMMFNIS I

i

1...... ............................................

WRONG TIME SEE "STEP TO0 LATE"

NO TIME MAIN COOt.ANT PUMP IS T MAY BE A

NEVER TURNED ON THEORETICAL I
POSSIBILITY TO START
'REACTOR ON NATURAL

CIRCULATION; THERMAL
PROBLEMS COULD BE
ANTICIPATED AS POWER
IS INCREASED

TOO FAST TURNING ON ALL PUMPS POSSIBLE ELECTRICAL
AT ONCE OVERLOAD

TOO SLOW NO PROBLEM

8RCX]KHAVENNATICNAL LABORATORY
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Proiect: STARTIJPOF PTUS - _ Revision: Sectlnn. 001 Page: !

Date: 03/31/92 Time: 15:10:37

Sesslon: Team: (see below)

Leader: RY Recorder: rSC

Section Description: ESTABLISH GAS LOCK IN LOWER DENSITY
LOCK .. Organization: BN[

(fiLe: gasiock) Location: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Revislon:

Design Intention" FEED NITROGEN THROUGH LOWER DENSITY
LOCK UNTIL LOCK IS ESTABLISHED AND THEN REDUCE NITROGEN
FLOW TO LEAKAGE RATE

Team Members:

R YOUNGBLOOD P KROEGER R MORANTE
B SHIER B CHAN

BROOKHAVEN NAIICNAL LABORATORY
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Prolect: STARIUP 'F PlUS _ Sectton: 001 ! Pa3e: 2
J Section De,_c: ESTABLISH GAS LOCK IN LO_FR [)ENSITY LOCK (El!e: _m, lock)

GUIDEWORDS CALJSE ICONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV [ACTION COMMENTS

MORE ACTION EXCESSIVE NITROGEN A LOT OF NITROGEN IN | i
FEED :THF PRESSURIZER /

SIEAM SPACE

OVERRLEED CAP AFTER SAME EFFECT AS TOO

ESTABLISHING If TITTLE NITROGEN

LESS ACTION IO,_ LITTIE NITROCEN MnRE LIKELY TO GEt IHESE COMMENIS WERE

TO ESIABIISH GAS AN INADVERTENT PREDVCAIED ON THE

LOCK SHUTDOWN, DESCRIPTION IN

INADVERTENT ADDITION SECTION 3&.4;
OF POOL WAIER SECTION 322.5 CAN

BE READ TO SUGGEST

THAT THEY ARE NEVEP

CRITICAL WITH THE

GAS LOCK PRESENT

TCX3 LITTLE BLEED TO0 MUCH NITROGEN

WRONG ACTION NA

NO ACTION FAIL TO ESTABLISH MAY KEEP IIIEM FROM

GAS LOCK STARTING UP

INDICATIONS WE DON'T KNOW THE

INDICATIONS

STEP TO0 SOON ESTABLISH _AS LOCK PC

BEFORE STARTING

PUMPS

STEP TOO LATE FAILING TO ESTABLISH POSTPONE APPROACH TO

GAS LOCK BEFORE CRITICALITY

:DEBORAIING

MORE TIME PC

LESS II_E PC

WRONG TIME PC

NO TIME PC

TOO FAST PC

TO0 SLOW PC

5_OCKHAVEN _AIIC4AL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUP OF PIUS - 5 Revision: Section: 001 Page: I

Date: 04102192 Time: 13:39:16

Session: Team: (see below)

Leader: RY Recorder: CSC

Section Description: START TO DEBORATE @ 60 KG/SEC
,. Organization: BNL

(fire: deberate) .....
Location: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Revlsion:

Design Intention: INJECT DISTILLED WATER AT 60 KG/SEC
THROUGH TWO INJECTION LINES, DEBORATE IN ORDER TO
APPROACH CRITICALITY; ESTABLISH ENOUGH LETDOWN CAPACITY
TO ACCCMMODATE THIS THROUGH THE NORMAL WITHDRAWAL
SYSTEM

Team Mem_)ers:

R YOUNGBLOOD B SHIER
R MORANTE P SO0

BROCKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATCRY
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Project: STARTUP OF PIUS - 5 Section: 001 I Page: 2

Sectlon Desc: START TO DEBORATE @ 60 KGISEC (flt,:: d_borate)

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION CCMMFNIS
4----------........................................_....................................

MORE ACTION ESTABLISH TOO MUCH EVENTUALLY TilEPOOL
LETDOWN (FOR EXAMPLE WOULD COME IN
THROUGH THE THROUGH THE UPPER
TEMPORARY DISCHARGE DENSITY LOCK AND
SYSTEM) DELAY CRITICALITY

LESS ACTION START TO DEBORATEAT TAKES TOO LONG TO GO
LESS THAN 60 KG/SEC CRITICAL i

TAKES TOO LONG TO

HEAT UP l
FEED ONE INJECTION PRESENT CONFUSING

LINE, INSTEAD OF BORON CONCENTRATION I
TWO INJECTION LINES SIGNALS TO

MONITORING?

iF ALL PUMPS ARE

RUNNING,
CONSEQUENCES WOULD
APPEAR TO BE MINIMAL

FAILURE TO ESTABLISH DIFFERENTIAL EXCESS

SUFFICIENT LETDOWN IWILL GO TO THE POOL

ITHROUGH THE UPPER

DENSITY LOCK
WRONG ACTION PUT IN BORATED WATERIDELAY CRITICALITY, RECOMMEND

INSTEAD OF DISTILLED NUISANCE HAZOPING
WATER REACTIVITY

CONTROL SYSTEM

PUT IN FILTERED PC
WATER INSTEAD OF
DISTILLED WATER

NO ACTICN FAILURE TO INITIATE PC
DEBORATION

FAILURE TO ESTABLISH PC
LETDOWN

INDICATIONS NOTHING SIGNIFICANT

STEP TOO SOON START DEBORATING PC
BEFORE STARTING MAIN

COOLANT PUMPS

START DEBORATING PC
BEFORE ESTABLISHING
GAS LOCK

STEP TOO LATE INITIATING MAY NOT BE REALISTIC
DEBORATION AFTER BUT CONSEQUENCES
PLACING REACTIVITY WOULD BE WQRTH
CONTROL AND POWER EXAMINING FURTHER IF
CONTROL SYSTEMS IN POSSIBLE
SERVICE

MORE TIME DEBORATES TOO LONG GIVEN A NORMAL FUEL CCNSEQUENCES OF THI_

LOADING, THIS WOULD DEVIATION MAY DEPEND I

HAVE TO GO ON FOR A STRONGLY ON IHE lLONG TIME IN ORDER
POSSIBILITY OF I

TO HAVE AN EFFECT A_OMALGUS FUEL I

LOADING 1

BROOKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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l Prolect: STARTUP OF PlUS • S Sectinn: _1 I Paqe'

Section Desc: START TO DEBORATC @ 60 KG/SEC (file: deborate) i

t I '
GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND INDV ACTION iCCMMFNIS I

• i i

MORE TIME DEBORATES TO(] LONG IT WOULD APPEAR THATI !

I(con't) AN, UNCHECKED IDEBORATION WITH NO

CONTROL SYSTEMS

ACTIVE MIGHT LEAD TO

SHUTDOWN THROUGH THE

DENSITY LOCKS

(ASSUMING THAT THE

GAS LOCK DOES NOT

PREVENT THIS)

LETDOWN GOES ON TO(3 FLUSH THE UPPER

tONG DENSITY LOCK AND THE
LOWER DENSITY LOCK

LESS TIME DEBORATE FOR LESS DELAY APPROACH TO

TIME CRITICALITY

LETDOWN FOR LESS MINIMAL CONSEQUENCES

TIME

WRONG TIME AUTCMATIC REACTIVITY DELAYS APPROACH TO

CONTROL PLACED IN CRITICALITY
SERVICE BEFORE

DEBORATION IS
COMPLETE

NO TIME DEBORATIBN DOES NOT DELAYS APPROACH TO

OCCUR CRITICALITY

TOO FAST NA

i

i TOO SLOW NA
i

BROCKHAVEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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ProJect: STARTLJP OF PILLS - f) _ .................................. _.................................................

D.t_.,:

L _.,l(.l_;r : RY t R(:¢ ord[_r : C_{:

Section Description: START CONDENSATE PUMP IN ......................................................

PREPARAT ION FOR SEARTUP OF SECONDARY S_SIEM iOrgaf_lz_itton: BNL

NO REAL EFFECT ON PRIMARY, DETAILED HA_,OP NOT PERFORMED .ocatlon: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Rev_slon:

Design Intention:

Team Me._ers:

R YOUNGBLOGD B SHIER

R MORANIE B CHAN

BPC_C'_KHAVENNArlCNAL LAB(]RAIORY
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Project: $TARIUP OF PlUS _ / _evi_Ion: +_e.ctlon: o01 Page: I i

_.,+: o_,o+,°;t,+_ ,o:,°:_s !
..... j++,,+°°: i,°o°+ ,,°..,o., ++

Leader: RY | Recorder: CSC i
Section Description: WHEN THE REACTOR GOES CRITICAL, L

CHANGE THE DEBORAT|ON RAtE FROM MAXIMUM (bO KG/SEC) TO A Organization: BNL +

LEVEL CONTROLLED BY THE POWER CONTROL S+SIEM; tHE POWER
LEVEL IS SET MANUALLY Location: BLDG +30

(file: crlt_cal)
P&IO's: Revision:

Deslgn Intentlon: PUT DEBORATION UNDER CONIROL OF AN
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM RATHER IMAN BEING MAWIMUM; POWER LEVEL
SHOULD BE SET AT A LOW LEVEL, BUT SUFFICIENT TO HEATUP
TO lOOC

Team Members:

R YOUNGBLOOD B SHIER
R MORANTE B CHAN

BRCX]KHAVENNAT'O4AL LABORATORY
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ProJ_'Ct: 5TARTUP nF PlUS • 7 Sec_)n: /31 _'aq_: , !

Sqcl)nn De_c: WHEN THE REACTOR GOES CRITICAL, CHANG| THt DII_ORAIION RAT[ IROM MAXIM!JM (._,OKG/_IC) TCJ A LEVEL i

CONTROLLED BY THE POWIR CONTROL SYST[M, THE PC)W[R LEVEL IS S[ T MANHA|LY I

_'IDEWO'DS[CAU'SC'................................l_'ON_iQ_;iN_e.........RECC:-_M'NO_. 'N_V--TAC'I_N.....................i_;i_'M_NTS.........i

LEt.S ACT ION NIA [
i

_JRnNG ACTION PUT IN MODE A "_F THE SYSTEM TRIES

NORMAL OPERATION TO CONTROL OUTLET

TEMP, SYSTEM WILL
TRY TO DEBORATE AT A

HIGH RATE

PUT IN MCX_E B DITTO

PUT IN MOOE C DITTO

PUT IN MCX)E E DITTO

PUT IN MODE F SHUTDOWN BY BC,RATING

FRQM THE BOi_ATID

_JAIER SYSTIM

(SUBSYSTEM J_2]) t

SETTING TOO HIGH A SINCE PUMPS ARE A_/AJMPTION THAI I

IPOWER LEVEL STILL AT 2U;:,SPEED, MANUAL QPERATI4G
ACHIEVING TOO HIGH A ME!DE {_ERMITS _ETTIh'J

PO_ER LEVEL WOULD TOQ HIGH A F'O_LR i

ILEAD TO CORE HEATUP; LEVEL

THIS COULD CHALLENGE

THE LOWER DENSITY

LOCK WITH T_4E GAS

LOCK IN PLACE

SETTING TOO LOW A SLO_'DOWN TO STARTUP

PO',_ER LEVEL PROCEDURE

DIAL IN TOO MUCH WATER INGRESS

LETDOWN THROUGH tiPPER

DENSITY LOCK AND/OR

LOWER DENSITY LOCK

FILTERED WATER FLOW

_OULD COMPENSATE FOR!

THIS

DIAL IN TOO LITTLE FILTERED _JATER FLOW

LETDOWN WOULD COMPENSATE FOR

THIS

;NO ACTION FAILURE TO PUT LEAVE SYSTEM AT

REACTIVITY CONTROL MAXIMUM DISTILLED

SYSTEM UNDER THE WATER RATE; PC

CONTROL OF THE

REACTOR POWER

CONTROL SYSTEM

FAILURE TO SET POWER PC

LEVEL

I_DICATICNS INDICATIONS OF

CRITICALITY AND

BORON CC)NCENTRATION

NEED TO BE VERY

EXPLICIT TO RULE OUT

LOCAL FUEL ANOMALIES

STEP TO0 SOON PC

BROCKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY B-55



Project: STARTUP OF PlUS - 7 Section: 001 i Page: 3

SeCtiOn Best: WHEN THE REACTORGOESCRITICAL, CHANGETHE DEBORATiONRATE FROH MAXIMUM(60 KG/SEC) TO A LEVEL
CONTROLLEDBY THE PC_R CONTROLSYSTER; THE POWERLEVEL IS SET MANUALLY

CAUSE CONSEOUENCE RECOHME NDV ACTION COHMENISiGUIDE_JORDS
' ' " .... _........... t

STEP TOOLATE FAILURE TO PLACE LIKELY THAT DENSITY
REACTIVITY CONTROL LOCKS WILL FLUSH
UNDER POt./ERCONTROL
BEFOREGAS LOCK I
DISESTABLISHED

NORE TIRE NA

LESS TIRE NA

URONGTIME NA

NO TiRE NA

TOO FAST NA

TOO SLOg NA

I
l
i

!i
i

i
1
t
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Project: STARIUP OF PlUS - B !Revl';Ion:, t 5cotton: U01 Page: 1

Date: 04106192 [ Tiff,e: I_:25:1/

..................................................Js:_".':n._.................................[ '°°°' "°°'°'°"
Leader: RY J Recorder: C5C

b

Settion Description: DEACTIVATE GAS LOCK BY STOPPING
!

NITROGEN FlOW IN AND BLEEDING NITROGEN OUT OF GAS LOCK Orqnnlzat_on: BNL

(file: deactiv) Locatlon: BLDG 130

P&ID's: Revtslon:

Deslgn Intention: RESTORE NORMAl LOWER DENSITY LOCK
FUNCTION INCLUDING BTPASS FLOW THROUGH LOWER DENSITY

LOCK PLENUM SUCTION PIPE

i

Team Members:

R YOUNGBLOOD B SHIER

R MORANTE P KROEGER

BROCKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project, _TARTtJP OF PIUS " 8 Sect i(_n: 001 , Pnqe: /

Section Oes_ DFACTIVATE GAS LOCK B_ qTO_PING NITROGEN FLOW IN AND BLEEDING NITROGEN OUT OF GAS LOCK (file:

deactlv_

#

o,

8, o,
i

POOL WATER OR MAKEUP

nO ACTION jGASLOCK REMAINS PC
I

INDICATIONS JFAULTY PRIMARY EARLY REMOVAL OF GAS
I_SYSTEM TEMPERATURE LOCK COULD CAUSE

I_DICATION COULD INGRESS OF BORATED

!CAUSE PREMATURE OR POOl WATER

!DELAYED DEACTIVATION

OF THE GAS LOCK LATE REMOVAL OF GAS

LOCK - PC

STEP TOO SOON iPC (SEE STEP TOO

LATE, STEP 7)

STEP TOO LATE DEACTIVATION OF GAS ANY POTENTIAL UPSET

LOCK COULD BE CONDITIONS WOULD

DELAYED UNTIL FLUSH OUT GAS LOCK

PRIMARY SYSTEM IS
HEALED UP TO 260C

MORE TIME N/A

ILESS TIME N/A

WRONG TIME PC

iNO TIME _PC

TO0 FAST, DEACTIVATION RATE NO IDENTIFIED
TGO SLOW CAN BE CONTROLLED BY CONSEQUENCES

t MOTOR OPERATED
VALVES

s, ..... J

BROCKHA'VEN NATICNAL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUPOF PIUS - 9 Revision: Section: 001 Page: 1

Date: 04/06/92 Time: 15:31:10

Session: Team: (see below)

Leader: BS Recorder: CSC

Section Description: ACCOMPLISH PRIMARY SYSTEM HEATUP TO ....
260C AND HOT STANDBY CONDITIONS, SIMULTANEOUS HEATUP AND Organization: BNL
PRESSURIZATION OF SECONDARY SYSTEM; INITIATION OF ,,
FEEDWAIER F_)W Location: BLDG 130

(file: hotstand)
P&ID's: Revision:

Design Intention: BRING REACTORTO NOT STANDBY
CONDITIONS IN PREPARATION FOR POWERGENERATION

Team Members:

B SHIER P KROEGER
R MORANTE R YOUNGBLOOD

............................

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Project: STARTUPOF PlUS - 9 Section: 001 Page: 2 I
_,,

Section Oesc: ACCOMPLISHPRIMARY SYSTEM HEATUP TO 260C AND HOT STANDBYCONDITIONS, SIMULTANEOUSHEATUPAND
PRESSURIZATION OF SECONDARYSYSTEM; INITIATIO_ OF FEEDWATERFLOW (fite: hotstand)

GUIDEWORDS CAUSE CONSEQUENCE RECOMMEND. INDV ACTION _COMMENTS

MOREACTION NONE IDENTIFIED

LESS ACTION NONE IDENTIFIED

WRONGACTION INCORRECT OUTLET CONSEQUENCEOF THIS ASSUMESTHAT
PLENUMTEMP SETPOINT DEVIATION IS THAT OPERATORHAS FREEDOM
(GREATER THAN 260C) LATER, AS POWERIS IN THE CHOICE OF

INCREASED, YOU COULD SELECTEDOUTLET
GO TO SATURATION TEMPERATURESETPOINT
CONDITIONS VALUES

NO ACTION NO SIGNIFICANT
ACTIONS IDENTIFIED

INDICATIONS

STEP TOO SOON

STEP TOO LATE

MORE TIME

LESS TIME HEATUP ACHIEVED IN EXCEED 40C/HR HEATUP
TOO SHORT A TIHE RATE; HIGHER THERHAL

_STRESSES

RROOKHAVENNATIONAL LABORATORY
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APPENDIX C - SYSTEM INTER-RELATIONSHIPS AND SAFETY CLASSIFICATIONS

Appendix C. 1 Safety Classification of Systems

Section 8 discussed the PIUS system dependencies and the safety classification of systems. This Appendix presents
some of the same information but also goes into more detail than Section 8. This Appendix incorF,orates comments,
as appropriate, from the May 11 ABB Atom letter.

Section 3.2 of the PSID discusses the "Classification of structures, components, and systems." The PSID states
that the safety classification for PlUS is based on the same principles as for present day LWRs. Mention is made
of ANSI/ANS 51.1 (1983), "Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor Plants,"
however no commitment to following this standard is given. Most (but not all) of the various classification schemes
used for PIUS, are defined in the PSID, are similar to those in ANSI/ANS 51.1, and will be summarized below.
In section 3.2 of the PSID, Table 3.A (which is similar to Table C-I below) correlates some of the classifications

used. The notes to Table 3.A use the undefined term safety-related. Additionally, in the PSID "Systems Chapters"
(Chapters 100 - 800 of Volume Ilt), a slightly different terminology is used. In a number of these system and
subsystem chapters, the PSID designates that system as "safety grade" or "not safety grad_." Other of the_
chapter_ are silent relative to the designation as safety grade. Further, the PSID does not appear to provide a
defimtion of _afety grade, as used in these chapters, or a correlation between safety grade and the designations in
Table C-I below.

......

Table C-1 Summary of PlUS Safety Classifications
..........

PIUS Safety Class (SC-) Seismic Class Mechanical Class Electrical Class
.......

1 I A IE
....

2 I B IE
.........

3 I C IE

N N D C
.........

The four PIUS classificatn¢ms of this Table are discussed in more detail below, using quotes from the PSID:

Class 1 "shall apply to pressure-retaining pe_zfions and supports of mechanical equipment that form part
of the RCPB, whose failure could cause a loss of reactor ctx_lant in excess of the reactor coolant normal makeup
capability and whose requirements are within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pres_re Vessel Code, Section III."
This means the PCRV up to and including isolation valves However consideration must be given to PIUS where

the upper and lower parts have very different safety implications. The lower PCRV (e.g. PCRV monolith) is
assigned to a higher safety class (1) than the upper parts (2).

Class 2 "shall apply to pressure-retaining portions and supports of primary containment and other
mechanical equipment, requirements for which are within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III, that is not included in SC-1, and is designed and reli_ upon to accomplish the following nuclear safety
functions:"

a) Fission product barrier, primary containment, radioactive material holdup or isolation,

b) Emergency heat removal of the primary atmosphere to an intermediate heat sink, or emergency
removal of radioactive material from the primary containment atmosphere,

c) Introduce negative reactivity into the reactor, or restrict the addition of positive reactivity,
d) Emergency core cooling, _.

e) Maintain coolant inventory for emergency core cooling.

C-I



PIUS does not have many of the systems mentioned in the code. The PIUS interpretation is:

- The upper parts of the PCRV including containment isolation valves,
- Reactor internals that are important for maintaining core geometry and coolant flow,
- Safety valve function,
- Reactor shutdown via coolant pump trip,
- Containment.

Safety Class 3 "shall apply to equipment, not included in SC-I or SC-2, that is designed and relied upon
to accomplish the following nuclear safety functions:"

a) Provide for functions of SC-2 equipments or portions are not within the scope of ASME Section
III,

b) Provide secondary containment radioactive material holdup, isolation or heat removal,
e) Ensure hydrogen concentration control,
d) Removal of radioactive material from spaces outside of the containment,
e) Introduce negative reactivity to achieve or maintain subcriticality,
f) Provide or maintain reactor coolant inventory,

g) Maintain geometry within the reactor to ensure reactivity control and core cooling,
h) Structurally load-bear or protect SC-I, -2 or -3 equipment,
i) Radiation shielding of the control room and offsite personnel.
j) Cooling of liquid-stored fuel,
k) Funetiouability of SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,
1) Power for SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,
m) Signals or power for SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,
o) Manual or automatic interlock for functionability of SC-I, -2, -3 equipment,
p) Acceptable environment for SC-I, -2, -3 equipment.

The two seismic classes of Regulatory Guide 1.29, I (fully seismic) and N (not seismic), are supplemented
with a Seismic Class P (passive). This means that the passive function and structural integrity of the equipment
must be maintained, but there is no requirement for active function i.e. a pressure boundary must be maintained
but pumps need not work. It should be noted that PlUS considers the combined occurrence of SSE and LOCA.

Mechanical classifications correspond to the mechanical quality classes, and electrical equipment
classification correspond to IEEE 308 (1974). However, PlUS uses the terminology IE rather than IE for safety
related electrical items. An electrical classification of "C" indicates conventional electrical equipment and a " "
indicates that there is no electrical function for that equipment.

The simplified Table (C-I) shows the relationships between these four classification systems. Table C-2,

which was adapted from Table 3. A of the PSID, provides a detailed breakdown of PlUS subsystems, showing their
various safety classifications. Non-safety equipment or subsystems (that is, equipment having a safety designation
N, seismic classification N, mechanical quality D, and electrical classification C) are not included in this table.
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Table C-2 Safety Classification of PIUS Structures, Components and System,,;

System Description Seis.. Mech- Electri-
No. mic anical cal

100 Buildings, External Plant Systems

121 Reactor (Rx) building (bldg) containing _fety-related I C

parts

125 Control systems bldg, main control room I C

151 Concrete vessel monolith I A

152 Concrete containment I B -

157 Concrete ves_i liner cooling system P D -

159 ' Concrete vessel liner venting system I C -

200 Rx & Rx Auxiliary System,,;

211 Pressure vessel upper parts ! B IE

213 Reactor internals - for shutdown and core cooling (sd&cc) B -

215 Reactor assembly supports and restraints for sd&cc B -

216 Vessel internal instrumentation support equipment for B -
sd&cc

231 Refueling parts to prevent dropping of fuel elements C

233 Refueling handling parts to prevent equipment dropping C -
on reactor

241 Fresh fuel storage equipment D -

243 Spent fuel storage equipment D -

261 Fuel assemblies B -

300 Reactor Plant Process Systems

312 Reactivity control system integrity 1 B -

313 Recirculation system integrity B -

314 Pressure relief system (PRS) integrity B -

314 PRS safety valves l B -

314 PRS other parts P B C

316 Conden_tion system P B IE

321 Reactor pool 2 (only waterfill of 151 cavity)
!1'

322 Pool loop inactivation system integrity I _ I [ B -
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Table C-2 Safety Clansification of PlUS Structures, Components and Systems
r, ,,,,,M, ,, ,, ,,L,,,u ,,, ,,,, ........... , ,,

System Description Safe- Seis- Mech- Electri-
No. ty mic anical cal

, ,, ,, ,, , ,,, ___ ,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,,,, _ .......

323 Reactor pool cooling integrity I 2 ! B
, ,,,, ,, ,,,,, - ,,

325 Reactor pool water replacement system 1 2 1 B
, , ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,, ,,, ,, , - , ,

328 Pressurizer system integrity I 2 I B

331 Reactor water cleanup system 2 3 P C C
, , , ,,,, , ,

332 Plant shutdown reactor pool cleanup integrity I 2 I B
i i i iiiiiiiiii ii ii [11 IllllllIII nil I II I I

341 Offgas delay system 2 3 P C C

342 Liquid waste system 2 3 P C C
,,,, , , ,, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,, ,,

343 Solid waste system 2 3 P C C
,,, ,,,,,, ,,.... ,, ,,, , ,,,, , ,,,, , ,, i ....

345 Monitored floor drains, parts for _fety-related room 3 I C IE
, , ,,,,,, ,,,, .... ,, ,,, , ....

349 Offgas filter systems (if excess radioactivity) 3 P C C
,, , ,, ,,, ,, ................

400 Stea,n & Power Conversion Systems
, ,,, ,,, ,, , ,,,

500 Control Equipment
,,,,, , , ,,, ,,,, .... •

511 Main control room N P D C
,, ,,....

515 Control cables 3 3 I C IE
, ,,,,,,,,, ,,, ,,,

516 Trip and interlock system 3 I IE
......... , ......

518 Emergency control room 3 I C IE
,........

520 Computer Systems 3 3 I C IE
,, , ,,, , , ,,

531 Neutron flux monitoring systems 3 3 I C IE

533 Water chemistry control system, boron monitoring 3 3 I C IE
,--,,, , , ....

536 Reactor, pool, concrete vessel monitoring 3 3 1 C IE
........ , •

554 Steam generator tube rupture mon. sys. 3 I C IE
,,,,

555 Room radiation monitoring systems 3 3 1 C IE
, ,, ....... , ,,

583 Containment monitoring systems 3 3 I C IE
...........

600 Electrical Equipment
.......

649 MCP power supply system 3 3 I C IE
i|11 iiiii ii i iiii i iii ii

673 Safety grade 110 VDC aux. power supply 3 I C IE

680 Electrical power system, control system 3 3 I C IE
,,, , , ........

690 Power cable systems 3 3 I C IE
..........................
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............. ,Ill ,, ,, ,,11 =± .................. " ¸j' ....... • ............. .-- "_'_ .... ==== ........ :::_ °_r, ,_ r'" =====" .. --_ _ - J, ,I,,',,', ,_ II,

Table C-2 Safety Classification of PlUS Structures, Comlxments and Systerrm
...... ,, ,,, , ,, ,, ..... , J ,,,, -- ......

System De._ription Safe- Seis- Mech- Electvi-
No. ty mnc anical cal

........., ....., , ,

700 Service Systems
L ,,................ = .... ,,,,'. - .....

714 Ccx_ling towers for reactor 1_1 c_mlers 3 i C IE
............... ,,,, , ,,......... -

721 Diesel-backed closed cooling system for reactor l_ml 4 3 I C IE
, L ,,, ,, i , , ,,, | ,,, , , ,, i1

722 Diesel-backed closed ccmling system for component c_x_l- 3 I C IE
ing 4

....., :

724 Clo._d ccmling system for reactor pool coolers 3 1 C IE
,,,, ,, ,, , ,....... , .......

727 Local air c_u_lers 3 3 I C IE
,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,.,,, , , ,, ..... , ,, , -

733 Demineralized water distribution system 4 3 ! C IE
, ........................ i ,,,,,, ....... • --

734 High pressure distilled water system 4 3 1 C IE
...... , , ,, ,,, , ...........

741 Containment ventilation system 4 3 1 C IE
, , .t ,,....

742 Reactor building ventilation dampers 3 I C IE ., ,

746 Control building ventilation system 3 N C IE
,',. "'" 1 ....

749 Emergency ventilation system 3 N C IE

751 Bottled air system 3 1 C IE
.,,,, , , , , , , ....................................... ,,,, -- _

753 Compressed air system 4 3 I C IE
.... , ,, , ,,,,, ,,,,, _ ,,,,,,

800 Other Plant Equipment
....,,, - _ _

8 I0 Transl_rt equipment, reactor service room overhead N P C C
craJrle

, ,,,,,,, : ,,,,, ,,,

Notes to Table:

!. RCPB _rtion of system up to and including containment isolation valves (CIVs).

2. These systems may contain significant amounts of radioactive material. If the con_,_.xluencesof a rupture
may be close to regulatory limits, then classify as shown, otherwise system is non-_fety related
(N/N/D/C).

3. Safety-related parts of these systems only.

4. These systems may have lines penetrating the containment. Only the CIVs and the lines between the CIV
and containment wall are classified as shown.
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C,2 SYstemDercndcn¢i______t_

Table C-3, below, present_PlUS systemsfl)r which dependencieshave beenidentified, This Table allows one to
see, in a fairly compact fi)rm, the relationshipsbetween the various PlUS systems. One comment worthy of noting
is that PlUS tends to divide systems into a more detailed subsystemstructurt_than current US NPPs. Table C-4,
which follows Table C-3, lists the systems tbr which no dependencies were identified. The system _t'_ty
classifications used in these two Tables are: ND - not designated. NS - non-._fety, PS - passive _fety, and SG -
safety grade, These cla._,_ificationsare taken from the PSID "Systems Chapters" (Chapters 100 - 800 of Volume

Ill). In a number of the_ system and subsystem chapters, the PSID designates that system as "_|'ety grade" or
"not safety grade." Other of these chapters are silent relative to the designation as _|'ety grade. Further, the PSID
doe,s not appear to provide a definition of _fety grade, as u.',_ in the:._ chapters, or a corrdation between .,_fety
grade and the safety class designations used in Table C-I and C-2 above. Another difficulty is that Table 3.A of
the PSID has a number of instances where portions of a system are designated as _fety class I, 2, of 3, but other
portions are non-safety, The systems chapters of the PSID generally do not make such dis|motions and just classify
a system as safety grade, not safety grade, or remain silent on the issue.

All of the safety classifications are located to the left of the system identifications. Table C-3 has throe other
columns, for three type.s of systems: the parent system, systems that support the parent, and systems that are
supported by the parent. The_ are designated as: System, Supporting Systems, and Fed Systems, respectively.

These systems are identified by the colunm in which they are located. The table also contains some descriptive
matter. If descriptions are to<)long for one line. they are continued, indented from the column that designates the
type of system.

Table C-3 illustrates quite a non-uniform combination of _fiety and non-_f'ety grade systems and subsystems
associated with each other. It is believed that a Table such as this will be useful for evaluating the appropriateness
of safety classification of support systen_s. However, before one can make any reasonable conclusions about this,
the designation and documentation will need to be improved.

Table C-3

i Systems with Identified Dependencies
Safety Class, ,Fed,System System Suppo,rting Systems
ND System 121 Reactor Buihling
NS 345 Monitored |:h_)r Drain Systems
ND 727 l.x)cal Air C(a)ler Systems
PS 742 Reactor Building Ventilation

SG 749 Emergency Ventilation

ND System 122 Turbine Building

ND 727 la)cal Air C(K)ler Systems
ND 744 Turbine Building Ventilation

ND System 124 Chemical Systems Building
NS 345 Monitored Fh:_)r Drain Systems
ND 727 Local Air C(mler Systems
ND 743 Chemical Systems Building Ventilation ND

ND System 125 Control Systems Building
NS 345 Monitored Fh_r Drain Systems
ND 745 Other Controlled Ventilation Systems
SG 746 Control Building Ventilation
ND 748 Other Non-controlled Ventilation Systems
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Table C-3

Safety Class : Fed System System , SupportingSyLstcms

ND 765 Non Controlled Drains

ND System 126 Electrical Systems Building
ND 727 local Air Cooler Systems
ND 747 Electrical & Diesel Building Ventilation
ND 765 Non Controlled Drains

ND System 127 Die_l Building
ND 727 [_cal Air Cc,oler Systems
ND 747 Electrical & Diesel Building Ventilation
ND 765 Non Controlled Drains

NS System 157 Concrete Vessel Liner C(mling System
NS 722 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling Sys. for Compo-

nents and Pool Water Tang Supply

NS System 3121 Filtered Water Supply System (1) Supplies Primary System with
clean water of equal boron content (2) Replaces water withdrawn by System 3125
(3) Controls hot/cold interface in System 3222

NS 533 Water Chemistry Systems to adjust chemistry
using 3333 & 3335

ND 3311 Primary Water Filter System and Water Supply
ND 3333 Lithium Hydroxide Supply System

ND 3335 Hydrogen Supply System
ND 535 Reactor Power Control System
ND 3124 Inlet-Outlet System

ND System 3122 Distilled Water Supply System supplies Primary System with
water which contains less than 10 ppm boron

ND 3312 Boron Concentrating System supplies water
from system 331 tank 22

NS 533 Water Chemistry Systems to adjust chemistry
ND 3333 Lithium Hydroxide Supply System
ND 3335 Hydrogen Supply System
ND 535 Reactor Power Control System
ND 3124 Inlet-Outlet System

ND System 3123 Borated Water Supply System supplies Primary System with 7000
ppm borated water to adjust power or for shutdown

ND 3312 Boron Concentrating System water from System
331 Tank 23

ND System 3124 Inlet-Outlet System (I) supplies and preheats water to Primary
System from Systems 3121, 3122, & 3123, (2) withdraws water from
the Primary System to the Reactor Water Cleanup System

NS 3121 Filtered Water Supply System supplies and
preheats water,

ND 3122 Distilled Water Supply System supplies and
preheats water,
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Table C-3

Safety Class Fed System System r .i Sup t_orting Systems. .....

ND 3123 Borated Water Supply System supplies and
preheats water,

ND 3125 Normal Withdrawal System supplies and cools water to Reactor Water Cleanup
System 33 I

ND 3131 ltot and Cold Leg Pipes

ND System 3125 Nornutl Withdrawal System cools, depressurizes and measures
boron content for System 331

ND 535 Reactor Power Control System controlling
system

ND 3124 Inlet-Outlet System
NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System

ND System 3126 Temporary Di_harge System supports Discharge System 3125
during transient situations

ND 3124 Inlet-Outlet System
SG 316 Conden_tion System discharged water

ND System 3131 Hot and Cold Leg Pipes
ND 3124 Inlet-Outlet System provides injection/withdrawal and heat exchange

ND System 3133 Main Coolant Pumps

NS 649 Main Coolant Pump Power Supply
NS 723 Non Diesel Backed CIo_d Cooling System
NS 534 Main Coolant Pump Control S_ Control ND

734 High Pressure Distilled Water System which
prevent ingress of Primary Water

SG System 314 Pressure Relief System contains 4 safety valves, 2 relief valves,
blowdown pipes in containment walls

SG 316 Condensation System receives and condenses steam discharged from pressurizer dome, via
System 314.

SG System 316 Condensation System receives and conden_s steam,
SG 314 Pressure Relief System

ND 3126 Temporary Discharge System
N D 3132 Steam Generators

HS 355 Containment Pool Cooling System cools
Condensation System Pool Water,

NS 324 Fuel Pool Water Cooling and Cleanup adjusts
boron concentration and water inventory

SG System 321 Reactor Pool provides heat sink for one week.
SG 314 Pressure Relief System if all residual heat

removal is lost,

SG 316 Condensation System, if all residual heat
removal is lost,

NS 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System - loss of both

pumps will yield shutdown
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Table C-3

f_lt_¥ Class _ Fed System System Su_r_rting Svs_fms

NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System via
Cleanup System 331,

NS 712 Diesel Backed Service Water System
NS 721 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for reactor

pool,
SG 724 Passive Closed Cooling System for Reactor Pool

if System 323 is not available,
SG 714 Cooling Tower For Reactor Pool.

N D 322 Pool Loop Inactivation System - flow is provided through this system from pool, when a
main coolant pump is not operating,

ND 3281 Pressurizer, interface exists between Pzr and the pool.

NS ' System 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System
ND 313 Recirculation System,
NS 661 Diesel Backed 660 VAC Power Supply System,
NS 721 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for reactor !

pool,
NS 722 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for

components, pool, and motors.
SG 321 Reactor Pool

NS System 324 Fuel Pool Water Cooling and Cleanup cools Spent Fuel Pool, and
Fuel Service Pool

NS 722 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for

components and pool.

NS System 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System
NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System withdraws pool

water for cleanup and boron recirculation in System
331,

ND 332 Plant Shutdown Reactor Pool Cleanup during

refueling System
NS 533 Water Chemistry Control System monitors boron

concentration in withdrawn/injected water,
333 Chemical Addition System
723 Non-diesel-backed Closed Cooling System

ND System 3251 Supply Pump
ND 3312 Boron Concentrating System,
ND 3313 Pool Water Filter System,
NS 533 Water Chemistry Control System - measures

chemistry variables
ND 3333 Lithium Hydroxide Supply System,
ND 3335 Hydrogen Supply System,
SG 321 Reactor Pool
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Table C-3

Safety Class Fed Svst©m ,_ystem ..... _.... SupnortinsaSvst©nu}.............................,

ND System 3253 Withdrawal System
SG 321 Reactor Pool System 3253 withdraws water from

pool just below System 313,
NS 723 Non Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System
NS 533 Water Chemistry Systems,
ND 3313 Pool Water Filter System feeds 3313 via two pipes: "A" pipe 4 kg/s, and "B" pipe

N_ ...... System 3255 Pool Level Instrumentation if the system detects too large or too
small rates of flow from System 3251 the reactor will be scrammed and isolation
will occur.

SG 516 Trip and Interlock System.

ND System 3281 Pressurizer (PZR)
NS 538 Reactor Pressure Control System
ND 3283 PZR Heating System
ND 3285 PZR Offgassing system
ND 3288 PZR Spray System
NS 538 Rx Pressure Control System
NS 723 Non-diesel-backed Closed Cooling System

PZR Level & Pressure Measurements

Control signals NS
Alarm signals NS
Scram signals SG

NS System 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System receives and cleans water from
Primary Loop & Reactor Pool,

ND 312 Reactivity Control System prepares clean water and borated/deborated feed water,
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System prepares clean water and borated feed water

ND System 3311 Primary Water Filter System degasses and removes particulates
ND 3125 Normal Withdrawal System which obtains the

water for filtering.

ND System 3312 Boron Concentrating System concentrates borated water to 7000
ppm boron concentration,

ND 3311 Primary Water Filter System,
ND 3313 Pool Water Filter System.

ND System 3313 Pool Water Filter System - scram stops withdrawal via system 325,
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System, with-

draws pool water for filtering.

NS System 333 Chemical Additives System supplies chemicals to maintain proper
makeup of Primary System and Pool

ND 3339 Supply System For Water,
ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control sets operating mode

for controller,

NS 533 Water Chemistry Systems analysis instruments,
ND 312 Reactivity Control System flow meters,
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Table C-3

Safety Class Fed System S_stem ....................... Supportine Svstent, i ....

NS 325 Reactor P(s_l Water Replacement System flow-
meters,

ND 312 Reactivity Control System,
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System,
NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System.

ND System 3331 Boron Supply System operated manually, or on orders, prepar_
7000 ppm borated water,

NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System supplies tank in system.

ND System 3333 Lithium Hydroxide Supply System
ND 312 Reactivity Control System,
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System.

ND System 3337 Hydrazine Supply System
ND 3122 Distilled Water Supply System,
ND 3251 Supply Pump.

ND System 3339 Supply System For Water - _pplies other subsysten_ with distilled
water.

ND 733 Demineralized Water Distribution System,

ND 3312 Boron Concentrating System u.sing tank in
System 33 I,

NS System 336 Sampling System samples water, steam,sludge, and gu,
NS 338 Controlled Drains System.

NS System 342 Liquid Waste System
NS 324 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System
NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System
NS 338 Controlled Drains System
NS 345 Monitored Floor Drain System

NS 733 Detain Water Distribution System
NS 753 Compressed Air System
NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System,
NS 343 Solid Waste System sludge.

NS System 345 Monitored Floor Drain Systems collects driin water from plant, NS
342 Liquid Wa_ste System for treatment,

ND 112 Cooling Water Outlet Channels.

NS System 349 Off-Gas Filter System
NS 341 Off-Gas Release System.
NS 344 Decontamination Systems

NS 745 Other Controlled Area Ventilation Systems

NS System 355 Containment Pool Cooling System, cools Condensation Pool and
replaces water,
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SG 316 Condensation System,
ND 3312 Boron Cone.entrating System for makeup and

adjustment of boron for the Condensation Pool,
ND 3313 Pool Water Filter System for makeup and

adjustment of boron for the Condensation Pool.
NS 324 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System
NS 722 Diesel-backed Closed Cooling System for Com-

ponent Cooling

ND System 4111 Steam Generator Output Steam Lines during turbine transients
prevents system pressure from exceeding design pressure.

ND 3132 Steam Generators,

PS 411 Main Steam Line System Steam Drum Tank #31,
SG 316 Condensation System on overpressure opens up to three safety relief velves and dunips

steam to Pool.

ND System 4113 Turbine Admission Steam Lines - four steam lines from drum to
Turbine Admission.

PS 411 Main Steam Line System Steam Drum Tank #31
NS 413 Steam Bypass System during Hot Standby, plant startup, power reductions, and after turbine

trips,
NS 415 Turbine Sealing System, approx 1 kg/s,
NS 419 Live Steam Feedwater Heating, approx 30 kg/s,
ND 422 Steam Admission System, steam admission up to 950 kg/s,
ND 423 Moisture Separator and Steam Reheat System, 66 kg/s,
NS 442 Condenser Gas Removal System steam driven air ejector, 1 kg/s,
ND 4632 Feed Pump Drive Turbine System.

NS System 413 Steam Bypass System blows steam from the Steam Line System 411
directly to the Turbine Condenser manages 60% flow continuously, 100% for
short periods,

PS 411 Main Steam Line System, includes relief valves,
ND 597 Turbine Control System,

i

ND 441 Turbine Condenser.

NS System 415 Turbine Sealing System
411 Main Steam Lines

NS 421 Main Turbine seals shaft for leakage of steam out of turbine.
ND 4632 Feed Pump Drive Turbine System, also various valves.

NS System 419 Live Steam Feedwater Heating
PS 411 Main Steam Line System,

ND 4635 High Pressure Feedwater Heaters last high pressure feedwater heater.

ND System 422 Steam Admission System,
NS 421 Main Turbine.

ND System 426 Plant Control and Trip Oil System protects turbine against
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overspeed, and high pressure in moisture separator
NS 425 Lubrication and Jacking Oil Systems for EHC.

NS System 4281 Turbine Turning Gear starts turning turbine at startup,
NS 661 Diesel Backed 660 VAC Power Supply System.

NS System 4283 Exhaust Hood Water Spray System, sprays turbine casing and
exhaust steam when air pressure is too high in turbine condenser NS

461 Condensate System.

ND System 429 Turbine Protection System against overspeed, vibration, and
vacuum breaker,

ND 426 Plant Control and Trip Oil System.

ND System 441 Turbine Condenser
NS 442 Condenser Gas Removal System for

non-condensable gases.

NS System 446 Condenser Makeup Water System,
ND 441 Turbine Condenser,

NS 461 Condensate System,
ND 463 Feedwater System,
NS 467 Condensate Cleanup System.

NS System 451 Condenser Cooling Pump System supplies cooling water
NS 161 Cooling Tower,
NS 1121 Water Intake Channel

NS 456 Circulating Water Makeup Water System,
NS 642 Auxiliary Power 6KV AC System,
ND 441 Turbine Condenser evacuates Water Box air, cleans tubes,

NS 453 Cooling Tower Pump System via System 441.

NS System 453 Cooling Tower Pump System - supplies Cooling Tower System 160
with water from System 441 when power is available via System 642,

ND 441 Turbine Condenser,
NS 642 Auxiliary Power 6KV AC System,
ND 112 Cooling Water Outlet Channels,
ND 160 Cooling Tower System

NS System 456 Circulating Water Makeup Water System replaces water spent
by cooling tower and letdown to river,

NS 1121 Water Intake Channel,

NS 711 Cooling Water Intake System
NS 451 Condenser Cooling Pump System,
NS 457 Water Quality Control System.

NS System 461 Condensate System,
ND 441 Turbine Condenser,

NS 446 Condenser Makeup Water System along with
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system 461 controls water level in turbine
condenser,

NS 461 Condensate System,
NS 467 Condensate Cleanup System,
NS 413 Steam Bypass System,
NS 4283 Exhaust Hood Water Spray System,
ND 447 Seal Water System,
ND 463 Feedwater System,

ND System 463 Feedwater System the feedpumps control the, plants power output,
NS 461 Condensate System,
ND 313 Reeirculation System to steam generator.

ND System 4631 Main Feed Pump feeds steam generators when their need
exceeds the capacity of the Auxiliary Feed System

NS 461 Condensate System feedwater tank
ND 4635 High Pressure Feedwater Heaters,
ND 4636 System Inlet Pipe System,
ND 3132 Steam Generators via Systems 4635 and 4636.

ND System 4634 Auxiliary Feedpump System feeds Steam Generators until main
feedpump drive can be used,

NS 461 Condensate System,

NS 643 Auxiliary 660 VAC System powered by A and B
buses,
ND 3132 Steam Generators,

ND 4636 System Inlet Pipe System by bypassing the high pressure feedwater heater system 4635

ND System 4636 System Inlet Pipe System,
ND 4634 Auxiliary Feedpump System,
ND 4635 High Pressure Feedwater Heaters,
ND 3132 Steam Generators,

ND System 472 Turbine Plant Leakage and Drain Systems,
NS 342 Liquid Waste System.

SG System 5161 Reactor Scram Trip System scrams the reactor if a runback or
shutdown is not sufficient. System creates a scram alarm System 5161
will be tripped by events which also trip System 5162,

SG 5162 Hot Reactor Shutdown Trip System,
NS 3121 Filtered Water Supply System interrupts power to system,
ND 3122 Distilled Water Supply System interrupts power to system, also closes shutoff valves in

inlet lines,
ND 3133 Main Coolant Pumps one pump is tripped,
ND 517 Alarm Display System scram alarm is tripped,
NS 527 Safety Parameter Display System Scram Alarm Survey is tripped,
NS 649 Main Coolant Pump Power Supply,
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SG System 5162 Hot Reactor Shutdown Trip System shuts down reactor for certain
incidents which include manual scram,

NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System - too
high and too low pressurizer pool level,

ND 328 Pressurizer Systems - too high vessel pressure
NS 421 Main Turbine - turbine trip, without steam bypassed to system 441 via system 413,
SO 5163 Isolation Trip System trip of Isolation Trip

System,
SG 531 Neutron Flux Monitoring System too high or PS

536 Reactor, Pool, and Vessel Monitoring too high
reactor outlet temperature
Note: ABB has stated in their comments on this

report that even though a system above (e.g. system
325) may be designated as NS of ND, all signals to
system 5162 are SG.

ND 463 Feedwater System orders rapid reduction of feedwater by throttling steam
NS 3121 Filtered Water Supply System isolates power supply for system,
ND 3122 Distilled Water Supply System isolates power supply for system,
ND 3123 Borated Water Supply System injection of borated water,
ND 517 Alarm Display System trips alarm,
NS 527 Safety Parameter Display System trips plant shutdown survey.

SG System 5163 Isolation Trip System limits loss of reactor pool water and
isolates pipes if there is a rupture

NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System acti-
vates on low level signal,

NS 3412 Half Hour Delay Off Gas System activates on
high radiation level signal,

SG 546 Pipe Rupture Monitoring System measuring
channels

SG 554 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Monitoring
activates on high radiation,

PS 583 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring activates on
high temp or pressure measurement,

ND 312 Reactivity Control System closes isolation valves,

NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System isolation,
ND 328 Pressurizer Systems isolation,
PS 411 Main Steam Line System isolates and trips alarms,
ND 592 Turbine Protection System trips,
SG 5161 Reactor Scram Trip System,
SG 5162 Hot Reactor Shutdown Trip System,
ND 517 Alarm Display System,
NS 527 Safety Parameter Display System,
NS 843 Safety Parameter Display System.
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SG System 5165 Startup Interlock System prevents criticality in stages of refueling
and for service shutdowns; manual trip can be init.iated in main control room,

ND 328 Pressurizer System,_ low pressure signal from
vessel,

ND 313 Recireulation System interrupts power to one main coolant pump,
NS 649 Main Coolant Pump Power Supply interrupts power to one main coolant pump,

NS 3121 Filtered Water Supply System interrupts power to water injection system,
ND 3122 Distilled Water Supply System interrupts power to water injection system,

SG System 518 Emergency Control Room monitors vessel and containment when
central control room is inoperable,

SG 673 110 V DC Auxiliary Power,
SG 516 Trip and Interlock System,
SG 546 Pipe Rupture Monitoring System,
PS 583 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring.

SG System 531 Neutron Flux Monitoring System,
ND 525 Core Management Computer System supplies core parameters, monitors startup sequence,

NS System 534 Main Coolant Pump Control - controls speed of Main Coolant
Pumps, pumps are limited to 20% power on administrative order.

ND 3221 Lower Density Lock temperature Interface
Monitors,

PS 536 Reactor, Pool, and Vessel Monitoring mixed
reactor outlet temperature data.

ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control gives operating
Mode Selection orders,

NS 649 Main Coolant Pump Power Supply

ND System 535 Reactor Power Control System,
ND 312 Reactivity Control System,
ND 322 Pool Loop Inactivation System,
SG 531 Neutron Flux Monitoring System,

PS 536 Reactor, Pool, and Vessel Monitoring gets
current value,

ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control gets operating
mode, and mixed outlet temperature set values,

ND 312 Reactivity Control System all subsystems of 312 receive operating orders
ND 3222 Upper Density Lock controls hot-cold water interface

SG System 5361 Outlet Water Temperature Monitoring
SG 516 Trip and Interlock System provides signals for scram,
NS 534 Main Coolant Pump Control (during startup),
ND 535 Reactor Power Control System

SG System 5362 Inlet Water Temperature Monitoring
ND 535 Reactor Power Control System,
ND 520 Computer Systems.
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NS System 5363 Fuel As_mbly Outlet Water Temperature
ND 525 Core Management Computer System provides margin for net boiling in hot channel

infommtion.

SG System 5364 Reactor Pool Temperature Monitoring
NS 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System for possible startup of standby pump
NS 712 Diesel Backed Service Water System if needed,
NS 721 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for Reactor Pool if needed.

NS System 537 Pressurizer Pool Level Control,
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System,
ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control,

ND , 312 Reactivity Control System, via System 535,
ND 328 Pressurizer Systems via System 325.

NS System 538 Reactor Pressure Control System
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System,
ND 328 Pressurizer Systems,
ND 524 Control Processors micro-computer,
ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control,

SG 314 Pressure Relief System activates system,
ND 3281 Pressurizer keeps dome pressure constant,
ND 3283 Pressurizer Heating System initiates heating,
ND 3288 Pressurizer Spray System
NS 648 Pressurizer Heater Supply System Switchgear

ND System 542 Process Control Principles - system only specifies principles,
NS 521 Main Process Computer,
ND 524 Control Processors does Process Data Handling,

SG System 546 Pipe Rupture Monitoring System monitors primary and secondary
lines,

SG 5163 Isolation Trip System.

SG System 554 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Monitoring - self contained
system, provides alarm

PS 411 Main Steam Line System initiates isolation.

PS System 555 Room Radiation Monitors - in case of a refueling accident,
ND 517 Alarm Display System sets off alarms,
NS 527 Safety Parameter Display System starts up system,
PS 742 Reactor Building Ventilation shuts down system,
SG 749 Emergency Ventilation - starts emergency ventilation,
NS 843 Alarm System

ND System 591 Plant Power Overall Control selects operating mode, & generates
system variables,

ND 523 Man-Machine Interface With Control Room,
ND 524 Control Processors
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NS 534 Main Coolant Pump Control,
ND 535 Reactor Power Control System,
ND 597 Turbine Control System,
ND 598 Feedwater Control System,

ND System 592 Turbine Protection System
NS 413 Steam Bypass System,
ND 422 Steam Admission System,
SG 516 Trip and Interlock System.

l

ND System 594 Turbine Plant Supervisory System,
ND 592 Turbine Protection System measures vibrations
NS 4291 Turbine Overspeed Protection System,
NS 4293 Turbine Vibration Protection System,
ND 592 Turbine Protection System - trips system,

ND System 595 Turbine Plant Automatic Operations System
ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control,

ND 593 Turbine Plant Process Control System.

ND System 597 Turbine Control System
ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control gets operating

mode selection and pressure,
PS 411 Main Steam Line System - maintains pressure in system
NS 413 Steam Bypass System - orders steam bypass control valves to open or close,
ND 422 Steam Admission System - orders steam admission valves to open or close.

ND System 598 Feedwater Control System - In mode A it maintains level in steam
generator constant (feedwater flow equal to steam flow); in mode B keeps
reactor outlet temperature at 290 degree,s C,

ND 591 Plant Power Overall Control,

ND 4631 Main Feed Pump,
ND 4632 Feed Pump Drive Turbine System,
ND 4634 Auxiliary Feedpump System,
ND 4636 System Inlet Pipe System,

NS System 611 Main Transformer feeds power to Grid, 400 KV system or from
grid to system 642,

ND 621 Main Grid Switchyard circuit breaker opens on
abnormal conditions,

NS 631 Generator Bus System at startup circuit breaker
is open,

NS 642 Auxiliary Power 6KV AC System feeds power to
6 KV auxiliary power system,

ND 630 Generator Bus Systems at loss of load separates bus from grid,
ND 640 Auxiliary AC Power Supply System,
NS 660 Diesel Backed AC Power Systems,

PS 670 Battery Backed Power Supplies.
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NS System 631 Generator Bus System at startup, _,parates system 431 from 611
and 642,

ND 431 Main Generator,
ND 610 High Voltage Systems
ND 621 Main Grid Switchyard

ND 640 Auxiliary AC Power Supply System,
NS 660 Diesel Backed AC Power Systems,
PS 670 Battery Backed Power Supplies,

NS System 642 Auxiliary Power 6KV AC System A and B Buses,

NS 631 Generator Bus System,
ND 622 Startup Grid Switchyard

NS 642 6-KV Auxiliary Power AC System
NS 643 Auxiliary 660 VAC System plant loads exceeding 350 KW,
ND 648 PZR Heater Power Supply
ND 649 Main Coolant Pump Power Supply
NS 661 Diesel-backed AC Power Supply System

SG 673 Safety Grade 110 VDC Auxdiary Power Supply System, fed through rectifier from system
661

NS 677 440 V Battery-backed Auxiliary Power AC System

NS System 648 Pressurizer Heater Supply System,
ND 3283 Pressurizer Heating System supplies power to system.

NS System 649 Main Coolant Pump Power Supply - thyristors and control, wet
motor pumps,

SG 516 Trip and Interlock System tripping signal goes to
frequency converter in system 649.

NS 534 Main Coolant Pump Control, in order to main-
rain hot/cold interface in system 3221 at constant
level

ND 3133 Main Coolant Pumps - at startup each pump is started individually to 20%.

NS System 651 Diesel Plant - this is to protect the capital investment. The
system has two 660 VAC Diesel Sets,

NS 661 Diesel Backed 660 VAC Power Supply System Main Bus.

NS System 661 Diesel Backed 660 VAC Power Supply System - protects plant
instrumentation,when loss of power is noted, major loads are disconnected,

NS 643 Auxiliary 660 VAC System - when regular
power from system 642 is interrupted,

NS 651 Diesel Plant

ND 312 Reactivity Control System,
NS 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System,
NS 355 Containment Pool Cooling System,
NS 425 Lubrication and Jacking Oil Systems,
ND 428 Other Turbine Auxiliaries,

NS 467 Condensate Cleanup System,
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PS 670 Battery Backed Power Supplies,
SG 673 110 V DC Auxiliary Puwer,
NS 677 440 V Battery Backed Auxiliary AC Power - when regular supply fails,
NS 712 Diesel Backed Service Water Sy,_tem,
NS 721 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for Reactor Pool,
NS 722 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling Sys. for Components and Pool,
ND 747 Electrical and Diesel Building Ventilation.

SG System 673 110 V DC Auxiliary Power, plant can be still be monitored with loss
of channels in system 673,

NS 661 Diesel Backed 660 VAC Power Supply System

ND System 686 Power Measuring Systems
ND 520 Computer Systems.

NS System 711 Cooling Water Intake System, principally removes trash,
NS 456 Circulating Water Makeup Water System,
NS 712 Diesel Backed Service Water System,
NS 713 Non Diesel Backed Service Water System,

NS System 712 Diesel Backed Service Water System,
NS 651 Diesel Plant

NS 721 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System tot Reactor Ptx_I,
NS 722 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling Sys. for Components and Pool,
NS 451 Condenser Cooling Pump System - secondary option,
NS 456 Circulating Water Makeup Water System - secondary option,

NS System 713 Non Diesel Backed Service Water System (1) Cools systems which
can use river water, (2) Does not need Diesel backed cooling (3) From which
no radiation leakage needs to be assumed

ND 112 Cooling Water Outlet Channels - input from
Cold Water Channel,

NS 451 Condenser Cooling Pump System - output to
Warm Water Channel,

ND 400 Steam and Power Conversion - various minor loads,

NS 425 Lubrication and Jacking Oil Systems,
NS 723 Non Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System,
NS 726 Chilled Water System.

NS System 721 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for Reactor Pool,

NS 712 Diesel-backed Service Water System
NS 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System,
SG 321 Reactor Pool,

NS System 722 Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System for Components and Pool,
NS 355 Containment Pool Cooling System,

NS 157 Concrete Vessel Liner Cooling System,
ND 313 Recirculation System,
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SG 316 Condensation System,
NS 323 Reactor Pool C_afling System,
NS 324 Fuel Pool Water Cca_ling and Cleanup.
NS 355 Containment Pool Cooling System
ND 211 ! RPV Anchor Flange Cooling

ND System 7221 Wall Cooler System
ND 7225 Pump System for 722,
NS 157 Concrete Vessel Line_ Cooling System,
ND 21 II RPV Anchor Flange C_a_ling

ND System 7222 Pump Cooler System,
ND . 7225 Pump System for 722,
ND 313 Re.circulation System,

NS 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System,

NS System 723 Non-Diesel Backed Closed Cooling System - system does not
need Diesel backup

NS 713 Non Diesel Backed Service Water System - as heat sink (transmits
10 to 15 MW),

ND 312 Reactivity Control System,
NS 325 Reactor Pool Water Replacement System,
ND 328 Pressurizer Systems,
NS 331 Reactor Water Cleanup System,
ND 727 Local Air Cooler Systems,
ND 740 Ventilation System,
ND 741 Containment Ventilation.

SG System 72,1 Passive Closed Cooling System for Reactor Pool - eight loops and
heat exchangers with isolation valves,

SG 321 Reactor Pool,

ND 714 Cooling Tower For Reactor Pool - heat sink for Pool Cooling

NS System 726 Chilled Water System - can be switched to outdoor cooling mode
ND 727 Local Air Cooler Systems,
ND 740 Ventilation System.

ND System 731 Raw Water Treatment,
ND 732 Water Demineraliz_ttton System,
NS 761 Tap Water System.

ND System 732 Water Demineralization System
ND 731 Raw Water Treatment,

NS 761 Tap Water System,
ND 733 Demineralized Water Distribution System Storage Tank - demand for water is signalled

via level monitors.
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ND System 733 Demineralized Water Distribution System,

ND 732 Water Demineralization System,
NS 753 Compressed Air Non Diesel Backed System,
ND 121 Reactor Building,
ND 122 Turbine Building,
ND 123 Air Cooling Systems Pump Building,
ND 124 Chemical SysterrksBuilding,
ND 129 Workshops,
ND 135 Water Treatment Building.

ND System 7343 High Pressure Purge Water System,
ND 313 Recirculation System,
NS 323 Reactor Pool Cooling System.

SG System 749 Emergency Ventilation - services reactor service room filters
exhaust into containment,

ND 144 Main Plant Stack,

SG System 751 Bottled Air Diesel Backed System - power to safety grade
pneumatic valves if system 643 fails

NS 753 Compressed Air Non Diesel Backed System local
switching,

NS System 761 Tap Water System - for drinking water, toilets etc.
ND 731 Raw Water Treatment

ND 732 Water Demineralization System.

C.3 .Systems with No !c.t,entified Dependencies

Table C-4 presents systems for which dependencies were not identified. Some of the systems have no active
dependencies; other do but the dependencies are not regarded to have safety significance, 6r the dependencies are

presented in Table C-3.

Table C-4 Systems with No Identified Dependencies
.Safety Class System Identification

SG System 151 Vessel Monolith

SG System 152 Containment

SG System 1521 Containment Vessel

SG System 1522 Elevated Cooling Tower Compartments

SG System 1523 Service Pool & Fuel Pool Structures

SG System 1524 Containment Access Penetrations
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SG System 1525 Containment Vessel Pipe Penetrations

SG System 159 Concrete Ves_l Liner Venting System

ND System 160 Cooling Tower System

ND System 170 Temporary Buildings

ND System 180 Hangers & Restraints

PS System 231 Refueling Systems

ND System 260 Reactor Fuel

ND System 290 Thermal Insulation

ND System 291 Wet Thermal Insulation for Primary System

ND System 293 Wet Thermal Insulation for Pressure Vessel

ND System 295 Thermal Insulation Outside Pressure Vessel

ND System 312 Reactivity Control System

ND System 3124 Inlet-Outlet System

ND System 313 Recirculation System (I) Operates the Primary Loop in such a way that the Pool Loop is not
activated, (2) Delivers power to the steam generators

ND System 3132 Stear__Generators

ND System 322 Pool Loop Inactivation System - Separates the Primary Loop from the Pool

ND System 3221 Lower Density Lock

ND System 3222 Upper Density Lock

ND System 3225 Gas Lock For Startup - Separates Primary Loop fiom Pool by means of a Gas Bubble

ND System 328 Pressurizer Systems

ND System 3283 Pressurizer Heating System

ND System 3285 Pressurizer Offgassing System - Removes Hydrogen & Nitrogen from Hydrolizers

NS System 338 Controlled Drains System

NS System 341 Off-Gas Release System - For decay of radiated gas
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NS System 343 Solid Waste System

NS System 344 Decontamination System - Storage area for radiated components, Decon area.

PS System 411 Main Steam Line System parts inside Containment up to I._)lation valves are safety grade; other

parts are non-_fety grade: (I) Brings steam from SG to Steam Admission System of Main Turbine, (2) Brings
steam to Turbine Sealing System, (3) Brings steam to Air Ejectors of System 442, (4) At startup sends steam to the
Bypass, (5) Sends steam to Feedwater Heating System

NS System 421 Main Turbine - One high pressure and three low pressure sections

ND System 423 Moisture Separator and Steam Reheat System

NS System 425 Lubrication and Jacking Oil Systems supplies lubrication and cooling for turbine and generator
bearings,

ND System 427 Steam Extraction System

ND System 428 Other Turbine Auxiliaries

ND System 431 Main Generator

ND System 432 Exciter and Voltage Control

ND System 433 Seal Oil System

ND System 435 Generator Cooling Water System

ND System 437 Hydrogen and Carbon Dioxide Systems

NS System 457 Water Quality Control System - Adds chemicals and keeps impurities at a low level

ND System 4632 Feed Pump Drive Turbine System - Controls Plant Power when SG need exceeds
Auxiliary feedpump delivery

ND System 4635 High Pressure Feedwater Heaters

NS System 467 Conden_te Cleanup System - Cleanup system for particulates etc.

ND System 473 Turbine Plant Drying System - For components drained during Shutdown to protect them
against c()rrosion

NS System 511 Main Control Ro<)m - Some actions can be taken from Emergency System 518, or Security
Center 858

ND System 517 Alarm Display System

NS System 521 Main Process Computer
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ND System 523 Man-Machine Interface With Control Room

ND System524 Control Proces_)rs

ND System525 Core ManagementComputerSystem- hasa 3D model of core. Core managementon line, fuel
managementoff line

NS System 527 Safety Parameter Display System - Displays operating status, and forecasts future situations

NS System 533 Water Chemistry Systems

ND System 5331 Boron Concentration Monitoring

ND System 5333 PH Control System

ND System 5335 Hydrogen Gas Control

ND System 5337 Conductivity Monitoring System

PS System 536 Reactor, Pool, and Vessel Monitoring

SG System 5366 Concrete V_ssel Temperature Monitoring

NS System 5367 Primary Loop Flow Monitoring

ND System 541 Process Measurement Principles - methods for measuring channels such as transducers,
transmitters, etc.

ND System 545 Leak Detection Principles

ND System 547 Process Monitoring System - Initiates alarms for small fractures, and alarms for leakage from
pools and insufficient cooling

NS System 551 Extended Delay Off-Gas System Monitoring

NS System 552 Half Hour Delay Off-Gas System Monitoring - Warns of small steam generator leaks

NS System 553 Stack Radiation Monitors

ND System 556 Portable Radiation Monitors

ND System 557 Environment Radiation Monitors

PS System 583 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring

ND System 584 Earthquake Monitoring System

ND System 588 Meteorological histrumentation
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Table C-4 Systems with No Identified Dependencies
Safety Class System Identification

ND System 593 Turbine Plant Process Control System

ND System 621 Main Grid Switchyard

ND System 622 Start+upGrid Switchyard

NS System 643 Auxiliary 660 VAC System - Two buses for all 660 V loads

NS System 677 440 V Battery Backed Auxiliary AC Power - System 677 is provided with its own DC Power,
loss of power activates the PIUS self protection features

ND System 682 Synchronizing System

.. ND System 683 Feeder Switching

ND System 684 Motor Sequence Starting

ND System 685 Relay Protection

ND System 689 Energy Logging System

ND System 691 Power Cables

ND System 714 Cooling Tower For Reactor Pool - Cools the Reactor Pool

ND System 7211 Cooling Units

ND System 7215 Pump System for 721

ND System 7223 Condensation Pool Cooling System

ND System 7224 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System - On Blackout systems 323,712, 721, and system 722 are lost

ND System 7225 Pump System for 722 - Feeds all 722 sub-systems

ND System 7261 Ventilation System

ND System 727 Local Air Cooler Systems

ND System 734 High Pressure Distilled Water System - For wet motor high pressure pumps

ND System 7341 Pump System - Feeds system 7343

ND System 741 Containment Ventilation

PS System 742 Reactor Building Ventilation

ND System 743 Chemical Systems Building Ventilation
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ND System 744 Turbine Building Ventilation

SG System 746 Control Building Ventilation - Control Room habitability

ND System 747 Fle:trical and Diesel Building Ventilation

ND System 748 Other Non-controlled Ventilation Systems

NS System 753 Compressed Air Non Diesel Backed System - Supplies most plant needs for pneumatic
systems and valves instrument and chemical systems

ND System 763 Plant Heating System

ND System 765 Non Controlled Drains

ND System 766 Sanitary Drains

ND System 767 Ground Water Drain

ND System 768 Surface Water Drain

ND System 866 Gas Extinguishing System

ND System 869 Fire Detection and Trip

References

Letter of ABB Atom to Dino Scaletti, USNRC, May 11,1993, Subject : Comments on BNL Draft Report.
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APPENDIX D - SCRAM

If the main cooling of any reactor is lost, the chain reaction must be immediately stopped because no reactor, PLUS,
included is designed to remove full reactor power using the cooling systems that are available after loss of the main
cooling. Reactivity is controlled by" 1) varying the amount of neutron absorber dissolved in the primary coolant,
or 2) causing entry of the reactor pool water already containing high concentrations of neutron absorber. The first
mechanism is comparatively slow because of the relative flow rates of system 312 compared with the volume of the

primary loops. The second, comparatively fast, mechanism is actuated by an imbalance between the primary
pumped flow and the thermally induced flow through the core. Loop flow may be actuated by upsetting this
balance. The active way is to remove power from one primary pump either automatically by instruments indicating
a process upset and commanding a scram through the main computer control of a designated scram primary pump
(active scram - AS) or by a manual actuation of a scram switch that causes the main computer to command a scram
using the same designated scram primary pump. If the primary pumps are operating normally but with the reactor
power increases or decreases with respect to the rate of heat removal, the flow balance is disturbed to cause
activation of the pool loop. This is the passive scram (PS) mechanism of the PlUS design.

It is clear that the three identified scram mechanisms are not independent and diverse. The AS and MS scram
through the same computer and same primary pump. Once the scram pump is tripped, they become the same as

the PS. Hence the PlUS design is not is accord with NRC requirements for two diverse and independent scram
systems. Whether or not a passive scram system is equivalent to two diverse and independent active systems
remains to be decided.

All three of the scram mechanisms require activation of the pool loop thus the basic concerns are mechanisms that
could result in failure of the passive scram. Identified failure mechanisms are:

1) low pool water, 2) insufficient boration of the pool water, and 3) blocked flow.

D. 1 Fueling or Refueling

When fueling PIUS, it would be convenient to have the water level as low as possible, but if the boration is
insufficient, the core could go critical during the loading process. If criticality occurs, workmen will be irradiated
but there will be little or no offsite effects. Criticality while fueling or refueling is avoided by measuring the
reciprocal neutron multiplication factor (l/M) for determining how close to critical the core is.

For PIUS, the core instrumentation appears to be removed when refueling. Presumably other instrumentation will
be used for protection from accidental criticality.

When PIUS is refuelled, the pool level cannot be lowered because: 1) there is no provision in the plant design for
the storage of such a large quantity of contaminated poisoned water, and 2) it is necessary to keep irradiated fuel
immersed in water at all times to prevent overheating. Pool level must be as designed in order to perform the pool
transfer. Similarly sufficient boration must be in the pool water to prevent accidental criticality at refueling.

The PSID does not identify a system for boration of the reactor pool. Presumably containers of boric acid are
released and dissolved into initially pure pool water before the first core load and remains in the water throughout
the plant lifetime unless it is necessary to drain the pool for repair work. If this is done, the core would be removed

and restart would be the same as the first core load. The pool may be borated using System 312 to provide berated
water flow from the primary to the pool through the density locks.

Some boration may be lost about valve and pump seals, and leaks but such would constitute small loss compared
with the quantity of boron in the pool.

The boration of the pool is determined by: 1) the amount of boric acid that is dissolved in a known volume of water,
2) the measurement of the neutron multiplication of the core, 3) the boration monitoring system based on neutron
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absorption, and 4) chemical laboratory methods which are not described in the PSID but are presumably available
to calibrate the boration monitoring system.

It should be noted that more boration is needed to prevent criticality at the water temperature of refueling than at
reactor operating temperature. Thus that that is sufficient at refueling is more than sufficient for operation.

Thus insufficient pool water and insufficient boration at fueling or refueling requires multiple failures. If criticality
were to occur at this time, the accident would have little offsitc effects (mainly noble gas release) with little direct
radiation effects on the workmen because of the shielding provided by the pool.

D.2 Power Operation

Assuming that the pool level and pool water boration concentration were sufficient for fuel transfer and to prevent
criticality, then they are proper for power operation. The question arises, what can happen during normal operation
that can prevent activation of the pool loop and scram the reactor?

Loss of Pool Water

The pool water level in PIUS is automatically regulated to maintain the level in the pressurizer. Should the level
drop below the entrance to the upper density locks, the pool loop would not be able to activate. However before
this can occur the vacuum breaker would allow steam into the primary to disrupt primary flow and cause a passive
scram. (Probably the pumps would also trip on cavitation.) Thus it does not appear that sufficient water to disrupt
the pool loop flow can be lost before the reactor will scram. This provides automatic protection against low water
caused failure.

The question arises as to how the pool water can be lost. It may be lost through the PCRV or by removal by
System 312. Loss through the PCRV requires leakage through both the pool liner and the diaphragm. The water
leaking into this intermediate space is collected by a monitoring system that alarms on excessive leakage. Therefore
leakage through the PCRV requires failure of: the liner, diaphragm, and water collection system. If the leak is
large, reactor operating pressure cannot be maintained thus causing a flow imbalance and passive scram.

Pool water can be removed by System 312. The rate at which it draws off water is 134 gpm. The volume of pool
water is about 800,000 gallons hence 100 hours would be required to remove this water but of course only a small
amount must be removed before the operation of the upper density lock is disrupted. However, this is contaminated
water and cannot be discharged. For this reason, significant loss of pool water through System 312 does not seem
possible.

Loss of Boration

Given that at refueling, the pool boration is proper, the question is, how can boration be reduced sufficiently that
activation of the pool loop will not shutdown the reactor?

The Handbook of Physics and Chemistry indicates that 6.35 grams of boric acid will dissolve in 100 grams of cold
water. This corresponds to 1 boric acid molecule for each 56 water molecules which is far from the 2200 parts per
million concentration of boric acid in the pool. Thus no precipitation such that the pool water would not be able
to shut down the reactor is e: pected. (Freezing could be a cause of boron removal but this could not occur at
power.)

The maximum boron concentration in the primary is 375 ppm and in the pool is 2200 ppm. The amount of boric
acid that must be removed from the pool water to prevent scram is 42,000 lbs. Such a mass cannot be removed
accidentally. Moreover, the return, low boration stream does not pass directly into the reactor pool but goes to the
primary loop. If this were done, the reactor would go on a reactivity excursion that would indicate the low
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boration.

Loop Flow Blockage

The third way passive scram could fail is the most credible - a flow blockage. Such a blockage could occur any
place in the loop circuit but blockage of flow between the upper and lower density lock is very unlikely because
of the size of the blockage that would be neces_,ary to block the flow. Blockage of flow through the upper density
lock could be the result of a core degrading event. It woula not be the initiating event but could prevent decay heat
removal and exacerbate the accident. An obstruction that has to pass through the lower density lock, and the core
to block the upper density lock does not seem credible - such an obstruction would simply block the lower density
lock.

The lower density lock could be blocked by a flexible sheet material that enters the PCRV during refueling when
the flow structure is disassembled. It would be carried by the flow, when the pool loop is activated, to cover the
density lock.

Flow through the lower density lock could also be prevented by: 1) a gas bubble I, 2) structural failure e.g. the gas
cap falls and blocks the lower density lock, 3) reactor core support structure failure that drops material onto the
lower density lock.

D. 3 Conclusions

Based on this discussion, Table D-I is prepared to present the failure probability categories for the scram failure.

Table D-1 Summary of Failure Probabilities Scram
Type of Scram Failure Probability Class
Active Scram (AS) III
Manual Scram (MS) II
Passive Scram (PS) IV

The estimate for AS is based on considerations of failure probabilities in instrumentation. It is believed that the
doubly redundant main computer will not contribute significantly. The MS class is based on human error assess-
ments and the explicitness of the information provided the operators. The assessment for PS is strongly influenced
by the HFIR assessment 2 for loose objects that could block the flow. It is believed that other effects such as low

pool water and low boration may be subsumed under this category.

! Gas bubble blockage may be dependent on the amount of heat being generated by the core. It may be
that shutdown from full power will generate sufficient heat to eject the bubble while a colder core may not.
While this is favorable tbr the initial scram, it might cause problems for long-term cooling.

2 D.H. Johnson et al., "The High Flux Isotope Reactor Probabilistic Risk Assessment, Interim Report (I),"
PLG-573, August 1987.
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APPENDIX E -THERMAL-FLUiD FLOW ANALYSIS, USING THE PIPA CODE

Insupportof theFMECA and HAZOP studiesofSection4 and 5,a simplifiedthermal-fluidflowmodel ofthe

primary loop of the PlUS reactor was set up, using the PC-based PlPA-Code. The model was applied to several
basic transients and accident scenarios, to enhance our understanding of the behavior of the reactor under such
conditions. This appendix provides a brief description of the model and summarizes the results obtained. It ought
to be emphasized, that the PIPA model, as applied to PlUS here, represents a simplified model of the reactor, to
be used only for preliminary and scoping evaluations, in support of the above mentioned FMECA and HAZOP
studies.

Figure E-I shows the basic PlUS design. Much of the primary system is contained in a large pool of highly (2000
ppm) borated water. The separation between the lightly (375 ppm) borated primary water and the pool water is
maintained at two "density locks" only as long as the system remains near equilibrium operating conditions.
Because the density locks are always open, any significant change in the pressure balance will generally result in
the ingress of highly borated pool water into the reactor core, thus providing a passive shutdown mechanism.

0

For the PlUS 600 design being evaluated by the U.S. NRC, the steam generators and main" coolant pumps are
outside the pool region. Consequently, a pipe break can cause a partial loss of inventory. For this reason, the PIUS
600 design includes a "siphon breaker" which links the cold leg and the pressurizer, and, thereby, assures that vapor
will interrupt the siphon effect so that most of the pool inventory remains.

E. 1 Description of PIPA Model

The PC-based model was set up, to simulate the response of the PlUS primary system to various postulated
scenarios. The model is called the P_IUS_InteractivePlant Analyzer (PIPA) code. It includes the reactor core, the

primary coolant system with steam generators and coolant pumps, the pressurizer, the lower and upper density
locks, the large borated pool, and the control and plant protection systems, as illustrated in Figure E-2. The
important physical processes modeled include the two-phase flow thermal-hydraulics, neutron kinetics, and boron
transport.

Dynamics of the Two-Phase Flow Coolant

Two-phase flow conditions must be modeled because PlUS is designed to operate at 9 MPa, which is not far from
7 MPa at which bulk boiling will occur at normal operating temperatures. Thus, the dynamics of the coolant are
modeled via the four-equation drift flux model (Cheng et al, 1986, Ishii 1977). To reduce the numerical stiffness

that results when pressure waves are tracked locally, an integrated form of the mixture momentum equation is used,
integrating along each closed flow loop.

There are four main coolant loops in the PlUS 600 design. In exldition, there are two pool loops: one between the
lower and upper density locks and the other between the lower density locks and the pressurizer pool (Figure E-2).
Thus, with a two-channel representation for the reactor core, there are a total of seven flow loops that must be
modeled for PLUS. To accommodate the model on a PC, we lumped the four coolant loops into one, reducing the
total number of flow loops to four.

The fluid properties of the two phases are broken into two void regimes: (i) For void fraction below 0.7, the vapor
phase is assumed to be at saturation, and the liquid phase may be sub-cooled, saturated, or super-heated; and (ii)

For void fraction above 0.7, the liquid phase is assumed to be at saturation, and the vapor phase may be sub-cooled,
saturated, or super-heated. The NBS (National Bureau of Standards) water/steam property library (Haar et al, 1984)
was used to generate the property function tables for the simulation via high-order polynomial interpolation (choice
of order 1 to 10).
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Density Locks

In the PIUS 600 design, there are lower and upper density locks whose functions are essential to its inherent safety.
PIPA represents the two density locks as two separate computational cells, as shown in Figure E-2. They are
treated the same as the other computational ceils in regard to the conservation of mass, energy, momentum, and
boron. However, the hot/cold interface level in the two density locks are tracked via the volumetric flows at the
interfaces, which are determined from the volumetric flow rates at the cell boundaries of the two density locks.
These flow rates are obtained from the volumetric flux distribution, as described above.

The hot/cold interface levels then are used to determine the average fluid properties of the density locks from those
of the neighboring cells.

Boron Transport

The modeling of boron transport is very important because it is the sole shutdown mechanism for PLUS. Boron
tracking is done by solving the boron mass balance equation in each of the computational cells depicted in Figure
E-2. The model includes a flow-dependent boron mixing efficiency, which takes into account the degradation of
boron mixing and the potential stratification of boron as liquid flow decreases.

Thermal Conduction in Fuel Elements

The transient heat conduction in the fuel is modelled, using a radially integrated mean fuel element temperature,
evaluated by explicit integration for each axial node (Wulff et al, 1984).

Neutron Kinetics

The neutron kinetics are prescribed by the conventional point kinetics equations. The effects of thermal-hydraulic
feedback and boron come into play in the point kinetics equations via the total reactivity as a function of time, where
the total reactivity is represented by the sum of the moderator temperature reactivity, Doppler reactivity, void
reactivity, boron reactivity, and accident reactivity (a user-defined external reactivity function).

Limitations of PIPA Model

The major limitations of the PIPA model, in its current form, are the following:

1. The flow and boron concentration model is one dimensional.

2. The acoustic effects are not accounted for, therefore, the model is not applicable to rapid depressurization
events such as a large break LOCA.

3. The use of point kinetics ignores the spatial effect of time-dependent neutron flux distribution.

4. The secondary side system or balance of plant (BOP) is not modelled, but its effects are accounted for via
boundary conditions.

5. The siphon breaker is not modelled because it is only important in the event of a large break LOCA on
a cold leg, for which the PIPA code is not applicable (see Point 2, above).
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E.2 Simulations of PlUS System Transients

Full Scram - One Pump Trip

In PLUS, there are no control rods and the emergency shutdown is accomplished by ingress of highly borated pool
water via natural circulation by tripping one of the four main coolant pumps. This process is proposed to be
equivalent to a full scram in conventional LWRs. Thus, analysis of the full scram in PlUS is of fundamental

importance to safety. The PC-model PIPA was used to simulate the full scram of the PI! TS600 design.

In accordance with the sequence of events described in PSID, the transient analysis was initiated at t= 0 from hot

full power conditions, by tripping one coolant pump, followed by a feed-water trip at 18 seconds. Figure E-3 shows
the average relative speed of the four pumps, which coast down from 100% to 73% in 10 seconds. As a

consequence, the core and hot leg flow-rates decrease as shown in Figure E-4, which break the pressure balance
in the pool loop and activate the natural circulation inflow of the highly borated pool water, as evidenced in the

responses of the lower and upper density locks (Figure E-5). The resulting ingress of highly concentrated boron
is demgnstrated in the average boron concentration in the core (Figure E-6). This boron ingress eventually shuts
down the reactor after about 80 seconds, as shown in the reactor power response in Figure E-7. Note that there
is a power spike of 86 % at 20 see. The corresponding behavior with time of various reactivities are presented in
Figure E-8.

The oscillatory behavior of this transient is the consequence of boron transport phenomena, with a period of
approximately 20 seconds. The boron concentration in the core increases every time the highly borated pool water
passes through the core in cycles, and decreases when the lightly borated primary coolant loop water (which has

a five times higher flow rate than the pool loop water) enters the core between the flow cycles of the pool loop (See
Figure E-6). In addition, the strongly negative moderator temperature coefficient contributes to the oscillations,
as the cooler water pushes the power up and hotter water reduces the power.

The responses of the primary system to this transient are in reasonably good agreement with the vendor's analyses,
as given in the PSID. The responses are shown in Figure E-9 for reactor power, in Figure E-10 for boron
concentration, in Figure E-I 1 for core flow, and in Figure E-12 for the lower density lock flow.

The above calculation was done assuming perfect boron mixing. The flow-dependent boron mixing model, with
• a prescribed characteristic curve, was also used to simulate the full scram. The model was equivalent to a boron

transport delay of a few seconds. This model predicted an initial power spike of 118% at 4.5 seconds, followed
by a larger spike of 129% at 21 seconds, as shown in Figure E-13. However, it still led to a hot shutdown within

2 minutes. Since many key parameters are still BNL estimates, the exact timing and size of these power spikes are
not well known.

Both the pump inertia and the efficiency of boron mixing have significant effects on the outcome of this transient.

However, in all cases, there was a hot shutdown within two minutes, thus demonstrating the success of the passive
shutdown feature of the PlUS 600 design.

Loss of Heat Sink

A feed-water trip or a steam line break generally leads to a loss of heat sink event. Such an event was analyzed
with PIPA, by specifying a time-dependent heat sink function as a boundary condition, which is a linear ramp-down
of the heat sink across the steam generator in 0.2 second (a bounding case).

The simulated results indicate that the response of the primary system to such an event is the over-pressurization
of the primary system (Figure E-14). The system pressure reached 9.25 MPa at about 17 seconds into the transient,

started to decrease _fterward, then settled down at the initial pressure of 9 MPa, due to the pressure control system
trying to maintain the system;s pressure. The control system reduces the pump speed to 80% of its initial value,
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as shown in Figure E-15, in respon_ to the increasing pressure and the downward movement of the hot/cold

interface in lower density lock (See Figure E-16). This movement helped reduce the reactor power, as shown in
Figure E-17, as the highly borated pool water enters the reactor core (Figure E-I 8). The corresponding response
boron concentration is presented in Figure E-19. The reactor was nearly in hot shutdown at the end of 100 seconds.

Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

An uncontrolled boron dilution event was simulated via a continuous injection of clean water at the rate of 60 kg/s
on the hot leg as a result of failure of the reactivity control system and the inadvertent start-up of the backup
distilled water pump. (There are two parallel pumps for the distilled water system, each with 30 kg/s flow capacity).
As a multiple failure event, an additional scram failure (due to a total blockage of the density locks) was assumed.

The immediate con_zluence of the distilled water injection was a reduction of boron concentration in the core
(Figure E-20). As a result, the reactor power increased steadily, after a few initial small-amplitude oscillations,
and reached 105% at 250 seconds _'Figure E-21). The power increase was limited by the negative moderator
te,_aperature feedback and Doppler feedback, as shown in Figure E-22. Because of the postulated scram failure,
the pump speed remained essentially constant during the transient (Figure E-23). The pressure experienced small
oscillations in the first 100 seconds, (Figure E-24), then stabilized at the initial pressure of 9 MPa due to the
pressure control system.

The increa_ in reactor power is expected to continue and would reach the scram set-point of 120%, at which a
pump trip would occur, thereby reducing the core flow to help limit the power increase. No serious consequences
are expected from this multiple failure event.

Inadvertent Opening of Safety/Relief Valves (IORV)

To test the PIPA model for moderate depressurization transients such as an IORV, we simulated a stuck open SRV
of the largest flow area. This is equivalent to a small break LOCA. In this simulation, the normal scram function
(via pump trip) was assumed.

Figure E-25 shows pressure response of the primary system to the IORV. The pressure decreased steadily in the
first 25 seconds and settled down to about 8.5 MPa afterward due to the steam injection system and the pressure
control system. The initial reduction of the system pressure created pressure imbalance in the pool loop and caused
the pump speed controller to reduce the pump's speed to about 79 % of its initial value, as shown in Figure E-26.
This led to a reduction in the primary loop, as shown in Figure E-27, and resulted in the natural circulation inflow

of the highly borated pool water (Figure E-28). The corresponding boron ingress into the core is evident in Figure
E-29. The reactor power decreased rapidly after the boron ingress, as shown in Figure E-30, although there were
a few power spikes of small amplitude. The time behavior of feedback reactivities are presented in Figure E-31.
The reactor was in hot shutdown alter 125 seconds and there is no serious consequence for this event.
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PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
One Pump Trip
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Figure E-3 Average Pump Speed Respoase to a PlUS Full Scram



PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
One Pump Trip

Figure E-4 Core Inlet and Hot Leg Inlet Flow Response to a PIUS Full Scram



PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
One Pump Trip
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Figure E-5 Lower and Upper Density Lock Flow Response to a PIUS Full Scram
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PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
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PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
One Pump Trip
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Figure E-7 Reactor Power Response to a PlUS Full Scram



PIUS Full Scram at Hot Ful-I Power
One Pump Trip
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PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
PIPA (BNL) vs. RIGEL (ABB Atom)
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Figure E-9 PIPA vs. RIGEL (ABB Atom) for Reactor Power During a Full Scram



PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
PIPA (BNL) vs. RIGEL(ABB Atom)
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Figure E-11 PIPA vs. KIGEL for Core Flow During a Full Scram
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PIUS Full Scram at Hot Full Power
Effect of Boron Mixing
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Figure E-13 Effect of Boron Mixing on Reactor Power During a Full Scram



Loss of Heat Sink
Time Constant = 0.2 sec, IBM RISC 6000
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Figure E-14 Primary System Pressure Response to a Loss of Heat Sink Event



Loss of Heat Sink
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Figure E-15 Pump Speed Response to a Loss of Heat Sink Event
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Figure E-16 Lower Density Lock Level Response to a Loss of Heat Sink Event
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Figure E-17 Reactor Power Response to a Loss of Heat Sink Event



Loss of Heat Sink
Time Constant = 0.2 sec, IBM RISC 6000
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Figure E-18 Dens/ty Locks Flow Response to a Loss of Heat Sink Event

(Lower Density Lock Flow Positive to Core;
Upper Density Lock Flow Positive from Core)



Loss of Heat Sink
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Figure E-19 Boron Concentration Response to a Loss of Heat Sink Event



Uncontrolled Boron Dilution
With Postulated Scram Failure, 60 kg/s
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Uncontrolled Boron Dilution
With Postulated Scram Failure, 60 kg/s
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FigureE-21 ReactorPowerR_ m an UncontrolledBor_ D;J_ Event



Uncontrolled Boron Dilution
With Postulated Scram Failure, 60 kg/s
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Uncontrolled Boron Dilution
With Postulated Scram Failure, 60 kg/s
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Uncontrolled Boron-Dilution
With Postulated Scram Failure,60 kg/s
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Inadvertent Openning of SRV
1st SRV Stuck Open
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Figure E-25 Pn_ Sys_m PressureR_ to an IORV Evem



Inadvertent Openning of SRV
1st SRV Stuck Open
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Figure E-26 Pump Speed _ ¢oJa IORV Eveat
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Inadvertent Openning of SRV
1st SRV Stuck Open
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Figure E-28 Density Locks Flow Response to an IORV Event
(Lower Density Lock Flow Positive to Core;

Upper Density Lock Flow Positive from Core)



Inadvertent Openning of SRV
1st SRV Stuck Open
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Figure E-29 Boron Concentration Response to an IORV Event



Inadvertent Openning of SRV
1st SRV Stuck Open
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Figure E-30 Reactor Power Response to all IORV Event



Inadvertent Openning of SRV
1st SRV Stuck Open
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Figure E-31 Reactivity Behavior During an IORV Event






